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— vii —

It is rare that policymakers get a second chance, but today, they may be 
fortunate enough to have such an opportunity. As this book goes to press in 

the fall of 2008, it is aimed to assist the new administration that will be elected 
this fall to seize the opportunity, learn from past mistakes, and design a com-
munications policy that will be forward-looking, make information technolo-
gies available to all, enhance their contribution to a more vibrant democratic 
sphere, to a greater sense of social responsibility, and to an improved quality 
of life for all Americans. 

Twelve years after the landmark Telecommunications Act of 1996 was 
passed, the media and telecommunications industries in the United States 
are more concentrated and less competitive than they were beforehand. 
Fewer Americans are taking advantage of new technologies in comparison 
to their peers in other industrialized countries; the technologies avail-
able to them are inferior, yet at the same time they are required to pay 
more for them. The combination of shortsighted, though well-intended, 
policies and the tendency to cater to the powerful interests of incumbent 
industries—telephone, cable, and broadcasting companies—has led to 
disastrous results.

Half a century ago, the United States was light years ahead of the rest of the 
world when it came to providing its citizens with access to communication 
networks and when it came to the sophistication of these networks. Today, 
it lags behind most of the developed and some developing nations on both 
counts. Even worse, evidence suggests that in the absence of dramatic policy 
changes, this trend will only intensify.
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The policy agenda set down in these pages was prepared by a group of 
sixteen scholars of eleven major American universities. Media and commu-
nications studies scholars, economists, legal scholars, public policy scholars, 
education researchers, engineers, and social scientists from various disci-
plines, they joined together to form the Future of American Communications 
Working Group under the auspices of the Institute for Information Policy at 
Penn State University. Their work was supported by a generous grant from 
the Media Democracy Fund. Each member of the working group enjoyed a 
free hand in drawing up his or her recommendations, and no vote or unani-
mous agreement regarding each recommendation was taken. In this sort of 
interdisciplinary work, it is our belief that the whole is greater than the sum 
of its parts. 

The policy prescriptions we offer take into account the current crisis plagu-
ing U.S. communications policy, as policymakers strive to support a future in 
which the United States will reclaim its position as a world leader in the field. 
Indeed, policy alone will not suffice, but it is an indispensable tool in this ef-
fort. While each chapter represents solely the views of its author, some com-
mon threads are evident throughout, among them the following:

  The United States should adopt a comprehensive and pro-active national 
information policy that promotes social inclusion as well as ubiquitous, 
high-quality, open Internet service.

  The policy should be technologically neutral, embracing all communica-
tions technologies and redefining the breadth and scope of longstanding 
corrective policies.

  The policy should address the four Cs of access: connectivity, capabil-
ity, content, and context. The goal of connectivity, at the heart of most 
policies that aspire to increase access and/or bridge the digital divide, 
represents but a first step toward functional access and empowerment. 
Capability, content, and context must be woven into any strategy seeking 
to achieve a better informational future for all.

  A balance needs to be struck between measures that are market-led and 
measures that are government-led.

  National policy should recognize that a vibrant national broadband net-
work is comprised of both public goods and consumer products and that 
it is designed to promote the former and create truly competitive markets 
for the emergence of the latter.

Our recommendations are based on a consensus that all communications 
services, including interactive, information, and entertainment services, will 
eventually be provided over broadband. At the same time, we believe that the 
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Internet reduces uncertainty for users in important contexts, encourages civic 
engagement, enables the creation of social capital, and is shaped through user-
generated content.

Our national goal, therefore, should be making broadband ubiquitous. All 
policies and rules adopted in the next several years should be viewed as tran-
sitional, their objective being the smooth transition to a national, content-
rich, nondiscriminatory broadband network. But even if the Internet is kept 
open and broadband becomes inexpensive and ubiquitous—two huge policy 
challenges—that alone will not resolve all the key issues. Derailing hypercom-
mercialism, creating vibrant noncommercial zones, and protecting privacy are 
other important goals to be addressed in these pages. 

The forward-looking policy we propose stems from a vision of how the 
industry should look in the future, and mid-range policy measures are recom-
mended to take us there. 

The recommendations of the working group members are outlined in the 
following chapter, the introduction and summary. More detailed descriptions 
are provided in the individual chapters. Following the summary, the book is 
divided into four sections. In section I, Frameworks, Jorge Reina Schement 
of Rutgers University discusses the new contract for universal access in the 
twenty-first century; Ernest J. Wilson III of the University of Southern Cali-
fornia Annenberg School for Communications urges us to revisit the tradi-
tional perspectives for viewing the media industries; Robert W. McChesney of 
the University of Illinois argues that scholars of all disciplines need to engage 
in the policy debate, and Amit M. Schejter of Penn State provides a compari-
son of communications policies across the globe that sheds light on where the 
United States has erred.

The recommendations outlined in the introduction are discussed in fur-
ther detail in section II—Infrastructures and Industries. Marvin Ammori of 
the University of Nebraska College of Law discusses the wireline industry for 
delivering high-speed Internet access and the means by which to make it more 
competitive; Richard D. Taylor of Penn State prescribes the way the cable in-
dustry should be prepared for the transition to an all-broadband network; Jon 
M. Peha of Carnegie Mellon offers a middle ground in spectrum management 
that balances between property claims and the call for a spectrum commons, 
and proposes the launching of a national emergency communications system; 
Rob Frieden of Penn State discusses the wireless industry and prescribes ways 
by which to increase competition among wireless operators for the benefit of 
consumers; and Philip M. Napoli of Fordham proposes a new framework to 
guide the debate on ownership in the media industries. In section III—Access—
Krishna Jayakar of Penn State lays the foundation for a new approach to uni-
versal service; Sharon L. Strover of the University of Texas proposes a strategy 
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to confront the unique challenges facing rural communities; Andrea H. Tapia 
of Penn State outlines the focus for municipalities planning on providing 
broadband services; and Heather E. Hudson of the University of San Francisco 
identifies the key components for efficient and innovative distribution of the 
E-rate. In section IV—Content—Ellen P. Goodman of the Rutgers School of 
Law Camden discusses the future of public broadcasting as it becomes public 
service media in the digital age; Kathryn Montgomery of American University 
presents the challenges for protecting young audiences in the digital future, in 
particular the overlooked teenage demographic; and Leonard M. Baynes of 
St. John’s University School of Law addresses the challenges of increasing mi-
nority representation in both traditional and new media in light of the sharp 
decline in minority ownership in the past decade.

The book targets many different audiences—scholars, students, policymak-
ers, and activists. It is also quite a unique project in that it is the collective 
work of sixteen independent scholars motivated solely by a commitment to 
serve the public interest. Unlike much scholarship in telecommunications 
debates, none of the scholars accepted or solicited corporate funding for 
this project. The book is also comprehensive, addressing as wide a variety of 
pertinent issues as possible. Each recommendation presented here stands on 
its own logic and represents the views of its author alone. It should be noted, 
however, that at various stages of the process, various proposals outlined here 
were scrutinized and challenged by members of the working group.

The working group meetings and the writing of the different chapters took 
place during the first nine months of 2008 and went to press in the fall just as 
we learned that Barack Obama will lead the new administration. We believe 
that the challenges we identify and the route we each offer provide an essential 
roadmap for his new administration as it confronts the twenty-first-century 
challenge of ensuring a ubiquitous, reliable, nondiscriminatory, and innova-
tive communications network for all. 

University Park, PA, November 2008
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Part I: General Recommendations

1. Congress should adopt a forward-looking national policy to facilitate 
the transition of the “wireline,” “wireless,” and “cable television” indus-
tries to become part of a ubiquitous national open broadband network, 
regulated primarily at the federal and state levels.

2. The new policy should ensure that:
a)  Consumers can access all content and all applications of their choice 

online, without interference from any network provider; and 
b)  Attach any device to any network, wired or wireless.

3.  Congress and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) should 
gather domestic and international information on broadband facts and 
policies to develop best practices.

4.  In the mid-range, regarding all existing industries, and in order to avoid 
the creation of distorted market conditions, regulators should:
a) Encourage new entrants by any means, anywhere; and
b)  Pay special regulatory attention to the rise of metered broadband 

services.

Introduction
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Part II: Infrastructures and Industries

The Existing “Wireline” Industry

With regard to the existing wireline industry, Congress and the FCC (each 
within its capacity as stated) will need to:

1.  Adopt unbundling and wholesale access policies focused on broadband 
access, not on voice or other particular communications; Congress should 
define the unbundled elements narrowly and set the price formula in  
primary legislation rather than delegating more broadly to the FCC.

2.  Modify forbearance procedures to protect pro-competitive policies from 
“deregulatory” commissions.

3.  Enact structural or functional separation to better align carrier incen-
tives and enforce pro-competitive policies.

4.  Set up an operational “arbitrator” to ensure incumbents do not under-
mine competition through operational delay.

5. Ensure entrants have access to local rights of way.
6.  Require divestiture of unused copper and cable lines, when fiber is 

deployed.
7.  Provide financial assistance if necessary for deployment of open, 

unbundled fiber networks.
8. Enact network neutrality.
9.  Include the public in any political debates or compromises that affect the 

future of our nation’s broadband networks.

The Existing “Cable” Industry

All policies and rules adopted over the next several years with regard to the 
existing cable industry should be viewed as transitional, intended to facilitate 
the smooth conversion to a national, interconnected, nondiscriminatory 
broadband network, creating the virtual equivalent of line sharing with re-
spect to the delivery of video services. That said, a number of current issues 
need to be addressed:

1. The a la carte issue should be separated from content regulation.
2. Multicast must carry should not be adopted.
3.  Rules prohibiting arbitrary or anti-competitive discrimination in net-

work management need to be enacted promptly. Serious discussion of 
the nuances of this issue should continue. Full disclosure of network 
management practices would be a useful first step.
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4.  The introduction of metered or capped broadband services should be 
closely monitored as they could lead to unanticipated harmful conse-
quences. Usage-based pricing is potentially anti-competitive, arbitrary, 
slows growth, fails to recognize the current reality of the evolving video 
market, and creates perverse incentives. 

5. The FCC should begin proceedings to:
a) Require all televisions built following the earliest practicable date to 

accept direct Internet connections;
b) Establish “open Internet TV” standards, just as it did with advanced 

television standards (these could be multiple standards), including 
standards for remote controls and integrated media browsers; and

c) Set a “date certain” for the transition to an all IP network in which 
all screens connect to the Internet through an open standard that 
supports remote controls and media browsers.

For the longer term:

1.  The challenges for protecting video over “open” broadband networks 
from undue dominance or predatory behavior are entirely different than 
with cable television. The bottlenecks may not be the local carriers but 
could be proprietary software, appliances, search engines, DRM, and ad-
vertising. The FCC should embark on studying these potential threats.

2.  States should be encouraged to pass laws franchising wired video/broad-
band delivery systems, and replacing municipal cable franchises (to the 
extent permitted under federal law). A model law would be helpful in 
this regard, to encourage common standards.

3.  State video franchises should be nonexclusive in fact as well as in form, 
and issued and supervised under an appropriate state agency

4. PEG access will need assistance to make the transition from analog to IP:
a) states should determine and collect franchise fees or sales taxes on 

video programming (consistent with federal law) and return to 
communities an appropriate amount for access groups;

b) state video franchises should include a mandatory definition of the 
technical quality of digital PEG access of at least equal to commer-
cial video programs (channels) previously delivered as analog; and

c) municipalities should be able to claim any residual authority not 
expressly preempted by federal or state law or regulation.

The Spectrum

While many might believe that the shortage of available spectrum, the “life-
blood” of wireless systems, is an inevitable result of the laws of physics, it is 
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more rooted in the now-outdated laws and traditions of the federal govern-
ment. Numerous measurement studies have shown that at any given time and 
location, much of the prized spectrum sits idle. 

1.  With regard to the management of spectrum, policies should be imple-
mented that:
a) alleviate today’s shortage of available spectrum;
b) decrease the cost of today’s wireless services; and 
c) create opportunities for new wireless products and services. 

2.  These goals can be achieved through new spectrum policies that:
a) encourage spectrum users to reduce their spectrum needs; 
b) allow and encourage more spectrum sharing; and 
c) decrease the cost of initial access to spectrum. 

3.  Near-term opportunities for achieving these long-term goals include 
reaping more spectrum dividends from the DTV transition in addition 
to the reallocation of many television channels in a 2008 auction: 
a) It should be possible to deploy wireless systems in the television 

“white spaces,” and the debate over how best to use that spectrum 
should be expanded.

b) This is an extraordinary opportunity to construct a nationwide 
broadband network that serves local first responders, eventually 
replacing the inefficient and ineffective systems of today, and that 
is financially sustainable. If it does, it will save spectrum, taxpayer 
dollars, and lives.

4.  The next president should demand a detailed inventory of federal spec-
trum and an account of how this essential resource is used. Except for 
those bands that must be protected for reasons of national security, the 
results of this inventory should be made public. This would allow existing 
companies, entrepreneurs, and researchers to seek out opportunities to 
use the spectrum more efficiently. Those who find opportunities could 
make their case to the NTIA, the current license-holder, and Congress.

5.  In addition to making more spectrum available, policy reform could 
make the spectrum that comes available via auction accessible to more 
potential license-holders. Under current policy, the auction winner 
makes a one-time payment to the U.S. Treasury equal to the winning 
bid. Instead, the auction winner should make an annual payment equal 
to the winning bid for as long as it retains the license. This would greatly 
reduce the funds that an auction winner needs initially, thereby allowing 
small entrepreneurial firms to compete with the giants. This arrange-
ment would also encourage license-holders to surrender spectrum if 
their plans should fail, leaving the spectrum underutilized.
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The Wireless Industry

Cutting-edge wireless services, such as true broadband access to the Internet, 
are not widely available in the United States, nor do national carriers regularly 
display global best practices in the nature, type, and pricing of services they 
offer. Wireless carriers appear able to delay investment in next generation net-
works, because the carriers have concentrated on leveraging money to acquire 
market share and buy out competitors. 

1. The FCC must:
a) begin to address the dangers of further concentration of the industry;
b) recognize the need to subject wireless carriers to different degrees 

of regulatory oversight since the many types of services they offer 
trigger different degrees of regulatory oversight;

c) retain streamlined common carrier regulation for conventional wire-
less telecommunications services and calibrate any further deregula-
tion to an increase in sustainable, facilities-based competition;

d) intervene with regard to information and video services only when 
necessary to ensure that wireless carriers operate accessible net-
works. This would not necessitate common carrier regulation, but 
it would require wireless carriers to establish clear service terms and 
conditions and to report instances where competitive necessity sup-
ports diversification in price and quality of service;

e) adopt a wireless “Carterfone” policy, which would provide subscrib-
ers with the option of attaching an unsubsidized handset free of any 
carrier imposed attachment restrictions;

f) prohibit carriers from favoring content supplied by corporate affili-
ates or ventures that seek to buy preferential treatment;

g) not continue refraining from telecommunications service regula-
tion of CMRS carriers until additional sustainable, facilities-based 
competition arises. In the absence of new players in the market, the 
FCC should not approve transactions that would lead to further 
market consolidation; and

h) promote wireless technology alternatives to wireline networks when 
allocating funds that target universal service goals. Together with 
state public utility commissions, it should use reverse auctions to 
achieve lowest-cost bidding for service to high-cost areas subject to 
quality of service benchmarks. Before using reverse auctions the FCC 
should allow wireless carriers to qualify as eligible telecommunica-
tions carriers based on the wireless carrier’s actual costs instead of the 
current practice of applying the incumbent wireline carrier’s costs.
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2.  Congress should explicitly state that state public utility commissions 
and state courts can adjudicate disputes that pertain to quality of service 
and interpretation of service agreements. In the absence of legislation, 
the FCC should enforce existing truth in billing regulations and require 
CMRS operators to provide understandable service agreements that 
clearly specify all charges, fees, taxes, and surcharges. It should also void 
compulsory arbitration clauses.

3.  The executive branch, Congress, and the FCC need to remain on guard 
against trends that would prevent wireless carriers from providing a 
competitive alternative to legacy technologies.

Media Ownership

Policymakers’ goals should be focused on maximizing our contemporary 
potential for a democratic media system, on maximizing the contemporary 
technological tools at hand to craft a media system that is as diverse and com-
petitive as it can be and that serves the informational needs and interests of 
local communities to the fullest extent that is technologically and economi-
cally possible. As a result:

1.  In assessing and formulating media ownership policies, our current 
media system needs to be compared with its contemporary potential—
not with its past.

2.  Subjective value judgments about what level of ownership restrictions 
needs to be applied in order to best reflect fundamental First Amend-
ment, and democratic principles cannot (and should not) be removed 
from the equation.

3.  The primary goal of media ownership policies is not to preserve or 
promote the health of established industry sectors, particularly when it 
comes at the expense of the development of new industry sectors.

4.  In assessing the contemporary media environment, the number of 
outlets or channels is far too superficial a unit of analysis. Instead, the 
distribution of resources for the production of content should be the 
focus. It is essential that policymakers and policy analysts see the forest 
through the trees and avoid confusing channel or outlet availability with 
content availability.

5.  Recent iterations of the FCC’s media ownership proceedings seem to have 
started from the position that, if harms associated with relaxing or elimi-
nating particular ownership regulations could not be effectively demon-
strated, then the regulations would be relaxed or eliminated. It would 
seem more than reasonable for policymakers to engage in an analytical 
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process that assesses not only the potential harms associated with relax-
ing media ownership regulations, but also the potential benefits.

6.  In assessing and formulating media ownership policies, demands for 
rigorous data analysis must be accompanied and supported by rigorous 
data gathering.

7.  In assessing and formulating media ownership policies, “putting the 
horse back in the barn” is not impossible. In fact, history tells us that, 
if the political will is there, such reversals in policy direction are indeed 
possible.

Part III: Access

Universal Service Policy

A future universal service policy can help prepare the United States for the 
competitive challenges that lay ahead, most prominently, the need to catch 
up with the rest of the developed world and assume a dominant role in the 
emerging broadband economy.

1. Short term universal service challenges include:
a) The question of universal service funding: If the new administration 

does not address the question of universal service funding, it will 
not be able to find solutions for any of the other questions confront-
ing the universal service programs. Policymakers’ ability to expand 
the contribution base is limited; therefore, it is imperative in the 
short term that expenditures are capped at sustainable and effective 
levels for the various USF-supported programs. Specifically for the 
high-cost areas program, we recommend that a single service pro-
vider be identified in each territory to offer service using the most 
cost-efficient technology—this service provider may be identified 
through auctions or other appropriate mechanisms. 

b) The lack of accountability and monitoring in universal service pro-
grams. This challenge calls for their improvement as well as for the 
introduction of stronger institutional mechanisms to investigate 
allegations of fraud or misappropriation of funds.

c) The inability of a growing percentage of households to have access 
to basic telephone service: federal incentives to states to actively pro-
mote Lifeline and Link-Up programs. Better enforcement of existing 
consumer protection laws or a new law specific to telecommunica-
tions is needed to protect consumers against aggressive marketing 
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of telecommunication services—a leading cause of disconnection 
because it causes unpredictable increases in monthly bills.

d)  The proposals of the Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service 
for reorganizing the high-cost areas program to create three new 
platform-specific funds—a broadband fund, a mobility fund, and a 
provider of last resort (POLR) fund should be replaced by encour-
aging the deployment of cost-efficient multiple services platforms 
such as WiMax, through funding support as well as other means, 
such as spectrum allocations and standard-setting. If implementa-
tion is devolved to the states, there has to be active federal standard-
setting and monitoring.

For the long run, universal service policies need to move beyond the tradi-
tional focus on access.

2.  Emphasis should shift from promoting network take-up through afford-
ability (“low rates”) to promoting it through increasing the value that 
consumers derive from network services.

3.  Instead of providing a common service to all consumers uniformly 
(plain old telephone service—POTS), the new universal service pro-
grams should offer a multiplicity of services, with consumers able to 
choose the services that they value the most. 

4.  Policymakers should recognize that subscriptions in the new telecom-
munications environment will be driven by the quality and heterogene-
ity of services and by the ability of consumers to choose the services 
most valuable to them. As a result they need to pay attention to the 
middle of the value production chain, i.e., the place where new service 
innovations occur.

5.  Unlike POTS, new telecommunications services require a degree of 
knowledge and skill on the part of consumers. Universal service policies 
in the new environment must incorporate efforts to promote digital 
literacy and training.

6.  In taking the cue from universal service policies evolving around the 
globe, the “new universal service” should build on four dimensions:
a) supporting network deployment; 
b) aiding network take-up by promoting digital literacy and consumer 

training; 
c) providing incentives for service/business innovation; and
d) creating support infrastructures that enable the deployment of new 

services. 

Of these, support for network deployment is the only one emphasized by 
traditional universal service policies.
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Rural Access

A special challenge lies with regard to access in rural regions, in which roughly 
17 percent of the U.S. population lives. Broadband subscription rates in rural 
regions are twenty-one percentage points lower than in urban and eighteen 
percentage points lower than in suburban regions, even though there is an 
equivalent level of interest in subscribing to broadband in both regions. 

An alternative vision of universal service and its contribution to rural 
populations must focus on cultivating the ability of people to improve their 
lives—with the specific nature of those improvements to be determined 
by the people themselves. This, in turn, requires renewed focus on self-
determination in the communications/telecommunications environment—a 
process made more viable with the onset of new media, networks, and new 
types of telecommunications services. Public policy that acknowledges not 
just parity with urban regions, but also self-determination, could make tele-
communications more meaningful to life in rural regions.

The challenges that lie ahead in this field are several: 

1.  Recognizing the significance of this infrastructural element to all aspects 
of life in rural and nonrural regions of the country, and incorporating 
into economic, educational, and social policies the budgets and practices 
that will help exploit the potential of telecommunications.

2.  Conceding that marketplace dynamics do not deliver timely services 
to more remote and less populous regions and developing improved 
mechanisms to improve services in those regions. 

3.  Crafting programs that systematically augment the range of services 
and available training and expertise around broadband services in rural 
regions.

4.  The four factors that affect rural Internet subscription and use are: 
a) infrastructure availability; 
b) content applicability; 
c) pricing; and 
d) training.

Viable programs that influence these factors can take several forms. Since 
simple deployment alone, however, appears to be an insufficient driver, any 
programs that stimulate deployment must be linked to investments in train-
ing and use. The recommendations regarding rural connectivity are:

1.  Adopt a national broadband policy that is capable of guaranteeing sus-
tained investment in telecommunications infrastructure. The United 
States requires constantly updated capabilities that are affordable and 
available to all. 
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2.  Establish grants for Internet training. These could be block grants 
and must be outcomes-oriented and outcomes-dependent. The target 
populations could be not only individual users but also small businesses. 
Increasing small business use of the Internet could have tremendous 
economic impact on rural regions. Grants within states themselves 
could go to various entities, including nonprofits, towns, counties, and 
local government units.

3.  Universal service funds should be used to enhance projects undertaken 
by communities that are designed to extend their telecommunications 
capabilities. These funds could be used to match local investment in in-
frastructure, connectivity, public access, and similar access technologies. 
They could also be used to provide broadband infrastructure develop-
ment and incentives to communities that can demonstrate their readi-
ness to develop their own facilities/expertise as well as their abilities to 
use these facilities. Communities should match federal investment in 
some manner. They could purchase broadband services or develop their 
own infrastructures. 

4.  Invest in community college–based Internet applications capabilities 
classes for individuals and small businesses and create incentives for 
colleges that enroll small business owners, with some outcome-based 
measure being the trigger for an incentive “subsidy” or payment. 

5.  Create “rural leadership academies” that select aspiring or actual rural 
leaders for two to three weeks of leadership training that would include 
training not only in using the Internet but also in running computer 
education clinics or courses, in the “nuts and bolts” of broadband in-
frastructure, and in resource-sharing across institutions. These leaders 
would serve the purpose of catalyzing Internet availability and use in 
their respective communities, which would be left to decide what invest-
ments and services make most sense for them.

Municipal Broadband

Local governments have a role to encourage municipalities:

1.  To own and manage wireless networks or at least to take an active role 
in creating them.

2.  To design, build, and deploy wireless service that is as reliable as the 
other common utilities, such as water, power, and telephone, with clear 
performance standards established.

3.  To design, build, and deploy wireless service coverage, which should in-
clude every household, business, organization, public space, and public 
transit corridor included in a municipality.
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4.  To charge for the wireless service prices that are affordable and nondis-
criminatory, in order to ensure universal access for all.

In order to achieve the goals of this policy, it is essential to:

1.  Identify a common standard for wireless broadband deployment, in-
cluding Wi-Fi meshing.

2.  Reallocate underutilized spectrum for unlicensed citizen access.
3.  Expand the universal service fund (USF) to cover broadband service, in-

cluding USF eligibility, distribution, and availability of funds for various 
types of broadband providers.

4.  Encourage the federal government to offer grants to fund broadband 
deployment.

The E-Rate

The USF programs for schools, libraries, and rural health care should become a 
permanent component of universal service. The FCC should maintain respon-
sibility for the USF programs for schools, libraries, and rural health care, but 
special advisory committees should be established, comprised of representatives 
from NTIA, DOE, and HHS, as well as from professional educational, library, 
and health care organizations. These advisory committees should also include 
experts on the utilization of ICTs and on the evaluation of ICT programs.

1. The following E-Rate policies should be continued:
a) funding should be limited to connectivity and related facilities;
b) discounts based on income and geographic region should be main-

tained; and
c) a competitive bidding process for vendors should continue.

2.  A triennial review of FCC and USAC administrative, application, and 
oversight procedures should be required to improve the efficiency, ef-
fectiveness, and transparency of the disbursement of funds.

3.  Sources that support the factors critical to effective utilization of ICTs 
need to be identified: capacity-building for teachers and others who use 
ICTs, development and exchange of effective content for education, and 
other development and contextual applications (based on factors such 
as language, culture, ethnicity, and disabilities).

4.  A small percentage of USF funds should be used for outreach to make 
more educators, librarians, and rural health care providers aware of the 
programs and for evaluation to update and analyze data on program 
utilization and to assess impacts of USF support.
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Part IV: Content

Public Broadcasting

The need for public investment in media content and services has not abated, 
since the commercial market on its own is still unable to provide the media 
environment that makes for a thriving democracy. The task of redesigning 
federal public media subsidies provides an opportunity not only to take ac-
count of new technologies and modes of media production but also to rethink 
the purpose of noncommercial media in our society. For too long, the policy 
debates over public broadcasting have centered on “fairness and balance” in 
the programming that stations air and on whether or not the federal govern-
ment should continue to subsidize entities in the existing structure. That 
debate today needs to turn to structural reform.

The objective of public broadcasting has always been to provide media content 
that the market will not. Broadly speaking, it is content that promotes citizen-
ship, personal growth, and social cohesion. These goals remain important, but 
they need to be reinterpreted in the new media environment. Specifically, media 
policy needs to focus more on public media, not just public broadcasting.

What is needed is a system that focuses on supporting a wide range of non-
commercial programs and services and that promotes universal access to, and 
opportunity to engage with, quality media content. This transition, though 
clearly needed, is politically difficult. It involves at least three components: 

1.  Restructuring the current system so that funds are diverted from the 
operation of broadcast facilities.

2.  Redefining the entities that are entitled to public media funding.
3.  Revamping the system of copyright exemptions and licenses so that 

public media entities have access to content on reasonable terms, can 
distribute public media content across all platforms, and can make con-
tent available for citizen engagement and reuse.

Digital Media and Young Audiences

The Internet and other new digital technologies hold great promise for youth, 
particularly for education, community-building, political involvement, and 
civic engagement. Therefore, marketing policies should only be a small part 
of a much broader media research and policy agenda. Among the issues that 
must be addressed are universal access to broadband, E-Rate policies, funding 
for noncommercial platforms, and support for education and training. If our 
goal is to have a generation that can help the country tackle its most pressing 
problems, then we need to provide it with a media environment that will help 
its members become effective contributors to our society and our democracy.
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The next few years provide an important opportunity to develop commer-
cial safeguards for children and teens, particularly in two key areas—public 
health and personal privacy. Several steps should be taken in the short term 
to enable the United States to move toward a fair and equitable media and 
marketing system for children and youth. 

1.  The appropriate congressional committees should hold hearings on 
contemporary digital marketing practices targeted at children and ado-
lescents. 

2.  The FTC, the FCC, and Congress should work together, along with the 
industry and the public health and child advocacy communities, to de-
velop a new set of rules governing digital marketing to children. 

3.  New regulations must take into account the full spectrum of advertis-
ing and marketing practices across all media, and apply to all children, 
including adolescents. Particular attention needs to be paid to how food 
and beverage products are promoted. 

4.  Among the areas of special focus should be the following: 
a) requirements for full disclosure of data collection practices, includ-

ing so-called nonpersonally identifiable information, targeted at 
children and adolescents; 

b) restrictions on personal profiling and behavioral targeting aimed at 
individuals under the age of eighteen; and 

c) restrictions on certain practices that may be deceptive, such as “viral 
videos” and other forms of stealth marketing that do not disclose, at 
the outset, the companies behind the campaigns.

5.  Clearly, government has a role to play in protecting adolescents’ privacy. 
The proposals presented by the coalition of children and health groups, 
all of which would be within the agency’s current statutory authority, 
would be an appropriate and necessary initial step for the FTC to take. 
These would include:
a) adopting, as part of the industry’s voluntary guidelines, a definition 

of “sensitive data” to include “the online activities of all persons 
under the age of eighteen”; and 

b) prohibiting “the collection of sensitive data for behavioral advertis-
ing purposes.”

Digital Media and Broadcasting for Minorities

At this time and in the near future, the Internet and broadband technologies 
are not and will not serve as substitutes for broadcasting among minorities. 
Since minorities have less access to the Internet and broadband technologies, 
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broadcast television, and radio, which reach 99 percent of the population and 
are consumed more frequently than Internet services by African Americans 
and Latinos/as, still represent for them a valid separate market.

The FCC’s Report and Order and Third Further Notice of Rulemaking, 
which adopted nondiscrimination rules for market transactions and advertis-
ing, is insufficient to combat this problem, and with the shortage of spectrum 
to provide for new station licenses much of the effort to diversify media own-
ership has to focus on the sale of broadcast licenses in secondary markets. The 
following measures should be adopted:

1.  Revive the FCC’s Minority Tax Certificate Program—a program repealed 
in 1995 by Congress.

2.  Reinstitute the distress sale policy and apply it to socially and economi-
cally disadvantaged businesses.

These programs should pass constitutional muster, both because after thirteen 
years of sharp decline in minority ownership, enough data is available to jus-
tify their reimplementation, and because they are narrowly tailored to meet 
the need for diversification of media ownership. 

3.  The United States should join the rest of the world and affirm its respon-
sibility for protecting mutual respect within the diverse composition of 
its population. A statute should make diversity of media voices a core 
value and require that every action that the FCC takes is evaluated in the 
context of its effect on diversity of media ownership and media voices.

4.  In order for people of color to have more access and content in the new 
world of ubiquitous broadband, two types of policies need to be imple-
mented: 
a) policies that ensure universal access to broadband and network 

neutrality; and
b) expansion of the tax certificate, distress sale, and SBA loan programs 

to providers of online content. 
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Broadband, Internet, and Universal Service
Challenges to the Social Contract of the Twenty-First Century

Jorge Reina Schement

Let it be remarked . . . that the intercourse throughout the Union will be 
facilitated by new improvements. Roads will everywhere be shortened, 
and kept in better order; accommodations for travelers will be multiplied 
and meliorated; an interior navigation on our eastern side will be opened 
throughout, or nearly throughout, the whole extent of the thirteen States. 
The communication between the Western and Atlantic districts, and 
between different parts of each, will be rendered more and more easy 
by those numerous canals with which the beneficence of nature has in-
tersected our country, and which art finds it so little difficult to connect 
and complete.

James Madison1

Madison’s vision emphasizes the importance of access to communica-
tions channels in the creation of a new nation. For those still unsure 

of the prospects of this new nation, his portrayal of an advanced eighteenth-
century civilization provides hope for prosperity. Access to communications 
channels has always been taken for granted in the traditional American belief 
in the trinity of opportunity, participation, and prosperity—a belief so deep 
that it constitutes an enduring social contract.2 And, as we will argue, it 
should also be taken for granted when revisiting that social contract in light 
of twenty-first-century exigencies.

This chapter sets out by proposing that this implied social contract, even 
as it continues to resonate, needs to be revised in a way that recognizes the 
growing influence of innovativeness and globalization. Second, it contends 



that the achievement of successful access requires the implementation of 
a policy framework that integrates connectivity, capability, content, and 
context—referred to here as the four Cs. Finally, it argues that broadband 
should constitute the universal service standard for a national information 
infrastructure with global aspirations. 

A Social Contract for the Twenty-First Century

The men who convened the Constitutional Convention may have posited 
that colonial society evolved naturally, but, in reality, they imported and then 
reinvented British institutions along with their associated values. In so doing, 
they laid the foundation for an explicit system of governmental obligations 
culminating in the Constitution and Bill of Rights.3 The people, meanwhile, 
evolved a mix of expectations loosely fastened to popular notions of liberty, 
democracy, and the American Dream. Together, elites and common folk 
established a kind of social contract, broadly understood as guaranteeing 
freedom and democratic participation, but also offering the opportunity for 
individuals to improve their quality of life.4

Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, commitment to the 
contract produced a succession of universally accessible infrastructures, be-
ginning with the post road between New York and Philadelphia, then canals, 
turnpikes, railroads, telegraph, public libraries, mass transportation, public 
education, electrification, and telephone. In its time, each gave rise to a policy 
debate about the legitimacy of the commitment to a material “happiness,” and 
the proper balance between public and private investment needed to reach it. 
Taken together, these debates reflect a longstanding tradition of universal ser-
vice in American policy. The infrastructures that eventually emerged helped 
integrate a nation. 

In the twenty-first century, the emergence of a society geared to the produc-
tion, distribution and consumption of information reorients this democratic 
social contract by converging the requirements of democracy with the dy-
namics of a global information economy.5 Whereas in the second half of the 
twentieth century, the universal service debate centered on the telephone, in 
the twenty-first century, it will focus on broadband.6

Five Reasons to Promote a Policy of Broadband Universal Service

In essence, universal service policy promises every person the opportunity 
to connect with and utilize the nation’s information infrastructure. Yet, if it 
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is to enable a world-class economy and quality of life, universal service must 
do even more: it must promise access to the most advanced information in-
frastructure in the world. Anything short of that undermines the competitive 
advantage of individuals, firms, and ultimately the nation. Hence, if universal 
service is to deliver on its promise, then it must offer each and every person 
the opportunity to exploit the network’s economic, political, and personal 
resources.

Economic Participation—Opportunity 

Americans built their economy through a succession of network infrastruc-
tures.7 An early nineteenth-century web of canals and traces8 opened new 
territories beyond the Appalachian Mountains, integrating the economies of 
new states with those of the original thirteen. Even so, the limitations of that 
web—narrow canals, waterlogged trails—throttled economic growth. Then 
came the railroads with a broadband solution and the first national informa-
tion infrastructure. The new railroad network burst the constraints of the old 
infrastructure, overcame geography, bore enormous loads, and moved goods 
and information in such vast quantities that eastern manufacturers were able 
to assemble the first truly national markets. Its power did not stop there, for 
hundreds of millions of Americans also rode the rails of that network to their 
own economic futures.9

Like railroads, telecommunications networks distribute economic goods 
and services, while adding value to transactions, since information may itself 
be a distinct product or input to other products and services. If individuals 
and firms are to participate in the market fully, they must have the opportu-
nity to avail themselves of information that will help them consume, produce, 
and innovate. The value of a network is determined by the number of mem-
bers it has, for as the number of members increases, so too does the network’s 
functionality and potential value to those already on it. Conversely, when 
people do not have effective access, they are less likely to contribute to the pool 
of positive effects generated from multiple interactions on the network.10 For 
small businesses and individuals, access to the telecommunications network, 
therefore, offers the opportunity to participate more fully in an economy 
driven by the production and distribution of information. Broadband, with 
its capacity to multiply the traffic, intensifies that potential. 

Public Participation—Civic Culture

Universal service also addresses the promise of democratic discourse. That is, 
democracy requires an informed and involved citizenry, yet this is possible 
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only if the citizens have access to information about their government and the 
opportunity to participate in political discourse. There are, then, two dimen-
sions to political participation—reception and distribution. On the reception 
side, citizens are better able to make informed contributions when they have 
heard a variety of opinions, especially when they have heard their favored opin-
ions challenged in the marketplace of ideas. On the distribution side, citizens 
benefit when individuals are able to communicate and to engage in political 
dialogue beyond the confines of their immediate communities. Only then can 
democratic discourse transcend the walls of localness and the stifling of popu-
lar debate that occurs when only elites have access to the national communica-
tions channels. Indeed, the American concept of democracy comes embedded 
with a communications orientation; consequently, the pledge of equal access is 
not only logical, but also necessary to the conduct of a free and open society.11 
Emerson’s classic explanation captures this tension:

The crucial point, however, is not that freedom of expression is politically useful, 
but that it is indispensable to the operation of a democratic form of govern-
ment. Once one accepts the premise of the Declaration of Independence—that 
governments derive “their just power from the consent of the governed”—it 
follows that the governed must, in order to exercise their right to consent, have 
full freedom of expression both in forming individual judgments and in forming 
the common judgment.12

In the twenty-first century, however, access and participation depend on the 
diffusion of an Internet infrastructure and meeting challenges faced by those 
institutions that stand to benefit from it most. Schools, where most Americans 
begin their civic education, must have high bandwidth access to the network. 
Public libraries, the people’s portals, face enormous demands from patrons 
who lack Internet connectivity in the home and must connect to a broadband 
network. In theory, a democracy thrives when its citizenry is informed and 
involved. But if this is to happen, then telecommunications policies must 
guarantee full access to the nation’s information infrastructure.

Social Participation—Community

Communication creates society. After all, humans define themselves not in 
isolation but through contact with others. Accordingly, a nation’s telecom-
munications network is one of its most basic structures. Potentially, the range 
of information provided by any basic telecommunications infrastructure is 
infinite, ranging from the routine to the exceptional. To search for informa-
tion on autism, to place a follow-up call for a job interview, to view a presi-
dential debate, or to hear one’s grandchild in California from New Jersey—all 
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these activities generate value to the user, but they also strengthen society 
by rewarding participation, and, in return, encourage further participation. 
Essentially, participation in a network that saves lives, creates jobs, and gives 
every citizen the chance to pursue the full spectrum of life builds social capital 
with value far beyond the individual. The antithesis holds true as well: indi-
viduals who exist beyond the reach of the network have fewer opportunities, 
causing them to be isolated, alienated, and even downright hostile. Clearly, the 
network is an essential structure for overcoming social fragmentation, and, 
consequently, for creating community. It follows that if Americans want to 
encourage the sense of shared values and mutual interdependence that comes 
from social interaction, universal service policy must stress maximum access 
to the network, for in an information society, it is the network that holds us 
together.13

From Corrective to Catalyst

Political, economic, and social participation form the foundation processes 
of a vigorous democracy, while the promise of inclusion to all confers the 
stamp of democratic authenticity. The idea of universal service is rooted in a 
response to the challenge of the Constitution and the challenge of colonial ge-
ography. The post road mandated in the Constitution, the railroads, and rural 
free delivery—all these were solutions that helped overcome the obstacles of 
a narrow north-south geographical axis without natural pathways, and in 
this way, helped create a participatory democracy. In the twentieth century, 
similar challenges led to the Communications Act of 1934, which sought to 
finalize the diffusion of a telephone network already half a century old. Any 
policy with the goal of universal access finds itself tested at the margins, since 
it is easy enough to say that “all’s right with the world” by pointing to the par-
ticipation of society’s favored members. 14 In the case of traditional universal 
service policy, the fact that seven million U.S. households (7 percent) are still 
without telephones indicates that even in this basic service success has its lim-
its. Corrective measures designed to increase telephone penetration, therefore, 
also serve the principles of social justice.

This vision of universal service, rooted in the Depression era, now finds 
itself challenged by the new reality of a twenty-first-century global informa-
tion economy—ironically, a made-in-the-U.S.A. product. Throughout the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Americans sowed the seeds of a material 
culture based on the production and consumption of information by exploit-
ing the exchange of information goods and services in the marketplace. They 
devised information applications to control the expansion of firms, and, in 
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so doing, invented the multinational corporation and modern management. 
Swelling demand drew millions into the information workforce. Beginning 
with isolated tinkers, a vast R&D establishment introduced technologies that 
wove telecommunications networks with interconnections so dense they have 
yet to be fully mapped.15

In the twenty-first century, the success of that material culture can be mea-
sured in the number of countries that have embraced broadband telecom-
munications networks as a basis for their economic strategies.16 Indeed, while 
a social contract emphasizing participation may be explicit or implied, new 
universal service policies advance at the same time a country’s position as a 
global economic competitor. In those countries with the highest broadband 
penetration, universal service is not perceived as a corrective for an already 
established network; rather, it is seen as the driver of an information economy. 
From this perspective, universal service offers two additional advantages not 
considered in its twentieth-century manifestation.

Creative Participation—Innovation

The traditional justification for information infrastructure investments is that 
there are benefits deriving from network externalities. That is, the value of 
joining a telephone network goes up as more people subscribe to the network, 
which, in turn, encourages even more subscribers.17 For about one hundred 
years, the idea has been that the larger the network the larger the dividend to 
subscribers. Recently, however, this “static” view of network externalities has 
come under reconsideration, in part, because of the success of Internet sites 
where subscribers also contribute content. On these sites, an increase in the 
number of members leads to an increase in the number of interactions, which, 
in turn, generates the creation of new content. New content attracts attention 
to the site, increasing the number of new members yet again, who go on to cre-
ate more new content, thereby generating “dynamic” externalities. These “are-
nas of innovation” both depend on and stimulate “soft infrastructures” that 
enable participation. Services that facilitate payment, authentication, evalua-
tion, encryption, privacy, and searching encourage individuals to participate 
and contribute their ideas.18 This ferment in the crucible that is the Internet 
generates value above and beyond the value derived from the network’s scale. 
Still, for it to do so, one basic condition must be present—broadband.

Global Participation—Competitiveness

An appreciation of the dynamism inherent in the Internet’s arenas of inno-
vation transcends the corrective frame for understanding universal service. 
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Without necessarily abandoning the social contract at its root, the catalyst 
of innovation reframes universal service from obligation to opportunity. 
It is in this reframing that universal service emerges as an instrument for 
promoting global competitiveness. Indeed, for those countries seeking a 
major role in the world’s economy, broadband deployment has become 
the price of entry. This lesson has not been lost on the most competitive 
countries, those that hold the top five places in broadband penetration per 
household—Korea, Japan, Iceland, Finland, and the Netherlands. These 
countries have all pursued aggressive goal-directed, public policies to get 
them to this place. By contrast, the United States, ranked near the top in 
2000—albeit with a weak universal service policy—now finds itself in 
twelfth place in penetration per household and in fifteenth place in pen-
etration per capita.19 Ironically, at a time when there is a new appreciation 
for the benefits of network externalities and universal service, Asian and 
European countries have achieved far greater successes in deploying their 
broadband infrastructures. 

That said, to reduce an issue to a series of rankings seems more appropriate 
when covering the Olympics than when trying to assess the challenge con-
fronting universal access. To get beneath the surface of this issue requires an 
understanding of connectedness as a social function.

The Four Cs of Access: Connectivity, Capability, Content, and Context

Madison’s description of a unified nation dissected in a million ways con-
tinues to resonate in telecommunications policy discourse. At the macro 
level, the Telecommunications Act of 1996 projects a national intent: “To 
promote competition and reduce regulation in order to secure lower prices 
and higher quality services for American telecommunications consumers 
and encourage the rapid deployment of new telecommunications technolo-
gies.” Yet, buried in the act, section 254 hints at complexities that lie beneath 
the surface: “Universal service is an evolving level of telecommunications 
services . . . taking into account advances in telecommunications and in-
formation technologies and services.”20 It is where the broad strokes of the 
Telecommunications Act break down into distinct town and communities 
that intent meets reality.

Mandating a connection to the national telecommunications network will 
not, by itself, guarantee successful implementation in communities. To move 
beyond simple notions of connectedness requires an understanding of the re-
sources a community must marshal to make the most of the potential offered 
by access to national and global networks. After all, individuals must have 
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access to information, if they are to participate, innovate, and communicate. 
Consequently, for communities to fully exploit the benefits of access, they will 
have to provide connectivity, capability, content, and context—the four Cs of 
access.21

Connectivity

The seemingly simple act of laying a cable to connect a household or com-
munity belies the complexity of attaining a level of connectivity sufficient to 
constitute a community asset. Though the FCC now defines basic broadband 
as connection speeds above 768 kbps, it is a bandwidth far below that required 
to effectively utilize many Internet applications in use today. Telemedicine 
applications call for a minimum of 1.5 mbps (T1.5) connections, and many 
Internet business applications necessitate bandwidths of at least T1.5 or mul-
tiple T1.5 connections. A fiber optic service, such as Verizon’s FiOS, brings 
optical fibers directly into individual homes and offices; however, depending 
on the level of service purchased by the customer, FiOS Internet services range 
from five to fifty mbps downstream and two to five mbps upstream. To be 
sure, the level of a community’s high-speed connectivity can be measured in 
different ways: a) points of access—availability at public sites such as schools, 
libraries or community centers, in the home, in businesses or institutions; b) 
the number of Internet service providers (ISPs) that offer high-speed Internet 
service in a given community; and/or c) the type and speeds of service of-
ferings available from high-speed Internet providers—DSL, cable modem, 
wireless, T1.5, DS3, and so on. Yet, as governments, businesses, and content 
providers increasingly develop products and services that require high-speed 
Internet connections, underserved communities may experience a “broad-
band digital divide.”

Capability

Because the utility of any technology is determined both by the skill of the 
user as well as the delivery capacity of local institutions, capability gauges the 
capacity to make the most of the service. For individuals, capability encom-
passes both formal and informal educational attainment and levels of technical 
sophistication and understanding, along with the willingness to adapt to new 
technologies and ways of thinking. Individuals with a high school diploma 
make up 52 percent of the U.S. population but only 64 percent of those in this 
group have home Internet access. 92 percent of college-educated individuals, a 
group that comprises 23 percent of the population,22 have home Internet ac-
cess. At the institutional level, capability refers to the resources a community 
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makes available to stimulate workforce development and innovations by local 
entrepreneurs. For example, among public libraries surveyed in communities 
with medium to high poverty levels, 11 percent provide information about 
the community, 48 percent provide information services for job seekers, and 
11 percent provide information for new citizens.23 Clearly, the amount of re-
sources available varies considerably from community to community. Never-
theless, investment pays off because capabilities are cumulative and recursive. 
Consequently, gaps in proficiency, knowledge, skills, and experience may lead 
to substantial differences in communities’ abilities to leverage the potential of 
the network—especially the Internet.

Content

Once individuals and communities connect and develop the capabilities 
necessary to exploit the Internet, content becomes currency. Not only do 
Web sites appear spontaneously once Internet access takes root, but business 
models that depend on freely contributed content succeed as well. YouTube, 
for example, has achieved stupendous success using a business model whose 
premise is that users will freely contribute content, which, in turn, will attract 
more users who will contribute more content. This enabled YouTube to sell 
advertising based on about 175,000 submissions—per day.24 By contrast, tele-
vision networks spend millions to create content in order to achieve the same 
benefits from advertising. Furthermore, the benefits of content generated by 
those self-same users underscores the value of dynamic network externalities. 
Relevant content increases the value of the network by stimulating new con-
tent and providing a forum for interaction within local communities as well 
as a window to the outside world.

These benefits, however, do not accrue universally. Adults with low access, 
roughly 36 percent of the population, experience less success when searching 
for information about health matters and government benefits than do adults 
with high access. Not surprisingly, but worth noting, low-access adults are 
more likely to earn below the median household income, have a high school 
diploma or less, live in a rural community, have experienced unemployment 
recently, or are non-English-speaking Latinos.25 In other words, the mere exis-
tence of content does not provide value to users. The many forms of marginal-
ization translate into low levels of connectivity and limited capabilities, which, 
in turn, erect barriers within communities, that are compounded when they 
lag behind high access communities in the availability of neighborhood-level 
information on housing, childcare, health, and transportation. Consequently, 
when content of relevance to individuals and members of a community is 
unavailable, isolation is the result. 
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Context

The varieties of connectivity, capability, and content stem from an array of 
contextual forces and trends that must be considered in order to achieve 
access strategies that work. Environmental factors (e.g., air and water pollu-
tion, waste management), economic conditions (e.g., business incentives, tax 
structures, unemployment), and social indicators (e.g., crime, poverty, ethnic-
ity, rurality) contribute to disparities in access, as well as different levels of 
success in implementing policies aimed at improving access. In other words, 
communications networks of all kinds operate within the multiple frames of 
society and culture. For example, Pennsylvania’s Fifth Congressional District, 
the poorest, most rural area in the state, spans the ridges of the Appalachian 
Mountains, isolating towns in the valleys between the ridges. It has a popula-
tion that is 97 percent white, has a median income of $33,254, and tradition-
ally votes Republican. By contrast, Texas’s Fifteenth Congressional District 
spreads out across the pampas-like plain of the rural Rio Grande Valley. It 
has a population that is 69 percent Latino, has a median income of $28,061, 
and traditionally votes Democrat.26 Between Texas and Pennsylvania, the cir-
cumstances of connectivity, capability, and content vary considerably. And al-
though context does not determine a community’s developmental trajectory, 
it does suggest the importance of considering community attributes.

By conceptualizing the Internet as a pluralistic domain that includes the 
broader context in which the technical components are embedded, we explic-
itly connect social with technical to form the intimate interdependency of the 
Internet as a socio-technical network. A socio-technical perspective empha-
sizes the importance of context in determining community-level interventions 
and their evaluation, as well as the inherent difficulties involved in developing 
“best practices” that can be applied across diverse settings. Thus, the goal of 
connectivity, at the heart of most policies aimed at increasing access and/or 
bridging the digital divide, represents but a small first step toward functional 
access and empowerment. Capability, content, and context must be woven into 
any strategy seeking to achieve a better informational future for all.

From Legitimacy to Implementation

This chapter advocates an information age social contract that provides 
universal access to broadband. A social contract of this nature derives its le-
gitimacy from the fundamental principles of democratic theory, from a new 
understanding of dynamic elements contributing to the theory of network 
externalities, and from the importance of competition in an emerging global 
information system. Yet legitimacy alone is not a prescription for access.
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Consequently, successful access policies depend on implementation and 
recognition of practicalities on the ground—the four Cs—connectivity, capa-
bility, content, and context. This framework, first and foremost, acknowledges 
that local variability must be acknowledged and engaged if access policies are 
to make a positive difference in the lives of those at the margins. 

The View on the Ground: Examples of Disparities in  
Access to, and Use of, Broadband

Theories and conceptual frameworks alone will not produce a population 
capable of exploiting the advantages of the new information infrastructure 
for the benefit of the economy and society. A country of more than one hun-
dred million households challenges simple notions of access, as the following 
recent examples illustrate. 

Trends in Internet and Home Broadband Adoption

Americans have a history of intense flirtations with household information 
technologies. In the 1920s, they jumped on the radiobox craze.27 At the begin-
ning of the 1950s, fewer than 10 percent of U.S. households owned a televi-
sion set, but by the end of that decade, nearly 90 percent did.28 Likewise, since 
the worldwide web (WWW) was launched, American households have been 
connecting to the Internet at an accelerated rate. Internet use among adults—
irrespective of connection speed or point of access—rose from 14 percent in 
1996 to just over 70 percent by the end of 2006. Although the trend line in 
figure 1.1 shows some leveling off in 2003 and 2004, on the whole Internet 
adoption has been on a steady upward path. 

In June 2000, the Pew Internet Project first asked American adults (age 
eighteen and older) how they connect to the Internet from home (either dial-
up or broadband). Since then, penetration of high-speed home Internet con-
nections has increased by a factor of sixteen. While only five million American 
adults (less than 5 percent) had high-speed29 connections at home in June 
2000, by the end of 2006, 43 percent of adults reported high-speed connec-
tions at home—more than eighty million people, or about three-quarters of 
those who go online in the home30 (see figure 1.2).

Home broadband adoption has proceeded at a rapid pace, especially when 
compared with the adoption of other consumer electronic technologies. If we 
date the beginning of widespread cable modem availability to 1995, digital 
subscriber line (DSL) service to 1997, and take 1996 as an interpolated starting 
point, then it took a bit more than five years for broadband to reach 10 percent 
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FIGURE 1.1
U.S. Internet Penetration

FIGURE 1.2
Broadband and Dial-up Penetration

of the population, a rate comparable to personal computers (four years), and 
compact disc players (four-and-a-half years), but faster than cell phones (eight 
years) and video cassette recorders (ten years). It took color television twelve 
years to reach 10 percent of the population31 (see table 1.1).
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Rapidly reaching at 50 percent adoption rate, often thought of as the tip-
ping point, is not a foregone conclusion. While it took relatively little time for 
10 percent of the population to adopt personal computers, it took eighteen 
years until the 50 percent mark was passed. On the other hand, while it took a 
relatively long time for 10 percent of the population to adopt VCRs and color 
television, going from there to 50 percent happened quite rapidly, because 
these technologies enhanced an existing home technology, and thus built on 
an established base of users. Broadband Internet has similar characteristics in 
that it builds on a base of users with home Internet access and personal com-
puters. In the early part of this decade, Pew Internet and American Life Project 
surveys showed that about 80 percent of Internet users had home access with 
the remaining 20 percent having access elsewhere. By 2006, about 90 percent 
of Americans who were classified as Internet users used the Internet from 
home, about 5 percent had access only at work and more than 5 percent had 
access at another place (e.g., a library).32 Consequently, it is not unreasonable 
to project that half the population will have broadband at home by 2008.

New Media and Old Media Coexisting in a New Era

Does the Internet replace or displace older media? The conventional wisdom 
is that information acquired on the Internet replaces information acquired 
from traditional media, a phenomenon that threatens these older media. Ac-
cording to this view, democracy, as we know it, is endangered by the defection 
of citizens to the tumultuous world of unrestrained blogs. In reality, however, 
there is cause for optimism. The following tables (1.2, 1.3, and 1.4), which 
address news-gathering behaviors, illustrate the continued importance of 
traditional media alongside Internet news gathering. 

Nevertheless, among home broadband users, the Internet plays a promi-
nent role in news consumption—especially among people under the age 
of thirty-six. Among young people with a home high-speed connection, a 

TABLE 1.1:  
Adoption Time for New Consumer Technologies

 Years to Reach  Years to Reach 
 10% Adoption 50% Adoption

Video Cassette Recorder 10 14
Compact Disc Player 4.5 10.5
Color TV 12 18
Cell Phones 8 15
Personal Computer 4 18

(Source: Federal Communications Commission, Presentation of Robert Pepper, “Policies for Broadband 
Migration,” April 2002)
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TABLE 1.2:  
Getting News on the Typical Day (% of all in each group who say  

they get news from specific source “yesterday”)

 All  Non-Internet Dial-Up Broadband 
 Respondents Users at Home at Home

Local TV 59% 57% 65% 57%
National TV 47% 43% 50% 49%
Radio 44% 34% 52% 49%
Local paper 38% 37% 41% 38%
Internet 23% — 26% 43%
National paper 12% 8% 12% 17%
Average number of sources 2.22 1.80 2.45 2.52
Number of cases 3,011 1,080 633 1,014
(Source: Pew Internet Project December 2005 Survey)

TABLE 1.3:  
Getting News on the Typical Day: Comparing Age Groups and Connection Speed  
(% of all in each group who say they get news from specific source “yesterday”)

 Under age 36 Between 36 and 50 Over age 50

 Broadband Dial-up Broadband Dial-up Broadband Dial-up

Local TV 51% 54% 60% 72% 61% 71%
National TV 40% 35% 49% 52% 62% 61%
Radio 41% 43% 53% 57% 57% 54%
Local paper 28% 27% 41% 40% 52% 55%
Internet 46% 21% 40% 30% 43% 26%
National paper 17% 2% 12% 10% 23% 21%
Number of cases 307 141 360 215 347 265

(Source: Pew Internet Project December 2005 Survey)

segment of the population considered generally uninterested in news, the 
Internet has contributed to increased news consumption, rivaling television 
as a source of news.

Although people who use the Internet for news tend to visit sites belonging 
to mainstream media, one-third of home broadband users also visit sites of 
international news organizations, news blogs (e.g., the Drudge Report), and 
alternative news sites (e.g., Slate or Salon). Therefore, in addition to the conve-
nience of news from an “always on” broadband connection, a home high-speed 
connection exposes users to a diversity of news sources and perspectives. 

For those concerned about how the Internet will affect democratic dis-
course, it is clear that it changes the old media equations; nevertheless, it also 
contributes to greater engagement in the political debates of our times, espe-
cially among those groups, like youth, that have historically been less reliant 
on traditional media.
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Gaps in Broadband Adoption

Tables 1.5 and 1.6 below provide data on adoption over time among different 
demographic subgroups. For Internet and home broadband adoption, the 
clearest differences emerge along four dimensions:

  Income: Respondents who reported a household income of less than 
$30,000 per year are consistently below the average Internet penetration 
rate for all adults. Looking across the six years of data, the “under $30K” 
group generally has two-thirds the average Internet penetration rate 
and, starting in 2002, about half the home broadband penetration rate. 
Lower penetration rates compound the disadvantages of low income by 
putting beyond reach those dynamic externalities conferred on broad-
band users. In Pew Internet random digit dial telephone samples, about 
one-quarter of adult Americans report having household incomes 
below $30,000 annually. 

TABLE 1.4:  
Ownership of Consumer Goods

      Average 
      Number 
    Read a  of 
  Watch Watch Local Get Any News 
 Have Local National Daily News Sources 
 Cable or TV News TV News Newspaper Online Consulted  
 Satellite (typical (typical (typical (typical (typical 
 TV day) day) day) day) day)

All 85% 59% 47% 38% 23% 1.8
Home broadband users 92% 57% 49% 38% 43% 3.2

Whites 86% 60% 49% 40% 24% 1.9
Blacks 83% 60% 42% 25% 16% 1.4

18-29 82% 48% 30% 23% 28% 2.3
30-49 87% 60% 46% 35% 27% 2.3
50-64 87% 68% 59% 46% 22% 1.7
65+ 83% 60% 52% 48% 9% 0.6

under $30k 77% 53% 39% 33% 13% 1.1
$30-50K 84% 63% 48% 36% 24% 1.8
$50-75K 90% 64% 52% 41% 31% 2.5
> $75K 93% 63% 53% 45% 38% 2.9

LT HS 81% 47% 32% 25% 6% 0.6
HS Grad 84% 61% 45% 35% 14% 1.3
Some college 88% 62% 51% 38% 28% 2.2
College +  87% 61% 53% 46% 39% 2.8
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  Education: Having attended at least some college establishes a clear divid-
ing line. About half of the adult population has attended or graduated 
from college, while the other half has a high school diploma or less. At 
the end of 2006, just more than 50 percent of those with high school di-
plomas or less used the Internet, compared with nearly 90 percent among 
those who attended college or have a college degree. In tables 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 
1.7, and 1.8, the most striking contrasts in access and usage stem from 
differences in education.

  Age: Retirement-age Americans—namely, those over sixty-five—are least 
likely to go online and have less than half the Internet penetration rate 
of the general population, and one-third the broadband penetration 
rate. Online access falls off most sharply among Americans over seventy, 
who may not have been in the workforce when the Internet entered the 
mainstream. About half of those in the sixty-five to sixty-nine age group 
use the Internet, while only one-quarter of those aged seventy and older 
use it. Given the migration of essential government information to the 
Internet, this trend would appear to exacerbate the isolation of old age.

  Ethnicity: The American tendency to conflate major ethnic groups into 
the category “minorities” enables public discussion at the national level. 
Nevertheless, differences among ethnic groups in Internet adoption and 
use deserve attention.

  African Americans: One part of this story has to do with the narrowing 
gap between white Americans and African Americans. Although Inter-
net adoption among whites is still nine percentage points over African 
Americans’ according to the 2006 data, race is no longer a significant sta-
tistical predictor of online access. In other words, the lower adoption rate 
for African Americans is related to lower levels of educational attainment 
and income, not specifically race. 

  Hispanics: Comprising 14 percent of the U.S. adult population, more 
than half (56 percent) of all Hispanics go online. By contrast, 71 percent 
of non-Hispanic whites and 60 percent of non-Hispanic blacks use the 
Internet. Among Latinos, language and national origin influence access. 
Just one in three Latinos who speak only Spanish goes online, compared 
with 78 percent of Latinos who speak predominantly English and 76 
percent of bilingual Latinos. Mexicans represent the largest Latino group 
but are among the least likely to go online: only 52 percent of Latinos 
of Mexican descent use the Internet. Indeed, even when age, income, 
language, generation, or nativity is held constant, Mexicans are less likely 
to go online than other Latino groups. It is differences in levels of educa-
tion and English proficiency that largely explain the gap in Internet use 
between Hispanics and non-Hispanics.33
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TABLE 1.5:  
Trends in Internet Adoption, 2000–2006

 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

      
All 48% 55% 57% 63% 61% 69% 71%
       
Whites 50% 57% 59% 65% 63% 71% 72%
Blacks 36% 39% 45% 56% 54% 55% 63%
       
18–29 65% 75% 72% 83% 75% 82% 87%
30–49 58% 64% 67% 73% 69% 80% 82%
50–64 41% 50% 55% 59% 60% 68% 70%
65+ 13% 16% 20% 26% 26% 28% 31%
       
under $30k 31% 34% 36% 43% 44% 50% 51%
$30–50K 52% 61% 62% 67% 66% 74% 77%
$50–75K 67% 78% 80% 81% 80% 86% 85%
> $75K 78% 87% 85% 89% 83% 91% 92%
       
LT HS 17% 19% 19% 28% 26% 37% 40%
HS Grad 35 42 46 52 52 60 64
Some college 63 72 74 78 76 80 83
College + 75 83 80 87 85 91 92

TABLE 1.6:  
Trends in Home Broadband Adoption, 2000–2006

 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
       
All 3% 9% 12% 19% 26% 36% 43%
       
Whites 3% 9% 13% 20% 27% 39% 44%
Blacks 1% 4% 5% 13% 16% 24% 33%
       
18–29 6% 12% 17% 28% 36% 46% 54%
30–49 4% 11% 14% 25% 32% 45% 52%
50–64 2% 5% 11% 14% 22% 34% 39%
65+ 0% 2% 3% 4% 7% 11% 14%
       
under $30k 0% 3% 5% 9% 13% 20% 22%
$30–50K 1% 7% 12% 16% 25% 30% 42%
$50–75K 3% 10% 16% 25% 33% 50% 51%
> $75K 4% 23% 27% 41% 54% 64% 72%
       
LT HS 0% 3% 3% 9% 8% 14% 17
HS Grad 1 4 7 12 16 27 31
Some college 2 11 15 25 31 44 52
College + 3 17 23 31 42 55 66
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The Significance of Gaps

In a medium that offers so much, gaps do matter. After all, in critical areas, 
Internet access delivers on the promise of the social contract. Still, as Horrigan 
documents in his work with the Pew Internet Project, it is what people do with 
their access that creates consequences for those who are connected as well as 
those who are not. 

1.  The Internet reduces uncertainty for users in important contexts. The 
availability of online health and medical information is perhaps the best 
example of how online information helps in the face of uncertainty. 
Many health or medical problems, in addition to being problems in 
themselves, can be exacerbated by the uncertainty they create. Online 
information can help in this regard in at least two ways. First, the avail-
ability of information on the Internet gives people the ability to learn 
more about a problem at their own pace and to ask more informed 
questions of health care providers during face-to-face appointments. 
Second, the Internet lets people connect with others facing similar medi-
cal problems, and, in this way, provides a source of comfort along with 
information on new treatment options. 

2.  The Internet as an information utility encourages civic engagement. 
People increasingly turn to the Internet for news about politics and to 
find out what is going on with their state, local, or federal governments. 
One-third of Americans obtained some news and information online 
about the 2006 midterm election and twice as many said they relied on 
the Internet as their main source of campaign news in 2006 as did in the 
2002 midterm election. Connections to higher voting rates are hard to 
establish, but the mix of online political information and online contri-
butions are undoubtedly affecting political discourse. 

3.  The Internet enables the creation of social capital and the utilization and 
maintenance of social networks. Boase, Horrigan, Wellman, and Rainie 
examined the size and composition of Americans’ social networks, the 
technologies they use to stay in contact, and the role of social networks 
in decisions taken on matters of personal finance, job training, and job 
searches. The majority of Internet users reported that e-mail was their 
preferred tool for cultivating social capital—not just for sharing every-
day goings-on among family and friends but also for getting advice or 
sharing important news.34 

4.  Internet users shape cyberspace through user-generated content. As an 
example of dynamic network externalities, many people with high speed 
Internet at home use the Internet as a platform for sharing something of 
themselves with the world. Whether it involves keeping an online diary with 
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a blog, posting comments to other blogs or new sites, or posting photos or 
videos, 44 percent of Americans with high-speed connections at home up-
load user-generated content to the Internet.35 In doing so, these users gen-
erate new ideas, thereby shaping the nature of online content available for 
everyone. They prove that users engage the Internet for considerably more 
than passive information consumption. People may come to this online 
commons as consumers, but once engaged, they begin to shape it.

American Competitiveness in an Emerging Global Information Order

The power of income and education is evident in the data presented here. So, 
too, is the potential of broadband Internet access to enable upward mobility. 
All this goes to underscore the importance of universal service policy. This 
realization began to take form in the early 1990s, when policymakers became 
concerned that despite 120 years of deployment and 60 years of universal 
service policy, 7 percent of U.S. households still did not have telephones.36 As 
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TABLE 1.7:  
Online Behaviors

    Get  Visit State, 
    News/Info Local, 
   About Federal  User- Take a  Take a 
  Download Health Election Government Generated Class for Class for 
  Video Search Campaign Website Content Credit Enjoyment

All 14% 56% 31% 45% 27% 8% 8%
Home broadband  26% 86% 53% 72% 44% 14% 15%
 users       
Whites 13% 57% 33% 47% 27% 8% 8%
Blacks 15% 46% 23% 36% 22% 8% 9%
       
18–29 30% 67% 39% 47% 45% 14% 11%
30–49 15% 67% 37% 59% 31% 12% 10%
50–64 8% 54% 28% 45% 21% 4% 9%
65+ 3% 21% 13% 14% 6% 1% 2%
       
under $30k 12% 38% 16% 31% 18% 6% 7%
$30–50K 14% 57% 32% 50% 28% 8% 11%
$50–75K 17% 74% 35% 55% 29% 11% 8%
> $75K 19% 79% 54% 69% 41% 11% 15%
       
LT HS 11% 23% 11% 18% 11% 1% 4%
HS Grad 11% 42% 18% 31% 19% 3% 7%
Some college 17% 65% 34% 54% 34% 12% 11%
College + 17% 81% 57% 72% 39% 13% 10%



personal computers became more visible (22 percent of households possessing 
them in 1992), the debate quickly drew a line between those with and without 
them.37 By the mid-1990s, Internet household penetration reached 15 percent 
(figure 1.1), and the debate shifted to Internet access. Halfway through this 
decade, the broadband policies and penetration rates in other countries drew 
attention to lagging penetration rates in the United States. Indeed, each turn 
in this cycle has expanded our understanding of the importance of access to 
information at every level of society, from the quotidian to the global. 

However, as the gaps in broadband uptake and the social consequences of 
not having a home high-speed connection are viewed, the United States faces 
three challenges going forward. 

  Availability in rural America: There is no publicly available data that 
maps the broadband infrastructure of the nation. But a Pew Internet sur-
vey from 2004 shows that rural Americans are twice as likely not to have 
access to broadband connections than nonrural Americans. This is one 
reason rural broadband adoption has lagged behind the rest of America 
by 25 to 45 percentage points in 2006 (table 1.8). 

  Network bandwidth: There is also little reliable data on this issue, but it is 
widely thought that the bandwidth of (mostly) cable or digital subscriber 
line home high-speed networks is far slower in the United States than in 
some Asian and European countries.38 

  International standing: Notwithstanding fast uptake, by many measures 
the United States trails other countries in home broadband adoption. 

This chapter opened by arguing that the two-hundred-year-old social contract 
that promised an information infrastructure that would enable the processes of 
participatory democracy, is still relevant in the twenty-first century. It went on 
to contend that the value of the network increases dynamically in an Internet 
environment, where global competitiveness holds the key to economic success. 

At the level of policy implementation, the chapter introduced the four 
Cs—connectivity, capability, content, and context—as factors in community-
level interventions and, as such, standards for successful access policies when 
one size does not fit all. Taken together, data presented here offer a lesson in 
the complex contributions to patterns of access that challenge policymakers—
further illustrating the importance of locally initiated policy.

The ultimate stakes are high, for an international order is emerging out 
of the diffusion of a global broadband Internet. The old industrial economy 
that rode the track of the railroads and the wires of the telegraph has been 
transformed into an economy that thrives on websites and high bandwidth 
Internet trunk lines. At the same time, the democracy of mass media and 
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one-way communications is in the process of absorbing the shock of blogs 
and Internet journalism. What role America will play in each of these arenas 
remains unclear. What is clear is that broadband Internet will be the great 
enterprise of the twenty-first century, and America’s economic and political 
role in the world will depend on its success in providing broadband Internet 
access across the nation.

TABLE 1.8:  
Internet Usage Among Populations

    Population
 Home Home  General
 Broadband Users Internet (all
 Users Dial-Up Users respondents)

Gender    
Male 52% 47% 50% 48%
Female 48% 53% 50% 52%

Age    
18–29 26% 19% 24% 20%
30–49 47% 43% 45% 39%
50–64 22% 26% 24% 24%
65+ 5% 11% 7% 17%

Ethnicity    
White (not Hispanic) 73% 74% 74% 73%
Black (not Hispanic) 8% 9% 9% 11%
Hispanic (English-speaking) 10% 11% 11% 10%

Education    
Less than HS 5% 9% 7% 13%
HS grad 28% 36% 32% 37%
Some college 26% 28% 26% 23%
College + 41% 27% 34% 27%

Household income    
under $30K 12% 21% 17% 24%
$30K–50K 21% 24% 22% 20%
$50K–$75K 16% 19% 16% 14%
over $75K 36% 18% 28% 22%
No answer 15% 19% 17% 20%

Community     
Urban 30% 27% 29% 28%
Suburban 58% 48% 54% 53%
Rural 11% 25% 16% 19%

(Source: Pew Internet & American Life Project April 2006 Survey)
N=4,001; margin of error is ±2% for the entire sample
For Internet users, n=2,822; margin of error is ±2% for this group
For home broadband users, n=1,562; margin of error is ±3% for this group
For home dial-up users, n=933; margin of error is ±3.5% for this group
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Introduction

We are in a moment of tremendous change and complexity in the 
modern media space. Among the most dramatic is the rapid growth of 

digital media like the Internet and the worldwide web. In this period of mul-
tiplying media platforms, new IT applications, fractioning attention spans, 
and radically changing audiences, it is quite natural to focus on digital media, 
and to be worried especially about business sustainability. New digital media 
are expanding widely even as audiences for mainstream media platforms are 
shrinking and the institutions that have traditionally supplied news and enter-
tainment are shrinking along with them. Even media nonprofits like PBS are 
worrying about how to pay their bills. Understandably, there is a great deal of 
talk and worry about the most appropriate “business model” needed to sus-
tain the core components of our modern media. Finding the most appropriate 
business model is hugely important to media managers, workers, investors, 
executives, and ultimately to many media consumers.

At the same time, there is another set of critical issues equally, if not more, 
essential to our modern life, and that is the relationship between these new 
digital media and democracy. This too is a central matter for policy makers 
and public interest coalitions to consider. However, the current public dis-
course now devotes disproportionate attention to media business models and 
insufficient attention to how the media affect the health of our democracy. 
Phrased sharply—are the changes in the contemporary media landscape good or 
bad for American democracy?
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Where one comes out on such issues as an expert, advocate, or curious 
citizen depends largely on where one begins. If we begin with the challenges, 
imperatives, and opportunities of finding a sustainable media business model, 
we are led down one particular path with its own internal logic that leads to the 
bottom line. It is ultimately the bottom line that counts in a highly competitive 
commercial marketplace. By contrast, beginning with the challenges, impera-
tives, and opportunities for building sustainable democracy by strengthening 
media, we are led down a different path, also with its own logic.

Both are important, but the business model starting point is getting the 
lion’s share of attention. Yet the relationship between the conditions of our 
modern media landscape and the current health of our democracy should also 
be a central concern to all, and it has not gotten its share of serious attention. 
There are important exceptions. Henry Jenkins’ collection Democracy and 
New Media (2004),1 and some more recent essays by Shane2 and the work of 
McChesney3 contribute greatly, but we need more such work in the policy 
and political debates. The state of contemporary democracy is an issue of 
great moment and importance around the world today, whether in Los 
Angeles, California, or Lhasa, Tibet, where it has recently become a matter of 
life or death. We have just experienced a remarkable period when democracy 
surged around the world. Scholars like Samuel Huntington4 of Harvard have 
identified a third wave of democratization around the world, accelerating 
after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, which, he and others argue, may now 
be on a secular downturn.

From Zimbabwe to Bosnia the state of democracy is fragile. In this light we 
should not forget the struggles for democracy in our own country, where for 
two hundred years the quality and depth of democracy has been a matter of 
life and death as well, from the beginning of the republic to the more recent 
struggles for equality of women, immigrants, and people of color.

The state of our contemporary democracy should be a matter of great 
concern to all attentive citizens. Despite the recent encouraging spike in 
citizen engagement during this particular presidential year, for the past 
quarter century the trends have been downward and worrying.

Democracy’s Health Today

If we define democracy very simply as an ensemble of competition, partici-
pation, rights, responsibilities, and rule of law, and we add the creation and 
maintenance of durable public spaces free from government or corporate 
control, then in recent years on some of these core definitional dimensions 
the quality of democracy has stagnated, if not declined:
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  The percentage of voter turnout in many if not most local, state, and 
congressional elections has been in the 30–40 percent range;

  Involvement in civic life—from bowling leagues to neighborhood 
organizations—is on the decline. Some observers like Robert Putnam5 
see this as a serious problem for democracy. 

  Political rights are under pressure prompted by the war-related restric-
tions put in place by the Bush administration.

Not paying adequate attention to the health of our democracy is a luxury 
we cannot afford. So let me refine the opening question about democracy 
and media in order to answer it more directly. First, I want to underscore the 
need to review the contemporary media landscape, or media “ecosystem,” 
as a whole. The media ecosystem has become a closely knit network, 
as digitalization has enabled the convergence of once-separate entities 
producing print, broadcast, and now online forms of communication, as it 
has empowered the entrepreneurs who would knit them together. This new 
ecosystem now comprises multiple institutions, large and small, public and 
private, analog and digital. It has multiple media platforms, infrastructures, 
applications, users, and the real-world institutions that house them. All of 
these elements interact with one another in new and multiple ways—digital 
media with analog, large established firms with small start-ups, and audiences 
with content producers. Indeed, not only has the distinction between media 
suppliers grown more complex, but also the once-ironclad distinction 
between supplier and audience has diminished.6

Not surprisingly, despite convergence, each medium retains its own stake-
holders and enthusiasts with their own preferences for one platform over 
another, whether over the air broadcasting or terrestrial cable or newsprint. 
And, not surprisingly, each stakeholder group has a different experience with 
democracy and media, and differing interpretations of the challenges and 
opportunities presented by their intersections. Thus, while it is essential to 
understand the new digital media, it is equally important to grasp the re-
lationship of traditional analog media and democracy as interpreted by the 
stakeholders. There is not one answer to the question of the relations between 
media and democracy. There are multiple answers, which depend instead on 
where you stand in the multiplatform media ecosystem.

Not having a single answer to a complicated question is not so terrible. That 
happens for lots of tough issues, from health care to national security, and 
the role of media in a democracy is no different. However, more problematic 
is that the talk about media and democracy is not yet a single mature inte-
grated discourse. It is a fragmented, imperfect nondialogue, a nonexistent dis-
course. A genuine discourse requires a consistent conversation across multiple 
communities and stakeholders. Alas, we aren’t there yet.
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There are real costs to not having a national dialogue on media and 
democracy. As FCC commissioner Michael Copps7 reminds us, in today’s 
new media environment it is impossible to hold an informed and open 
debate on issues of consequence like health care or national security unless 
the citizens have adequate access to all the information they need to make 
wise judgments, and access to the public forums in which to speak their views. 
Getting adequate information requires adequate access to modern media, and 
articulating opinions increasingly requires getting access to virtual electronic, 
digital forums.

Of course, the relationships between our media ecosystem on the one hand and 
the health of contemporary democracy have already received serious attention 
from a number of scholars and other observers. Yochai Benkler, at Harvard’s 
Berkman Center, addresses the issue head on in his magisterial book The Wealth 
of Networks,8 as does Peter Shane in his excellent collection Democracy Online.9 
Some years ago Shanthi Kalathil and Taylor Boas looked at the democracy-
Internet connections globally in their Open Networks, Closed Regimes: The 
Impact of the Internet on Authoritarian Rule.10 All write compellingly and with 
nuance about the complex relationships between democracy and the new digital 
ecosystem, especially the influence of the Internet.

Despite their efforts, we are still too stingy by not giving enough close and 
thoughtful attention to the relationship between the media ecosystem on the 
one hand, and our democracy on the other. The topic is too important for us 
not to give it our skeptical best. In a nutshell, here is the skeptical question 
which I believe deserves much more investigation—“If new digital media are 
indeed spreading so widely, and being adopted so rapidly, then at what point 
should we see some significant improvements of democratic practices, democratic 
values, democratic institutions and democratic outcomes?” These are critical 
contextual issues that should inform and guide policymaking in the next 
administration.

Nonetheless, shouldn’t we at least entertain the idea that some aspects 
of the new media ecosystem might actually undercut democratic practices, 
values, and institutions? The combination of “gotcha journalism” and cell 
phone diffusion may not contribute much to mature, modern democracy. 
The enthusiasms of political extremists of any stripe may create better visuals 
of sectarian violence on small hand-held screens than opportunities for 
thoughtful reflection.

Media and Democracy Relationships

Still, in their enthusiasm for the new digital media, many argue there is 
a one-to-one relationship between new digital media and democracy. 
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Enthusiasts proclaim that new digital media can resolve the distemper of 
modern democracy, and suggest the following formula: “One unit of new 
digital media will produce one unit of improved democracy.” Digital media 
advances, and that makes democracy advance. Digital media rises, democracy 
rises. Said differently: “Take a cup of blog, add an hour of YouTube, and stir. 
And you’ve got democracy stew. Drop a laptop computer into a poor or 
economically backward community, and the opportunities for democracy 
expand exponentially.” Real life is never that simple.

In the real world, the relationships between media and democracy are much 
more complicated. Furthermore, the ways that different communities discuss the 
media ecosphere and democracy are quite disparate. The different communities 
in the media ecosystem carry out the discourse differently. As one who operates 
at the borderlines and intersections of a variety of different media and political 
communities in the United States and abroad, I find that each community 
tends to have its own restricted views on media-democracy relations. This isn’t 
surprising, since communities of practice also constitute epistemic communities 
with their own unique assumptions and norms based on their own unique 
experiences, and they spend most of their time talking to others like themselves 
about their own particular experiences with the media and much less time and 
attention listening and talking to others, and perhaps learning from them.11

Four Communities, Four Silos

Let me briefly describe four such communities of practice and provide a 
flavor of their treatment of this central issue. The main argument is that we 
will fail to leverage the manifold and powerful potentials of the digital media 
unless we do a much better job of advancing the discourses across the differ-
ent stakeholders in the multimedia ecosystem. Currently, the conversations 
across these distinctive universes are stunted. Because they are stunted we 
have less robust conversations, imperfect research and analysis, very partial 
and one-sided conclusions, and therefore we miss opportunities to enhance 
democracy. I will suggest below that it should be the special responsibility of 
centers of learning and universities, including schools of communications 
and journalism, to enhance their convening function to bring these disparate 
stakeholders together in mutually respectful dialog.

Here then are four relevant, distinctive, and vocal communities that oper-
ate prominently in the media ecosphere (there are, of course, other communi-
ties, but these are especially salient). To sharpen (and shorten) the discussion, 
I offer representative syllogisms of how each tends to frame and articulate its 
own unique understanding of the relations between media and democracy. 
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The four communities of discourse are traditional newspapers, the digital 
media, public broadcasting, and commercial broadcast media.

The Traditional Media—Newspapers

The current difficult conditions of print media are well known. Here is how 
those in the newspaper community tend to frame their view of media and 
democracy.

 Newspapers are a core bedrock of any democracy.
 Newspapers are dying.
 Ergo, democracy in America is at great risk.

The Digital Media

Taken together, the community of digital media enthusiasts holds a contrast-
ing view. 

  New media are opening new channels of communication for all, creating 
unprecedented opportunities for participation in traditional and new ways, 
and promoting the competition of ideas.

  Democracy   is fundamentally about these matters.
  Ergo, democracy  is being enhanced by digital media.

Public Broadcasting

The traditionalists that enthusiastically uphold NPR, PBS, and other public 
broadcasting entities tend to phrase their syllogism as follows:

  Noncommercial “space” is essential for democracy’s survival.
  The main providers of noncommercial space—public broadcasting—are 

seeing declines in their audience shares, and are slow to move to digital 
media.

  Ergo, high quality democracy’s survival is put at risk.

Commercial Broadcast Media

 By far, the largest and most influential player in the media ecosystem, the 
mainstream commercial broadcast media, has its own unique views on de-
mocracy.

  Television is still where most people get their news, especially local news. Its 
popularity and universal accessibility make commercial broadcast television 
America’s most inherently democratic medium.
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  Broadcasters (and cable news channels) are giving their audiences what 
they want both over the air and online.

  Ergo, competition will drive commercial broadcast media to create con-
vergent media properties that offer what people really want and democracy 
will be just fine.

All of these perspectives are partial; none fully captures the complexity of the 
relationships they purport to describe. All share a cramped vision of society 
and a naiveté about politics that misinforms their arguments. Yet each position 
has something valuable to contribute. The traditional newspaper partisans are 
perhaps the most vociferous about the decline of democracy and the most 
ardent about defending it publicly. The digital media mavens are correct to 
point to the special features of these new media platforms—interactivity, par-
ticipatory user-generated content, online communities, and openness—that 
offer such tremendous potentials for strengthening democracy. Public service 
media is exactly that—noncommercial specialty media designed to promote 
the commonwealth. And even the blunt self-interest of commercial media 
cannot hide their leading role in media innovations that can serve the public 
interest and advance democracy. Each perspective adds something valuable to 
the national debate—if we were having a fully realized national debate.

These media-based groups are uniquely engaged, and engaged in particular 
ways, in debates over democracy, but they certainly are not the only groups. 
Some like Free Press are deeply engaged in the politics of the interplay of 
democracy and media, and others like Common Cause or NOW are willing 
to tackle these issues in the political arena. But in too many instances, even 
reform-minded organizations continue to operate within their own silos, 
again undercutting the potentials that could prompt and sustain a genuine 
democratic dialogue.

Alas, most of us remain stuck within our separate silos. In today’s heavily 
networked society where everything seems to be increasingly related to 
everything else, sticking within one’s silo is not a good way to proceed. In 
a networked knowledge society, no one knows everything, and everyone 
knows something. Innovation is more likely to take place at the borders and 
intersections of things, not just at the old conservative core—think of the 
advances in biotechnology or nanotechnology.12 The challenge is how to 
communicate more effectively in order to know what others know, in the 
form and application that you can access.

Ironically, perhaps, the very technologies that permit us to escape our silos 
are the same ones that encourage us to remain trapped within them. Here 
we have to confront the pathologies as well as the positives of digital media. 
Gregory Rodriguez, reporting on a study by Bill Bishop called “The Big Sort: 
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Why the Clustering of Like-Minded America is Tearing Us Apart,” points 
out that “[g]iven all the media choices they have, Americans are increasingly 
segregating into ‘gated’ communities choosing to read and hear only the 
things that bolster their world view.”13 The risk is that the common middle 
shrinks as people move to the more extreme, and self-referential, edges. This 
is not a good thing for democracy.

When scholars are confronted with a phenomenon like multiple silos that 
block effective communication on essential topics, they seek to explain the 
underlying causes for the outcome. They postulate alternative and compet-
ing hypotheses about deep origins and dynamics. For example, the rise and 
persistence of silos could reflect:

 individual and institutional inertia;
 institutional incentives and rewards;
 ideological factors;
 the weight of technologies; and/or
 political maneuvers and personal self-interest.

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to explore the relative weight or accu-
racy of each factor. However, finding the answers to these questions is critical 
from both a scholarly and practical perspective. It is essential for all of us to 
know and explain root causes of conditions if we would change them for the 
better.

There is room for optimism for the future. It rests on the reality that the 
elements most central to the new digital media are also directly relevant to 
the core values and processes of democracy, notably interactivity, participatory 
user-generated content, online communities, and openness. Democracy consists 
of competition, rights and responsibilities, rule of law, and the maintenance 
of public spaces. It is easy to see how these two sets of attributes—those of 
digital media, those of modern liberal democracy—can be more tightly con-
nected. Each media element could conceivably advance the core values of 
democracy, if there is a political coalition able to link them together and keep 
them linked. 

And, of course, from Beijing to Harare and Boston, these links are being 
created by audiences and citizens anxious to enhance both democracy and 
media. So the stakes are high. According to McChesney and Nichols:

We need to establish rules and structures designed to create a cultural 
environment that will enlighten, empower and energize citizens so they can 
realize the full promise of an American experiment that has, since its founding, 
relied on freedom of the press to rest authority in the people.14
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Yet the sustainability of these linkages between digital media and democracy, 
which may seem mutually supportive and perhaps even inevitable, are 
not inevitable. In the rough and tumble world of everyday political life, 
in the cutthroat context of hypercompetitive markets and growing media 
concentration, there is simply no guarantee that democracy and media will 
remain automatically joined at the hip. We simply cannot be sure of exactly 
how these disparate elements will be brought together, by whom, and for what 
purposes. As Larry Lessig regularly points out, there are monopolistic and 
corporate scenarios of the future of digital media and democracy, just as there 
are community ownership and local control scenarios.15

Some Possible Next Steps

Policy makers and regulators in the new administration, prodded by the new 
Congress and stakeholder groups, should root their deliberations about the 
potentials of the new media more explicitly in democratic theory. The coun-
try will benefit from more open and consistent democratic dialogues and citi-
zen access to policymaking and media-making. Each of the stakeholders has 
unique resources and perspectives to be contributed to the broader national 
debate, but they need to reform their own behaviors.

  Advocacy groups interested in democracy and digital media must reach 
out to one another as they design their annual meetings and conferences, 
and take other serious actions to reduce these silos in order to enhance 
the design and conduct of more representative and progressive public 
policy. 

  Government officials. The policy challenge for any administration, espe-
cially a new incoming administration, is to be more deliberately and aggres-
sively consultative with these multiple groups, taking affirmative steps to 
seek out and listen to multiple voices. Many of the most critical issues today 
are so new that techno-geeks knowledgeable about digital media have not 
had time (or incentives) to move into senior government positions.

  Public intellectuals and policy intellectuals need to be more sophisticated 
and effective in creatively combining broad fundamentals like democ-
racy and citizenship with the details and dynamics of the communica-
tions and information sectors.

One example of a common focus for all four groups is the need for 
much greater attention to extending the viability of noncommercial 
media, especially in this transition to a new environment that is both 
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hypercommercial- and hypercitizen-controlled. The public service space 
needs to be greatly improved in this transition especially through strength-
ening the public spaces inside the new media ecosystems. The public 
broadcasting system has become so insular, complicated, and conservative 
that it needs the shakeup that can come from active engagement with the 
new media activists.

Politics is essential to create new policies. The immediate political challenge 
to these silo’ed distinct communities is to articulate new inclusive visions and 
to do the hard work of forging new political coalitions to provide the under-
lying political constituency necessary for a democratic transition to cyber-
enhanced democracy. Such unified coalitions that want to unite digital media 
and modern democracy can then help design and promote new policies ap-
propriate for the new digital age. This means breaking down the silos.

All who hold democracy dear, and who believe in the central empower-
ing potential of media old or new, need to contribute what they can to break 
down the silos and open up the process of transformation more fully to the 
sunshine of debate. Some elements in each community must reach out to oth-
ers to begin more robust dialogues. For this to happen, informed and vision-
ary leadership is required to prompt sensible discussions within each silo, and 
to reach out and find partners in the other silos to gain the impacts that our 
country—and other countries—so badly need. I believe third party “connec-
tors,” think tanks (including philanthropies), and schools of communication 
can use their convening power to act innovatively and create opportunities 
and incentives for these conversations to take place. 

We will all be poorer if the much-needed national debate on the media 
ecosystem and democracy does not occur. We can break down the silos and 
advance modern democracy. If we fail to do so, we will have no one to blame 
but ourselves. 
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We are in the midst of a communications and information revo-
lution. Of that there is no doubt. What is uncertain is what type of 

revolution this will be, how sweeping, and with what effects. Precisely how 
this communications revolution will unfold and what it will mean for our 
journalism, our culture, our politics, and our economics are not at all clear. In 
a generation or two, we may speak of this era as a glorious new chapter in our 
history: democratizing our societies, revolutionizing our economies, lessening 
inequality and militarism, reversing environmental destruction, and generat-
ing an extraordinary outburst of culture and creativity. Or we may speak of it 
despondently, measuring what we have lost, or, for some, never had: our pri-
vacy, our humanity, our control over our own destiny, intellectual rigor, and 
our hope for the future. We may also end up somewhere in between.

Where we end up and how our communications revolution unfolds will 
be determined to a significant extent by a series of crucial policy decisions 
that will likely be made over the course of the coming decade or two. In my 
view, as much as any technological innovation, it is the democratization of 
media policymaking, and the democratization of politics in general, that will 
ultimately be seen as the truly remarkable aspect of this communications 
revolution. 

Let me put this another way: If fifteen or twenty years from now, the out-
come of the communications revolution turns out to be merely technological 
wizardry or a testament to enhanced market opportunities for the world’s 
most privileged people, it will have been a failure. If it is about hooking up 
affluent consumers to more choices, investors to more opportunities, and 
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making it easier for them to bypass the wretched of the earth, it may prove to 
be a dubious contribution to the development of our species. At the very least, 
it will be a missed opportunity, and I do not know how many more of those 
are coming down the turnpike. If within a generation social inequality has not 
begun to be dramatically reversed, democratic institutions are not consider-
ably more vibrant, militarism and chauvinism have not been dealt a mighty 
blow, and the environment has not been significantly repaired, then we will 
have had an unfulfilled communications revolution. 

Communications has been at the heart of our species from our very emer-
gence some one hundred thousand years ago, and it is central to democratic 
theory and practice. New technologies are in the process of forming the 
central nervous system for our society in a manner unimaginable even in the 
media-drenched late twentieth century. No previous communications revolu-
tion has held the promise of allowing us to radically transcend the structural 
communications limitations for effective self-government and human happi-
ness that have existed throughout human history. But such a revolution will 
not occur because of a magical technology; it will only occur because people 
have organized to make it happen. 

This point is of acute importance to my fellow scholars across many disci-
plines. Because communications is interdisciplinary, vital contributions come 
from historians, economists, legal scholars, public policy scholars, education 
researchers, engineers, and social scientists from various disciplines. The field 
of media studies cannot undertake this alone, and all of these scholars need 
to begin the process of working with each other. In interdisciplinary work, the 
whole is vastly greater than the sum of the proverbial parts.

That being said, my argument is aimed directly at those who work in com-
munications or media studies, and at our students, both graduate and under-
graduate, past, present, and future. This is one constituency that has only begun 
to consider the nature of the historical moment we are entering and whose very 
existence depends upon coming to terms with it. Media studies must provide 
the substance that creates the gravitational pull to draw scholars from other dis-
ciplines together. I believe that scholars have a crucial and indispensable role to 
play in the coming period and that the best possible outcome for media policies 
depends upon their active involvement. We all have a stake in whether com-
munications scholars and students grasp the potential of these times. Moreover, 
I believe that the future of the field of communications rides on how well the 
field adapts to what I consider a moment of truth. We need a revolution, of 
sorts, in the way scholars conceptualize, study, and teach communications. 

In short, this should be the moment in the sun for the field of communi-
cations across American campuses. Regrettably, for reasons I elaborate upon 
elsewhere, such has not been the case.1 
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I believe that the gaping chasm between the role of media and commu-
nications in our society and the current direction and structure the field of 
communications is taking in the United States has reached a crisis point. This 
crisis affects not only the professors, students, and administrators associated 
with these departments, but our entire society. There are, as economists like 
to put it, considerable “externalities.” Our nation desperately needs engaged 
communications scholarship from a broad range of traditions, which employs 
a diverse set of methodologies to address the issues before us. And assuming 
this scenario is not unique to the United States, other countries are facing 
crises as well. Why is this happening? Narrowly put, because what happens in 
communications departments and universities eventually affects everyone. In 
other words, ideas are important. 

But the problem goes beyond this. The digital revolution raises fundamen-
tal questions about communications and how it affects economics, politics, 
culture, organizations, and interpersonal relationships. The most important 
questions, I suspect, have not yet been asked, let alone answered, in particu-
lar the following: How will the communications system of the coming era 
be organized, structured, and subsidized? How will decisions be made that 
determine these structures and policies? What values will be privileged? What 
will be the nature of accountability both for the communications system and 
for the policymaking process? If anything is certain, it is that the emerging 
communications system will go a long way toward shaping our economy, our 
politics, and, for lack of a better term, our way of life. It has become our cen-
tral nervous system. Hence, if communications research tends to avoid these 
fundamental issues, then all the resources devoted to it will be of little use to 
the public when it looks to experts for assistance and context in addressing 
core policy decisions surrounding media, culture, and communications. In-
deed, if communications scholars do not actively engage with this moment, 
this may well undermine the ability of the public to participate effectively and 
lead to undesirable and undemocratic outcomes.

I argue that the way out of the doldrums, the way forward, is for communi-
cations scholars to recognize what millions of Americans have come to under-
stand: our communications system and, to an increasing extent, our political 
economic system are now entering a critical juncture, a period in which the old 
institutions and mores are collapsing.

The notion of critical junctures explains how social change works; there 
have been relatively rare and brief periods in which dramatic changes, draw-
ing from a broad palette of options, were debated and enacted, followed by 
long periods in which structural or institutional change was slow and diffi-
cult.2 During a critical juncture, which usually lasts no more than one or two 
decades, the range of options for society is much greater than it is otherwise. 
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The decisions made during such a period establish institutions and rules that 
likely put us on a course that will be difficult to change in any fundamental 
sense for decades or generations.

This notion of critical junctures is increasingly accepted in history and the 
social sciences. It has proven valuable for thinking broadly about society-wide 
fundamental social change and also as a way to understand fundamental 
change within a specific sector, like media and communications. The two 
types of critical junctures are distinct, yet, as I will demonstrate, very closely 
related. Most of our major institutions in media are the result of such critical 
junctures, periods when policies could have gone in other directions, and, had 
they done so, put media and society on a different path. 

Based on my research, I have concluded that critical junctures in media 
and communications tend to occur when at least two, if not all three, of the 
following conditions hold:

ß  there is a revolutionary, new communications technology that under-
mines the existing system;

ß  the content of the media system, especially the journalism, is increasingly 
discredited or seen as illegitimate; and

ß  there is a major political crisis—severe social disequilibrium—in which 
the existing order no longer functions, and there are major movements 
for social reform.

In the past century, critical junctures in media and communications occurred 
three times: during the Progressive Era, when journalism was in deep crisis 
and the overall political system was in turmoil; during the 1930s, when the 
emergence of radio broadcasting combined with public antipathy to commer-
cialism against the backdrop of the Depression; and during the 1960s and early 
1970s, when popular social movements in the United States provoked radical 
critiques of the media as part of a broader social and political critique. 

The result of the critical juncture in the Progressive Era was the emergence 
of professional journalism. The result of the critical juncture in the 1930s was 
loosely regulated commercial broadcasting, which provided the model for 
subsequent electronic media technologies like FM radio, terrestrial television, 
and cable and satellite television. The result of the 1960s and 1970s critical 
juncture, however, is less tangible for communications. In many respects, the 
issues raised then were never resolved but buried by the neoliberal epoch that 
followed. 

Today, we are in the midst of a profound critical juncture for communica-
tions. Two of the three conditions for a critical juncture are already in place: 
the digital revolution is overturning all existing media industries and business 
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models; and journalism is at its lowest ebb since the Progressive Era. The third 
condition—the overall stability of the political and social system—is the great 
unknown. There are certainly grounds for suspecting that a critical juncture is 
imminent. Our political system is awash in institutionalized corruption and 
growing inequality. The economy is in its deepest crisis in seventy-five years, 
and it appears likely that we are entering a period of structural transformation 
to points unknown. U.S. global military dominance is wobbling with the di-
saster of the Iraq war, and the combination of empire and republic is difficult 
to maintain.3 In January 2007, the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists moved its 
symbolic doomsday clock to five minutes to midnight. For the first time ever, 
the editors stressed the role of not just nuclear weapons but of global climate 
change in the impending catastrophes facing humankind. This is becoming a 
political and social crisis of major proportions.4

What remains to be seen is to what extent the people engage with the struc-
tural crises our society is facing, or leave matters to elites. In the critical juncture 
of the 1960s and early 1970s, for example, elites were concerned by a “crisis 
of democracy.” This crisis was created by previously apathetic, passive and 
marginalized elements of the population—e.g., minorities, women, students—
becoming politically engaged and making demands upon the system.5

All the longstanding presuppositions of communications scholars that were 
taken for granted in our society no longer hold. Both professional journal-
ism and commercial broadcasting are in crisis and undergoing fundamental 
transformation. The communications system that emerges from this critical 
juncture will look little like the communications system of 2000 or 1990. Al-
ready, the media system of the 1960s seems about as relevant to the future as 
a discussion of the War of the Roses does to contemporary military strategists. 
Most important, it is clear that the structure of the emerging communications 
system will go a long way toward determining how our politics and econom-
ics, our way of life, will play out. 

Although broader popular social movements are nascent, what is striking 
is that this critical juncture has spawned the birth of an extraordinary media 
reform movement in the past few years. Hundreds of thousands, perhaps mil-
lions, of Americans have engaged with media policy issues in a manner that 
had been previously unthinkable. Politicians and regulators are discovering, 
for the first time in their careers, that voters and citizens are watching what 
they do with regard to media closely, and they are beginning to respond. What 
remains to be seen is whether there will be a broader resurgence of popular 
politics in the coming period. If there is, it will shift the emerging “media re-
form movement” into much higher gear and the range of possible outcomes 
will increase dramatically. Such a boom in popular social movements would 
also combine with media reform to lead, at the least, to the sort of periodic 
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reformation of institutions that happens every two or three generations in 
American history—one that is sadly overdue. Without such a popular politi-
cal movement, there will still be a critical juncture in media and communica-
tions, only the outcomes will be more likely to serve the needs of dominant 
commercial and political interests, not the public.

Engaging with public policy issues from the vantage point of concerned 
citizens rather than from the perspective of owners and administrators opens 
new vistas for scholars, raising pressing new research questions and issues. In 
my mind, the evidence is clear that being connected to real-life social move-
ments and political affairs can strengthen scholarship in the social sciences. 
In economics, for example, many of the great breakthroughs in theory were 
made by scholars directly engaged with the politics of their day, from Smith, 
Ricardo, J. S. Mill, and Marx to Marshall and Keynes. Even Milton Friedman 
is notable because pressing political concerns drove his work.6 I think that this 
can be and should be true for communications as well.

My argument is not that communications scholars and students need to 
become full-time activists or dedicate a portion of their time to public engage-
ment with media issues. That is fine for some of us but not for everyone. My 
point is simply that the notion of being in a critical juncture, of recognizing the 
political forces around us, should permeate all of our research agendas and our 
teaching. I am not arguing that scholars should shape their research to reach 
predetermined outcomes, or that they should place a political agenda ahead of 
the integrity of their scholarship. Rather, during a critical juncture, scholars sim-
ply need to broaden their horizons and engage with the crucial political and so-
cial issues of the moment. They should question presuppositions and abandon 
them or replace them, unless the weight of evidence justifies their maintenance. 
They should dive into their research headfirst, equipped only with curiosity, 
democratic values, and analytical skills, and see what happens.

For those of us who study communications, this is an opportunity that few 
other scholars can ever experience. With recognition of the historically unusual, 
if not uncharted, waters we are in, communications studies can leapfrog over 
the barriers that have constrained it heretofore and come to play a central role in 
social science research and education. It will not be an easy fight, for the barriers 
remain high, but it is the only way forward. Otherwise, our field loses much of 
its raison d’etre, and the legitimacy of its claim to society’s scarce resources.

It is worth noting how the field of communications emerged and developed 
in the United States in response to the three great twentieth-century critical 
junctures already mentioned. The field was birthed in the first critical junc-
ture, crystallized in the second critical juncture, and was rejuvenated by the 
third critical juncture. Without critical junctures, there might not have been 
much of a field at all.
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The first critical juncture was during the late Gilded Age and Progressive Era, 
when U.S. journalism was increasingly the domain of large commercial interests 
operating in semi-competitive or monopolistic markets. Social critics ranging 
from Edward Bellamy to Henry Adams were highly critical of the corrupt and 
anti-democratic nature of U.S. journalism because of its private ownership and 
its reliance upon advertising.7 Between 1900 and 1920, numerous muckrakers 
and social commentators wrote damning critiques of the anti-democratic na-
ture of mainstream journalism. In many respects, this was the Golden Age of 
media criticism.8 The depths of crisis for journalism came between 1910 and 
1915. It was then that the newspaper magnate E. W. Scripps launched the ad-
less pro-labor daily newspaper in Chicago, Day Book, and that Joseph Pulitzer 
considered leaving his newspapers as a public trust. Instead, Pulitzer left $2 
million to Columbia University to endow its journalism school upon his death 
in 1911.9 In 1920, Upton Sinclair’s The Brass Check: A Study of American Jour-
nalism was published. This breathtaking 440-page account of the corruption of 
journalism by moneyed interests sold some 150,000 copies by the mid-1920s.10 
All but forgotten in the intervening years, it is a book that could well be the 
starting point for all assessments of journalism, if not contemporary media, in 
the United States. The topic of media control also became a part of progressive 
political organizing. The great progressive Robert La Follette devoted a chapter 
of his book on political philosophy to the crisis of the press. “Money power,” he 
wrote, “controls the newspaper press . . . wherever news items bear in any way 
upon the control of government by business, the news is colored.”11 

It was as a response to the crisis in journalism that the revolutionary idea 
of professional journalism—the formal separation of the owner from the 
editorial function—emerged as the solution to the crisis. Citizens no longer 
needed to worry about private monopoly control over the news; trained pro-
fessionals serving the public interest would take charge and have power. It was 
in this period that schools of journalism were formed. Although none existed 
before 1900, by 1920 the majority of major programs had been established, 
sometimes under strong pressure from leading newspaper publishers—des-
perate to reclaim legitimacy for their industry—on their state legislatures. 
At the University of Illinois, where I teach, the journalism department was 
formally authorized by the state legislature in 1927 and, by law, is one of only 
two departments that the university cannot close. Research as an aspect of 
these programs did not begin for another generation or two. Some prominent 
academics, like Robert Park and John Dewey, were affected by the turmoil 
surrounding journalism and dabbled in media issues during the Progressive 
Era, but for the most part, the field lay fallow into the 1930s. The tumult in 
society generated immense amounts of educated popular writing but did not 
establish much of a beachhead in the academy.
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The first few decades of the twentieth century also saw the emergence of ad-
vertising, public relations, film, and radio broadcasting. The latter two would 
be instrumental in stimulating the rise of formal communications research in 
the 1930s, and during these years, there was also a nonacademic communica-
tions critique emerging in response to all the above. In the case of advertising, 
for example, a large and militant consumer movement that emerged by the 
1920s and 1930s was highly critical of advertising and the consumer culture 
it spawned. This resulted in the formation of groups like Consumers Union.12 
Likewise, with the emergence of commercial radio broadcasting in the early 
1930s, a feisty and heterogeneous broadcast reform movement emerged that 
was piercing in its criticism of the limitations of commercial radio for a dem-
ocratic society.13 Both of these movements were expressly dedicated to enact-
ing political reform in Washington, DC, and both generated a sophisticated 
critique of advertising and media that anticipated some of the best academic 
criticism made five or six decades later. 

But it was the overlay of the world crisis of the 1930s and 1940s, with the 
Depression and the global rise of fascism, that provoked the critical juncture 
in communications above all else. This was a period in which journalism was 
increasingly seen as a politically reactionary force, its credibility at the low ebb 
reached in the Progressive Era. William Allen White, the renowned editor of 
the Emporia Gazette, addressed the issue of crisis in his 1939 presidential ad-
dress to the American Society of Newspaper Editors: “We must not ignore the 
bold fact that in the last decade a considerable section of the American press, 
and in particular the American daily newspaper press, has been the object 
of bitter criticism in a wide section of American public opinion. In certain 
social areas a definite minority, sometimes perhaps a majority of our readers, 
distrust us, discredit us.”14 

When communications did make its grand splash in the academy in the late 
1930s, it did so by looking at the very big issues, in the context of social crisis. 
There was the matter of democracy and what it meant in the age of corporate 
capitalism and mass media. The master works of John Dewey and Walter 
Lippmann in the 1920s granted the topic sufficient gravitas and made mat-
ters of communications central to the debate in the leading intellectual circles 
in the nation.15 There was the matter of propaganda, as it was employed not 
only by the Soviets and the fascist states, but also in Western democracies as a 
routine matter of course. The question was in whose interests and how would 
this propaganda be deployed. And there was the matter of media effects. How 
did the immersion of our society into a world of media affect us? All of these 
issues were linked, and they held the potential for a significantly critical ap-
proach to communications, with an eye to the reconstruction of society along 
more democratic lines. 
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The launching pad for communications research was not only at a few large 
Big Ten universities, but also at some prominent Ivy League universities like 
Princeton, Harvard, Yale, and Columbia. Dan Schiller has written brilliantly on 
this period, concentrating on the activities of Paul Lazarsfeld and Robert Merton. 
Schiller notes that all the elements for a powerful radical critique of propaganda 
were in place in communications, aided and abetted by a relatively sympathetic 
political climate, and elites concerned and confused by the world they were 
entering. But the critical approach was nonetheless unwelcome by commercial 
media sponsors, university administrations, and the key foundations, especially 
Rockefeller, which bankrolled much of communications research during these 
years.16 In the hands of Harold Lasswell, propaganda research was turned on its 
head: It went from being a critique of propaganda as a threat to self-government 
to a theoretically informed treatise on how elites could use propaganda to man-
age people in their own interests.17 After World War II, the practice became 
commonplace, only it was no longer called propaganda.

By the late 1940s, the critical impulse was effectively marginalized, if not 
purged, from U.S. communications studies. The opening created by the criti-
cal juncture disappeared, the progressive impulse of the New Deal replaced 
by the postwar American Century. Ironically, Lazarsfeld, who had framed 
communications research to be open to critical inquiry in the 1930s and early 
1940s, became the icon of mainstream research.18 The political climate was 
changing dramatically. The broad historical and intellectually informed sweep 
that informed the research of the 1930s and early 1940s was gradually replaced 
by an increasingly ahistorical approach that accepted the commercial basis of 
U.S. media and the capitalistic nature of U.S. society as proper and inviolable. 
Research became more closely tied to the needs of the dominant industry inter-
ests.19 When the Hutchins Commission made its seminal study of the press and 
media in the immediate postwar years, it combined piercing criticism of com-
mercial media with lame pleas for industry self-regulation as the solution.20 Had 
the popular movements that opposed commercial broadcasting and advertising 
in the 1930s been more successful, the notion that commercial media were in-
nately “American” might not have been regarded as a presupposition in the acad-
emy. Instead, the room for critical analysis and study was shrinking quickly.

The Cold War encouraged this anti-critical process; indeed, it made it al-
most mandatory. Christopher Simpson and Timothy Glander, among others, 
have documented the close relationship of the “founding fathers” of mass 
communications research to the emerging U.S. national security state in the 
1940s and 1950s.21 In this environment, notions that commercial interests 
might use their control of media to disseminate propaganda fell from grace; 
propaganda became something done only by “totalitarian” states and gov-
ernments. This was a stunning change in both rhetoric and analysis. (In the 
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early 1930s, for example, the U.S. advertising industry hailed Adolf Hitler 
and Josef Goebbels as brilliant fellow propagandists. “Whatever Hitler has 
done,” the trade publication Printers’ Ink wrote in 1933, “he has depended 
almost entirely upon slogans made effective by reiteration, made general by 
American advertising methods.” That wasn’t all: “Hitler and his advertising 
man Goebbels issued slogans which the masses could grasp with their lim-
ited intelligence. . . . Adolf has some good lines, of present-day application to 
American advertisers.”22 Such candid commentary on the use of propaganda 
by powerful interests in democratic nations was soon relegated to the lunatic 
fringe, where, in many respects, it remains.) Propaganda became psychologi-
cal warfare and then became mass communications.23

By mid-century, the ideas that ownership and control over media were deci-
sive and that media had large and important effects were applicable only to the 
study of the Soviet Union and other communist nations. In the United States, 
the conventional wisdom was that structure was irrelevant or benign, the 
system served the interests of the people, and media had limited effects. Had 
the U.S. political climate in the 1940s veered leftward—not as absurd a notion 
as some might think—rather than to the right, the critical juncture may have 
led to a different outcome and critical communications scholarship may have 
survived and even flourished as a viable entity in U.S. universities.24 

By the 1950s, much of the enthusiasm among foundations for communica-
tions research had dried up, the critical juncture had passed, and the field had 
lost its toehold in the Ivy League. Thereafter, the balance of power shifted to 
the large public research universities of the Midwest. Critical work was not en-
tirely dead. Kenneth Burke and, a bit later, George Gerbner, James Carey, and 
Hanno Hardt, among others, would keep the flame alive; Dallas Smythe and 
Herbert I. Schiller almost singlehandedly put the field of political economy of 
communications on the map in the United States in the 1950s and 1960s. But 
as influential as their work was, the times did not foster a legion of collabora-
tors. Smythe returned to his native Canada in the early 1960s to find more 
fertile soil for critical scholarship. Much critical work on media returned to its 
traditional status and was done by people outside the discipline, like the edu-
cator Paul Goodman and C. Wright Mills, a sociologist at Columbia, or out-
side the academy. In many ways, Mills’s work provided a superior framework 
for the critical evaluation of media. His The Sociological Imagination made a 
trenchant critique of the limitations of the sort of mainstream work that was 
ascending in the academy. Mills’s untimely death at age forty-five in 1962 was 
a very dark moment in the history of critical communications.25 

The explosion of popular politics—civil rights, black power, antiwar, stu-
dent, feminist, environmental—in the 1960s and early 1970s brought the 
third great critical juncture to communications. This was the foundation of 
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the critical juncture—the broader upheaval—because it brought all social 
institutions under closer examination. At that time, a communications tech-
nological revolution of sorts was under way, with the rise of satellite com-
munications and cable television, which fomented visions of a decentralized 
and/or commercial-free television system.26 In addition, the journalism of this 
era was under attack as inadequate, and consequently, there was a mushroom-
ing of “underground” newspapers and journalism reviews.27 

The consequences of this critical juncture for communications remain un-
clear. On the one hand, the sanctity of the commercial media system and the 
practice of professional journalism were never in question anywhere near the 
extent that they were during the earlier critical junctures. On the other hand, 
dramatic developments were taking place. Public broadcasting was established 
in 1967, and for a brief moment it held the potential to become a system far 
more independent and critical than what finally emerged.28 In some respects, 
the 1960s also crystallized a majoritarian view of the First Amendment, a 
potentially much more radical and democratic interpretation than had been 
generally countenanced. Justice Byron White’s majority opinion in the 1969 
Red Lion Broadcasting Co., Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission ruling 
pertained to broadcasting alone, but the logic and spirit opened the door at 
least a crack for a very different way to envisage the role of media in a free 
society:

But the people as a whole retain their interest in free speech by radio and their 
collective right to have the medium function consistently with the ends and 
purposes of the First Amendment. It is the right of the viewers and listeners, 
not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount. . . . It is the purpose of 
the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited market-place of ideas in which 
truth will ultimately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization of that 
market, whether it be by the Government itself or a private licensee. . . . It is the 
right of the public to receive suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral, 
and other ideas and experiences which is crucial here. That right may not con-
stitutionally be abridged either by Congress or by the FCC.29 

As was the case in the 1940s, had American politics gone in a different direc-
tion in the 1970s, this critical juncture may have paved the way for a dramatic 
reformulation of the communications system, along with other institutions in 
society. Instead, what can be said is that the late 1960s and early 1970s laid the 
foundation—in the form of unfinished business—for today’s media reform 
movement, just as the Progressive Era critical juncture generated challenges 
that were taken up during the 1930s and early 1940s.

Critical junctures and communications are joined at the hip, in the way 
communications structures and institutions are established in our society 
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and in the way we study them in our colleges and universities. In our most 
dynamic moments, critical junctures have given our field its identity and it 
can and must be that way again. But it will not happen without concerted 
and conscious effort to that end, as there are powerful forces committed to 
maintaining the status quo. 

E

One particular feature of this current critical juncture is aiding and abet-
ting the transformation of communications study. The revolutionary nature 
of digital communications technologies is eliminating traditional divisions 
between media sectors, between media and telecommunications (e.g., tele-
phony), and between mediated and interpersonal communications. The rise 
of the Internet exemplifies and encourages this border collapse, as it encom-
passes both one-to-one and traditional mass communications simultaneously. 
What does it matter if the origin is a newspaper or a cable TV station or a film 
studio when audiences receive their content online? What does it matter if the 
delivery system comes via a television network, a cable company, a telephone 
company, or an electric utility? What is the difference between telephony and 
media nowadays, when both deliver digital messages, some media, some inter-
personal? Factoring in the radical proliferation of two-way communications 
today, made possible by websites like MySpace, Facebook, and YouTube, it is 
clear that this is a dramatically new world.

As extraordinary as the digital revolution is, as amazing and mind-boggling 
as these technologies are, it is imperative that scholars maintain their focus 
and their perspective. Even if the Internet is kept open and even if broadband 
becomes inexpensive and ubiquitous—both huge policy battles for the com-
ing generation—that will not resolve all of the core issues on the horizon. In 
particular, there are three overriding concerns that only become more pro-
nounced in the digital era. First, there is the matter of the successful provision 
of journalism, which is currently in a deep and prolonged crisis as corporate 
cutbacks and erosion of standards are the order of the day. Corporate media 
apologists argue that there is no reason to worry, since the new blogging craze 
provides us with all the journalism we can handle and then some. Digital 
technology will eventually solve the problem, the pundits tell us; in the mean-
time, just let the media conglomerates buy up all the media they can, lay off 
reporters in the name of “efficiency,” and rake in monopolistic profits so that 
they can expand the economy and create jobs. You know the drill.

In fact, there is no endgame on the visible horizon that suggests the Internet 
will magically provide the journalism a self-governing people require. What 
society needs are multiple newsrooms of well-paid experienced journalists 
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with institutional support when they offend the powerful, which good jour-
nalism invariably does. The Internet offers great hopes for citizen involvement 
in journalism and can transform journalism for the better, but it does not 
solve this fundamental political economic issue of resource allocation and 
institution building. That is a policy matter, and generating effective policies 
for the establishment of viable news media is a central dilemma of our times. 
It has always been an issue, but with the twin blades of neoliberalism and the 
Internet, it is approaching crisis stage.

Second, even a digital nirvana with open, super high-speed networks and 
ubiquitous inexpensive access will not derail the hypercommercialism that 
permeates an increasing number of our institutions and, indeed, far too much 
of our social life. If anything, the Internet may prove to be the ultimate enabler 
of Madison Avenue and corporate America in its quest to enter our minds and 
empty our pocketbooks. If we learn nothing else from the political economy 
of media, it is that commercialism comes at a very high price and with mas-
sive “externalities.” Derailing hypercommercialism, creating vibrant noncom-
mercial zones, and protecting privacy is a mission critical in the coming era. It 
will not happen without organized citizens demanding explicit policies to that 
effect. There is a necessary role for media scholars in helping to craft them.

Third, as much as the Internet and the digital revolution empower people, 
they also ensnare them and make them susceptible to surveillance. We sacrifice 
something to get the gains. Only now are people recognizing the extent to 
which governments, often with sympathetic communications corporations as-
sisting them, can intervene in digital communications systems to monitor our 
behavior, and the prospect is chilling. It is imperative that we devise policies 
to make governance accountable while preventing government intrusions into 
our privacy. We have to make the digital revolution serve our interests. Along 
these lines, we have to recognize that there may be grounds for concern about 
the unanticipated consequences of thorough immersion in digital technolo-
gies. Indeed, much of this frenzy is fed by self-interested commercial entities.

This leads directly to the ultimate and most important job of scholars: 
understanding and navigating the central relationship of communications to 
the broader economic, cultural, and political systems. In the United States, it 
seems to be a given, even within academic circles, that while a profit-driven 
economy may well have its flaws, it is the only possible option for a free 
people. That is to say, any prospective alternative entails invariably a decided 
turn for the worse. The Soviet example was such a nightmare that Americans 
are not even willing to consider the idea that humanity might benefit from an 
alternative to capitalism. 

Regrettably, this close-mindedness is proving a significant barrier to obtain-
ing a better understanding of how capitalism actually works and affects our 
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institutions and us and to examining more humane and just alternatives. As 
much as pledging love for markets is standard practice in the United States, 
the system itself has significant flaws, some of which are already proving cata-
strophic and unavoidable unless it is dramatically reformed. I do not know 
exactly how reformable capitalism is, or what exactly the superior alternatives 
are. What I do know is that getting answers to both these questions requires 
research, experimentation, and an open mind. If we do not think along these 
lines, it will become ever more difficult to find humane and effective solutions 
for our deep social problems. Considering the centrality of communications to 
both the economy and politics, media scholars are at the heart of this process. 
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[W]e in the United States believed in the importance of policies that pro-
mote “enabling environments” of pro-competitive, technologically neutral, 
private sector-led, rule of law-based progressive regulatory policies and 
authority. And we are seeing that these have increasingly become the poli-
cies and beliefs adopted by more and more of the world.

Ambassador David A. Gross, U.S. Coordinator for International 
Communications and Information Policy, June 16, 2008

Introduction

There was a time when the United States was a world leader in broad-
casting and telecommunications, a role model for other countries. Its 

dominance across the globe served not only a source of national pride but 
also as the basis for an economic boom. For many, it seemed this could go 
on forever. Indeed, even when new obtrusive technologies threatened to 
destabilize the global communications order, the assumption was that the 
United States would continue to be the world trendsetter in regulation and 
new technology adoption. 

Fifteen years into the communications revolution that began at the tail end 
of the twentieth century, many Americans are shocked to discover the fol-
lowing: not only are they no longer the world leader in broadband Internet 
and mobile telephony penetration rates, but even in terms of the number of 
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citizens with access to these defining technologies, they have fallen behind. 
Today, there are proportionately more Europeans on the Internet and using 
advanced 3G mobile phones than there are Americans, and the number of 
Chinese connected to the world’s most advanced information networks sur-
passes the number of Americans—all this in less than fifteen years. 

How Did it Happen?

This chapter will briefly discuss and describe how the United States lost its 
edge. It will begin by describing past trends and how good sound policy-
making helped bring the United States to the forefront. It will then describe 
the current diffusion of communications technologies across the globe and 
explain how countries in Asia and Europe have surged ahead of the United 
States by adopting more innovative policies. This will be followed by an analy-
sis of why U.S. policy failed and, finally, recommendations for putting it back 
on track.

Some Historical Background

The United States has long been the world leader in accessibility to and 
penetration levels of information and communications technologies (ICTs). 
The acknowledgment of this leadership position often obscures the fact that 
this leadership was not attained through the unhindered supremacy of the 
market and market forces. In fact, between 1921 and 1984—during which 
time telephone penetration grew from less than 40 percent of households to 
more than 90 percent—local service was provided predominantly by the Bell 
system, which was also the exclusive provider of long-distance service.1 It 
was the regulatory environment that ensured that monopoly power would be 
controlled in a manner that eventually benefited consumers.

In the United States, local exchange competition during the formative 
years of the technology, between 1894 and 1920, was a significant factor in 
telephone penetration even when alternative explanatory factors, such as 
diffusion theory or economic growth, were taken into account.2 In Europe, 
telephone service was originally provided either through “free competition 
between private telephone systems; competition between a private system 
and a governmental system; governmental regulation of private monopolies; 
and municipal and national ownership of governmental monopolies.”3 In 
Japan, the government launched the telecommunications industry in the 
mid-nineteenth century by investing heavily in and nurturing a few key firms 
that provided all telecommunications services.4 This diversity of designs 
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worldwide, however, soon gave way to a world in which there was little that 
differentiated between telecommunications systems, aside the fact that in 
some, the telecommunications monopoly was privately owned, and in oth-
ers, it was government-owned. One exception was the gradual erosion of the 
monopoly in the United States. Granted to AT&T under conditions first set 
in the Kingsbury commitment of 1913 and then in the Willis-Graham Act of 
1921, the monopoly was first corroded when AT&T seemed to be abusing it, as 
it appeared to be doing in the 1950s, and with the help of new (albeit not very 
sophisticated) technologies. The United States adopted the “Hush-a-Phone,” 
and then in the 1960s, the “Carterfone,” policies, which gradually opened the 
customer premises equipment market to competition. In the late 1960s, when 
it appeared that AT&T was again abusing the system, the MCI decision and 
the “computer inquiries” triggered the functional separation between local 
and long-distance and between basic and enhanced services, respectively. By 
1984, for lack of a better solution, the United States resorted to the structural 
separation of AT&T.

Nonetheless, by the mid-1980s, when technological, political, and business 
pressures mandated the introduction of competition into the telecommu-
nications market, most world markets were still dominated by monopolies. 
The break-up of the telecommunications monopolies created the same three 
challenges in every market: how to ensure that all potential consumers5 of 
telecommunications services enjoy the fruits of competition (and avoid 
“redlining,” “cherry picking,” and “cream skimming”); how to ensure that 
all consumers enjoy the positive network externalities resulting from the in-
troduction of competitive operators and are able to connect to the growing 
network; and how to lower barriers to entry confronted by new operators and 
resulting from the entrenched market position of the existing monopolies and 
the advantages they enjoyed, having invested in their networks while benefit-
ing from a captive market.

Sharing these same challenges, all those countries that introduced competi-
tion into their telecommunications markets adopted a three-legged approach, 
which consisted of some attempt at ensuring minimum service and con-
nectivity to all at affordable prices (“universal service”), imposing a universal 
obligation on all telecommunication providers to interconnect (“interconnec-
tion”) and providing a mechanism for removing the most flagrant barrier to 
entry—the duplication of infrastructure with no guaranteed customer base 
(“unbundling” obligations). It was the United States that served as the role 
model for other nations in this regard when it adopted the Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996. 

Universal service, while not explicitly mentioned in the law, was a 
“mythical” principle of the system for decades,6 while the combination of an 
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interconnection and an unbundling requirement was a feature of the system 
at least since the MCI v. AT&T decision of 1969.7 When MCI started provid-
ing long distance point-to-point service in the 1960s, it needed to connect to 
AT&T’s access network in order to reach consumers. The courts awarded MCI 
this right of access, using the term “interconnection,” when, in fact, the right 
awarded was a form of unbundling,8 as MCI was enabling its customers to 
connect to AT&T customers, but it was also using AT&T’s network to access 
its own customers’ premises. At the time, the court ruled that AT&T’s access 
network was an “essential facility.” 

The second factor behind unbundling policy in the United States and 
worldwide were the “computer inquiries” held throughout the 1960s, 1970s, 
and 1980s in order to determine the boundaries between telecommunica-
tions and computer services. The conclusion was that the sine qua non for the 
development of competition in data services was the adoption of an “open 
network architecture,” a policy that ensured data providers with access to the 
customers of the telephone monopoly.9 In South Korea, the nineteenth-century 
government-owned and -operated monopoly10 was replaced in the 1980s by 
five common carriers that were each designated to provide a properly defined 
subcategory of telecommunications services,11 while the European Parliament’s 
directive of 1997 incorporates all three terms into one title, namely, the “Direc-
tive on interconnection in telecommunications with regard to ensuring univer-
sal service and interoperability through application of the principles of Open 
Network Provision (ONP).”12 

LLU and Universal Service in the European Union and Asian Markets

Unbundled local loops (LLUs), defined as “the physical twisted metallic 
pair circuit in the fixed public telephone network connecting the network 
termination point at the subscriber’s premises to the main distribution 
frame or equivalent facility” is one of the main features of the new regulatory 
framework developed by European Union policymakers in the 1990s and 
early 2000s. LLU was adopted in a relatively short and unambiguous docu-
ment—the regulation on unbundled access to the local loop13—and its logic 
is explained in one paragraph of the preamble:

•  Local loops are necessary to gain access to consumers; 
•  They are controlled by incumbent operators that rolled them over a long 

period of time while enjoying monopoly status; 
•  Competitors cannot match the economies of scale and coverage of in-

cumbents.
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Based on this rationale, the conclusion was inevitable: if competitive access 
to consumers is desired, incumbents should be forced to share the local loop 
with competitors while the prices they charge for this usage need to be regu-
lated. Adopting this policy serves the basic elements of network economics, as 
competitors are able to overcome the main barrier to entry into the market. In 
adopting the LLU directive, the European Union evoked the “essential facilities” 
doctrine and made it an integral part of telecommunications regulation.

Universal service was also not a central element of EU policy historically. 
As Garnham notes,14 European policies were designed to guarantee continu-
ity of service and not universality of supply, while protecting the monopoly 
telephone companies against legal action for damages incurred for failing 
to provide service. Universal service, as a pan-European goal, was first men-
tioned in the 1992 “review of the situation in the telecommunications sector.” 
The 1997 directive15 accepted that the concept of universal service must evolve 
in order to keep pace with technological and economic changes and defined 
it as “a defined minimum set of services of specified quality which is avail-
able to all users independent of their geographical location and, in the light 
of specific national conditions, at an affordable price.” This, too, echoed the 
Telecommunications Act enacted in the United States a year earlier, which 
defined universal service as “an evolving level of telecommunications services 
that the Commission shall establish periodically under this section, taking 
into account advances in telecommunications and information technologies 
and services.” Only two member states—France and Spain—had to establish 
funding mechanisms for universal service, since the narrow definition of the 
service allowed member states to fulfil the universal service obligation without 
the need for subsidies.16

One attempt to introduce competition in telephony without adopting the 
three-legged model took place in Japan in 1985, when the national telecom-
munications provider NTT was privatized.17 The slow development of a com-
petitive market, however, led to a rewriting of the rules as of the second half 
of the 1990s. In the new rules both interconnection and unbundling regimes 
were introduced.18

 While the dynamic in South Korea was somewhat different, the basic ele-
ments were the same. After fifteen years of trial-and-error with issues of mar-
ket liberalization and dominant operator privatization that began in the early 
1980s, the South Korean government instituted a system based on intercon-
nection and unbundling in the second half of the 1990s. The South Korean 
government also assigned the incumbent operator, Korea Telecom, with the 
task of providing universal service.19

When a policymaker adopts a policy, the process of implementation, as well 
as the results, provides information to policymakers in other industries and in 
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other countries.20 As Levi-Faur21 notes, since the 1980s an international regu-
latory revolution has been gathering steam, accelerated by the diffusion of 
regulatory ideas among different countries on a broad range of issues. In some 
cases, the regulatory changes in one country require other countries to adapt 
to the changing environment; in other cases, regulatory solutions adopted in 
one country are learned and copied by others.22 In the case of telecommunica-
tions, the United States has been the trendsetter. Its influence has gone beyond 
the ideological extending to outright pressure on other countries to liberalize 
their markets.23 As the next section demonstrates, however, the result has been 
paradoxical. Countries influenced by the United States, which adopted the 
policies it created, have gone on to achieve far better results from them.

ICT Adoption Levels Worldwide

The two most revolutionary ICTs of the 1990s are the mobile phone and the 
Internet. While the former has rewritten the rules of personal communications 
and mobile access to information, the latter has made information itself more 
accessible than ever before, and the protocol governing its operation is rapidly 
becoming the means through which all traditional modes of communications—
in particular, those modes which constitute communications as an industry, 
namely, voice and video—transport. Comparing trends in the adoption of the 
telephone and television in the first eighty years of the twentieth century with 
trends in the adoption of mobile phones and broadband Internet since the 
mid-1980s should yield some enlightening policy conclusions.

To begin with, the numbers are stunning. In 1960, there were 27.3 telephones 
per 100 inhabitants in the United States, compared with 4.8 in France, 5.8 in 
Germany, and 9.6 in the United Kingdom. This gap was maintained throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s, and only began to narrow when European PTTs became 
corporations in the 1980s and telephone penetration reached near saturation 
levels in the United States. In the beginning of the twenty-first century, South 
Korea had already surged ahead in broadband Internet penetration. By 2001, 
more than sixteen out of every one hundred inhabitants there subscribed to 
the service, compared with less than five in the United States and Japan and less 
than one in the United Kingdom and France. By 2007, the United States was 
lagging behind all these countries (see figure 4.1) and many more (see figure 
4.2), ranking a dismal twenty-fourth in the world. These numbers are all based 
on data gathered by the International Telecommunications Union, as reported 
by the different countries, obsolescing the debate regarding undercounting 
and underreporting of certain levels of connectivity that have become a major 
means of confronting the bad news in the United States in recent years.24 
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Although mobile phones were invented in the United States, by 2006, their pen-
etration across the European Union had reached almost 93 percent, hitting 100 
percent in eight member states, according to a EU report,25 and more than thirty 
European countries by 2008.26 A U.S. research firm estimates that 84 percent of 
Americans, including consumer, business, and double users, had mobile phones 
at the end of 2007 and that the rate would exceed 100 percent only in 2013.27

FIGURE 4.1 
Broadband Penetration Trends, 2001–2007 (Source: ITU)

FIGURE 4.2 
Broadband Penetration, Top Thirty Economies, 2007 (Source: ITU)
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There is an ongoing debate in telecommunications policy circles over 
whether LLU promotes broadband access and can, therefore, explain the dif-
ference between the United States and other countries with regard to broad-
band penetration. A European study28 maintains that while the U.S. broad-
band market is heading into a duopoly of incumbent telecommunications 
and cable network operators, “LLU and access obligations play important 
roles throughout Europe and have contributed to high deployment rates in 
countries lacking alternative infrastructure as well as in countries with com-
peting platforms.”29 Line-sharing (a type of LLU) has also been identified as 
the engine behind the spectacular growth of DSL service in Japan, where its 
introduction at the end of 2000 brought the number of DSL subscribers up 
from 152,000 to 8 million in three years(!).30 At the same time, LLU played 
a negligible role in the impressive Korean breakthrough,31 which was fueled 
by fierce infrastructure competition that led to quality services at a low fixed 
price.32 It should be noted, however, as will be discussed below, that this com-
petition was achieved through active government intervention. 

Clearly, managing LLU access and pricing is regulation-intensive.33 Some 
maintain that LLU should be adopted as policy only temporarily34 and that the 
introduction of “sunset clauses” provides new entrants with strong incentives 
to invest while allowing them to enter markets and compete in services alone 
while acquiring important knowledge about their new market.35 Others believe 
that LLU may deter the development of the economically desired facility-based 
competition,36 that sunset clauses do not improve social welfare,37 and that LLU 
is a policy that has failed outright because it was poorly enforced.38 The figures, 
however, appear to support the advocates, and quite impressively. Bauer, Berne, 
and Maitland39 conclude that more aggressive policies in the European Union 
regarding LLU help explain the differences in Internet access in different parts 
of Europe. Marcus40 observes that about one in four of the twelve million new 
Internet subscribers in Europe, during the twelve months preceding July 2004, 
can be explained by regulatory support for competitive access—fully unbun-
dled lines, shared access, bitstream access, or simple resale—all made possible 
as a result of the LLU regime adopted by the European Union. Garcia-Murillo41 
asserts that unbundling has a significant positive impact on the availability of 
broadband services and that it contributes to a substantial improvement in 
broadband deployment in middle-income countries but not in their high-
income counterparts. De Bijl and Peitz42 conclude that while LLU may have 
failed to generate competition in voice telephony markets, due to their low lev-
els of profitability, it has “large potential as a means to offer broadband access 
to end-users for entrants without local networks”43 and Fransman44 concludes 
that while unbundling by itself is not a definitive determinant of performance, 
it cannot be ruled out as having an effect.
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Kim, Kim, and Kim45 argue that incumbents may, in fact, benefit from en-
forced LLU, because when a competitor’s request is denied, it may be forced 
to build its own facilities, thereby denying the incumbent of rental income. 
Gideon46 contends that the incentive for investing in cost-reducing innova-
tion did not diminish as a result of mandatory unbundling, as some operators 
often claim. Her assertion, supported by earlier studies like Kim, Kim, and 
Kim’s,47 is also backed by recent OECD data. As figure 4.3 demonstrates, the 
countries in which the percentages of fiber connections in total broadband 
subscriptions are the highest are Japan, Korea, and Sweden, all of which en-
force LLU and boast higher penetration rates than the United States. Sweden 
is even considering, as will be discussed further on, enforcing the structural 
separation of its incumbent telephone company, an extreme version of LLU. 
The European Union reports that because of new regulatory measures, in 
particular those pertaining to pricing, and because of increased investment in 
infrastructure by new operators, the market for shared lines and unbundled 
local loops increased in 2003–2004 by 110 percent.48 As for the Japanese, they 
apparently “think long term,” as an October 2007 New York Times story re-
ported, quoting a Japanese analyst.49 

FIGURE 4.3 
Percentage of Fiber Connections in Total Broadband Subscription (Source: OECD)

Government Role in Development

As experience in the field of telecommunications in general and broadband 
in particular has accumulated, new ideas on how to encourage broadband 
penetration through competition have been floated. Schechter,50 for example, 
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demonstrates that if customers owned the local loop themselves, “virtually 
all of the difficult problems involved in pricing interconnection disappear.”51 
While local loop ownership has remained an academic idea running up the 
flagpole, another policy idea that has garnered scholarly and regulatory atten-
tion was furthering local loop unbundling and enforcing structural separation 
of the local loop from the parent incumbent’s network. Indeed, the concept 
known internationally as “loopco” has its detractors, who believe it has limited 
benefits, is “potentially adverse,” and a “high risk gamble,”52 as its risks out-
weigh its benefits;53 however, others argue that structural separation is more 
likely to increase innovation than is intrusive regulation.54 

Some European countries, as well as the European Union, have launched 
policies promoting structural or functional separation of the local loop in 
order to further broadband penetration. This, despite already impressive lev-
els of broadband penetration, which might have mandated a “wait and see” 
policy. In August 2007, the European Union’s media commissioner announced 
that the structural separation approach, adopted by regulators in the United 
Kingdom to enhance competition, is a potential template for other European 
regulators and operators.55 While the eventual path taken by the European 
Union was less extreme—namely, functional—separation,56 other member 
states followed the United Kingdom’s lead and introduced different levels of 
separation among network elements in order to promote further competition. 
Among those countries are Sweden,57 which enjoys a lead in both penetration 
and deployment of fiber, as well as Italy,58 which is a relative laggard in Europe 
when it comes to broadband.

This constant search for innovative ideas to achieve higher levels of broad-
band penetration is rooted in systems, though different in so many respects 
that share one common belief—that governments, by virtue of the fact that 
they are representatives of the public interest, have the right to set goals as 
well as take measures to achieve them. Indeed, it is more common than not 
worldwide that governments in the most developed of nations adopt sweep-
ing information and communications strategies.

South Korea

A country that lends itself to study in this respect is South Korea. Government 
involvement was crucial in South Korea’s recovery from the destruction of the 
Korean War and its transition into an industrialized economy, the first stage of 
which involved the launching of a wide literacy campaign.59 The government 
was also actively involved in the development and liberalization of the coun-
try’s telecommunications sector.60 The introduction of partial liberalization 
was followed by a more intensive liberalization policy, incremental in nature, 
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which was constantly being fine-tuned61 in response to changing economic 
and international conditions.62 Indeed, the government has been identified as 
the “key-driver” in South Korean efforts to adopt next-generation technolo-
gies and “[l]ong-term ICT strategy now stretches back over 20 years as a series 
of structured programs. Telecommunications is seen as a part of this, and also 
as a unifying policy for the nation.”63

Broadband adoption is a key example of such a program. The South Korean 
government laid out the blueprint for an information structure in the early 
1990s, and set as its goal the universal installation of high-speed networks. 
Government investment coupled with competitive policies drove the realiza-
tion of these early goals, and while the plan to provide universal fiber to the 
home (FTTH) by 2015 was adjusted to the reality of technical progress in 
other technologies, South Korea continues to be a world leader in broad-
band adoption and continues to be ranked number one by the International 
Telecommunications Union in its Digital Opportunity Index, an index that 
measures ICT development across countries using conventional indicators 
of opportunity (affordability and accessibility), infrastructure (telephone, 
Internet, computer, and handheld device density), and utilization (usage and 
quality of service) (see figure 4.4).

FIGURE 4.4 
Digital Opportunity Index, 2007 (Source: ITU)

In 2006, while leading the world in ICT indicators, South Korea launched 
yet another innovative and ambitious initiative, the “u-Korea Master Plan” 
aimed at making it the world’s first “ubiquitous society.” The plan calls for a 
society based on four Us—a society in which everyone is “warmly accepted” 
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(universal) and can use services easily (usable) while technologies interact 
harmoniously (unisonous) and new values are constantly created (upgrade).64 
Chairing the Informatization Promotion Committee formed by the govern-
ment to lead the project was none other than the prime minister.

Japan

While it is common to lump Korea and Japan together under the category of 
Asian super powers, their paths to development have clearly diverged: Japan 
is a traditional and advanced industrial economy, while Korea belongs to the 
group of newly industrialized economies (NIEs) that includes Taiwan, Sin-
gapore, and Hong Kong.65 In both cases, however, economic success can be 
attributed to state interventionist policies.66 

Liberalization and privatization in Japan followed a similar path to that in 
other industrialized nations in the West, starting at around the same time in 
the 1980s.67 The introduction of digital technologies that challenged telecom-
munications policymaking in Europe and the United States in the 1990s had 
a similar effect in Japan.68 Although Japan initially lagged behind Europe and 
the United States, not yet having decided the proper policy path to take by the 
middle of the 2000s, it had become the country with the world’s cheapest and 
fastest broadband service. It achieved this position of dominance thanks to 
the combination of a concentration of power in the hands of a government-
controlled central PTT and a rigid open access policy.69 As mentioned before, 
Japan also boasts the highest level of fiber to the home in the world.

Japanese policymakers, however, are not ones to rest on their laurels. In 
January 2001, the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication launched 
an ambitious new strategy that was to transform the goal of ICT policy so 
that by 2005 Japan would become the world’s most advanced IT nation. The 
new policy, aptly named u-Japan, aims at “realizing a society where anytime, 
anywhere and by anyone benefits from IT,” a “ubiquitous network society.”70

Europe71

European policymaking is also characterized by constant adjustments to 
the realities at hand. The European Union reviews and adjusts its policies to 
changing technological and market conditions every two to three years. The 
first cross-European liberalization policy was only introduced in 1988, but 
by 1990, the European Union had identified the connection between growth 
in the information sector and economic competitiveness on a global scale 
and linked it to liberalization policies. By 1993, it had set a 1998 deadline for 
full liberalization of voice telephony, allowing member states and incumbent 
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PTTs a lengthy period of adjustment.72 In January 1995, a “Green Paper on the 
liberalization of telecommunications infrastructure and cable television net-
works” was published, and as a result, in September of that year, the European 
Council urged the European Commission to create a regulatory framework 
that led to a series of directives enacted in 1997. 

This initial European regulatory framework was reassessed over the next 
two years,73 the outcome being a new regulatory framework that became law 
in 2003.74 The issue deemed most urgent in this new regulatory framework 
was the adoption of a compulsory local loop unbundling regime. Hence, as 
early as December 31, 2000, the requirement that incumbent telephone op-
erators unbundle their networks was passed into law. So while the focus of 
liberalization in 1998 had been voice telephony, by 2003, policy was aimed at 
enhancing Internet access.

The 2006 Review of the Regulatory Framework75 was already designed to 
assess the efficacy of the 2003 regulatory framework and was the first step in 
the launch of i2010—another ambitious rewrite of telecommunication poli-
cies aimed at furthering access to and speed of ICTs that is being formulated 
and debated as this book goes to press in the summer of 2008. 

This flurry of activity in the European Union has not left the member states 
indifferent. As mentioned before, both leading and laggard states started ex-
perimenting with different levels of functional and structural separation in 
order to further broadband penetration, speed and access. Other member 
states, in particular those enjoying high penetration rates, as figure 4.2 dem-
onstrates, set ambitious goals for themselves. If the Asian theme is ubiquity, 
the European is “information society for all.” Thus, the Swedish government, 
ranked ninth internationally in broadband penetration, decided in 2003 to 
appoint an IT Policy Strategy Group whose mandate, as stipulated in its re-
port “Broadband for growth, innovation and competitiveness,”76 was to advise 
the government and to be a driving force in achieving the IT policy goal of 
an “information society for all”77 while working together with other groups 
to maintain Sweden’s “vanguard position in the IT area.” The strategy group 
set higher standards for its mission than those it perceived were envisioned by 
the Swedish parliament78 and concluded that for the information society to 
realize its full potential, the goal of policy should be to close the digital gap, 
to implement an electronic democracy, and to design the policy in a manner 
that is both technologically neutral and future proof. The importance of the 
government in ensuring the digital gap is as small as possible was thus high-
lighted by the group’s report. 

France, which is ranked eleventh internationally and surpassed the United 
States in broadband penetration only in 2006, announced in May 2008 an am-
bitious goal of “broadband for all” by 2012.79 This plan calls on the government 
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to support the creation of digital content. These initiatives can be seen as paral-
leling the European Union’s i2010 strategy—“a European Information Society 
for growth and employment”—to accelerate the roll-out of advanced broad-
band communications and create an open and competitive single market for 
information society and media services within the European Union. The Eu-
ropean Commission has set as a target that high-speed broadband lines would 
be available everywhere in Europe by 2010. At the same time, it has encouraged 
member states to adopt and implement national broadband strategies. As 
demonstrated, the individual targets set vary from country to country.

European countries that are not members of the European Union have set 
similar goals. Norway’s Ministry of Government Administration and Reform 
issued a report to the Storting titled “An Information Society for All,”80 which 
acknowledges its leadership position in broadband penetration (ranked sev-
enth worldwide) but states that “the present government holds that those 
countries that pursue a policy which taps into the potentials and reaps the 
rewards of ICT while successfully countering or mitigating unwanted effects 
also stand to achieve higher growth and better welfare than countries that fail 
to deal with the need for change.”81 Its declared objective is that all Norwe-
gians be offered a connection to broadband Internet by the end of 2007, “to 
which end public funds will be used to assist in achieving broadband exten-
sion in areas where this is not commercially viable.”82

How Did We Get Here?

It is probably axiomatic by now to say that it is a matter of national interest to 
promote access to broadband, no less so than it is a matter of public and in-
dividual interests. An examination of data on international broadband trends 
and rates makes it unequivocally clear that while Europe and Asia are soaring 
ahead, the United States, the original pioneer of regulation and Internet tech-
nology adoption, is falling behind. What is it that distinguishes Europe and 
Asia from the United States, and what can the United States learn from the 
experiences of others to revive broadband penetration?

While European and Asian regulators have been devising and restructuring 
policy with an eye toward promoting competition, benefiting consumers, and 
providing broadband access for all, regulators in the United States have spent 
nine years and countless hours in court only to reach a solution that effectively 
eliminated the unbundling regime83 and caused the United States to lose its 
position of supremacy worldwide. While the United States has refrained from 
formulating goals and setting standards for deployment of broadband in 
rural and poor areas, Asian and European governments have not only devised 
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explicit plans to do so but have set ambitious goals for achieving universal 
connectivity in the near future. 

With regard to policies that promote competition, while in Europe and 
Asia, it is the local loop, and the local loop alone, that is required to be un-
bundled, U.S. law requires mandatory unbundling of all network elements 
that the FCC should deem necessary. While the Europeans have left it up to 
their regulatory authorities to determine whether “significant market power” 
lies with the incumbent while determining a priori the network element to be 
unbundled, American law defines a priori the incumbents who are required 
to unbundle and leaves it up to the regulators to determine which elements 
should be unbundled. As a result of this approach, the Europeans were able 
to mobilize a far weaker and decentralized governing body to adopt policies 
in conflict with the interests of incumbent operators for the purpose of pro-
moting competition the central “government” perceived as serving the public 
interest and contributing to the more rapid penetration of advanced tech-
nologies. The outcome of the American approach has been stagnation.

Even though a hastened deployment of fiber to the home is to be expected 
by the elimination of an unbundling requirement, the U.S. performance has 
been dismal in face of a very vigorous regulatory activity. As of 2003, fiber 
providers were relieved of their unbundling obligations,84 and as of 2004, this 
applied to multiple dwelling units as well.85 But, as figure 4.3 demonstrates, 
the United States lags far behind other countries with more rigorous competi-
tion regimes when it comes to fiber deployment.

An indication of the extent of the crisis in U.S. telecommunications policy 
is provided by the most recent draft of a strategic plan published for public 
discussion by the FCC in June 2008.86 While the Asian and European strategic 
plans set concrete goals and timetables, the FCC has very little to offer on 
these counts. The FCC’s vision, as delineated in the plan, is that “all Americans 
should have affordable access to robust and reliable broadband products and 
services” and the objective derived from that is that the “Commission shall 
promote the availability of broadband to all Americans.” Clearly, there is not 
much in the way of detail here. 

Conclusion

The literature on deployment of broadband has identified two key issues in 
national policy debates: 1) Are market-led policies preferable to state-led poli-
cies, or are state-led policies preferable to market-led policies? 2) Is broadband 
a public good or a consumer good? Indeed, there is no answer that holds true 
for every type of political and cultural system or for every type of service 
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offered over broadband. Simplifying the debate, however, along these lines 
may help the outside observer seeking to understand at least some of the rea-
son for the decline of the American communications empire.

This chapter demonstrates that differences in broadband policy development 
in the United States and other countries can be attributed to the different views 
held on the two fundamental questions raised above. It would be an exaggera-
tion to say that Japan, Korea, and the European Union do not appreciate the role 
of the market in the deployment of communications technologies or that they 
do not understand the driving force behind attractive consumer goods. At the 
same time, it would not be far from the truth to say that policymakers in the 
United States have forsaken the role of government in promoting the develop-
ment of public goods on the nation’s communications networks. 

Asian and European policies take into account that there is a point where pub-
lic and private interests intersect to promote the national interest. As such, these 
policies include technological neutrality on the one hand, and fierce enforcement 
of rules of competition and fairness on the other. They incorporate ambitious 
national goals and deadlines, and at the same time, foster creativity and ensure 
equality. Policy in the United States, by contrast, has tilted to one side: heavily 
influenced by corporate interests, it has all but forsaken the goal of providing 
equitable services to all its citizens and, most disturbingly, it has allowed govern-
ment to dodge its responsibility of guaranteeing communications for all. 

A balance must be struck—one that reflects a sensible equilibrium between 
public and private, consumer and citizen, market and government interests. As 
other countries have demonstrated, striking such a balance is critical to policy 
success. The following chapters will provide concrete recommendations for 
achieving this goal of pushing the United States back on the right track. 
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Introduction

This chapter suggests ways of increasing private investment and compe-
tition in those U.S. wireline networks that provide open, high-speed Inter-

net service or broadband. Policies that increase competition in wireline broad-
band services would increase investment, improve the network infrastructure, 
reduce prices, and increase innovation and broadband penetration.1 

Today, the average American has access to one or two broadband options at 
speeds of around two to eight mbps. The policy recommendations included 
in this chapter would ensure that Americans have access, within four years, 
to multiple, competitive, scalable, and affordable connections that provide 
symmetrical speeds of at least one hundred mbps in our biggest cities and 
towns. Within ten years, this scalable infrastructure should be providing sym-
metrical, competitive, fiber-to-the-home connections providing speeds of one 
thousand mbps or more.

Over the last decade, the United States has abandoned pro-competition 
regulatory policies in favor of the “magic” of limited and ineffective competi-
tion between an incumbent local telephone monopoly and an incumbent 
local cable monopoly. Among those policies abandoned were “unbundling”—
a policy that enabled new participants in the market to lease parts of an 
incumbent’s wireline network to serve customers—and other “open access” 
or “wholesale access” policies, which allowed new entrants to buy capacity at 
wholesale rates and sell it to end-users at retail rates. These policies helped 
new competitors overcome the nearly impossible feat of building an entire 
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local network from scratch to serve even one customer, while at the same 
time, competing with an entrenched incumbent that had been able to build 
its network without worrying about competition and had been able to enjoy 
a guaranteed return on investment. Although incumbents argued that unbun-
dling and similar policies were doomed to fail, evidence from other countries 
suggests otherwise. 

By abandoning pro-competition policies, the United States ceded its world 
leadership position in Internet penetration. Our global competitors, who today 
outrank us, have, on the other hand, been able to adopt these pro-competition 
policies successfully. Twenty-eight of the thirty OECD countries, for example, 
have adopted unbundling.2 Carriers in these countries invest in and offer 
networks with higher speeds, greater capacity, greater availability, and lower 
consumer prices. Consequently, a person living in New York is required to pay 
around $100 more a month today for the same Internet speed connection as a 
person living in Paris and has fewer companies to choose from.3 

This chapter puts forth several proposals for addressing this problem, in-
cluding reimplementing unbundling and wholesale access policy to ensure 
robust broadband competition and improve implementation. While wireless 
policy, as well as competition and investment by local cities and cooperatives, 
is valuable, these issues are discussed in other chapters.4 This chapter will 
focus on private competition.

Investment and Competition Problems

All Americans should have access to multiple, competitively priced offerings 
of high-speed, neutral, symmetrical connections.5 Networks for providing 
Internet are basic infrastructure, like roads, canals, sanitation, and educational 
institutions, which have diverse uses and provide various benefits to our econ-
omy and democracy.6 Unlike most basic infrastructure, which the government 
provides, private markets provide telecommunications services. Government 
can and must properly construct these private markets to ensure that they are 
efficient and meet defined social objectives. The proposals in this chapter seek 
to address two related problems in the private market: lack of investment and 
lack of competition. 

Regarding investment, even in our biggest cities, when it comes to the 
capacity and speed of broadband, we lag far behind many of our global com-
petitors, including Japan, Korea, France, and the United Kingdom. We have 
fallen behind in rural deployment (ten million households lack any wireline 
option), adoption (nearly half the population does not have broadband con-
nections), price (we pay about twenty times more than Japan per megabit),7 
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and the capacity and speed of our networks (half of our networks provide less 
than 2.5 mbps in either direction). Indeed, the fact that the United States has 
a large rural population8 and relatively high poverty rate9 plays a role in this. 
But even wealthy people in America’s biggest cities do not have access to the 
type of broadband infrastructure that has been available for years in places 
like Tokyo, Seoul, and Paris. 

To have such networks, we should be investing in connections constructed 
of fiber strands that reach the home. Rather than endorse a particular tech-
nology, we should be setting goals and working to ensure that many different 
technologies can help meet these goals. An interim goal could be technologi-
cally neutral: providing Americans with access, within four years, to compet-
ing, affordable connections that provide symmetrical speeds of at least one 
hundred mbps in our biggest cities and towns. With regard to telephone tech-
nologies, according to the Swedish telecommunications regulator, “fiber to 
the building” with copper wiring can provide one hundred mbps, and fiber to 
the curbside can provide forty mbps. Forty mbps is far faster than the average 
speed now available in the United States and should be available universally.10 
Cable technologies could reach such speeds if cable companies were to stop 
devoting almost all of their capacity (some estimates put it at up to 124/125 of 
capacity)11 and monetary investments to television and started to devote more 
of their capacity and cash to the open broadband that consumers want.12 

The long-term goal, however, should be to have a nearly infinitely scalable 
open network that provides symmetrical speeds far higher than one hundred 
mbps. Today, it appears the only technology up to this task is fiber to the 
home, which can provide up to one thousand mbps, if not more.13 While 
expensive to deploy, partly because of the cost of laying lines, fiber is cheaper 
to maintain and upgrade once it is deployed than other technologies.14 Prac-
tically speaking, fiber investments in any part of a network tend to increase 
that network’s capacity and flexibility and, therefore, help attain this goal.15 
Because of the benefits of fiber, and its nearly infinite scalability, government 
policy should encourage deployment of fiber to the home, but, at the same 
time, it should be open to all technologies.16 

Second, not only do we lack access to world-class networks, we lack com-
petitive choice among broadband service providers. In the dial-up world, 
consumers had considerable choice among dial-up Internet service providers 
(ISPs). Drawing on the rules that applied to traditional telephone service, 
consumers would and could choose service from (or “dial-up”) an ISP that 
was not the local telephone company—such as America Online, Earthlink, 
Juno, NetZero, or any of hundreds of smaller local ISPs. For broadband, how-
ever, consumers are generally stuck with the ISP owned by the local telephone 
or cable monopoly, because neither monopoly is required by law to permit 
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access to competing ISPs.17 Most businesses have access only to the telephone 
network. Other options, like satellite, wireless cell phones, wireless local loop, 
or broadband delivered over power lines, are inadequate because the connec-
tions are too slow, expensive, or simply unavailable.18 For example, satellite 
and powerlines combined have less than a 1 percent market share. As a result, 
incumbent cable or telecommunications companies provide nearly 99 percent 
of all residential broadband connections.19 Two companies (or one) is, at best, 
a highly concentrated market under almost any definition of competition, and 
even more so when the market is not open to new entrants, because of high 
barriers to entry.20 

We also need to introduce competition on each of these platforms—
telephone and cable—which unbundling and open access can do.21 Competi-
tion should lead to greater consumer choice, lower prices, greater availability 
and variety of products, less deadweight loss, and increased investment.22 

Historical Background

Over the past decade, the United States made the mistake of abandoning some 
important policies designed to promote competition. The most significant 
legislative event in recent modern telecommunications history was the 1996 
Telecommunications Act, which amended the basic framework of the nation’s 
communications law, the 1934 Communications Act. The 1996 act was meant 
to promote the development of the Internet and other two-way technologies. 
Section 706 of the 1996 act empowers the FCC and each state regulatory com-
mission to “encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of 
advanced telecommunications capability,” or broadband, “to all Americans.” 
Another section of the act stipulates that it is the “policy of the United States 
. . . to promote the continued development of the Internet,” “to preserve the 
vibrant and competitive free market that presently exists for the Internet,” and 
“to encourage the development of technologies which maximize user control 
over what information is received by individuals, families, and schools who 
use the Internet and other interactive computer services.”23

The act also sought to promote competition among local telephone net-
works in several ways, notably by mandating unbundling—or forced leasing 
of network elements—with wholesale access for data already required.24 

Congress left almost all the particulars of unbundling to the FCC. The FCC 
had to determine which elements would be unbundled (in the event that the 
entrants’ ability to offer service would be “impaired” without access to an ele-
ment) and at what cost (the guideline being that the FCC price be “based on 
the cost (determined without reference to a rate-of-return or other rate-based 
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proceeding) of providing the . . . network element”).25 Moreover, Congress 
did not specify whether the cable plant had to be unbundled when a cable 
company offered Internet service.

Unbundling can be considered necessary to competition because the cost 
of laying down lines for the first customer in a community is extremely high, 
whereas the cost of serving every subsequent customer is minimal.26 For a new 
entrant to serve even one customer in a community, in which most people al-
ready have service, the entrant would have to undertake a massive investment 
to allow it to provide service to all people in that community. Though not 
unusual for networks, this cost structure is unusual for most goods. Imagine, 
for example, that a farmer could not sell produce to a single person until he or 
she have produced enough to supply all the people in a market, most of whom 
already have a contract with another farmer. 

Unbundling changes this cost structure. It permits the entrant to build only 
part of a network and lease the rest of the network—generally those parts 
that are most expensive to build—and to provide service that way.27 Like the 
farmer who would need to grow only as much produce as he or she anticipates 
selling, the entrant could in this way invest incrementally and expand produc-
tion from week to week. The most expensive part of this investment is usually 
what is called the “local loop”—the “last mile” of the network that connects 
a network provider’s local “central office” to every home. The economic logic 
behind the unbundling policy is that the entrant would build up a base of 
consumers through providing new and innovative services and as the number 
of customers grows it will lease fewer and fewer elements while investing in 
full-fledged facilities-based competition.28

Can Unbundling Work?

In the United States, unbundling failed—or, better put, was never really at-
tempted.29 Hence, more than a decade after the enactment of the 1996 act, 
there is still not much competition among local networks. 

Opponents of unbundling argue that unbundling was destined to fail, 
because it involved managed competition through price-setting and other in-
trusive means, and promoting competition in this way is unfeasible.30 Imple-
mentation was impossible, they say, because it required incumbents and new 
entrants to work together, but why would fierce competitors want to work 
together? Moreover, they argue, unbundling reduces investment and compe-
tition. Incumbents do not invest because they have to share the fruits of that 
investment at a fixed, cost-based rate with competitors, and entrants do not 
invest because they can always wait for incumbents to innovate and then lease 
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the innovations. Regarding competition, the detractors argue that the only 
sustainable competition is facilities-based competition, and unbundling de-
lays such competition because competitors can share incumbent facilities.31 

More fundamentally, they argue that—even in principle—increased com-
petition decreases investment and consumer welfare. Therefore, they need 
some sort of assured “return on investment” and anything that cuts into their 
profits—from network neutrality rules to competition—would reduce their 
incentive to invest.32 

But market power and guaranteed returns do not encourage investment. 
According to basic economics, market power permits companies to reduce 
output and to increase prices by creating artificial shortages, thereby boosting 
their profits. Market power also reduces investment in innovation. Without 
fierce competition, companies lack the incentive to reinvest their profits to in-
novate or respond to consumer demand. Indeed, the U.S. broadband market 
has all the features of a concentrated market, with its high prices, low adop-
tion rates, and lack of innovation. Moreover, the telephone and cable compa-
nies already have fat profits. Comcast, for example, makes 80 percent returns 
on its broadband offering—five to ten times the profit margins of the oil and 
pharmaceutical companies.33 A threat to their profits would force incumbents 
to invest and cut prices, and new entrants would have to invest and innovate 
to overcome the established benefits of incumbency. 

Today, the telephone and cable incumbents are not subject to an effective 
unbundling regime, and they invest little34— less than during the period they 
were subject to unbundling.35 In the absence of competition, the telephone 
companies were slow to roll out DSL service and cable companies are slow to 
upgrade.36 Capital spending was flat for fifteen years except for 1999–2000, 
when these companies faced competition.37 

By contrast, competition policies have proven to work generally, and among 
them unbundling has been proven to work for many of our global competi-
tors. After 1996, while incumbents were bent on eliminating unbundling in 
the United States, the Clinton administration’s U.S. trade representative en-
couraged other nations to adopt unbundling, and many did. Several studies, 
including studies undertaken by consumer groups, academics, new entrants, 
and governmental authorities in Europe and elsewhere, have credited unbun-
dling with increased broadband competition and investment worldwide.38 

In Japan, for example, fiber deployment is nearly universal, there are 
competitive offerings of one hundred mbps, and prices per megabit are one-
fourth of what they are in the United States.39 France has seen broadband 
competition, with fifty to eighty mbps offerings, and competitors generat-
ing enough revenue to finance their own network-builds. In climbing the 
investment “ladder,” one French entrant targets areas where its DSL product 
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already enjoys 15 percent penetration, and attempts to convert DSL custom-
ers to fiber customers.40 

If Unbundling has Worked Elsewhere, Why Did it Fail in the United States?

It wasn’t that unbundling was destined to fail, but rather that incumbents 
worked very hard to kill it. Understanding why this happened can help 
shape the proposals that are made to promote robust competition, as well 
as help rebutting claims that unbundling failed because of its own internal 
economic logic.

The incumbents fought competition in Congress, the courts, the FCC, aca-
demia, and elsewhere. In retrospect, it is possible to learn from the mistakes 
made by both political parties, incumbents and entrants, judges and commis-
sioners, in this process.

Congress: Failing to Define Details of Unbundling

The 1996 act failed to define many of the most important details of unbun-
dling, paving the way for protracted battles in the FCC and courts without 
a clear congressional position. As Justice Antonin Scalia wrote: “It would be 
gross understatement to say that the Telecommunications Act of 1996 is not 
a model of clarity. It is in many important respects a model of ambiguity 
or indeed even self-contradiction.”41 As a result, industry groups continued 
fighting the details at the FCC,42 and they were able to delay finalizing them, 
by challenging them in court—as administrative agencies are subject to an 
apparently more rigorous judicial standard than Congress.43 Delays work to 
the benefit of incumbents, as entrants are not able to generate revenues as eas-
ily and would have more precarious sources of financing. In addition, delays 
prevent a shift in the public debate that might have been possible were there 
successes to point to among new entrants. Even though the FCC is an expert 
agency that should handle most technical details, Congress left too many 
issues unsettled, in the process, putting new entrants at a disadvantage, while 
benefiting incumbents.

Incumbent Litigation 

When the FCC adopted rules for determining which elements would be 
unbundled, the incumbents appealed and won a ruling in their favor in the 
Eighth Circuit court, which was later overturned in the Supreme Court.44 
The FCC also set unbundling rates, which were likewise challenged by the 
incumbents in the Supreme Court.45 The telephone industry would continue 
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to challenge every FCC attempt to implement congressional directives per-
taining to unbundling.46 At the same time, the cable industry lobbied the 
FCC not to regulate cable broadband services as a telecommunications service 
subject to unbundling or open access, and brought suit against cities attempt-
ing to do so.47 The courts, especially the “deregulatory” DC Circuit, succeeded 
in overturning many of the FCC’s decisions. When the FCC attempted to set 
national wholesale prices for unbundling, it was struck down for overbroad 
regulation; when it delegated to the states the power to set these prices on a 
more local level, it was struck down for delegating to the states.48 In the end, 
the DC Circuit effectively gutted the 1996 act’s unbundling regime. Indeed, 
the FCC has been involved in thirty-seven court decisions pertaining to the 
implementation of the 1996 act.49 Beyond that, many key FCC rules remained 
in legal limbo for years.50 

Incumbent Operational Foot-Dragging

In terms of operations, the incumbents delayed and stonewalled in various 
ways, from servicing entrants slowly and poorly, inconveniencing their cus-
tomers and employees, including pitching litigation over bathroom privileges, 
co-location matters, delaying payments, and other matters.51 These delays 
hurt entrants, but as it turns out, they are not uncommon responses to the 
threat of losing market power.52

FCC’s Michael Powell and Kevin Martin

Michael Powell, the first FCC chairman to serve under President George Bush, 
dismantled much of the unbundling regime. He even dissented (quite unusual 
for a chairman) from an order that did not eliminate unbundling as sweep-
ingly as he wanted.53 During his tenure, the FCC ignored a key element of 
the 1996 act, a compromise that allowed local incumbents to compete in the 
long-distance market when local competition was available in their territory 
by allowing them to enter the long-distance market before local competition 
took hold.54 Powell also ruled that cable companies would not be subject to 
any unbundling or wholesale access requirements in the delivery of broad-
band services.55 

His successor, Kevin Martin, completed Powell’s work by eliminating un-
bundling and wholesale access on DSL lines, licensed-wireless broadband, 
and even the nascent broadband over powerlines.56 Martin even eliminated 
some unbundling requirements in the business market through granting “for-
bearance” petitions (sometimes through regulatory loopholes), and thereby 
forbearing from imposing such requirements.57 
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FCC’s Early Too-Expansive Unbundling

Beyond Powell’s opposition to unbundling and open access, his predecessors 
Reed Hundt and Bill Kennard made their own mistakes. While Powell put an 
end to unbundling, earlier commissions may have extended it too broadly 
when they authorized unbundling of almost any element or combination of 
elements, going so far as to permit an unbundled platform that was effectively  
a resale of services.58 Not only did this move alarm the Supreme Court, which 
had been quite deferential to the FCC compared with the appellate courts,59 
it also encouraged new entrants to lease the entire network rather than suffice 
with the most economically necessary elements.60 Consequently, new entrants 
were tempted to engage in what was effectively a resale, rather than build their 
own networks.61 

Congressmen Against Competition

Shortly after the 1996 act compromises were reached, and incumbent tele-
phone and cable companies worked through their agents in Congress to 
undermine them. Several influential senators, who opposed the 1996 act’s 
pro-competition provisions, provided political cover to those local telephone 
incumbents opposed to the act, as they repeatedly introduced legislation that 
would have eliminated all unbundling and other local regulation.62 

FCC Including/Emphasizing Local Voice Service 

While the United States has worked hard to promote competition in 
local voice telephone service, most other nations have focused their pro-
competition policies on broadband. Since local voice service is merely one 
application on broadband—and a dying business otherwise—this focus has 
proven to be misguided. 

FCC Refusing to Include Cable Broadband 

The FCC refused to regulate cable companies as it regulated telephone com-
panies, even when cable companies offered the equivalent high-speed Internet 
service. Under Kennard’s rule, the FCC refused to classify cable broadband at 
all and continued to punt the issue despite litigation across the country and 
the resulting confusion in local governments and federal courts.63 Indeed, 
the Kennard Commission issued a report to Congress that excluded the cable 
industry from certain universal service obligations and helped set the basis 
for exempting cable broadband from unbundling and open access require-
ments.64 The absence of regulatory parity between the telephone and cable 
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industries, when it came to nearly identical products, was untenable, and 
eventually both became unregulated.

Complex Arbitration and Jurisdictional Sharing 

The 1996 act rested on the false assumptions that incumbents and new en-
trants had equal bargaining power and that jurisdictional sharing could work. 
The basic premise was that incumbents and entrants could negotiate terms 
and, if they failed to, an arbitrator could decide matters. But since incumbents 
had no incentive to negotiate, they would opt to delay, turning arbitration into 
a long, slow process. And, as previously noted, “delay is the death to innova-
tion” in dynamic markets.65 

Another problem was that the FCC had to share jurisdiction with state 
agencies. This meant it could only influence markets through the regulatory 
levers at its disposal, which were often less effective than state-controlled 
levers in opening up markets, among other things, because local telephone 
prices were regulated, while broadband prices were not.66 In addition, the 
states were heavily involved in the selection of elements and their pricing, pro-
viding incumbents with the ability to thwart the entrance of new participants 
into the market. In addition, it forced the FCC to use policy levers divorced 
from particular outcomes, as it lacked the direct authority to implement some 
of those outcomes.67

Entrants: Mergers, Accounting Scandals, and Lack of Business Plans

The new entrants cannot lay the entire blame on the incumbents. The two 
best-known cases of new entrants in local telephone and broadband service 
were the then–long-distance companies of AT&T and MCI. AT&T purchased 
a cable company and became the nation’s largest cable company.68 Most 
analysts later agreed that AT&T had overpaid for it and that it required more 
maintenance and investment than had been anticipated.69 MCI merged with 
WorldCom, which eventually filed for bankruptcy after it emerged that it had 
been involved in accounting fraud.70 

Incumbents: Merging and Dividing Markets

Incumbents refused to compete in other geographical markets. SBC re-
fused to use unbundling or any other competitive strategy to compete with 
Ameritech in Michigan or Illinois, nor did Ameritech attempt to compete 
with SBC in Texas. Indeed, before 1996, telephone companies could serve 
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as ISPs in other markets through wholesale access, but they refused to as-
sume this role. By contrast, the German incumbent has used unbundling to 
compete with the French incumbent, increasing competition in the French 
market.71

Rather than compete, U.S. incumbents merged.72 They would argue that 
mergers provided them with the resources to compete other local markets. 
To obtain FCC approval, the merging companies would commit themselves 
to competing in other areas, but they would later ignore this commitment 
with impunity.73

War of Ideas

Though ideas alone are often not enough in “politics,” they do matter in 
policy debates. The incumbent telephone and cable industries succeeded in 
winning the war of ideas, largely because they were able to fund an army of 
lobbyists, as well as scholars at universities and think tanks, many of whom 
published books and articles in the most cited law and economics journals 
supporting their cases.74 These scholars argued that unbundling hurt invest-
ment, undermined intermodal competition, and that it was generally imple-
mented unfairly and inefficiently.75 Some argued that although other nations 
had adopted unbundling, they were sure to abandon it after it had failed so 
miserably in the United States. The United States, these scholars predicted, 
would cease to be a model of regulatory innovation,76 and entrants using 
unbundling abroad, notably in Japan, would go bankrupt.77 Whether or not 
these scholars truly believed what they were writing,78 this storyline became 
the conventional wisdom in Washington, DC.

One reason they were so effective was the general lack of information about 
broadband networks domestically and internationally. Incumbents control 
information about where broadband is available, at what speeds, and at what 
prices. At the same time, there is no institution in this country that provides 
useful comparisons of international broadband policy issues to shed light on 
best practices.

Dot Com and Telecom Bubble 

The Nasdaq and Internet bubble of the late 1990s and early 2000s coincided 
with the early years of the 1996 act. The irrational exuberance of investors, 
particularly when it came to technology stocks, led to wild swings in the share 
prices of new telecommunications companies. The shares of many new en-
trants were often overvalued, and the Nasdaq crash meant the end for many 
of them.79 
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Implementing Unbundling Should Be Different this Time

Ironically, unbundling, an American innovation, worked abroad but failed 
at home, largely because of the opposition of incumbents. But it is now time 
for the U.S. government to give unbundling a second chance, and this time, 
it should show conviction and be persistent. In order for unbundling to work 
in the United States, the government needs to overcome information asym-
metries, regulatory capture, and operational delays. It should also allow the 
experiences of other countries to inform its policy. 

Specific Policy Proposals

The United States should adopt the following principles to encourage invest-
ment and competition in local telecommunications networks.

Gather Domestic and International Information on Broadband Facts and 
Policies to Develop Best Practices

To better understand which policies are effective and ineffective at home and 
abroad, the FCC should compile, make available, and analyze granular data 
regarding broadband competition in the United States. It should also set up 
an office to analyze and report on international broadband policies and their 
effectiveness. Information exchanges have been critical abroad. The chief UK 
regulator, for example, reported that he “drew heavily on the successful poli-
cies of ARCEP [the French regulatory body] in local loop unbundling” 80 and 
set wholesale prices based on what was prevalent in the rest of Europe.81 It 
should be noted that several nations now draw on the successful experience 
of the United Kingdom in functional separation.

Adopt Unbundling and Wholesale Access Focusing on Broadband, 
Including Cable and Fiber

The United States should focus policies on competitive, high-speed, general-
purpose Internet networks, not local voice service or any other service. Voice 
is just one application, which can be provided by software like G-Chat or 
Skype, while Internet networks function as general-purpose infrastructure 
for all applications and users. The most successful unbundling was reported 
in nations that focused on broadband competition, not voice competition.82 
The United States enjoyed a predominant position worldwide in Internet 
penetration when the situation was one of the “FCC taking affirmative and 
aggressive regulation of communications networks, specifically for the benefit 
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of the computer networks.”83 On the other hand, it started to lag behind when 
government policy eliminated competition in broadband access. 

In focusing on broadband, the government should require unbundling of 
cable systems, which provide broadband access comparable to that provided 
by telephone companies.

Government should also require unbundling of fiber and dark fiber. While 
incumbents argue that unbundling rules would decrease their incentive to 
invest in local networks, this claim assumes that incumbents are not function-
ally separated. If an incumbent has been separated into retail and network 
divisions, the network division would have incentives to invest whether or not 
retail entrants can lease unbundled elements. Indeed, with functional separa-
tion, mandated unbundling would provide new entrants certainty in their 
business model, and provide the network division with ready retail customers, 
likely increasing the network division’s incentive to invest. Several engineering 
forms of fiber to the home exist, and the highest capacity form is also the least 
difficult to unbundle, albeit the most expensive.84 The government should 
ensure that companies lay the forms most easily unbundled with the highest 
capacity. 

Unbundling fiber has worked abroad. In France, the entrant Iliad has built 
its own fiber to the home network and will voluntarily wholesale.85 In Japan, 
the incumbent was required to unbundle fiber loops and interoffice fiber.86 
The European Union’s telecommunications commissioner has agreed that any 
“regulatory holiday” for fiber would reduce competition and investment.87

In addition to unbundling at the local loop, the FCC should consider the 
necessity of unbundling in the backbone and dark fiber, as the market power 
of concentrated backbone providers increases and some fiber remains unlit, 
despite demand.

Congress Should Define the Elements Narrowly and Set a  
Low Price Formula

Rather than subject FCC decisions to extensive litigation and jockeying, 
Congress should determine which elements are subject to unbundling and the 
formula for unbundling. Congress need not establish every detail, however, 
since the FCC should make decisions regarding elements and cost formulas 
when implementing Congressional guidance. But Congress should at the 
least select the elements to unbundle, as the European Commission did, and 
a general price formula. 

Congress should only select the elements that pose the largest barrier to 
entry, such as elements of the local loop. Those nations that have achieved the 
most success with unbundling have generally followed this model: a top-level 
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definition of the element to be unbundled, which tends to include the local 
loop and related elements. Deciding which elements to unbundle is not easy. 
Some argue that nearly all elements should be subject to unbundling, so 
competitors can get a toehold on the ladder. Others counter that if entrants 
can lease everything, they may not build anything. And there are those who 
favor unbundling those elements that fit the “essential facilities doctrine.” 
Under this doctrine, dominant companies must share facilities that cannot 
be economically replicated, and that entrants need in order to compete. The 
FCC should list elements that are most uneconomical to replicate, such as the 
local loop, but also include other elements that could be important barriers to 
entry.88 And all incumbents should be subject to unbundling.89 

Congress should require access to all network elements that allow full local 
loop unbundling. This usually requires the entrants’ equipment at both ends 
of the connection to the consumer and the incumbent’s local office, the high-
frequency portion of the local loop used for DSL (known as line-sharing),90 
the high bandwidth architecture, including the equipment called the DSLAM 
in the incumbent’s local office (known as bitstream access),91 and wholesale 
transmission access.92 Congress should also apply unbundling to both the 
cable plant and fiber loops (rather than exempting them).93 Different prod-
ucts may spur competition. In Japan, for example, the low rate for line-sharing 
helped encourage competition and investment.94 

Congress should also set the rate formula for unbundling elements near 
cost. It should set the cost as though it were setting a compulsory license fee, 
under the assumption that no market exists. Achieving precision is unneces-
sary in this case. Indeed, businesses do not always price things with precision, 
as peering in the backbone market demonstrates.95 When prices are more at-
tractive in some locations than in others, such as urban areas or, alternatively, 
rural areas, Congress could expedite procedures to revisit the pricing formula, 
or it could allow the FCC some leniency in changing rates. A low, cost-based 
rate should not unfairly advantage new entrants, as the entrant can only 
lease the most costly elements, like the local loop, rather than leasing every 
element and engaging in resale. Because incumbents may have economies of 
scale in the elements that entrants cannot lease, incumbents may still retain 
price advantages. In addition, incumbents have likely recouped their capital 
investment in the leased elements, so the entrants’ rates should be calibrated 
more to ensure entry for entrants rather than to ensure capital recovery for 
the incumbents.

If Congress defines these elements, litigation is less likely to succeed, and 
political pressure on the FCC would likely be reduced. If Congress does not 
initially define these elements itself, it should direct the FCC to issue it a re-
port on the matter.
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Modify Forbearance Procedures to Exempt Unbundling and Wholesale

Congress should eliminate the FCC’s authority, under section 10 of the Com-
munications Act, to forbear from unbundling and wholesale, and it should 
forbid the FCC from defining broadband in a way that eliminates unbundling 
and wholesale requirements. Congress had permitted eventual forbearance in 
the past, but that practice should be eliminated.96

This would prevent incumbents from pressuring FCC regulators into elimi-
nating competition, and, hopefully, it would encourage them to invest their 
dollars in competition and upgrading rather than in lobbying efforts. 

Structural Separation, With Functional Separation as an Option

The government should set structural rules that give incumbents the insti-
tutional incentive to unbundle, weaken incentives for anti-competitive behav-
ior, and provide government transparency to enable more effective regulation. 
Structural separation entails breaking up an incumbent into separate, unaf-
filiated companies, with one company typically controlling the network assets 
(with a wholesale business of selling capacity to ISPs) and another company 
controlling the ISP assets (with a retail business of selling service to business 
and residential consumers). In addition, wireline and wireless assets should 
be separated. A reason that wireless broadband offerings are complements, 
rather than substitutes for wireline access, is that the same companies often 
own the wireless and wired networks.

Functional separation, by contrast, requires the incumbent to create a divi-
sion in the company (or a partly owned subsidiary) that controls the network 
assets or the “natural monopoly” parts of the business, including certain last 
mile and backhaul network assets.97 If a subsidiary rather than a division owns 
them, a minority percentage of the subsidiary’s stock could even trade sepa-
rately on a stock exchange.98 Functional separation requires the new division to 
provide wholesale capacity and network elements to all industry participants 
under the same terms and conditions as it provides them to the ISP division 
within the same company (sometimes called “equivalence of inputs”).99 In ad-
dition, governments could require the two companies to be housed in differ-
ent buildings, to provide incentive pay to executives based on their division’s 
performance, to have separate brand identities, to limit information-sharing, 
to have independent compliance and transparency committees, and so on.100 
Functional separation can help prevent price discrimination (including a 
margin squeeze) and non–price discrimination practices, such as those found 
in Sweden and other nations,101 such as delaying processing orders, holding 
back relevant information, and planning network-builds with preferences for 
the affiliated ISP.102 
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Experts and policymakers have not reached a consensus about which form 
of separation is more effective103 and in the United States, both have been 
tried.104 With complete, structural separation, the network company has no 
reason to favor a particular ISP, and regulation costs are likely to be lower 
in the long run, because there would be less oversight of anti-competitive 
behavior than in the case of functional separation. The network company is 
no longer part of a larger company, so it would have no incentive, unlike a 
company division, to favor the affiliated ISP. In addition, the network com-
pany could be financed and traded as an infrastructure company, while the 
ISP company can respond to markets independently.105 Functional separation 
has some advantages over structural separation. The initial costs of structural 
separation are very high and irreversible, as they include both the economic 
costs that fall on the divesting company and the political costs that fall on the 
government.106 Moreover, with structural separation, the network company 
will want to immediately begin lobbying for entry into unregulated lines of 
business. After the AT&T divestiture, for example, the local Bell companies 
were restricted to local service, but they lobbied unrelentingly to enter long-
distance and other markets. 

Despite some theoretical drawbacks, functional separation has worked 
fairly well abroad.107 Functional separation transformed unbundling in the 
United Kingdom, where it had previously failed.108 Its implementation in the 
United Kingdom is considered “a huge success,” among other reasons, because 
it did not inhibit investment.109 It has been praised by the UK regulator110 and 
by the chief executive of the country’s lead incumbent, who said separation is 
“very good for the industry and very good for the customer.”111 In listing some 
of the benefits of functional separation in terms of financing, a BT executive 
noted that “investor confidence has not been dampened. . . . [functional sepa-
ration of BT] provides a clearer picture of the financial performance of differ-
ent parts of the business; is likely to lead to BT having greater analyst coverage 
and greater access to capital funding in the financial markets.”112 Even though 
functional separation “triggered a major price war in the broadband market” 
and “new wave of investment,”113 BT’s stock price rose immediately114 and 
continued to go up, partly because the British regulator then deregulated retail 
prices.115 Interestingly, a “culture” of nondiscrimination emerged at the net-
work division, which is as important as compliance with particular rules.116 
Several nations, including Italy, New Zealand, and Sweden, are now consider-
ing following the UK model.117 

The United States should adopt full structural separation, so that long-
term regulation costs eventually drop, and network companies have no 
reason to favor particular retail ISPs. Certain exemptions could be provided 
to encourage competition. For example, government can permit a network 
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provider to create an ISP subsidiary, but only if that subsidiary offers service 
on other incumbents’ lines. This requirement could encourage competition, 
although incumbents have refused to take advantage of such exceptions in 
the past.

Regarding the cable industry, the government should require structural 
separation of the physical network from the cable channels and ISPs. In other 
words, Time Warner Cable should be functionally separated from HBO and 
from the Road Runner ISP. In addition, the cable set-top box industry should 
be separated. A major impediment to more innovative broadband services is 
control of devices,118 which is as much the case for cable networks as it is for 
telephone networks.119

On the wireless side, companies like AT&T and Verizon, which have 
significant wired and wireless network assets, should be required to sepa-
rate them, so that the two networks can compete in offerings, prices, and 
services.

Considering the political power of incumbents in the United States, they 
stand a good chance of fighting off structural separation and, even if not, 
they could lobby to eliminate any business restrictions. When the United 
Kingdom threatened its recalcitrant incumbent with structural separation, 
the incumbent, British Telecom, then agreed to functional separation, with 
separate subsidiaries rather than divestiture (and also cut prices by up to 70 
percent).120 So functional separation may be more likely an effective political 
negotiation endpoint, and a necessary minimum baseline.

Even if unbundling is not enacted, separation should be. With separation, 
the network company would have some incentives to deal with unaffiliated 
ISPs and other retail providers. The FCC would have to monitor the network 
company and enact light regulations to ensure that the network company 
does not favor the affiliated (or previously affiliated) ISP, but separation on 
its own should improve transparency and strengthen both competition and 
pro-competition regulation.

Operational “Arbitrator” 

The United States should also take its cue from the United Kingdom in ap-
pointing a telecommunications arbitrator with deep operational expertise and 
wide-ranging authority to handle the day-to-day operational foot-dragging of 
incumbents. The United Kingdom appointed an arbitrator who had accumu-
lated experience building successful and profitable networks around the world 
and who was able to get BT to end its operational foot-dragging. In the United 
States, such an operational office could also cut down on operational delays 
initiated by incumbents. 
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Access to Rights-of-Way 

Entrants should have ready access to rights-of-way controlled by incumbents 
and by local governments to ensure that they are able to build and connect 
with networks. In France, an entrant was able to offer facilities-based compe-
tition, including fiber-to-the-home, with access to municipal sewer systems.121 
In Korea, entrants had access to the electric utility’s infrastructure.122 In the 
United States, entrants should have access to incumbents’ ducts, conduits, 
poles, and rights of way at low terms, with operational oversight by the arbi-
trators.123 Local governments should also work to ensure that entrants have 
ready access to rights-of-way. Congress should establish rapid federal review 
procedures to ensure incumbents do not exercise their lobbying power at the 
local level to thwart new entrants. 

Requiring Divestiture of Copper or Cable Lines

The incumbent should divest its existing local network within four years 
of laying fiber. After building fiber to the home, the incumbent’s old cop-
per or cable network will remain unused. The incumbent will prefer to cut 
those old lines, because of the cost of maintaining two networks and because 
of the potential competition from owners or lessors of the old network un-
dercutting the incumbent’s fiber investment.124 Government should require 
divestiture of such lines to increase competition and provide consumers with 
more options. But government need not require immediate divestiture, as the 
incumbent may need a few years to gain a toehold in the market, to educate 
consumers about the benefits of fiber, and to ensure software programmers 
will create products that can take advantage of fiber speeds. Four years later, 
most users should be used to fiber speeds, but the option of competition from 
older lines should also be available.125 During those four years, the fiber lines 
would obviously be subject to unbundling.

Financing Support

Even though fiber investments are likely to pay off, stock markets often 
focus on short-term returns and punish companies for long-term investments 
in fiber. For example, when French provider Iliad announced plans to build 
fiber to the home, its stock price dropped 12 percent that day.126 Verizon’s 
stock price also dropped when it announced it would build fiber to the home. 
But the private sector can probably finance much of this investment. Com-
pleting a home fiber connection can cost a provider between $600 and $2,000 
and falling, depending on certain factors.127 With a monthly bill of $50–100, 
the investment can be paid off in just a few years.
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If competition fails to encourage fiber to the home to the extent that is 
necessary, Congress could set tax credits or rapid tax depreciation schedules 
for open fiber networks.

Network Neutrality 

Congress should enact a network neutrality law. For several years, the FCC 
and Congress have debated the issue of network neutrality. Network neutral-
ity is meant to guarantee that broadband users can access all Internet content 
and applications. Without network neutrality, the Internet would be similar 
to cable television, and companies like Google or CNN.com would have to 
cut deals for “carriage” with network providers, while the network providers 
would be able to determine what content is available to Americans. Without 
network neutrality, the variety of available content and applications, as well 
as the rate of innovation in applications, would be limited. With less and less 
innovative content and applications, fewer people would subscribe, and those 
subscribers would get less value. For this reason, network neutrality must 
be preserved. Congress should adopt a network neutrality law that forbids a 
network provider from discriminating, speeding up or slowing down, Internet 
content, services, or applications based on source, ownership, or destination. 

Congress should also apply network neutrality to all modes of delivering 
Internet, from wired to wireless delivery. 

Political Compromises and Public Involvement

The government may have to make some political compromises, but the 
above principles should be preserved. If a compromise is necessary, unbun-
dling should not be a chip traded away. Instead, it should be locked in. 

One compromise may be to revise universal service funding so that it tar-
gets only broadband services that are subject to these unbundling and open 
access requirements.128 Universal service could be the carrot for opening up 
networks, although this carrot would work best in rural locations, which 
receive much of the high-cost fund as detailed in part III of the book, which 
discusses access.

In addition, rather than simply handing out money to incumbents through 
the fund, the government could buy newly issued stock and, in that way, 
have a stake in ownership. Indeed, in many of those countries that have been 
most successful with broadband, there is some government ownership of the 
basic infrastructure companies.129 Another compromise, which would protect 
worker rights and dampen union opposition, would be to require entrants to 
provide workers with similar benefits to those they receive from the network 
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provider. In the United Kingdom, the incumbent received a commitment that 
the government would review the removal of retail regulation.130 The FCC 
could also provide some minor regulatory relief (or not impose certain new 
regulations) as a carrot.

Fundamentally, any “compromise” should involve the American public. 
The FCC and Congress should help educate the public about its decisions 
by holding public hearings, being transparent about the industries’ lobbying 
operations, and engaging nonprofit, civic, and academic organizations in de-
cision making. Any future compromise or deal made about our communica-
tions infrastructure—in contrast to what happened in 1996—should be made 
in the sunlight, with full public participation.
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The revolution now in sight may be nothing less than either of those [the 
book and the telephone]. It may conceivably be even more.

On the Cable: The Television of Abundance, Report of the Sloan 
Commission on Cable Communications, 1971, on the high expectations 

for cable television

Man came by to hook up my cable TV 
We settled in for the night, my baby and me 
We switched ‘round and ‘round ‘till half-past dawn 
There was fifty-seven channels and nothin’ on

Bruce Springsteen,  
“57 Channels (and Nothin’ On),” 1992, Album: Human Touch

Introduction

The early growth of cable television created high hopes for both 
private and public uses. Whether these were fulfilled depends on what 

kind of balance between entertainment and other uses is viewed as optimal. 
In retrospect, cable television became a medium overwhelmingly—indeed, 
almost exclusively—dominated by entertainment. Once that happened, 
little could be done to rectify the situation. But the era of cable television, 
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as we have known it, is ending, and the era of multi-use broadband net-
works is beginning. It is once again possible, then, for public policymakers 
to recalibrate the balance with respect to another new technology—the 
Internet—that is creating high hopes. 

This chapter addresses select issues in cable television policy in the con-
text of the evolving video market. It offers broad policy perspectives as well 
as specific recommendations. The main assumption here is that the “cable 
television” business is evolving away from a video delivery business and into 
a “broadband” business, and that this is a welcome development. A series of 
recommendations presented below about pending “cable” policy issues are 
designed to promote this transition.

Background

Cable television service1 is regulated nationally under Title 6 of the Com-
munications Act of 1934, which was passed in 1984 as the Cable Com-
munications Policy Act (Cable Act),2 as amended, particularly in 1992 
and 1996. At the local level, some 6,635 cable systems operate under some 
33,000 agreements3 with local franchising authorities (LFAs). States have 
historically played a limited role in cable television regulation; however, 
before 2005, there were at least ten states with some level of control and/or 
oversight.4

Over the last several years, large incumbent telecommunications compa-
nies, such as AT&T and Verizon, have begun offering digital video services 
(IPTV). While it has yet to be established whether or not these services consti-
tute “cable service” under the Cable Act, for the purposes of this chapter, they 
will not be considered part of the “cable television” industry, even though the 
companies may, in some cases, seek “cable television” franchises at the state or 
local level.5 Spurred on by the companies making these offerings, more states 
have taken an interest in the creation of state-level video franchises (preempt-
ing LFAs), and today there are twenty-eight states in which this issue has been 
or is still being debated.6

At the national level, in 2006–2007, a number of proposals pertaining to 
federal and state franchising, network neutrality, and broadband universal 
service, which would have affected the cable industry either directly or indi-
rectly, were presented to Congress. It is not within the scope of this chapter to 
cover all these topics, but a useful summary of many of the proposals and how 
they relate to the cable industry is available.7 

Currently, most of these issues are pending further congressional, regula-
tory (FCC), or state action. Although there is no overall vision in the United 
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States today that might direct the final outcome, the evolution of cable televi-
sion suggests some possibilities.

The Cable Television Industry Mid-2008

Broadly speaking, the term “cable industry”8 refers to two related but differ-
ent enterprises: one that manages networks and one that provides content 
(mostly video programming). This chapter focuses primarily on the former. 
One noteworthy development, discussed below, is that market forces appear 
to be creating pressure to separate programming content from distribution 
operations. The industry also offers voice products (e.g., VoIP), Internet 
broadband connectivity, and related services. 

Scale

In 2007, the cable industry had total revenues of $75.2 billion. To put this fig-
ure in perspective, that same year Verizon had revenues of $93.5 billion, and 
AT&T had revenues of $118.9 billion. Comcast, the company with the largest 
number of cable television subscribers (about 24 million),9 had revenues of 
$30.9 billion

With respect to residential video products,10 as of December 2007:

ü The number of U.S. households with television sets was 112,275,000.
ü  The number of households subscribing to “basic” cable television ser-

vice was 64,800,000 (or 58 percent of the total). The four largest cable 
multisystem operators (MSOs) served 74.6 percent of all basic cable 
subscribers.

ü  The number of households subscribing to noncable multichannel video 
providers was thirty-two million (or twenty-nine of the total).

ü  The number of national video cable programming networks was 565.
ü  Cable television subscribership is at a seventeen-year low,11 following a 

slow but steady decline. Since 2001, cable companies have lost two mil-
lion subscribers. 

With respect to residential high-speed Internet access, as of June 2007:

ü  The number of U.S. residential broadband subscribers was sixty-three 
million.

ü  The number of cable modem broadband subscribers was 32.9 million 
(52 percent of the total).12
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ü  The number of DSL, fiber, and wireless broadband subscribers was 30.4 
million (48 percent of the total). The top four telecommunications com-
panies served 92 percent of all DSL subscribers.

ü  The top ten Internet service providers (ISPs) (includes cable and tele-
communications operators) accounted for 75 percent of all Internet 
connections.13

Cable Industry Strengths and Weaknesses

Strengths

Virtually all cable systems have benefited for years from a de facto monopoly 
in their local markets. This provided them with all the benefits of incumbency 
and allowed them to build strong brand identification and customer rela-
tionships, develop attractive product offerings, sharpen their programming 
and marketing skills, and raise rates with little fear of competition. Coaxial 
cable is a proven, high-capacity technology with which they have extensive 
operational experience. National cable companies have established relation-
ships with programmers, and their large subscriber base helps them attain 
significant discounts on program purchases. In some communities, they may 
share an interest with the LFA in discouraging competition.

Weaknesses

Increased competition from well-financed, aggressive telecommunica-
tions and satellite (and possibly wireless14) competitors has prevented further 
growth in basic subscribers—their key market. Other problems include:

ü  Increasing dependence on discretionary services, sales of which are 
declining in a soft economy, along with an increase in non-pay discon-
nects;15

ü  Growing reliance on service bundles, which are expensive and require 
extended commitments;

ü  Loss of younger viewers;16 
ü  A nearly 50/50 split of the broadband market, with telecommunications 

operators, with DSL growing faster; 
ü  Cost and time of converting networks to all digital (eventually all-IP) 

networks. 
ü  Video content on the Internet is becoming a strategic threat to the cable busi-

ness model (but is also driving penetration of, and shift to, broadband). 
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Overall, the stock market has taken a dim view of these developments, espe-
cially when it comes to companies with large cable holdings (such as Com-
cast, Time Warner, and Cablevision). Cable stocks were recently trading at 
ten-year lows on key metrics.17 Time Warner’s stock has lost one-third of its 
value since the beginning of 2007, prompting the well-received announce-
ment that it was undertaking “a complete structural separation” from its 
cable division, a move designed to enable programming to reach its maxi-
mum potential.18 Some cable stocks have recently seen a turnaround, but as 
of May 17, 2008, cable stocks overall were down 47 percent from their peak 
value in February 2007.19

Changes in the Video Market

The Current Evolution of TV: A New Model of Video Content Distribution

All existing video distribution models—broadcasting, cable, IPTV, satellite—
are under pressure today for the following reasons: the multiplicity of chan-
nels and the segmentation of audiences, the movement of advertising to the 
Internet, time (TiVo) and place (Slingbox) shifting, the flight of younger 
audiences to alternatives (e.g., videogames, Web 2.0 sites), and the emergence 
of online video. But the biggest strategic challenge to the market is the emer-
gence of the Internet as a potential competitor for the delivery of traditional 
video content, outflanking and making obsolete all “walled garden” models. 
Cable operators and broadcasters alike view the Internet as a truly disruptive 
technology.20 As Time Warner Cable’s CEO Glenn Britt noted at the May 2008 
NCTA Cable Show: “[I]f you’re talking about putting [a program] online for 
free on the same date [that it airs on television], that will erode your business 
model. The operators are the middlemen who guarantee [the cable networks’] 
revenue, so we have to intervene at some point.”21

Some anticipate a shift in the balance between broadcast and cable televi-
sion in the future. “In 15 years, broadcast TV will only be useful for high-
profile live events like the Super Bowl, award shows, and programs like 
‘American Idol,’” says Ben Silverman, co-chairman of NBC Entertainment. 
“[O]ther shows will have to live on multiple platforms to survive. NBC plans 
to experiment with driving viewers to the web from TV.”22 “We will go wher-
ever the viewers are” is the new programmers’ credo.23 For the new video 
model, content producers want as many forms of distribution as possible, a 
goal at times at cross-purposes with affiliation with particular distribution 
networks.

The new model is multiple platforms for content distribution. AT&T calls 
it the “three-screen strategy” (television, personal computer, and wireless), 
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while the cable industry calls it “any stream to any screen,” and Microsoft 
calls it the “unified entertainment marketplace.” Already today, there is a wide 
array of broadcast and cable programming available online and on mobile 
devices, thanks to the following: the conversion from analog to digital, the 
higher speed provided to residential consumers over Internet connections, 
the migration of traditional television programming to the Internet, and the 
convergence of screens and emergence of TV 2.0.

Analog to Digital

AT&T’s “U-Verse” video service is 100 percent IP-based,24 and Verizon is 
migrating its FiOS video services to all-IP,25 eliminating analog video chan-
nels. The cable industry is struggling with this transition and prefers to make 
it incrementally. Originally an all-analog network (for six MHz TV channels), 
cable has gradually been introducing digital (but not necessarily IP-based) 
technologies. This has left many operators with hybrid architectures (analog, 
digital, IP), but the industry as a whole is slowly moving to allocate more ca-
pacity to IP, using technologies related to its DOCSIS 3.0 initiative.26 A move 
from analog to all digital, and ultimately IPTV, would significantly increase 
cable systems’ capacity to carry additional or expanded services by freeing up 
spectrum currently used for analog video channels. Accordingly, Comcast has 
announced that it is moving to all-digital transmission.27 

The cable industry’s problem, as summed up in an article in the Wall Street 
Journal, is: “As online video becomes increasingly part of the daily lifestyle, 
consumers are going to expect to be able to download high-definition video 
straight from the Web to their TV sets. Once a great deal of content is available 
this way, viewers need an easy way to sort through it all, using their remote 
control to navigate an on-screen guide. For cable operators, the risk is that 
this process could leave them out of the equation altogether.”28 Indeed, the 
cannibalization of traditional cable revenues by their broadband offerings is 
perceived as a real threat to cable operators.

Steadily Increasing Transmission Speed

The trend among broadband providers has been to steadily increase the 
speed of the connection to consumers. Verizon has announced that it will be 
offering all its FiOS subscribers access to fifty mbps download speeds29 and 
says it has equipment in the field that lets it boost speeds to more than one 
hundred mbps, with the capability to go up to four hundred mbps.30 Comcast 
has started experimenting with fifty mbps service in Minneapolis. Comcast 
CEO Brian Roberts recently said the public could expect to see “speeds 10, 20 
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maybe 50 times higher than today.”31 While this would certainly represent an 
improvement on current (mid-2008) offerings, the United States still lags be-
hind other developed countries in those services reported to be widely avail-
able to residential consumers. To cite one extreme case, it has been reported 
that a woman in Sweden has a forty gbps Internet connection to her home.32 

Migration of “Television” Content to the Internet

Television has already begun its migration to the Internet, where major 
broadcast and network content is already accessible (e.g., Hulu, Joost, Fan-
cast, Veoh).33 NBC alone says it streamed fifty million shows from its site 
in October 2007.34 Whole networks can be transferred into a web-based 
format, thus, for example, the Warner Bros. TV Group has announced it will 
resurrect its former broadcast network, The WB, as a new ad-supported web 
video–based interactive site, theWB.com, featuring the most popular shows 
from its library.35 At present, most American broadcast and cable network 
channels are not being “simul-streamed” with their over-the-air transmission. 
However, this “simul-streaming” has already been started in Europe by Zattoo.
com.36 In principle, there is no reason every movie studio, network, television 
station and public access channel could not have a video-streaming website 
of its own, as radio (and online-only “radio”) stations do. For example, www 
.chooseandwatch.com (by country) provides access to 6,500 TV/video chan-
nels from around the world. Video (both real-time streaming and down-
loaded) is also moving rapidly to mobile and “iPod” type devices.37

Convergence of Screens/TV 2.0

The race is on to turn television into an open content platform—making it 
yet one more screen upon which all available video content can be displayed.38 
This, of course, requires a broadband network connection. SONY is selling an 
Internet adapter for its Bravia line of televisions39 and has announced it will 
stream movies directly to these sets.40 A wired standard to connect computers/
television/home entertainment centers is expected to be on the market soon.41 
Cisco is producing Internet-enabled “converter” set-top boxes.42 Set-top boxes 
for the Internet delivery of movies are currently available from Vudu43 and Net-
flix.44 Users of X-Box 360 can view programming from the Microsoft X-Box live 
service on their television sets.45 The goal of consumer electronics manufactur-
ers is to turn the home entertainment center into an Internet portal. 

There is already a model hybrid “cable box” which operates with no 
“cable” content at all. Sezmi offers a service with a set-top box that integrates 
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off-air signals (using a powerful HD antenna) and Internet-based video 
programming. It comes with one terabyte of storage and allows access to 
both pay-per-view and archived content.46 While it may or may not succeed 
as a business model, the concept is to seamlessly integrate web video content 
and advertising.

The provision of all forms of video over the Internet has been referred 
to as TV 2.047 and can be broadly defined into four categories: aggregators, 
portals, desktop clients, and pay services. While these will be key business 
models in the future, they are outside the range of discussion of this chapter. 
Still, some information on this topic can be found in table 6.1 at the end of 
this chapter. 

The Vision: Video Programming Circa 2020 or So . . .

In order to provide a longer-term vision that will help inform and shape 
regulatory policy, the following assumptions need to be made about how the 
market will look in 2020 if current trends continue and certain policy mea-
sures are taken.

Ubiquitous Broadband Networks Will be the Norm

ü  The former “cable” systems will have become all-purpose IP broadband 
networks. Since broadband access is an “information service,” not a 
“cable service,” there will no longer be any “cable systems” providing 
“cable services” under the Cable Act. Since they will be entirely IP-based, 
neither will there be any “channels.”

ü  The primary product of the “transmission” part of the business will 
be broadband network access and related value-added services (e.g., 
VoIP) and bundled services and applications, not video program-
ming

ü  There will be a ubiquitous national broadband network of around fifty 
mbps. Congress will have amended the Communications Act to super-
sede the 1984 Cable Act (as amended) and create a national broadband 
policy and a uniform, cross-platform set of broadband regulations. 
Wireline facilities-based carriers (formerly cable and telecommunica-
tions companies) will be primarily regulated at the federal and state level. 
All broadband carriers will have nondiscrimination and interconnection 
obligations. The NCTA and USTA will have merged into the National 
Broadband Telecommunications Association (NBTA) (NBA already hav-
ing been taken).
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Program Distribution Adopts an Internet Model

ü  Sources of video programming will be located anywhere and be acces-
sible everywhere.

ü  Competition for video programming will flourish within the “pipe,” not 
for the pipe.48 Subscribers will have access to a vast selection of services.

ü  Cable program networks will be distributed over multiple platforms. 
Video products and packages will be provided mostly directly by origina-
tors or by aggregators. The former cable business will have separated into 
its two components: facilities-based transmission and program content.

ü  Traditional video content (broadcast and cable network program-type 
schedules) will be subsumed among a myriad of video resources avail-
able to viewers.

ü  Devices like the TiVo and Slingbox will separate viewers from their pro-
gram sources by time and distance. Linear (scheduled) programming 
will decline in importance as the younger generation chooses to program 
itself; its value to advertisers dropping accordingly.

Broadband Policy

ü  All agreements with LFAs under the Cable Act will have been superseded 
or have expired and been replaced with federal broadband regulation and 
state video programming/broadband franchises.49

ü  State PUCs (or other designated agencies) will take over “franchising” 
role, which will include the following activities:
ß  Collect “franchise fees” or comparable taxes on broadband revenues 

(not video programming), possibly making adjustments for multiple 
payers in the same area.

ß Assume greater responsibility for consumer protection.
ß  Create state local access and programming funds and distribute re-

sources to communities to support production and other costs of local 
access (formerly PEG) channels, now program sources connected to 
the Internet (see more, below).

ü  Regulation will be light where there is competition50 and stronger where 
there is not. Forbearance is encouraged in the absence of demonstrable 
or highly likely abuses.

Policy Recommendations—Federal Government

All policies and rules adopted over the next several years should be viewed as 
temporary, intended to facilitate the smooth transition to a national, intercon-
nected, nondiscriminatory broadband network. That said, a number of issues 
currently pending at the federal level need to be addressed.
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Content Regulation and A La Carte Program Offerings

Regulation of indecency, violent programming, and other content, which 
cannot be directly regulated on cable television for constitutional reasons, has 
been tied by proxy to the idea of having cable operators offer their programs 
individually (a la carte). The benefits of a la carte channel sales are highly un-
certain, and such a major disruption of a working business model should be 
based on unequivocal data. In addition to strictly economic data, regulation 
in the public interest might want to consider the consequences of a la carte for 
promoting diversity as well.51

The desire to regulate content—above and beyond filters, ratings, parental 
control devices, education, and parental involvement—has always been there. 
That doesn’t make it less constitutionally suspect, especially when it comes to 
cable, and even more so, when it comes to the Internet, where video program-
ming is migrating.52 There are currently several legal cases pending, among 
them several before the Supreme Court,53 which may help determine the ex-
tent of the FCC’s and Congress’s authority within the Constitution to regulate 
indecency, violence, and hate speech in electronic media. A novel approach to 
evading First Amendment issues of this sort was taken in the recent agreement 
between Time Warner Cable, Verizon, and Sprint with the New York attorney 
general to curtail access to child pornography.54 This would seem to be a 
step in the direction of a model of liability for ISPs that is reportedly mov-
ing forward in Europe.55 Another approach is evident in the FCC’s June 27, 
2008, “Further Notice of Proposed Rule Rulemaking,” which would require 
the winner of an auction for broadband wireless spectrum to provide a so-
called smut-free wireless broadband, blocking “obscenity” or “pornography” 
or any “images or text” that would be harmful to teens and adolescents five to 
seventeen years of age.56 The goal here seems to be transferring responsibility 
for censorship to the carriers and ISPs.

Must Carry and the Digital Transition

It is the clear intent of Congress that no one be deprived of access to primary 
licensed local television broadcast signals either during or after the transition 
to digital broadcasting, regardless of the quality of broadcast. Apparently, 
some thirteen million households are at risk of losing their signals.57 Histori-
cally, this has meant the broadcaster’s single program channel; however, the 
transition to digital delivery has made it possible for local broadcasters to pro-
vide more than one-channel. It has been argued that a “multi-cast must-carry” 
requirement changes the rules and their original intent and, therefore, may be 
both beyond the FCC’s jurisdiction as well as constitutionally questionable. 
Proposals that cable operators carry “every bit”58 a licensed broadcaster may 
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broadcast have gained even less support. “Must-carry” is about keeping the 
promise to viewers, not about creating a new business model for broadcasters. 
Eventually, when any user will be able to freely access any station’s content, 
“must-carry” will become an historical artifact.

Traffic Management

Telecommunications network traffic management, hardly a new idea, is 
necessary to maintain network integrity and quality. In principle, it makes 
sense to ban discrimination among users, content, applications, services, and 
devices. But like with any rule, there are exceptions that should be considered. 
Comcast’s alleged spoofing of BitTorrent users is well-known and was ruled 
as “discriminatory” by the FCC.59 But was Comcast violating any rules when 
it blocked e-mails it decided were “spam”? (The court said no.)60 It may be 
that blocking spam, viruses, trojans, and other kinds of malware is beneficial 
to users of the web.

It can also be argued that it is more important for some kinds of traffic 
to arrive in a timely stream than others. For that reason, it might be worth 
considering giving preference to certain kinds of traffic, such as emergency 
medical information, police and security information, and critical operational 
information (e.g., electric grid control, banking, air traffic control). One pos-
sibility is creating virtual private networks, which would not be subject to 
slowdowns, or, alternatively, moving them off the public Internet.

Some questions remain open. Will AT&T, for example, be in violation if it 
uses “deep packet inspection” to identify “illegal” content? Or if networks or 
ISPs employ DRM technology which intercepts purportedly illegal file trans-
fers, would that be deemed “discriminatory”? What will happen if traffic on 
the network exceeds its capacity at a particular time? Neutrality is a complex 
issue. Some argue that all traffic should be slowed down to an equal pace 
and that more capacity is the only answer. Others argue that as more band-
width becomes available, applications will assume the existence of broadband 
and increase the amount of bandwidth applications consume.61 While rules 
prohibiting arbitrary or anti-competitive discrimination need to be enacted 
promptly, the same prompt, serious, and meaningful discussion of the nu-
ances of this issue should continue. Full disclosure of network management 
practices would be a useful first step.

Metered Service

Jousting headlines tell the story: “Cisco Projects Growth to Swell for Online 
Video” (16 June 2008)62 and “Top Cable Companies Try Reining in Heavy 
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Web Use (June 3, 2008).”63 Based on the rapid growth in Internet traffic, 
some well-informed writers are predicting a “Broadband Train Wreck”64 if 
steps are not taken to manage it, and have suggested two obvious solutions: 1) 
building more capacity, and 2) discouraging use by introducing usage-based 
pricing. Their argument is that “fairness” (to light users) and “necessity” (to 
finance network upgrades) need to be balanced. Seizing the opportunity, 
cable and telecommunications65 broadband providers are now introducing 
programs to charge users by the number of bytes downloaded.66 Because this 
proposal could lead to unintended harmful consequences, it is addressed here 
at a somewhat disproportional length as neither the “fairness” nor “necessity” 
argument hold it up. Here are some of the problems:

ü  Usage-based pricing is anti-competitive. It would have the effect of sti-
fling incipient video competition to cable and IPTV “walled gardens.” 
By comparison, one traditional DVD holds roughly 4.7 gigabytes. An 
HD DVD holds 30/50 gigabytes. Should users be required to pay $50 to 
view an HD movie online? Under this scheme Internet pricing could be 
geared to people who send only e-mail, discouraging dissemination of 
new and/or competitive applications to the broadband providers’ core 
business, especially video.

ü  The pricing is arbitrary. There is no rational connection between the 
cost per gigabyte delivered and the proposed charges. Cisco predicts 
that the average household with two standard definition televisions, one 
HD television and two computers will be using 1.1 terabytes of data per 
month by 2010.67 As an example, Time Warner is currently testing a 
forty-gigabyte-per-month cap with its $54.90 per month “fast” service68 
and charging $1 for each gigabyte over that. If Cisco’s model were accu-
rate, that would result in a monthly charge of $1,114.90 for the average 
household in 2010. For the carriers, bandwidth is a declining cost busi-
ness; still, they want to charge customers more.

ü  Usage-based pricing slows growth. Even if many users have not yet 
reached their limit, they can get there very quickly; others will be dis-
couraged or afraid of exceeding their caps. The slow initial growth of the 
Internet in Europe is widely attributed to usage-based pricing. The “all 
you can eat” model has been a great success globally in bringing online 
greater capacity and new and better applications, due in large parts to 
“network effects.”

ü  It fails to recognize the current reality of the evolving video market. The 
viewing of video over the Internet is growing rapidly, especially among 
the under thirty demographic, and the quality is improving. Soon much 
online video will be HD, and as cable and fiber optic networks are 
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upgraded to speeds of fifty to one hundred mbps (already widely avail-
able in Korea, Japan, and Sweden), users will want to download more.

ü  It creates perverse incentives. For example, it encourages carriers not to 
increase bandwidth, and it encourages people to use the Internet less and 
develop fewer bandwidth-intensive applications. This is counterproductive 
and would give carriers a tollgate on the road to every other kind of service.

ü  While it is not unfair to low-volume users, they benefit indirectly from 
having a high-capacity network for those who want/need it and from 
having network capacity should they decide to use it. The low-volume 
user who sends only three e-mails a month may suddenly decide s/he 
wants to watch HD movies and television over the Internet. There is a 
significant benefit in having the network “standing by” to accommodate 
a change in usage patterns as more video becomes available online.

ü  It is not a necessary revenue stream. There are other means available 
for carriers to increase revenues, such as charging for speed of connec-
tion, quality of service, value-added services, bundled services, content 
provision, partnerships with websites, advertising, regulatory and fiscal 
accommodations, and public-private partnerships. And, as noted above, 
broadband is a declining cost business. To allow carriers to charge “by the 
drink” may stifle legitimate competition before it takes hold, burdening 
consumers with potentially vastly higher costs and slowing the growth of 
Internet usage and the development of new and beneficial applications 
that make use of higher bandwidths to deliver improved services.

Competition

To promote competition, policymakers need to undertake the following  
measures: 

ü  Continue to encourage the trend toward platform-based broadband 
competition. 

ü  Encourage existing providers to compete across their historic territo-
ries.69 

ü  Reduce, not raise, regulatory barriers to entry and encourage anyone 
who wants to offer video/broadband service to do so, by any means, 
anywhere. 

ü Experiment with new ideas, especially public/private partnerships. 
ü Avoid subsidizing inefficient technologies. 
ü  Provide economic incentives for introduction of video/broadband  

systems.
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As broadband competition and universal service are further discussed in 
chapters 10 and 12, they will not be pursued further here.

Vertical Integration

Should the United States adopt a policy of “structural separation” with respect 
to conduit and content, this would present serious challenges, both politically 
and legally. Still, current market forces appear to be pushing in this direction. 
For the time being, an anti-trust based response with a private right of action 
seems to be the best available solution.70 If this solution leads to rampant 
abuses, the issue can always be revisited. Today, only 14.9 percent of the 565 
available program channels are vertically integrated or affiliated with at least 
one cable operator,71 and they will be further diluted as they go online. A 
more subtle issue that needs to be addressed is the use by incumbents of their 
proprietary, managed IP networks for their own content, while relegating 
competitors’ content and services to the “public” Internet. 

Broadband Conversion

Just as Congress set a “date certain” for the switchover from analog to 
digital broadcasting, it should set a definite cut-off date for the adoption of 
all-IP based broadband networks. Congress and the FCC should adopt poli-
cies and rules to facilitate the transition to an all-broadband network, as well 
as the move from local to state regulation. The FCC should require all tele-
visions built following the earliest practicable date to accept direct Internet 
connections. The FCC should work with appropriate professional groups to 
establish “open Internet TV” standards, just as it did with advanced television 
standards (these could be multiple standards), including standards for remote 
controls and built-in media browsers.72 

Policy Regulations—State and Local Government/PEG

ü  State video services legislation: States should be encouraged to pass 
laws franchising wired, terrestrial video delivery systems, and replacing 
municipal cable franchises (to the extent permitted under federal law). 
A uniform model law would be helpful in this regard, to set common 
standards. To the extent possible, states should encourage competitive 
entry into video/broadband services by any technology, in any area. 
This includes, but is not limited to, facilitating and incentivizing existing 
carriers to overbuild each other, e.g., Verizon overbuild AT&T; Comcast 
overbuild Time Warner.
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ü  State video franchises should be nonexclusive in fact as well as in form, 
and issued and supervised under an appropriate state agency, such as the 
PSC or PUC with experience in regulated industries. The state agency 
should monitor competition in its markets, and adopt a modified carrier 
regulatory model for oversight of unregulated markets.

ü  Build-out requirements: Build-out requirements are more a barrier to 
entry and a shield to incumbents than they are a public benefit. Open 
markets to the extent feasible and eliminate area-specific requirements 
except in cases intentional “redlining.”73

ü  Consumer Protection/Customer Service Standards: Receipt of, and re-
sponse to, customer questions and concerns that are not being addressed 
by the service providers can be handled at either the local or state level 
(or both) and must have enforceable consequences built into the state 
franchise.

ü  Collection/distribution of franchise fees/taxes (e.g., sales tax on video 
programming services) for PEG channels: States should determine and 
collect franchise fees or sales taxes on video programming (consistent 
with federal law) and return to communities an appropriate amount for 
access groups (either through the municipality or directly).

ü  Definition of “technically feasible”: State video franchises should include 
a mandatory definition of the technical quality of digital PEG access 
of at least equal to commercial video programs (channels) previously 
delivered as analog. Language about “technical feasibility” should not be 
misused to diminish public access programming.

ü  State franchise renewal/revocation: State video franchises should be for 
a definite term of years, and should not be in perpetuity or provisioned 
with an “automatic” or “presumptive” renewal. They should include 
technical, commercial, customer, and public access performance stan-
dards, offering service of not less than commercial quality.

Local Franchising Authorities

ü  Revocation/Expiration: State video franchises should be revocable for 
cause after due notice and process for material failure to perform; a clear 
process and timeline should be established for revocation, and renewal 
proceedings on expiration. Right-of-way management and police power 
and local business regulation, consistent with federal and state law, stays 
with the municipality.

ü  Residual powers: State video franchises should not preempt the field. Mu-
nicipalities should be able to claim any residual authority not specifically 
preempted by federal or state law or regulation.
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ü  Franchise fees: State video franchises should contain franchise fee re-
quirements consistent with federal law. Some states have chosen to use 
a sales tax approach. In either case, the states should work with the mu-
nicipalities to share revenues on a basis equivalent to the previous value 
received (but not a windfall due to multiple overlapping franchises).

ü  Institutional networks (limited by FCC): Free Internet connections and 
service for public facilities can be requested. Municipalities and PEG 
access groups can negotiate with carriers and/or developers for the in-
stallation of a “dark” public fiber alongside commercial fibers in a con-
dominium fiber with a separate “public” strands, when the fiber cable is 
installed. This is being implemented in places in Canada.74

ü  Other franchise related commitments may be implemented, within lim-
its set by the FCC).75

PEG Access and Channels76

ü  If “franchise fees” or equivalent taxes are paid to the state instead of the 
municipality, the requirement and process to reimburse PEG access pro-
viders will have to be addressed in the state franchise law.

ü  PEG access is going to have to make the transition from analog to IP. 
However, it should not be reduced in accessibility, quality or features 
during or after that transition, relative to any other previously broadcast/
analog cable/IPTV channels. In addition, its needs for support may be 
increased relative to the expense of going digital. Mechanisms of part-
nerships with its local communities to assess needs and receive and 
distribute funds from the states need to be developed as part of the state 
franchising process and be clearly embedded in the rules.

ü  Studios, staff, and operating costs: New expenses related to digitization, 
Internet connection, and equipment—funded from state access contri-
butions. 

PEG-related issues that need to be addressed:77

ß  Removal to digital tier. PEG channels involuntarily moved from easy ac-
cess on the analog “basic” tier to a digital tier, which may require special 
equipment (an extra fee), reach fewer viewers, and be more difficult to 
find.

ß  PEG channel “slamming.” Arbitrary relocation of PEG channels away 
from the “basic” tier and/or aggregating PEG channels under a single 
channel (e.g., 99) as a separate application, requiring more “clicks” to get 
to the content, and making PEG inaccessible to “channel surfing.”
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ß  Loss of closed captioning. When PEG channels are moved from analog to 
digital tiers, the channel’s closed captioning for the hearing impaired can 
be lost (e.g., on AT&T’s U-verse).

ß  Harder to find with remote. Once PEG channels are removed from estab-
lished channel locations and relocated to digital tiers or other forms of 
“cable Siberia,” it takes them out of the main traffic pattern of the remote 
control, and makes it more difficult for users to find them.

ß  Lower signal quality (digital “PEG product”). The picture quality of 
digital PEG channels is inferior to the analog version, and often to that 
of commercial channels that have been moved (1.25 mbps MPEG-4 for 
PEG vs. 2 mbps for standard definition).

ß  Channel latency. In some cases, it can take up to over a minute for the 
PEG channel content to appear, once the correct channel has been 
selected.

ß  Inability to record. Digital PEG channels have been reported not to work 
with TIVOs and other DVR recording devices.

ß  Cost of conversion of NTSC signal to digital. Producers of PEG channels 
must incur additional production expenses for digital equipment and/or 
conversion of analog to digital signals.

ß  Cost of interconnection with carriers. PEG content providers are typi-
cally charged a fee to interconnect to deliver their signal to the carrier’s 
network.

ß  Public access. Already with a limited audience, the public’s only free cable 
“soapbox” will be harder to find and its funding will be more question-
able at a time when its expenses will be going up.

ß  Local access. Local access groups will have to adapt the concept of going 
digital and the need to negotiate with new parties, in particular tradi-
tional telecommunications carriers (“phone companies”) and the state 
PUC in place of, or in addition to, municipalities. This will involve a steep 
learning curve and extra effort in the transition. Perhaps first they might 
also want to webcast their content. In the best case, it could be a gateway 
to new partners and the expanded access and multiplicity of channels 
offered by the carriers and the Internet. 

ß  Opportunities for growth in “hyperlocalism.”78 At a time when tradi-
tional local media of all kinds are declining, there may also be opportu-
nities opening for PEG access organizations to partner with others, or 
to introduce new types of content and or programming of interest to 
various targeted groups.
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Conclusion: Transition Policy Today for the Broadband  
Network of Tomorrow

Looking Ahead to Future Challenges

In general, the ability to use the public Internet to deliver video programming 
undermines the status quo of the video market. Hence, it is reasonable to 
expect the incumbents, the “haves”—cable companies, IPTV providers, and 
the major networks and broadcasters—to coordinate to protect their interests. 
It is, therefore, not surprising to learn that the cable79 and telecommunica-
tions80 industries are holding discussions with the NAB to “work together 
in the digital age to find a win-win blueprint for delivering TV service.” An 
open, nondiscriminatory, high-speed, broadband network inherently creates 
the virtual equivalent of line sharing, at least with respect to the delivery of 
video services.

The challenges for protecting video over “open” broadband networks from 
undue dominance or predatory behavior are entirely different than with cable 
television. The bottlenecks are not the local carriers but proprietary software, 
appliances, search engines, DRM, and advertising. Companies “of interest” 
may be those like Microsoft, Google, Cisco, and SONY, which can potentially 
leverage their control over key components of the network. Some possible 
control points these companies may have over the Internet include:

ß Software/consumer electronics/home entertainment complex.81

ß Search engines82/control of video search.
ß Aggregators/dominance of product categories.
ß Middleware/control of standards for key software.
ß Advertising83/dominance of online advertising.
ß DRM/a universal “digital rights management” scheme.
ß Bundling/the ability to offer integrated services.
ß Dominance of infrastructure through peering arrangements.
ß Large companies’ financial ability to serve more users at higher speeds.

The Challenge to Policymakers

This chapter has discussed some of the key issues and challenges facing the 
cable industry today, looking ahead to the future of the video market. It has 
presented a strategic vision for the video/broadband market of the future 
and has recommended policies and specific legislative and regulatory actions 
that would help the United States move toward an open, nondiscriminatory, 
ubiquitous broadband network in the shortest possible amount of time. Not 
all of these recommendations will be welcomed by interest groups, which 
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TABLE 6.1:  
SCHEDULE 1—TV 2.0

 Site URL
Aggregators  
 YouTube www.youtube.com
 Daily Motion www.dailymotion.com
 Metacafe www.metacafe.com
 Blip.TV blip.tv
 Kyte www.kyte.tv/home/index. 
  html
  
Portals 
 MSN Video video.msn.com
 AOL Video video.aol.com
 Yahoo! Video video.yahoo.com
 Myspace Video vids.myspace.com
  
Desktop Clients  
 Joost www.joost.com
 Vuze www.vuze.com/app
 Babelgum www.babelgum.com
 VeohTV www.veoh.com/veohTV 
  /getStarted.html
 Zattoo zattoo.com
 Livestation www.livestation.com
 Next.TV next.tv/
 Jalipo www.jalipo.com/epg
 Miro www.getmiro.com
 RealPlayer 11 www.realplayer.com
 GubaTV www.guba.com
 MobuzzTV dailybuzz.mobuzz.tv

benefit from the status quo. Indeed, the policies advocated in this chapter 
will probably not be to the liking of the powerful telecommunications, cable, 
broadcasting, and programming industries. But only if policymakers are able 
to take a broad view that will ultimately benefit society at large, and create 
new opportunities for broadband carriers and the creators and distributors 
of video program content, as well as local communities and the nation as a 
whole, will they be able to make the necessary decisions. It is unlikely they will 
have another chance.

An impressive new instrument of communication has been made available to 
society by the advance of technology. It remains for society to employ that in-
strument wisely and well (On the Cable: The Television of Abundance, Report of 
the Sloan Commission on Cable Communications, 1971, Conclusion).
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service,” although defined by law, is subject to considerable debate. Cable television 
operators offer a variety of ancillary services that arguably fall outside that definition, 
and the status of video offered by Internet Protocol (IPTV) is debated.

 2. The Cable Communications Act of 1984, Pub. Law 98-549, 1984 98 Stat. 2779, 
codified at 47 U.S.C. sec. 521 et seq.
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 ManiaTV www.maniatv.com
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Multiple TV Feeds  
 Cozmo.TV www.cozmo.tv/main  
  new.html
 TVexe.com www.tvexe.com
 TVoverinternet www.tvover.net 
  /TVStation.aspx
  
Paid Content  
 ITunes TV www.apple.com/itunes 
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 Netflix www.netflix.com 
 Amazon Unbox www.amazon.com
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 Movielink (movie rentals) www.movielink.com
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Introduction

For almost a century, wireless systems have played essential roles in 
the American democratic process, economy, and quality of life—from 

the radio addresses of Franklin Roosevelt to the wireless telephone lines that 
connected remote rural communities with the rest of the nation. Fueled by 
new technology and applications, wireless systems continue to grow in impor-
tance, but wireless can only reach its potential through significant changes in 
spectrum management policies. 

The Internet is the most important and transformative communications 
media to emerge in many years. Initially, the Internet was a wired infrastruc-
ture offering service in fixed locations. Thanks to wireless technology, thirty-
five million Americans accessed the Internet using mobile handheld devices 
as of June 2007. This marked an astonishing tenfold increase in penetration 
compared with just eighteen months earlier.1 Perhaps even more important 
than mobility is the potential of other wireless technologies to bring broad-
band access to those communities and roughly ten million households where 
it is unavailable today.2 

Even broadcasting is poised for change. Traditional broadcast television 
has steadily declined in importance as viewers switched to cable, but the 
future is less clear. Thanks to the upcoming transition to digital television 
(DTV), broadcasters can transmit up to six channels for every one they had 
before. This, combined with the ability to receive information from consum-
ers more freely over the Internet, may lead to a communications medium 
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that is unrecognizable to today’s television viewers. Moreover, technology has 
already emerged that brings television to mobile handheld devices.

Clearly, short-range wireless technology can also change the way we live. 
Cordless telephones and Wi-Fi have already pushed aside their wired counter-
parts. Many more such innovations are probably on their way.

Unfortunately, development of new wireless products and services is 
substantially impeded by lack of available spectrum. Moreover, today’s wire-
less services could be far less expensive if providers had easy access to more 
spectrum. While many might think this shortage of available spectrum is an 
inevitable result of the laws of physics, it is more rooted in the now-outdated 
laws and traditions of the federal government.3 Numerous measurement 
studies have shown that at any given time and location, much of the prized 
spectrum sits idle.4 New technology would enable much greater spectral ef-
ficiency, unleashing innovative new products and services, provided that we 
adopt appropriate spectrum policies.

The next section will discuss long-term issues for a spectrum policy that 
promotes efficiency. It will also introduce the issues that currently dominate 
the debate over fundamental change in spectrum policy: property rights and 
spectrum commons. The following discussion will focus on issues that deserve 
particular attention from the leaders of the next administration, because they 
warrant near-term action. 

A Long-Term Policy for Spectrum Sharing

Advances in wireless technology have changed the way we can and should 
manage spectrum.5 Some say that there are two roads forward, one based on 
“property rights” and another based on “spectrum commons.” This is untrue. 
In reality, both concepts have value and a place in effective spectrum policy. 
Both concepts also become dangerously ineffective when taken to extremes. 
Focusing on these two approaches obscures a different set of reforms that 
hold great promise: reforms that advance spectrum sharing between primary 
license holders and secondary users. These will be discussed further on.

Spectrum Property

While a central regulator typically allocates spectrum resources, nations with 
market economies allocate other resources, such as land, by defining property 
rights and allowing the free trade of property. For almost fifty years, some 
economists have been arguing that spectrum should be treated more like 
other property with market-based mechanisms.6 Many of the market-based 
concepts underlying a property system can be used to good effect in spectrum 
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management, although, as we will discuss, rights granted to users of spectrum 
should not be quite as far-reaching as those granted to users of land. 

There is no consensus on exactly what rights befall a property owner when 
the property in question is spectrum. The ambiguity over definitions causes 
confusion.7 One definition of property is the right to hold, subdivide, transfer, 
use, and admit or exclude others from using a given item.8 Some, but not all, 
of these rights are appropriate for spectrum.

In a market economy, land typically goes to those who value it most and 
are willing to pay for it. This occurs because owners can subdivide their land 
in any way that increases its value, and keep, sell, or rent every part. A similar 
phenomenon could occur with spectrum, when spectrum users assemble 
licenses that cover the geography, frequency range, and time period that they 
value most, and no more. In addition, property owners have an incentive to 
use their property efficiently, because they derive all the benefit from it. The 
same can apply when spectrum users have exclusive access. Thus, an argument 
can be made that license-holders should be able to subdivide, transfer, use, 
and admit or exclude others from using a block of spectrum.

Some believe that, by definition, property rights also include the flexibility to 
use spectrum in any way the license holder (or property owner) wishes, without 
interference from a regulator, and that property rights can never expire. Flexibil-
ity can certainly enhance the value derived from spectrum.9 It allows a license 
holder to use spectrum for the most valued application, or, if other market 
mechanisms are in place, to transfer spectrum to someone who will. Neverthe-
less, there are dangers in taking property rights for all spectrum to that extreme. 
In some cases, there is value to regulator-imposed uniformity.10 If all television 
stations use the same technical standard and operate in the same frequency 
band, then consumers can move anywhere and their televisions will still work. 
If television had emerged in an era when complete flexibility prevailed, incom-
patible standards or frequency ranges might have emerged in different regions. 
Moreover, increasing the license holder’s flexibility also decreases the discretion 
of regulators to adapt to new needs and new technologies, which can sometimes 
undermine innovation. For example, the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) allowed a new kind of device based on ultra-wideband technology to 
operate in occupied spectrum, but at low power to avoid causing harmful in-
terference.11 This useful change in regulation would have been impossible if in-
cumbent license holders in that spectrum had complete flexibility and property 
rights that never expired, and just one of the many thousands of license holders 
objected. A similar problem occurs when applications are only cost-effective 
across a large geographic region (such as a nation). If even one license holder in 
the region refuses to sell, progress may be impossible.12 In such cases, licenses 
must expire, so that regulators have the opportunity to introduce change. 
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Spectrum Commons

There have been calls for extensive use of “spectrum commons,” as a possible 
means of alleviating spectrum scarcity and encouraging innovation. In any 
commons model, spectrum is shared, and no one is given special priority. In 
that sense, one might view a commons as the opposite of property rights. 

Sharing can come in different forms. Devices might cooperate or merely 
coexist. While both possibilities are sometimes lumped together under the am-
biguous heading of “commons,” they are entirely different.13 The coexistence 
model exists in the United States today in the form of unlicensed spectrum, 
and it has spawned successful products such as Wi-Fi and cordless phones. 
When systems merely coexist, explicit communications is pointless; a cordless 
phone and a Wi-Fi card do not decode each other’s transmissions (although 
one might try to sense when the other is transmitting for simple collision 
avoidance). By contrast, with cooperative sharing, devices must communicate 
with a common protocol and work together. For example, all devices could 
self-organize to form one network. 

This model has unleashed innovations that would not have occurred other-
wise. For example, in 1993, Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) began devel-
oping an experimental wireless system14 designed to blanket the campus with 
broadband coverage indoors and out. CMU used a precursor of what later be-
came the Wi-Fi standard. Without unlicensed spectrum, perhaps CMU could 
have obtained a license that provides exclusive access to spectrum throughout 
the neighborhood, but this would have been expensive, and deservedly so. Ex-
clusive access would be incredibly inefficient. Computer communications are 
highly bursty, and some collisions are tolerable, so it makes sense for the uni-
versities, hospitals, businesses, and residences in this neighborhood to share 
spectrum. Alternatively, CMU could have tried to get highly localized site 
licenses for all transmitters and coordinated their locations with neighbors 
and/or with the FCC. However, this might have required the university to con-
tact the regulator every time one of its eight hundred transmitters is deployed 
or moved. The transaction costs of explicit coordination could exceed the 
value of the system. Finally, CMU could have called a licensed wireless service 
provider, who might have offered a carrier-based third-generation cellular 
service that was more expensive, less flexible, less useful, and less spectrally 
efficient. This is just one example of a system, and ultimately a new technol-
ogy, that flourished in unlicensed spectrum but would probably have failed if 
licenses were required, with or without market-based mechanisms.

Unlicensed spectrum has many advantages. It requires spectrum sharing, 
which can lead to greater spectral efficiency than exclusive access, since spec-
trum often sits idle because the license holder is not transmitting. Unlicensed 
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spectrum is necessary to support mobile systems, such as a group of laptops 
that form an ad hoc wireless local-area network wherever they happen to be. 
It is useful for inexpensive low-power consumer products, such as cordless 
phones, in which the cost of coordination and licensing would unnecessarily 
dominate system cost and the interference impact on neighbors is small.

When releasing unlicensed spectrum, regulators must guard against two 
related sources of inefficiency. One is that unlicensed spectrum could attract 
applications that would operate more effectively and efficiently in licensed 
spectrum. The other is that engineers will design “greedy” devices (i.e., those 
that transmit with greater power, duration, or bandwidth than necessary, 
because they have little incentive to conserve spectrum that is shared). In 
extreme cases, when many devices are greedy all devices in the band may ex-
perience inadequate performance as a result.15 Both dangers can be addressed 
by establishing appropriate technical rules to govern the unlicensed bands. 
This may include limits on power or transmission duration, deployment 
fees, wideband allocations, or mandated sharing mechanisms that implicitly 
reward spectrum conservation.16

As with market principles, there is much to be gained through a commons 
based on coexistence, but the approach should not be taken to its extreme. 
Unlicensed spectrum is not a replacement for licensed spectrum any more 
than public parks are a replacement for private homes. Licensed bands are 
more appropriate for some applications, such as broadcast television or public 
safety communications, for which quality of service should be guaranteed.

The characteristics of a commons based on cooperation are quite different.17 
In this type of commons, all devices cooperate, even though they serve differ-
ent owners. Devices might autoconfigure into a mesh network and carry each 
other’s traffic. Thus, if enough consumers purchase devices that cooperate and 
place these devices in their homes, the network may cover an entire region. This 
fundamentally changes the economics of wireless broadband, perhaps making 
it possible to bring broadband to places that cannot be served cost-effectively 
today.18 It has also been shown theoretically that cooperation can lead to coop-
erative gain. In other words, the capacity in the system can actually increase with 
the number of active devices.19 As more devices are added, the mean distance 
between devices decreases, allowing devices to transmit at lower power, thereby 
conserving spectrum. Thus, users of a commons based on cooperation may 
not fear oversubscription the way users of a commons based on coexistence do. 
These systems deserve serious consideration, as their potential advantages are 
great. However, this is a less mature technology than the commons based on 
coexistence. Challenges remain with respect to security20 and network manage-
ment that must be addressed. Moreover, effective procedures must be estab-
lished for defining and continually updating the cooperative protocol.21 
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With either coexistence or cooperation, a “spectrum commons” could be 
created by a license holder instead of the regulator. This has not yet occurred, 
but should demand emerge, regulators should consider such requests seri-
ously. Under this approach, rather than using unlicensed spectrum, a private 
entity might obtain a license, establish its own operating rules, and allow 
devices to operate in its spectrum.22 

Primary-Secondary Sharing

Applications that need guaranteed quality of service are given exclusive ac-
cess to spectrum through licensing. These exclusive allocations also ensure 
that spectrum will not be fully utilized, as there are generally times and/or 
locations where other devices could transmit without causing harmful inter-
ference. Thus, spectral efficiency can be greatly improved through primary-
secondary sharing, in which one system has primary usage rights that make 
quality of service guarantees possible, and one or more secondary systems 
operate without causing harmful interference to the primary. Emerging tech-
nology offers many ways to do this, and spectrum policy could take advantage 
of this.

A secondary user can get permission to access spectrum that is licensed to 
a primary user either from the regulators or from the license holder. In the 
latter case, the license holder would probably demand payment. These two ap-
proaches lead to two different spectrum policies, each of which has important 
uses if the regulator constructs appropriate rules. 

As with a commons, from a technical perspective, primary-secondary shar-
ing can take one of two forms: cooperation and coexistence.23 Cooperation 
means that there is explicit communications and coordination between pri-
mary and secondary systems, and coexistence means that there is none. When 
sharing is based on coexistence, secondary devices are essentially invisible to 
the primary. Thus, all the complexity of sharing is borne by the secondary, 
without changes to the primary system, which is especially good for legacy 
systems that are difficult to change. Thanks to a variety of emerging technolo-
gies, such as cognitive radio, global positioning systems (GPS), and sensor 
networks, opportunistic access to spectrum without cooperation is becoming 
more practical, although significant research challenges remain, and these 
challenges vary considerably depending on the types of systems involved. 

On the other hand, cooperation may create more opportunities for the 
secondary to transmit. For example, a secondary device may ask the primary 
for permission to use spectrum before transmitting. This exchange provides 
an opportunity for the primary to guarantee quality of service for the second-
ary, which is an advantage of cooperation over coexistence for the secondary 
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device. This is also an opportunity for the license holder to demand payment, 
which is an advantage of cooperation for the primary system. If payment is 
demanded, this is a form of secondary spectrum market, but one that can 
operate in real time.24 The FCC has now laid the groundwork for this form of 
sharing,25 although it may be necessary to adopt additional standards before 
usage becomes more common.26 

In recent debates, such as those discussed further in the following sections, it 
has often been assumed that secondary spectrum users will be unlicensed. Ac-
tually, secondary users could be licensed or unlicensed. Both licensed and unli-
censed secondaries are precluded from causing harmful interference to the pri-
mary. The difference is that a licensed secondary system need not worry about 
interference from other secondaries. Thus, quality of service can be guaranteed 
for the secondary when and only when activities of the primary do not get in 
the way. For example, a licensed secondary might cooperate with the primary 
system. A public safety communications system could also increase capacity by 
explicitly claiming the shared spectrum during a serious emergency but would 
otherwise leave the spectrum to secondary users.27 The secondary might, in 
other circumstances, operate without cooperation with the primary, perhaps 
opportunistically using spectrum when the primary is idle.

Near-Term Opportunities

This section will present examples of areas in which significant progress can 
be made within the next four years. 

Television Spectrum

The year 2009 will be remembered as a turning point in the use of spectrum 
in the United States, thanks to the transition from analog to digital television 
(DTV). When over-the-air broadcasters finally cease analog transmissions, 
they will release a large swath of prized spectrum. Because of the physical 
properties of spectrum at this frequency, it is particularly well-suited for 
serving large geographic areas from a single transmitter. This, of course, was 
useful for television, and it can also be useful for other services, from cellular 
telephony to broadband Internet. The first spectrum dividend from the DTV 
transition was the reallocation of many entire television channels, mostly in a 
2008 auction. Additional opportunities remain.

Another benefit of the DTV transition is that digital television will be 
more immune to interference than today’s analog television, which facilitates 
spectrum sharing. For this reason (and others), it should be possible to 
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deploy wireless systems in the television “white spaces,” i.e., within a band of 
spectrum that is used for a given television channel, but at a location where 
that television channel is unavailable. These white spaces serve as buffer zones 
to protect broadcasters in different cities from interfering with each other. 
Advances in technology make it possible to use parts of the white space while 
affecting only a small fraction of television viewers. The FCC28 has recently 
been supportive of taking advantage of the white space after the DTV transi-
tion in 2009, although it has not committed itself to this course. Moreover, 
many specific issues remain undecided.

The debate so far has focused on whether it is technically possible for one 
form of unlicensed device to operate in the white space without excessive 
interference to television and other wireless devices. The next administration 
should continue discussing this issue but expand the debate. Leading high-
tech companies have invested considerable efforts in creating relatively low-
power devices that operate in this band, and the FCC has evaluated them.29 
Such devices would use cognitive radio to find a channel in which no nearby 
television broadcaster is active. These devices could even be mobile, as they 
will dynamically adjust when they find themselves to be too close to a televi-
sion transmitter. These are worthy efforts, and this type of device deserves 
consideration. Another possible use of television white spaces, which also de-
serves attention, is to bring broadband service to unserved communities using 
fixed wireless technology.30 If such systems were built, they would require (or 
at least greatly benefit from) a different set of spectrum regulations. For such 
systems, it would be more important to allow high-power transmissions in 
some (but not necessarily all) television channels so that large areas could 
be covered with less costly infrastructure. At the same time, it would be less 
important to support mobile devices, and the elimination of mobility would 
dramatically simplify some of the technical challenges associated with pro-
tecting television from harmful interference. Of course, the FCC should only 
make spectrum available for high-power devices if manufacturers and service 
providers demonstrate their intention to make use of such spectrum, and it 
remains to be seen how great this demand will be.

Public Safety Spectrum

Another enormous opportunity to free spectrum is in the area of public safety, 
e.g., systems used by police, firefighters, emergency medical services, the Na-
tional Guard, and other emergency responders. Of course, freeing spectrum 
is not the only goal, or even the most important goal. The U.S. public safety 
communications infrastructure is prone to failures that have cost many lives. 
Some of these failures are due to inadequate interoperability, i.e., the ability 
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to communicate and share information across organizational boundaries. 
Some failures are the result of designs that are not fault tolerant, so there are 
many components whose failure can bring down much of the system. Most 
emergency responders also lack capabilities that commercial and military 
users typically take for granted and that can help save lives, such as broadband 
service and the ability to determine the current location of mobile devices. 
Ironically, this limited system is even more costly than it needs to be,31 which 
means U.S. taxpayers pay extra for this low-quality system. 

There have been many calls from public safety agencies for more spectrum. 
This is understandable. Given the way public safety spectrum and public 
safety infrastructure have been managed, each agency needs plenty of spec-
trum. Depriving them of spectrum will lead to dangerous congestion when 
big emergencies occur. However, it is possible to meet public safety communi-
cations requirements with far less spectrum, while also addressing the above-
mentioned problems through a new policy.32 Indeed, using the most widely 
cited (although somewhat outdated) estimate of public safety spectrum 
needs, the spectrum requirements can be reduced by an order of magnitude if 
shared infrastructure were designed to serve much larger geographic regions 
and employed modern technology to reuse spectrum.33

The problems with public safety communications do not stem from mis-
takes by designers or operators, who are doing the best they can within current 
constraints. The problem is that U.S. policy views public safety communica-
tions as an issue for local government. This once made sense—but no longer. 
By building a nationwide system that serves local agencies, it would be possible 
to end interoperability problems, improve dependability and security, and 
introduce broadband capabilities. As long as the system is designed to meet all 
short-term and long-term needs of public safety, agencies can begin the (long) 
process of surrendering their existing systems and their existing spectrum, as 
they migrate to the new system. This will free up a significant amount of prime 
spectrum, and in the long run, should save a great deal of money.

Congress has required that some of the current television spectrum be allo-
cated to public safety after the DTV transition. This is an extraordinary oppor-
tunity to construct the nationwide broadband network described above. At this 
point, it is unclear whether this will be possible. One problem is that, with the 
exception of the FCC, the current administration has shown no interest in a 
nationwide system, unless it exclusively serves the small fraction of emergency 
responders who work for the federal government.34 Leadership from a federal 
agency in the next administration could make an enormous difference. 

There are two viable approaches to constructing a nationwide network that 
would meet public safety needs. One is to build a system specifically for pub-
lic safety. This would cost billions of dollars to build,35 and this money must 
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come from somewhere, although the Department of Homeland Security has 
spent a comparable amount in recent years propping up the old local systems 
rather than building a new nationwide system.36 Moreover, had all of the 
money raised in the auction for television spectrum, beyond what the con-
gressional budget office was expecting, been earmarked for a new nationwide 
system, as I have previously proposed,37 it would have been enough to cover 
initial capital costs and some operating costs as well. 

Another approach is to construct a system designed to meet the needs of 
both public safety and paying customers. This was the option chosen in 2007 
by the FCC,38 in part because this was the only option available to it without 
cooperation from other agencies, as stated by the FCC chairman.39 The FCC’s 
policy was to assign one nationwide spectrum band to a nonprofit organiza-
tion that was to represent public safety and another band to a commercial 
company. The commercial company would then build out a system, in ac-
cordance with specifications that it and the nonprofit organization would 
define through negotiation. In a subsequent auction, no commercial company 
was willing to make the minimum bid. While the FCC deserves great credit 
for attempting to address the problem, the rules as defined could not work. 
So many requirements were left undetermined that the uncertainty would 
prevent any wise company from bidding. If a company did bid and was then 
unwilling to meet the still-unspecified requirements, it would be forced to 
pay a sizable financial penalty. At the same time, the requirements that were 
established were woefully inadequate to meet public safety needs. Wise leaders 
of public safety agencies would, therefore, have been unwilling to switch from 
their current systems to the new one even if it were built.40 At this time, it is 
unclear what will happen.

The next administration will probably have a chance to make sure that a 
nationwide system is built that meets the long-term needs of public safety and 
that is financially sustainable. If it does, it will save spectrum, save taxpayer 
dollars, and save lives.

Federal Government Spectrum

There are many additional spectrum bands that could be made available for 
new uses, either exclusively or on a shared basis. While the greater pressure to 
make spectrum available typically falls on the FCC, the agency that manages 
spectrum for nongovernment users, by far the largest user of spectrum in the 
United States, is the federal government. The National Telecommunications 
and Information Administration (NTIA) manages federal spectrum, and 
its processes and procedures do not encourage efficiency. Federal agencies 
that reduce their use of valuable spectrum must often accept the burden of 
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one-time transition costs, and there is no reward for these agencies when the 
process is over. Mechanisms could certainly be established through which 
those who gain access to spectrum cover the costs of those who relinquish the 
spectrum, as was the case with the personal communications services (PCS) 
band in the 1990s. However, government agencies lack incentive to seek out 
such arrangements, and those who want the spectrum lack the means of iden-
tifying opportunities. 

The first step is to move the management of federal spectrum out of the 
closet. The next president should demand a detailed inventory of federal spec-
trum and an account of how this essential resource is used. Except for those 
bands that must be protected for reasons of national security, the results of 
this inventory should be made public. This would allow existing companies, 
entrepreneurs, and researchers to seek out opportunities to use the spectrum 
more efficiently. Those who find opportunities could make their case to the 
NTIA, to the current license holder and to Congress.

Reforming Spectrum Auctions

In addition to making more spectrum available, policy reform could make 
the spectrum that comes available via auction accessible to more potential 
license holders. Under current policy, the auction winner makes a one-time 
payment to the U.S. Treasury equal to the winning bid. Instead, the auc-
tion winner should make an annual payment equal to the winning bid for 
as long as it retains the license. This would greatly reduce the funds that an 
auction winner needs initially, thereby allowing small entrepreneurial firms 
to compete with the giants. This arrangement would also encourage license 
holders to surrender spectrum if their plans should fail, leaving the spectrum 
underutilized.

This policy also better aligns the objective of using spectrum effectively 
with the frequent congressional objective of balancing the federal budget. It 
creates an annual revenue stream, which can safely be used to cover annual 
expenses. One-time payments for spectrum have motivated Congress to ma-
nipulate the timing of spectrum auctions to the detriment of all. For example, 
some senators have pushed to delay the DTV transition so as to increase the 
revenues raised in the ensuing auction, even though the costs to society far 
outweighed the benefits for the budget.41 On the other hand, in the 1990s, 
there was a push to move earlier toward the nominal beginning of the DTV 
transition, so the illusion of future auction revenues could be used sooner to 
offset federal spending. If one-time payments were replaced with annual pay-
ments, there would be greater incentive to set spectrum dates at the time that 
makes most sense for the users of spectrum.
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Conclusions

Wireless systems play an increasingly important role in American society, and 
spectrum is the lifeblood of wireless systems. Alleviating today’s shortage of 
available spectrum will decrease the cost of today’s wireless services and cre-
ate opportunities for new wireless products and services. This can be achieved 
through new spectrum policies that encourage spectrum users to reduce their 
spectrum needs, that allow and encourage more spectrum sharing, and that 
decrease the cost of initial access to spectrum. 

The debate over long-term spectrum policy in the United States has some-
times devolved into a debate over property rights “versus” commons. Both 
perspectives have value. Advocates of “property” rights are correct in saying 
that market-based mechanisms can improve both technical and economic ef-
ficiency of spectrum. The United States has made significant advances in this 
area, but there is more that can be done to help make spectrum available to 
those who value it the most, in the amount they value the most, and for the 
purpose demanded most. Nevertheless, there are sound reasons not to take 
the property approach too far. We will need regulators who can change the 
way spectrum is used. For example, in response to new technology, a regulator 
might establish new rules for spectrum-sharing or make sure that spectrum 
is available in large contiguous blocks. Thus, spectrum licenses should retain 
expiration dates. 

There is also merit in the arguments for shared spectrum commons. Be-
cause the FCC has cleared unlicensed spectrum bands based on coexistence, 
valuable products and services have emerged. There is reason to hope for 
more successes in the future. As demand for unlicensed spectrum grows, so 
may the need for more such bands. This approach to spectrum management 
can be effective for applications that were not well served under traditional 
licensing, including cases in which there are large numbers of low-powered 
devices, or in which entire wireless systems are portable, or in which best-
effort service is adequate. But this commons approach should not be taken 
to extremes. There are applications that require guaranteed quality of service 
and are better served through licensing. Commons based on cooperation also 
appear promising, but significant challenges lie ahead before policymakers 
can take significant action, notably in the area of security.

Some of the most compelling new opportunities for improving spectral 
efficiency involve sharing between a primary license holder and one or 
more secondary systems that are not allowed to cause harmful interference 
to the primary user. Many such models are possible. Secondary systems 
may be licensed or unlicensed. They may get permission to operate from 
the regulator or from the license holder in exchange for payment. They may 
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cooperate with the primary or coexist in a manner that is invisible to the 
primary. Once again, different spectrum-sharing models are more effective 
for different kinds of applications and circumstances, so all models have 
their uses.

Overall, a wide variety of models for spectrum use are becoming more 
practical. Different models are more appropriate for different applications. 
Rather than try to find the “best” approach, regulators should provide a vari-
ety of options to those who design and use wireless devices. 

Given these general long-term objectives, we have identified four areas 
worthy of significant attention in the short term. Two are particularly 
timely because they exploit opportunities that come in part from the tran-
sition to digital television, which will occur in 2009. One such opportunity 
is to make better use of the “white spaces” within the television band. Any 
such action must be taken after serious thought has been given to how to 
avoid excessive interference to television signals and other systems. The 
bigger challenge will be to determine which kinds of applications are in 
great demand and to devise rules accordingly. For example, should the 
band be filled with short-range mobile consumer devices or long-range 
systems for broadband Internet access? While rules should in theory be 
technology-neutral, they will inevitably be more appropriate for some ap-
plications than others. 

Another area that deserves immediate attention is public safety communi-
cations systems, particularly if we are to make effective use of the spectrum 
that becomes available in the DTV transition. The next administration could 
establish spectrum policies that would lead to a nationwide broadband net-
work for public safety. This would save spectrum, and at the same time, it 
could give first responders broadband and other capabilities, as well as a sys-
tem that does not fail when it is needed most. In the long run, this could also 
save money. On the other hand, if they do not act appropriately, policymakers 
could squander this opportunity and tie up a block of spectrum worth billions 
of dollars without meeting the needs of public safety or any other needs.

We must also find ways to make better use of the spectrum currently al-
located to the federal government. There is no simple and fast way to achieve 
this broad goal, but an excellent first step would be to bring transparency to 
the process by collecting detailed information on federal spectrum and mak-
ing that information publicly available.

Finally, we recommend a change in spectrum auction policy that would 
allow the auction winner to make more modest payments every year for the 
spectrum rather than a large one-time payment. This would allow smaller 
players to compete more fully in the auction, and it would also provide a reli-
able revenue stream for the Treasury.
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Introduction

Wireless telecommunications provide opportunities for enhanced 
productivity and tetherless access to information, communications and 

entertainment (ICE) services. Increasingly, versatile handsets offer a third screen 
for accessing Internet-based content, serving as a supplement to, or potentially 
a partial substitute for, television sets and computer terminals.1 More and more 
people rely on wireless telecommunications as their primary medium for tele-
phone service, and next generation networks offer the promise of near ubiqui-
tous access to both basic voice and enhanced information services. 

As wireless telecommunications become a more essential part of the ICE 
marketplace, regulatory safeguards will remain necessary to ensure that com-
petition remains robust and sustainable. Promoting competition requires 
intelligent regulatory policy that calibrates the scope of government oversight 
to that level needed to remedy shortcomings in the marketplace, such as insuf-
ficient options, discriminatory pricing, unreasonable restrictions on the use 
of wireless handsets, and other carrier practices that do not serve the public 
interest. Additionally, the executive branch and Congress need to reexam-
ine how much radio spectrum the government requires with an eye toward 
achieving more efficient use so that it can share or reassign unused spectrum 
for private use. 

For the last fifteen years, the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC), with only limited congressional guidance and oversight, has em-
barked on a substantial deregulatory campaign based on the assumption 
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that technological innovations can stimulate competition. The FCC has 
largely eliminated traditional common carrier regulatory requirements for 
cellular radiotelephone service providers, commonly referred to as commer-
cial mobile radio service (CMRS) providers.2 The commission has also started 
to rethink its spectrum management policies to promote more efficient use 
by opening up some spectrum assignments to competitive bidding, creat-
ing secondary markets for leasing spectrum that is not needed by current 
licensees, and permitting multiple noninterfering uses for the same spectrum 
allocation.

The FCC has justified reducing or eliminating regulatory safeguards on the 
grounds that market forces can ensure robust competition among wireless op-
erators, thereby preventing any single carrier or group of carriers from engag-
ing in practices that would not serve the public interest and could harm con-
sumers. It has established policies that support premature deregulation based 
on an overly generous assessment of current and future competition. Addition-
ally, it has supported concentration of ownership and control through mergers 
and acquisitions that have received its stamp of approval, and has abandoned 
or refused to establish rules that would stimulate facilities-based competition 
by making spectrum available to market entrants. The FCC even refrains from 
enforcing rules and regulations that it has not officially repealed.

Over the last several years, the FCC has abandoned rules that limited the 
amount of radio spectrum a single CMRS operator can control.3 In addition, 
the commission has required carriers to make network time available for resale 
by unaffiliated ventures4 and to specify in a tariff the terms and conditions 
under which their services are to be provided. At the same time, it has approved 
several multibillion dollar mergers5 that have reduced the number of national 
CMRS operators to four, the top three controlling more than 77 percent of 
the market.6 When it had the opportunity to craft rules that would encour-
age entry into the market of new ventures that had the capability of creating 
competing networks using newly available spectrum, the FCC allowed incum-
bent operators to acquire and possibly “warehouse” additional spectrum.7 The 
FCC also concluded that it generally could assert preemptive jurisdiction over 
wireless policy decisionmaking by state regulatory agencies on such matters as 
wireless carrier rates and practices. The FCC’s claim of primary jurisdiction 
would foreclose state courts from issuing binding decisions.8

The wireless telecommunications market in the United States juxtaposes 
marketplace success and global best practices in some categories with remark-
ably inferior results elsewhere. On the one hand, U.S. carriers offer subscribers 
access to cheap, subsidized handsets and large baskets of network minutes 
of use. The FCC has also begun to promote flexibility in spectrum use and 
leasing so that license holders can target and serve different types of users, 
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with some spectrum available on an unlicensed basis for use by low-powered 
equipment, such as home Wi-Fi networking routers. 

On the other hand, the FCC has allowed the wireless market to become 
dangerously concentrated through mergers and acquisitions,9 jeopardizing 
the future of the commission’s deregulatory campaign that relies on market-
place competition in lieu of government oversight. At the same time, it has 
done nothing to support the flexible use of wireless handsets by subscribers, 
or to ensure that wireless carriers operate in a nondiscriminatory manner 
when providing telecommunications, information, or video services. 

Most CMRS subscribers agree to a bundled package that combines a sub-
sidized handset with a two-year service agreement at rates that compensate 
carriers for the handset subsidy and create strong disincentives for consumers 
to change carriers. Subscribers are forced to pay substantial early termination 
financial penalties if they change carriers. Because they subsidize subscribers, 
CMRS carriers control the operational functions of handsets10 and often dis-
able features that would provide subscribers with greater freedom to access 
services offered by companies unaffiliated with the carrier.

The United States lags behind many other countries when it comes to mo-
bile phone market penetration, particularly inexpensive prepaid services.11 
With less and less access to pay telephones, low-income Americans do not 
have many of the inexpensive, nonresidential wireless options available to 
their counterparts in most other developed and developing nations. U.S. wire-
less carriers may charge some of the lowest rates per minute of use, but they 
also manage to generate some of the highest average return per user (ARPU) 
by creating service tiers with large monthly minutes of use baskets and a com-
mensurately high monthly rate. 

They also do not offer most subscribers some of the cutting edge services 
available in Europe and Asia. While subscribers in the United States typically 
have handsets capable of just making telephone calls, sending text messages 
and storing ringtones, photos, and music, wireless subscribers in other coun-
tries already use their handsets for inexpensive, high-speed broadband access 
to the Internet and a variety of electronic commerce, location-based applica-
tions, including ones that allow subscribers to query databases that have the 
capability of mapping nearby commercial options.

Wireless carrier executives and trade associations representing the industry 
claim that extreme competition and enhanced consumer welfare justify fur-
ther deregulation. For next-generation video and Internet services, they want 
carriers to operate as information service providers largely free of any FCC 
regulation, including still essential public interest, anti-trust, network neutral-
ity,12 and consumer protection safeguards. In light of market consolidation and 
considering that probably only a handful of national carriers will dominate the 
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CMRS marketplace, intelligent “light-handed” regulation will continue to be 
necessary. Moreover, the FCC should consider how wireless telecommunica-
tions networks could help achieve universal service goals with possibly cheaper 
and more widespread access than what wireline technologies offer.

Widespread Confusion Over the Nature and Type of Wireless 
Telecommunications Regulation

It may come as a surprise that CMRS ventures operate as common carriers 
subject to regulatory forbearance based on legislation enacted in 199313 that 
was designed to promote growth and competition. This means that while 
CMRS operators do not have to file tariffs and secure FCC authority to begin 
or stop providing a particular service, these carriers are still subject to numer-
ous legal obligations, including the duty to operate without discrimination, 
to refrain from engaging in unreasonable practices that would violate their 
ongoing duty to serve the public interest, and to interconnect their networks 
with other carriers so that subscribers can use their handsets anywhere to ac-
cess any wireline or wireless telephone number. 

It appears that both the carriers and the FCC seek to downplay the fact that 
wireless carriers still must comply with most of the conventional telecommuni-
cations service regulations. Regardless of the rhetoric about how competitive the 
wireless market has become, the law requires the FCC to safeguard the public in-
terest by applying traditional telecommunications, common carrier regulation.

The FCC has chosen to emphasize how competitive the CMRS market has 
become and how wireless carriers now also offer information services14 when 
providing broadband Internet access. Because wireless carriers offer many ser-
vices, a single, one-size-fits-all regulatory classification would not work in this 
case. Converging markets, the outcome of technological innovation, make it im-
possible for the FCC to treat wireless carriers solely as common carriers offering 
telecommunications services, or solely as private carriers offering information 
services. By concentrating on the new information services that wireless carri-
ers can offer, the FCC appears disinclined to enforce consumer safeguards, or to 
reject mergers and acquisitions that further concentrate the industry.

The FCC must begin to address the dangers of further concentration of the 
industry as well as the need to subject wireless carriers to different degrees 
of regulatory oversight, because the many types of services they offer trigger 
different degrees of regulatory oversight. For conventional wireless telecom-
munications services, the FCC should retain streamlined common carrier 
regulation and calibrate any further deregulation to an increase in sustainable, 
facilities-based competition. 
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With regard to information and video services, the FCC should intervene 
only when necessary to ensure that wireless carriers operate accessible net-
works. This would not necessitate common carrier regulation, but it would 
require wireless carriers to establish clear service terms and conditions and to 
report instances where competitive necessity supports diversification in price 
and quality of service. 

Wireless carriers appear to have exploited confusion about their current 
regulatory status. Not many of their subscribers understand much about the 
availability of regulatory safeguards. Instead, subscribers appear to conclude 
that they have no recourse beyond the limited safeguards available from 
nonnegotiable, “take it or leave it” service contracts. Indeed, CMRS service 
agreements—if read by a subscriber—offer little insight into what obliga-
tions the carrier has and what remedies subscribers can pursue. Worse yet, 
most such agreements force subscribers to abandon legal and regulatory 
agency options in lieu of compulsory and not necessarily unbiased or lawful 
arbitration. 

Recently, the FCC needed to remind CMRS operators of their ongoing 
common carrier responsibilities. A CMRS operator must provide subscribers 
with access to any telephone number, including ones that would require the 
carrier to accept traffic from another carrier or to hand off traffic to another 
carrier, as is the case when a subscriber seeks to make or receive calls outside 
the home service territory.15 Nonetheless, the FCC has expressed no interest 
in forcing wireless carriers to specify clearly their service commitments or to 
offer subscribers compensation and other remedies when the carriers fail to 
provide adequate service.

Locked Handsets and Locked Out Access to Content

The FCC has never stated explicitly that wireless carriers have to comply with 
the commission’s “Carterfone”16 policy requiring wireline carriers to separate 
the delivery of telephone service from the sale of handsets. As a result, most 
wireless consumers have not fully appreciated the consequences of such an 
arrangement, should it be enforced. The carriers have successfully touted 
the benefits to subscribers of using increasingly sophisticated handsets at 
subsidized sale prices to access a blend of ICE services. But in exchange for 
accepting a two-year service contract subject to a significant penalty for early 
termination, subscribers also accept significant limitations on their freedom 
to exploit the versatility and all the functions available from their handsets.

Even though wireless subscribers own the handsets they use to access 
network services, carriers control and limit handset freedoms through the 
following means:
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ü  Locking handsets so that subscribers cannot access competitor networks 
(by frequency, transmission format, firmware, or software); in the United 
States, carriers even lock handsets designed to allow multiple carrier ac-
cess by changing an easily inserted subscriber identity module (SIM);

ü  Using firmware “upgrades” to “brick,” i.e., to render inoperative, the 
handset, or alternatively, to disable third party firmware and software;

ü  Disabling handset functions, e.g., bluetooth, Wi-Fi access, Internet 
browsers, GPS services, and e-mail clients;

ü  Specifying formats for accessing memory, e.g., music, ringtones, and 
photos;

ü  Creating “walled garden” access to favored video content of affiliates and 
partners; and 

ü  Using proprietary, nonstandard interfaces that make it difficult for third 
parties to develop compatible applications and content. 

Wireless service subscribers have begun to recognize how carrier-mandated 
limitations on handsets often have little to do with legitimate network man-
agement and customer service objectives. When handsets provided access 
primarily to voice telephone calls, text messaging, and ringtones, subscribers 
may have tolerated, or thought little about, limitations that blocked access 
to more sophisticated functions and to third-party software, applications, 
or content. Only recently have mobile phone subscribers started to compre-
hend the harmful ramifications of this decision. For example, a significant 
percentage of Apple iPhone purchasers have risked loss of warranty coverage 
and the possibility of “bricking” their handset—turning it into an expensive 
paperweight—to evade limitations imposed by their mobile operator (AT&T)  
regarding which wireless carrier, software, applications, and content iPhone 
subscribers can access.17

Almost forty years ago, the FCC established its Carterfone policy, which 
required all wireline telephone companies to allow subscribers to attach any 
technically compatible device. This simple policy has saved consumers money, 
promoted innovation and stimulated more diversified and expanded network 
use without any financial or operational harm to network operators. The Cart-
erfone decision effectively separated telephone service from the sale or lease of 
the handset. The FCC initially refused to do this, but later enthusiastically em-
braced a court mandate to support the rights of consumers to attach any device 
to a network that is “privately beneficial without being publicly harmful.”18

Wireless subscribers do contractually relinquish some freedom in exchange 
for a subsidized handset. But a wireless Carterfone policy would provide 
subscribers with the option of attaching an unsubsidized handset free of any 
carrier imposed attachment restrictions. Critics of applying Carterfone to 
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CMRS networks argue that device attachment freedom subverts the legitimate 
business practices of carriers. But as regulated telecommunications common 
carriers, CMRS operators have a duty to comply with lawful curbs on unnec-
essary subscriber restrictions that do not serve the public interest.

Wireless carriers remain regulated common carriers regardless of whether 
or not they also provide less regulated Internet access and other information 
services. In other words, the duties of common carriage do not evaporate 
simply because wireless carriers enjoy some regulatory forbearance when 
providing conventional telephone service. When wireless carriers also offer 
access to information and video services, the carriers do not operate as com-
mon carriers. Still, they should not be encouraged to favor content supplied 
by corporate affiliates or ventures that seek to buy preferential treatment.

Overstating the Scope of Competition

By law, the FCC is required to submit an annual report to Congress on the 
state of the CMRS market.19 It uses this report and the statistics compiled as 
the primary source of evidence for supporting deregulation and dismissing 
concerns about industry ownership consolidation. Like most ICE industries, 
wireless has become increasingly concentrated as mergers and acquisitions 
reduce the number of facilities-based competitors. In addition, two of the 
four major national CMRS operators, AT&T and Verizon, also have dominant 
market shares in wireline local and long distance telephone service, as well as 
in broadband Internet access. 

The ability to offer a bundled package of service exploits economies of scale 
and enables price reductions. But companies such as Verizon and AT&T have 
vast market power that the FCC blithely ignores. Rather than acknowledge 
statistics that confirm their growing market power, the FCC has opted to 
emphasize consumer benefits accruing from lower rates and access to large 
monthly baskets of network minutes of use. Here again, the commission 
seems unable to recognize the need for ongoing vigilance and instead chooses 
to emphasize the positive news supporting deregulation, all but ignoring 
emerging trends that are potentially harmful.

Spectrum Management Reform

Government management of radio spectrum has failed to take into account 
technological innovations that support greater flexibility in assigning licenses, 
particularly multiple non-interfering uses of the same frequencies. The tra-
ditional model for spectrum management involves a multilateral process, 
initiated by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), a specialized 
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agency of the United Nations, and followed up by national regulatory agen-
cies such as the FCC. Both the ITU and the FCC have allocated spectrum in 
service-specific slivers, often specifying a single use for a particular frequency 
band. Technological innovations make it increasingly possible for multiple 
users to utilize the same frequency and for different types of services to share 
the same frequency band.

The FCC has cautiously supported flexible use and assignment of spectrum 
in two ways: 1) identifying more than one type of use for the same frequency 
band; and 2) encouraging the use of new technologies that promote greater 
efficiencies in the use of spectrum. The federal government has advocated 
ITU reallocation of wireless spectrum to allow shared use by operators on 
land, in air, and in international waters. Both the ITU and the FCC used to 
allocate mutually exclusive spectrum slivers for each category of usage. 

A current dispute over such flexibility pits terrestrial commercial broad-
casters against a satellite radio operator, Sirius, eager to install terrestrial 
signal repeaters to enhance reception.20 Examples of FCC efforts to promote 
new spectrum conservation technology include allowing licensees to narrow 
channel bandwidth and to use compression techniques and new transmission 
formats that reduce the potential for interference.21

The executive branch can support the FCC’s efforts and contribute to the 
successful commercial exploitation of spectrum by also embracing new spec-
trum conservation technologies. The federal government has reserved rights 
of access to vast amounts of spectrum that it does not use, uses sparingly, or 
can use more efficiently. When governments make do with less spectrum, 
it becomes possible to reallocate spectrum to private and commercial uses. 
CMRS and other wireless operators claim a shortage in available spectrum 
contributes to dropped calls and less than ideal quality of service. Making 
more spectrum available, through reallocation of reserved but unused govern-
ment spectrum, would improve the quality of service available from private 
and commercial wireless operators. Better yet, more spectrum for next gen-
eration wireless services would promote more competition and greater diver-
sity in the nature and type of services being offered to the public. Congress 
could help the FCC achieve this objective by requiring it to limit some new 
frequency bands to market entrants instead of incumbents keen on foreclos-
ing additional competition.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Wireless technologies can provide users with extraordinarily versatile access 
to advanced ICE services in addition to telephone calls, short text messages, 
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ringtones, and music storage. Unfortunately, the cutting edge services, such as 
true broadband access to the Internet, are not widely available in the United 
States, nor do national carriers regularly display global best practices in the 
nature, type, and pricing of services they offer. Wireless carriers appear able 
to delay investment in next generation networks, because the carriers have 
concentrated on leveraging money to acquire market share and buy out com-
petitors. Nevertheless, the FCC continues moving along a glide patch toward 
total deregulation without any apparent worry that the CMRS market has 
become overly concentrated.

Market concentration appears to make it possible for the four major CMRS 
operators to avoid significant price competition while collectively applying 
almost identical service terms and conditions. For example, no wireless carrier 
offers discounted service to existing subscribers who opt not to acquire new, 
subsidized handsets, or to new subscribers seeking to activate used handsets. 
While Verizon has shown a willingness to offer a more open network, most 
wireless carriers continue to impose restrictions that violate the Carterfone 
policy. Even the much-touted Apple iPhone frustrates users with restrictions 
imposed by AT&T or Apple. An estimated 25 percent of all Apple iPhone 
purchasers engage in some sort of unauthorized modification to their hand-
sets, despite the risk of voiding warranties and permanently ruining their 
handsets. 

Wireless networks can provide a much-needed competitive alternative to 
legacy wireline networks and also help promote progress in achieving univer-
sal service objectives at a lower price. But such progress can be achieved only 
if the wireless market remains competitive, and not an adjunct or subordinate 
to the wireline business plans of major incumbent carriers. The executive 
branch, Congress, and the FCC need to remain on guard against trends that 
would prevent wireless carriers from providing a competitive alternative to 
legacy technologies. 

The following specific recommendations should help promote robust 
facilities-based competition between wireless and wire-based technologies: 

ü  The FCC should state that its Carterfone policy applies equally to wire-
line and wireless technologies. This policy would require wireless carriers 
to provide service to any compatible handset and to allow subscribers 
complete freedom to access any content, software, and applications that 
do not cause technical harm to the CMRS carrier’s network as deter-
mined by the FCC or an independent laboratory; 

ü  The FCC should recognize that technological and market convergence 
will result in wireless carriers offering a blend of telecommunications, 
information, and video services. It should apply different regulatory 
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requirements, based on the amount of competition the wireless carriers 
actually face. Even for lightly regulated information and video services, 
the FCC should require wireless carriers to disclose service terms and 
conditions, particularly when the carrier offers different qualities of ser-
vice that might violate legitimate concerns about network neutrality; 

ü  The FCC should not continue refraining from telecommunications ser-
vice regulation of CMRS carriers until additional sustainable, facilities-
based competition arises. In the absence of new players in the market, the 
FCC should not approve transactions that would lead to further market 
consolidation; 

ü  The FCC should promote wireless technology alternatives to wireline 
networks when allocating funds that target universal service goals. To-
gether with state public utility commissions, it should use reverse auc-
tions to achieve lowest cost bidding for service to high cost areas subject 
to quality of service benchmarks. Before using reverse auctions, the FCC 
should allow wireless carriers to qualify as eligible telecommunications 
carriers based on the wireless carrier’s actual costs instead of the current 
practice of applying the incumbent wireline carrier’s costs;

ü  In light of the success of Wi-Fi and other wireless services, the FCC should 
allocate more spectrum for shared, unlicensed wireless services. It should 
also expedite efforts to identify and reallocate spectrum for wireless ser-
vices including unused “white spaces” between two high-powered licensed 
spectrum uses. More broadly, the executive branch should reexamine the 
government spectrum needs with an eye toward more efficient use and 
the possible reassignment of unexploited spectrum for private use; and

ü  In light of lax FCC enforcement of consumer protection rules, Congress 
should explicitly state that state public utility commissions and state 
courts can adjudicate disputes that pertain to quality of service and in-
terpretation of service agreements. In the absence of legislation, the FCC 
should enforce existing truth in billing regulations and require CMRS 
operators to provide understandable service agreements that clearly 
specify all charges, fees, taxes, and surcharges. It should also void com-
pulsory arbitration clauses.
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History

Media ownership is a policy issue with a long and contentious 
history in the United States. It has become more contentious since 

Congress required, in the Telecommunications Act of 1996, that the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) revisit its media ownership regulations 
every two years (later modified to every four years) and repeal or modify any 
rules determined to no longer be in the public interest. This has meant that 
the issue of media ownership is almost always near the top of the U.S. com-
munications policy agenda, since by the time one review of the ownership 
regulations ends (a process that typically drags on because of the inevitable 
court challenges) the next one is scheduled to begin.

Over the past forty years, the general trend has been a gradual and steady 
relaxation of ownership rules in some industry sectors and the complete 
elimination of ownership rules in others. For example, the number of televi-
sion stations a single entity is permitted to own was expanded from seven to 
twelve. The numerical limit on the number of stations was then eliminated 
in favor of the current audience size-based limit, which prevents any single 
entity from owning television stations that reach more than 39 percent of 
the national television audience.1 Restrictions governing how much prime 
time programming broadcast networks can own have been eliminated, a rule 
change that has facilitated extensive vertical integration among production 
studios, broadcast networks, and local stations. In cable television, rules limit-
ing the national subscriber reach of multiple system operators, as well as rules 
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limiting the holdings of cable systems in the channels they carry, have been 
struck down by the courts and have yet to officially reemerge from the FCC 
in any modified form. 

In addition, the courts have rejected as unconstitutional a number of rules 
to encourage ownership of media outlets by women and minorities that 
were put in place in the 1970s.2 Very recently, however, the FCC made efforts 
to introduce new policies designed to encourage investment in female and 
minority-owned media outlets, to encourage the sale of broadcast stations 
to female or minority owners, and to discourage discrimination in broadcast 
transactions.3

Today, the media ownership regulations in place put no limit on the num-
ber of radio stations that a single entity can own nationally, but they do limit 
radio station ownership within local markets to as many as eight stations, de-
pending upon the size of the market. Similarly, there is no national television 
station ownership limit (only the audience reach limit noted above). Locally, 
a single entity can own up to two television stations in a market, depending 
upon the size of the market. Cross-ownership of radio and television stations 
in the same market is limited as well, with individual entities able to own up 
to two television stations and up to six radio stations in an individual market, 
depending upon the size of the market. A ban on cross-ownership of a daily 
newspaper and a broadcast station in the same market has been in place since 
1975, but it was recently relaxed in the top twenty markets following the most 
recent iteration of the FCC’s media ownership review.4 The current rules also 
prohibit mergers among the “top four” broadcast networks.5

As important as the history of the rules themselves, and their evolution over 
time, are the underlying rationales that have historically motivated them. Spe-
cifically, media ownership regulations traditionally have been put into place to 
achieve both economic and noneconomic policy objectives. The FCC’s over-
arching policy goals are competition, diversity, and localism.6 What makes 
the case of media ownership regulation so difficult is that it involves all three 
of these policy goals—one of which (competition) is primarily economic in 
nature, and two of which (diversity and localism) are not. These economic 
and noneconomic policy goals can sometimes conflict.

From an economic standpoint, the key goal has been to maintain a suf-
ficiently competitive media environment, particularly in the broadcast sec-
tor, where constraints on spectrum availability have limited the number of 
entities that can broadcast in any individual market. In the simpler media 
environment of years past, in which cable television, satellite radio/television, 
the Internet, and portable electronic devices did not exist as mechanisms for 
the delivery of content, the need for such regulations was perceived as much 
greater than it is in today’s more competitive media environment.7 Moreover, 
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policymakers have responded to an increasingly “converged” media environ-
ment by considering competition not only within, but also across, media 
sectors. Consequently, policymakers often consider ownership regulations in 
terms of their potential impact on some industry sectors’ ability to effectively 
compete against other industry sectors (hence, the frequency of the seemingly 
paradoxical tendency to allow greater concentration of ownership on behalf 
of competition).

Diversity and localism address different issues. Diversity, as conceptual-
ized in the realm of communications policy, has focused on the diversity of 
information sources and content options available to the citizenry. In many 
instances, diversity of sources has been presumed to lead to diversity of con-
tent (hence, the traditional concerns about increasing female and minority 
ownership of media outlets), but this assumption has come under increased 
scrutiny.8 Localism has traditionally referred to how media outlets address 
the distinctive needs and interests of their local communities, as well as how 
much media content originates from within the local communities. Local 
origination often has been presumed to be related to how content addresses 
the needs and interests of the local community; as a result, concerns about 
localism have often been raised in the face of policy decisions facilitating 
greater ownership of media outlets by out-of-market entities.9 As should be 
clear, these concerns about diversity and localism have much less to do with 
the effective functioning of media markets and much more to do with how 
well the media system serves the informational needs of the citizenry, provides 
ample opportunities for expression, and facilitates the effective functioning of 
the democratic process.10

Current Challenges

In January 2008, the FCC released its most recent media ownership policy 
decision, which left most of the existing media ownership regulations un-
changed but did relax the broadcast station/newspaper cross-ownership 
rule.11 This decision is likely to be challenged in court by stakeholders on 
both sides of the issue. Those who feel that the FCC did not go far enough in 
relaxing ownership rules are likely to challenge its decision, as are those who 
oppose any relaxation of the rules.

The impending court consideration of the FCC’s most recent media own-
ership decision is likely to illustrate what is perhaps the key challenge facing 
media ownership policymaking—establishing an analytical process that satis-
fies relevant stakeholders and an increasingly demanding judiciary. That is, 
the courts today seem to be far less deferential to a regulatory agency’s “expert 
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judgment” than they were in years past.12 Rather, they increasingly demand 
that policy decisions be derived from, and supported by, rigorous empirical 
analysis. Decisions that are not derived from such evidence-based policymak-
ing are declared arbitrary and capricious. The underlying assumptions and 
methods of decisions, however, have become subject to detailed scrutiny (not 
only by the courts, but by other interested stakeholders in the proceeding); 
and if they do not pass muster on these fronts, they are again declared arbi-
trary and capricious.

This conundrum played itself out over the FCC’s 2002 media ownership 
proceeding, in which the commission created a diversity index to guide 
its decisionmaking on when/where it was appropriate to relax ownership 
regulations, only to see this index eviscerated by opponents of the resulting 
relaxation/elimination of ownership regulations and by the Court of Appeals 
for the Third Circuit (Prometheus Radio Project v. Federal Communications 
Commission, 2004).13 The various assumptions and methods employed in 
the creation and implementation of the diversity index failed to pass critical 
muster.14 The FCC’s most recent ownership decision, which focused on the 
relaxation of the newspaper-broadcast cross-ownership rule, is likely to face 
similar scrutiny in the courts, where once again the focus likely will be on the 
adequacy of the analytical basis for the FCC’s decision. Addressing this issue 
is the focal point of the next section.

Recommendations

The state of our media system is constantly changing, and, as a result, media 
ownership regulations are constantly up for reassessment (every four years, as 
mandated by Congress). The recommendations outlined here will, therefore, 
focus less on the question of what our media ownership regulations should 
look like today and more on the broader (and ultimately more important) 
question of how our media ownership regulations should be assessed, not 
only today, but also in future iterations of the FCC’s media ownership pro-
ceedings. This section presents seven guiding principles for contemporary 
media ownership policymaking.

In Assessing and Formulating Media Ownership Policies, Our Current 
Media System Needs to be Compared With Its Contemporary Potential—
Not With Its Past

Most assessments of media ownership policies begin with an assessment of 
the contemporary media environment, in terms of the technologies, content, 
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and sources available to the citizenry. But more outlets or channels, or plat-
forms for the delivery of media content do not represent de facto evidence that 
our media system is serving the needs of the citizenry better than it was in the 
past, and that, consequently, regulation of the ownership of our media outlets 
no longer serves the public interest. More importantly, even if a compelling 
case can be made that our media system is serving the citizenry and democ-
racy better than it was in the past, the past should not represent the primary 
benchmark against which the contemporary media environment, and against 
which contemporary media ownership policies, should be measured. Rather, 
the key question is whether or not the contemporary media environment is 
reaching its full potential (as dictated, in large part, by the contemporary tech-
nological environment) in terms of its ability to serve the informational needs 
and interests of the citizenry and, more broadly, the needs of our democracy. 

Just as it would not make sense to compare an individual’s performance on 
a test at the age of thirty with his or her performance on the same test at the 
age of fifteen, neither does it make sense to compare the contemporary per-
formance of our media system with its performance in decades past, when the 
technological environment was overwhelmingly different. Policymakers’ goals 
should be focused on maximizing our contemporary potential for a democratic 
media system, on maximizing the contemporary technological tools at hand 
to craft a media system that is as diverse and competitive as it can be and that 
serves the informational needs and interests of local communities to the full-
est extent that is technologically and economically possible. The past plays 
little meaningful role in such assessments.

Assessing and Formulating Media Ownership Policies Is As Much A Values-
Driven Process As It Is An Empirical Process

Recent iterations of the assessment of U.S. media ownership policies seem to 
indicate that the answers to questions about how many radio or television sta-
tions one company should be permitted to own, or whether cross-ownership 
of broadcast stations and newspapers in the same market should be permitted, 
can be effectively provided through quantitative data analyses and econometric 
formulas.15 As was noted above, this tendency has been fueled, in large part, 
by the analytical orientation of the courts. While social scientific research is a 
valuable tool in all areas of policymaking, it is naive to expect social science 
to be able to provide specific and definitive answers to questions like these. 
Alternatively, it may be the case that social scientific research pertaining to 
media ownership policy is used cynically, rather than naively, to justify adopt-
ing desired policies by showing that there are no conclusive findings that would 
suggest otherwise. 
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Subjective value judgments about what level of ownership restrictions 
needs to be applied in order to best reflect fundamental First Amendment 
and democratic principles cannot (and should not) be removed from the 
equation. The reasons for this are the limitations of contemporary methods 
of policy analysis, the nature of the objectives inherent in media ownership 
policies, and the underlying values associated with these objectives. Certainly, 
as is the case in many policymaking fields, social scientific analysis has been 
embraced in communications policymaking as a powerful tool.16 But while 
it may be a very effective hammer, that does not mean it can perform the 
functions of a saw or a wrench. There are other tools that ultimately need to 
be brought to bear in media ownership policymaking. The hammer cannot 
do everything. And value-based judgments cannot be extracted from media 
ownership policymaking.17

The Primary Goal of Media Ownership Policies Is Not to Preserve Or 
Promote the Health of Established Industry Sectors, Particularly When It 
Comes at the Expense of the Development Of New Industry Sectors

The FCC’s overarching policy goals are competition, diversity and localism.18 
If new technologies and new content delivery platforms are threatening the 
established business models and revenue streams of the traditional media, 
this would seem to be a welcome development for policymakers. Allowing 
increased concentration in a traditional media sector so that it can better 
withstand this competition from new media would, therefore, seem to be 
counterproductive. Policymakers of all stripes have praised the democratizing 
potential of the Internet. Because barriers to entry are low and the diversity 
of information sources is tremendous, they say, the Internet is in many ways 
an ideal medium for this day and age. Why, then, should their response to the 
model of competition and diversity that is the Internet be to allow other in-
dustry sectors—in which barriers to entry for individual proprietors have be-
come virtually insurmountable and in which the diversity of available sources 
has been allowed to narrow considerably—to structure themselves less like the 
Internet? And why are such consolidation processes deemed necessary in an 
environment where traditional media outlets/firms are in the same position 
as the rest of us in terms of their ability to capitalize on the wide range of op-
portunities that the Internet and other new media technologies provide, and 
where they are able to leverage their formidable established brand identities 
as a key source of competitive advantage in the process?

Consider, for instance, the contemporary newspaper industry. Today, the 
per-reader revenues generated from an online newspaper reader do not yet 
match the per-reader revenues of a traditional newspaper reader. The ongoing 
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migration of news readers from the print world to the online world explains, 
in large part, why traditional newspapers today are suffering financially. It is 
to alleviate this suffering that many policymakers and stakeholders are justify-
ing the relaxation or elimination of the broadcast station—newspaper cross-
ownership rule.19 But is it the job of communications policymakers to help 
the traditional newspaper industry successfully navigate the rapidly changing 
media environment? And, if so, is relaxing or eliminating ownership regula-
tions really an appropriate or effective means of doing so? It seems difficult to 
answer either of these questions in the affirmative. 

The argument is often made that ownership regulations represent a handi-
cap that unfairly burdens the traditional media, while not applying to the new 
media, thereby undermining the traditional media’s ability to compete. This 
argument does not take into account that the traditional media already enjoy 
tremendous competitive advantages in the new media environment through 
their established brand identities, their tremendous content production re-
sources, and their reservoirs of archived content. In this regard, any entity with 
a substantial toehold in the traditional media, no matter how heavily ownership 
in this sector is regulated, enjoys a significant advantage when seeking to com-
pete in the new media environment. The substantial concentration of audience 
attention around websites owned and operated by traditional media outlets20 
suggests that the existing competitive environment already contains a healthy 
skew in favor of the traditional media. From this standpoint, it becomes difficult 
to accept the notion that ownership regulations represent a set of shackles that 
unfairly constrain the traditional media in the new media environment.

In Assessing the Contemporary Media Environment, the Number of 
Outlets Or Channels Is Far Too Superficial A Unit of Analysis. Instead, the 
Distribution of Resources for the Production of Content Should Be the Focus

Many assessments of the state of media ownership policy begin with detailed 
catalogs of all of the technologies, outlets, channels, and content options avail-
able to the contemporary media consumer.21 This abundance of choice is then 
put forth as a key reason why ownership regulations are no longer necessary. 
Such catalogs, however, take a far too superficial view of the contemporary 
media environment—one that ignores fundamental characteristics of the 
economics of media content and the strategic dynamics within contemporary 
media industries. When we scratch the surface of this portrait of abundance, 
it turns out that it is a much more limited array of content that is circulating 
through this multichannel environment over and over and that it is feeding 
into, and supporting, many of the new content delivery platforms, outlets, and 
sources that are becoming available. 
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Citing the fact that the number of television channels available in the 
average household has more than doubled in the past decade does not, by 
any stretch of the imagination, mean that the amount of programming avail-
able in the average household has increased proportionately. Most new cable 
channels, for instance, exist primarily to repurpose programming originally 
produced by or for other channels. Consider, for instance, how many differ-
ent HBO channels are available today and how often any one episode of The 
Sopranos has been viewable across all of these channels—not to mention 
any one episode’s subsequent availability (multiple times) on the basic cable 
network A&E. The economics of media content production literally cannot 
support the incredible increase in available channels that has taken place. 
Recycling and repurposing are the rule, not the exception, in contemporary 
television programming. If the ratio of channel choices to hours of original 
programming were to be determined, the results would be startling.

Similar principles are at work online, where enthusiasm about the ap-
parently unlimited array of information sources is finally beginning to be 
tempered by the recognition that much of the information flowing across the 
Internet originates from relatively few sources. Google primarily aggregates 
news produced by traditional news outlets. It is not, in and of itself, a news 
source. Online news production and consumption continues to be heavily 
weighted toward websites associated with traditional news outlets.22 Blog-
gers bookend links to news stories produced by traditional news outlets with 
their own opinion and commentary. They are seldom, at this point, produc-
ing news.23

In these ways, substantial growth in the number of channels can dramati-
cally obscure very modest growth, or even relative stagnation, in the growth 
of available content. In fact, the dramatic fragmentation of the contemporary 
media environment can actually provide disincentives for the production of 
additional content, as it has become more difficult, in some cases, to attract a 
sufficient audience to generate the necessary financial return. Recycling and 
repurposing have become the antidote to fragmentation.

In such an environment, it is essential that policymakers and policy analysts 
see the forest through the trees and avoid confusing channel or outlet avail-
ability with content availability. “Content,” as Michael Eisner famously said, 
“is king.” It is content that serves the informational needs of the citizenry. 
How much diverse and original content is being produced (particularly in 
relation to news/journalism) is what should matter most to policymakers, not 
how many different paths the same content can travel to reach the audience. 
This shift in analytical focus provides a very different perspective on the con-
temporary media environment and, by association, of the lens through which 
policymakers should assess the relevance of media ownership regulations.
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In Assessing and Formulating Media Ownership Policies, the Burden of 
Proof Should Be Equally Distributed. Assessing the Potential Benefits of 
Any Policy Changes Is Just As Important As Assessing the Potential Harms

Recent iterations of the FCC’s media ownership proceedings seem to have 
started from the position that, if harms associated with relaxing or eliminat-
ing particular ownership regulations could not be effectively demonstrated, 
then the regulations would be relaxed or eliminated. Such a stance represents 
a very uneven analytical playing field, in which those opposed to relaxing or 
eliminating ownership regulations face a much higher burden of proof (in 
what are, ultimately, adversarial proceedings conducted by the FCC) than 
those in favor of relaxing or eliminating ownership regulations. Given the 
magnitude of the issues at stake (First Amendment freedoms, the effective 
functioning of the democratic process), it would seem more than reasonable 
for policymakers to engage in an analytical process in which the burden of 
proof is more equally distributed, in which rules designed to enhance the 
democratic process and to promote a more equitable distribution of speech 
rights be considered not only in terms of the potential harms associated with 
their elimination, but also in terms of the potential benefits. How and why, 
for instance, would our media outlets function better in a more deregulated 
ownership environment? Such questions should receive equal attention as 
questions related to what harms might come from relaxing or eliminating 
existing ownership regulations. Only then can a balanced cost-benefit analysis 
take place.

In Assessing and Formulating Media Ownership Policies, Demands for 
Rigorous Data Analysis Must Be Accompanied and Supported By Rigorous 
Data Gathering

As noted previously, it is important for policymakers to set appropriate limits 
when relying on empirical analyses in their media ownership decisionmak-
ing. At the same time, to the extent that such analyses do come into play, 
it is vital that the information environment be as conducive as possible to 
thorough and reliable analyses. Unfortunately, the last two media ownership 
proceedings demonstrated a troubling paradox—while the FCC tries to assess 
and formulate policy on the basis of rigorous empirical analysis related to 
questions such as the relationship between ownership structure and provi-
sion of various types of content, and on trends in ownership structure and 
characteristics across markets and over time, it does not gather, or have access 
to, the data necessary to effectively investigate these questions. Consequently, 
most of the analyses conducted or commissioned by the FCC have been sub-
jected to withering criticisms by the courts or other stakeholders. The FCC’s 
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minority media ownership data are widely acknowledged to be inadequate to 
effectively guide policymaking.24 The broadcast programming data deemed 
necessary for the FCC to conduct analyses of the relationship between owner-
ship structure and the availability of various categories of programming are 
virtually nonexistent.25 In addition, the different forms of media ownership 
data provided by a wide range of commercial data providers have various 
inadequacies when used for policy purposes, and, perhaps more importantly, 
often are only accessible to policymakers and other stakeholders at substantial 
cost, and with substantial access limitations.26

Conducting analyses under these constraints is equivalent to trying to build 
a house without wood or cement. If the policymakers are going to engage in, 
and rely upon, these kinds of rigorous research activities, they need to have at 
their disposal the necessary raw materials to do so effectively.27 Otherwise, it 
is simply a case of garbage in, garbage out. And certainly the public interest 
deserves better than that.

In Assessing and Formulating Media Ownership Policies, “Putting The 
Horse Back In The Barn” Is Not Impossible

Many discussions of media ownership regulation inevitably contain the state-
ment “We can’t put the horse back in the barn,” or “We can’t put the genie 
back in the bottle.” These statements are typically made to explain why, once 
relaxed or eliminated, media ownership regulations cannot later be strength-
ened or reintroduced. The logistical, political, or legal roadblocks to such ac-
tions are generally considered insurmountable.  

But history tells us that, if the political will is there, such reversals in 
policy direction are indeed possible. We need only consider the government-
mandated break-up of AT&T in the early 1980s28 to remind ourselves that 
communications policies that have facilitated increased concentration of 
ownership can be, and have been, reversed. Thus, when assessing and for-
mulating media ownership regulations, there is no logical reason that the 
institution of more stringent regulations is an option that needs to be taken 
completely off the table.

Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to provide historical background on the issue 
of media ownership policy in the United States and to outline a set of 
principles that can inform and guide future media ownership policymak-
ing and policy analysis. These principles certainly cannot help answer all 
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of the questions that inevitably will confront policymakers dealing with 
the issue of media ownership, but it is hoped that they can illuminate 
productive paths for future analysis and contribute to decision outcomes 
that can better fulfill the full range of objectives associated with media 
ownership regulation.
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The 1996 Telecommunications Act introduced several reforms into 
the universal service system in the United States. It expanded the pool 

of beneficiaries through new programs, it instituted a new mechanism for 
funding and it promised that new services would be included in the universal 
service definition if certain criteria were met. In the years since, it has seen 
some successes and some failures. It has also been responsible for some rather 
significant, yet unintended, developments. A future universal service policy 
has to build on these successes and remedy the failures, while helping prepare 
America for the competitive challenges that lie ahead, most prominently the 
need to catch up with the rest of the developed world and assume a dominant 
role in the emerging broadband economy. In this chapter, we propose a vision 
for universal service policy as well and some proposed measures that may help 
realize it. 

Background

The term “universal service” entered the U.S. policy lexicon not long after the 
telephone came into use. It was in 1907, at the height of the early competitive 
era, that Theodore Vail, the president of Bell Telephone Company, enunci-
ated the goal of “one system, one policy, universal service.” Though later 
scholarship1 showed that Vail’s idea of universal service did not correspond 
to the meaning it has taken on today, the term itself lived on. The 1934 U.S. 
Communications Act defined the contours of universal service, as we know it 
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today, by announcing in its preamble the intention “to make available, so far 
as possible, to all the people of the United States a rapid, efficient, nationwide, 
and worldwide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities 
at reasonable charges” (1934 Communications Act, Title 1, Section 2). Over 
the next fifty years, an elaborate system of geographical rate averaging and 
cross-subsidies emerged that supported low residential subscription prices 
and equalized monthly rates for rural and urban customers across the coun-
try. During this period, telephone penetration in the United States gradually 
rose to about 92 percent of all households. In the 1980s, as pressure began 
mounting to break up AT&T, the company tried—unsuccessfully, as it later 
emerged—to use this high household penetration, and the universal service 
system that made it possible, to argue for a continuation of its regulated mo-
nopoly. Even the opponents of monopoly agreed that universal service needed 
to be preserved. So after AT&T was finally broken up in 1984 and long-
distance service became competitive, universal service was still supported by a 
system of above-cost access charges paid to the local exchange companies. 

Today’s system of universal service is based on the 1996 Telecommunica-
tions Act, the first major rewrite of communications policy in the United 
States since the 1934 Communications Act. The subject of universal service is 
dealt with primarily in section 254 of the act, which sets forth the following 
principles: 

(1) quality services should be available at just, reasonable, and affordable rates; 
(2) access to advanced telecommunications and information services should be 
provided in all regions of the nation; (3) consumers in all regions of the nation, 
including low-income consumers and those in rural, insular, and high cost areas, 
should have access to telecommunications and information services, including 
interexchange services and advanced telecommunications and information ser-
vices, that are reasonably comparable to those services provided in urban areas 
and that are available at rates that are reasonably comparable to rates charged 
for similar services in urban areas; (4) all providers of telecommunications 
services should make an equitable and nondiscriminatory contribution to the 
preservation and advancement of universal service; (5) there should be specific, 
predictable and sufficient federal and state mechanisms to preserve and advance 
universal service; (6) elementary and secondary schools and classrooms, health 
care providers, and libraries should have access to advanced telecommunications 
services; and (7) such other principles as the [Federal-State] Joint Board and the 
[Federal Communications] Commission determine are necessary and appropri-
ate for the protection of the public interest, convenience, and necessity and are 
consistent with this Act (Section 254(b)(1)-(7)).

These principles, while continuing the idea behind universal service, were 
also a radical departure in many respects. First, in pursuance of the principle 
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to make universal service transparent, predictable, and competitively neutral, 
the 1996 act resulted in the creation of a universal service fund (USF) into 
which all telecommunications carriers would make contributions equal to a 
percentage (to be determined annually) of their interstate end-user telecom-
munications revenues. All universal service programs would be supported by 
disbursements from this fund. Second, the 1996 act dramatically expanded 
the list of entities eligible to receive universal service support. In the prior 
system, residential subscribers in general benefited from long-distance-to-
local cross-subsidies, and geographical rate averaging helped subscribers in 
high-cost areas such as rural, remote, and mountainous regions. There were 
targeted programs such as Lifeline and Link-Up for low-income households 
as well (see below). But the 1996 act introduced new classes of beneficiaries, 
such as schools, libraries, and rural health care providers. Subsequent rule-
making by regulatory agencies also created separate programs for the tradi-
tional categories of recipients. Currently, four separate programs are funded 
by the federal USF.2

ü  Lifeline and Link-Up. These are legacy programs that continue to be 
funded post–1996 act. Lifeline provides discounts to low income house-
holds for monthly service; Link-Up provides a one-time amount in 
support of and initial telephone installation or activation fees for low-
income households

ü  High-Cost Areas Program.3 This program supports local service providers 
that serve areas where the cost of providing service is high, such as rural, 
mountainous, or insular areas or Native American reservations.

ü  Schools and Libraries. Popularly called the E-Rate program, this provides 
discounts to schools and libraries for telecommunications or Internet 
access, or internal wiring to enable computer networks. 

ü  Rural Health Care Program. This program supports health care providers 
located in rural areas to enable patients in rural America to have the same 
access to advanced medical services enjoyed by urban communities. 

The third innovation of the 1996 act was a commitment to periodically review 
and, if necessary, update the set of services included in the universal service 
definition—a marked break from earlier practice, which confined universal 
service to plain old telephone service (POTS). To this end, section 254(c)(1) 
of the act said that the list of services included in the definition of universal 
service should be those that are essential to education, public health, or pub-
lic safety; have, through the operation of market choices by customers, been 
subscribed to by a substantial majority of residential customers; are being 
deployed in public telecommunications networks by telecommunications 
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carriers; and are consistent with the public interest, convenience, and neces-
sity. To repeat, regulators were expected to wait until a “substantial majority 
of customers” had adopted a new service through normal operation of the 
market, leaving little room for anticipatory and proactive rulemaking. As a 
result, until recently, the Federal-State Joint Board meetings had not ended 
up adding new services to the universal service mix. In November 2007, the 
board made significant recommendations for reforming the high-cost areas 
program in this respect (see further discussion below). 

Proposals for Reform

As the first major overhaul of communications policy in the United States in 
more than six decades, the Telecommunications Act has naturally attracted 
its share of kudos and criticism. It has chalked up a fair amount of success in 
fulfilling some of its objectives and some notable failures, but it is the unin-
tended consequences of the act that have attracted the most criticism. In the 
following review of universal service, all of these aspects—successes, failures, 
and unintended consequences—will become evident. 

Policymakers essentially have two choices with regard to universal service 
reform. The first one is to work within the contours of the existing universal 
service program and implement a series of reforms that build on its successes 
and remedy its failings. In the section below, these choices are discussed under 
the heading of short- and medium-term reforms. But in addition, policymak-
ers may also want to consider some far-reaching reforms that would enable 
universal service programs to contribute to U.S. economic competitiveness in 
the twenty-first century. We label these the long-term policy choices. 

Short and Medium Term

Foremost among the problems confronting the current universal service 
program in the short and medium term is the question of universal service 
funding. If the new administration does not address this issue, it will not be 
able to find solutions for any of the other questions confronting the universal 
service programs. 

Funding

The 1996 act mandated the creation of a universal service fund (USF) 
into which all telecommunications providers are required to contribute a 
percentage of their interstate and international end-user telecommunications 
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revenues. The fund is administered by the Universal Service Administration 
Company (USAC), which makes disbursements to all the universal service 
programs. Each quarter, a “contribution factor” is estimated, based on the 
USAC’s projections of the financial needs for its various universal service 
programs for that quarter as well as projected end-user interstate and inter-
national revenues for the telecommunications industry.4 Telecommunica-
tions service providers, in turn, are allowed to pass on their universal service 
contributions to their customers in the form of a line item on monthly bills. 
Data from the first-quarter of the year 2000 to the latest quarter (2Q 2008), for 
which the contribution factor has been estimated, are provided in table 10.1.

As the table indicates, projected quarterly USAC expenditures increased in 
this period from roughly $1.1 billion to $1.9 billion (for a cumulative growth 
of around 71 percent, or an average quarterly increase of 1.64 percent), 
whereas quarterly end-user interstate and international telecommunications 
revenues have stayed at almost the same level, $19.2 billion in 2000 to $19 
billion in the latest quarter. The net result is that the contribution factor 
increased from 0.059 in early 2000 to 0.113 in the second quarter of 2008 
(a cumulative increase of 92 percent and a quarterly rate of 2 percent). As a 
percentage of industry revenues, universal service support expenditures have 
increased from 5.8 percent to 10.3 percent—an increase of almost three-
quarters. Much of the explanation for the rising contribution factors can be 
traced to the lack of growth in telecommunications industry revenues over 
the past few years. At the time the universal service programs in the 1996 act 
were legislated and implemented, telecommunications was widely regarded 
as a growth sector, along with other high technology industries. Since then, 
industry revenues have stagnated, but universal service expenditures, backed 
by the momentum of administrative machinery and the expectations of re-
cipients, have not. After initial protests, the industry has apparently reconciled 
itself to this situation. It does, after all, pass on universal service contributions 
to customers in the form of long-distance surcharges. But the rising burden of 
universal service on consumers is still a matter of concern and raises questions 
about the continuing viability of the programs.

In light of the trends discussed above, policymakers have a limited number 
of options in terms of funding reform. Under the status quo, telecommunica-
tions companies will continue paying a share of their telecommunications 
revenues into the USF, and service providers in turn will pass on these contri-
butions to their customers. But given the steady increase in the contribution 
factor over time, this may not be sustainable. The two options for reforming 
the status quo are: (a) increasing the contribution base from which universal 
service funds are collected, and (b) capping and reducing the expenditures in 
the various USF-supported programs. The contribution base may be increased 
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Table 10.1:  
Cumulative Funding for Universal Service Programs and Contribution Factors

Quarterly 
Projected USAC 

Expenses 
($ billion)

Quarterly End- 
User Telecom 

Revenue 
($ billion)

Projected 
USAC 

Expenses as a 
% of Telecom 

Revenue
Contribution 

Factor

1Q 2000* 1.114 19.176 5.81% 0.058770
2Q 2000 1.106 19.608 5.64% 0.057101
3Q 2000 1.118 20.403 5.48% 0.055360
4Q 2000 1.188 21.172 5.61% 0.056688
1Q 2001* 1.353 20.463 6.61% 0.066827
2Q 2001* 1.397 20.508 6.81% 0.068823
3Q 2001 1.374 20.141 6.82% 0.068941
4Q 2001 1.342 19.597 6.85% 0.069187
1Q 2002 1.379 20.450 6.74% 0.068086
2Q 2002 1.385 19.219 7.21% 0.072805
3Q 2002 1.505 17.158 8.77% 0.072805
4Q 2002 1.586 18.488 8.58% 0.072805
1Q 2003 1.501 18.705 8.02% 0.072805
2Q 2003 1.534 18.743 8.18% 0.091000
3Q 2003 1.606 18.844 8.52% 0.095000
4Q 2003 1.545 18.607 8.30% 0.091490
1Q 2004 1.495 18.894 7.91% 0.086823
2Q 2004 1.504 19.101 7.87% 0.086333
3Q 2004 1.515 18.707 8.10% 0.088980
4Q 2004 1.457 18.095 8.05% 0.088470
1Q 2005 1.758 18.352 9.58% 0.106981
2Q 2005 1.807 18.332 9.86% 0.110423
3Q 2005 1.679 18.370 9.14% 0.101585
4Q 2005 1.633 17.870 9.14% 0.101585
1Q 2006 1.689 18.451 9.15% 0.101796
2Q 2006 1.774 18.318 9.68% 0.108300
3Q 2006 1.763 18.774 9.39% 0.104657
4Q 2006 1.588 19.363 8.20% 0.090220
1Q 2007 1.622 18.549 8.74% 0.096776
2Q 2007 1.856 18.014 10.30% 0.116052
3Q 2007 1.867 18.566 10.06% 0.112959
4Q 2007 1.857 18.949 9.80% 0.109717
1Q 2008 1.746 19.194 9.10% 0.101052
2Q 2008 1.907 18.978 10.05% 0.112868
Geometric Mean (%) 1.64% -0.03% 1.67% 2.0%
Cumulative Increase (%) 71.2% -1.0% 73.0% 92.1%

(Source: FCC Public Notices on Universal Service Contribution Factors, Available at www.fcc.gov/omd 
/contribution-factor.html)
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by including revenues that are currently exempt from or have limited liability 
to make contributions to the USF. Currently, “interconnected VoIP services” 
(i.e., VoIP services that enable subscribers to receive calls from or make calls 
to the public service telecommunications network (PSTN)) are required to 
contribute to the USF.5 In other words, pure VoIP calls that do not access the 
PSTN (for example, calls made computer-to-computer) do not contribute to 
universal service. But as more and more telecommunications traffic migrates 
to VoIP, policymakers may want to include VoIP calling as well in the contri-
bution base, though this may create the technical difficulty of differentiating 
VoIP packets from other types of Internet traffic. Wireless services are another 
category of telecommunications that have limited liability to make universal 
service contributions. But given the rapid increase in mobile penetration, often 
at the expense of landline connections, the FCC in 1998 decided to impose a 
limited liability on wireless revenues, which it further increased in 2002 and 
again in 2006.6 A more radical approach may be to require contributions from 
all types of telecommunications services, including those that are currently 
labeled as information services. However, some economists have pointed to 
the potential inefficiencies associated with a “tax” on broadband in the initial 
stages of its diffusion.7 In sum, policymakers’ ability to expand the contribu-
tion base is limited.

The second option is to cap and reduce the expenditures in the various 
USF-supported programs. The FCC has recently made attempts to cap ex-
penditures on the universal service programs. The E-Rate program for schools 
and libraries has had a cap of $2.25 billion in annual disbursements right from 
its inception. The rural health care and the Lifeline/Link-Up programs too 
have had relatively stable expenditures year-to-year. However, the high-cost 
areas program has experienced explosive growth,8 with annual program ex-
penditures increasing from approximately $2.7 billion in 2001 to $4.3 billion 
in 2007, the last full year for which data is available. Much of this growth is 
driven by disbursements to competitive local exchange companies (CLECs), 
who get reimbursed on a per-line basis at the same level as the incumbent 
LEC, and not at the CLEC’s own costs.9 In May 2008, the FCC decided to cap 
the total annual support that competitive eligible telecommunications carriers 
(ETCs)10 for each state receive at the level of support that competitive ETCs in 
that state were eligible to receive during March 2008 on an annualized basis. 

Though this may temporarily resolve the issue of exploding high-cost 
area support, it leaves unresolved the fundamental question of eligibility to 
receive universal service support in each state. Under current rules, it is quite 
possible for multiple service providers to receive high-cost support for serv-
ing the same territory, sometimes even the same household if, for example, a 
consumer subscribes to both a wireline and a wireless phone. It is to avoid this 
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wasteful duplicative use of resources that some have argued for an auction-
based mechanism for the allocation of universal service obligations and funds 
to a single service provider in each territory that is allowed to offer service 
using the most cost-efficient technology.11 We recommend that each territory 
should have a single carrier of last resort for universal service—this service 
provider may be identified using auctions or other mechanisms.

Accountability, Fraud, and Program Effectiveness

In addition to the problem of sustainable funding, and closely related to it, has 
been the lack of accountability and monitoring in universal service programs. 
This has in turn let to concerns about program effectiveness, and even accu-
sations of fraud, especially in the E-Rate program. While E-Rate supporters 
argue that fraud has occurred only in isolated instances and is being brought 
under control, critics argue that the problem is widespread and inherent in 
the program’s conceptualization itself. There are undoubtedly systemic factors 
that permit fraud to occur and prevent its timely detection. Many instances of 
fraud in the E-Rate program can be traced to the complexity of the application 
process and the lack of technical expertise on the part of school officials.12 In 
the absence of such expertise, school officials come to rely on the guidance of 
the very contractors who bid for projects, raising obvious conflicts of interest. 
Certain policies implemented in 2003, such as a lifetime ban on vendors found 
misappropriating funds, have decreased the number of allegations of fraud. 

A larger question about E-Rate concerns the effectiveness of computers and 
Internet access in the classroom. Though several observers have found the use 
of computers and the Internet in the classroom to have strong benefits,13 oth-
ers disagree; they argue that access alone does not create the same educational 
opportunities, unless there is also emphasis on teacher training, curriculum 
development, and integration into the overall educational process.14 The more 
radical critics argue that the digital divide in computer and Internet access is 
not the most serious divide in education and that the enormous expenditure 
in wiring up schools and classrooms to the Internet may be a wasteful and 
unnecessary diversion of resources much needed elsewhere in the educational 
system.15 Students in computer-enabled classrooms have been found to use 
computers mostly to complete assignments, play games, or search the Internet 
for information.16 These cautionary reports serve as a necessary corrective to 
the widespread euphoria surrounding the use of information and communi-
cations technologies in education.

Questions of accountability and program oversight have also been raised 
in reference to the high-cost areas program. Since the high-cost areas support 
program was intended to ensure the comparability of intra-state rates, it was 
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considered reasonable to let states oversee and certify that the high-costs area 
funding in their territories was being used appropriately.17 But since not all 
states have the regulatory capability or resources needed to monitor imple-
mentation, associations of service providers, or even individual service pro-
viders, were allowed to certify the use of funding. Gabel expresses wonder at 
“how light the Commission’s accountability regime is” (332) when compared 
with other federal programs, or even other universal service programs such 
as Lifeline. Possibly due to this lack of accountability, he found that receipt of 
“high-cost fund has no positive effect on the provision of advanced telecom-
munication services, and this is consistent with earlier research findings that 
money is handed out, but there is no mechanism for assessing performance” 
(344).18 He argues for better monitoring and accountability, including mak-
ing future funds available only if recipients of high-cost area funds show that 
the number of lines equipped to offer advanced services is higher at their wire 
centers that receive high-cost areas support. 

To summarize, better monitoring and accountability of universal service 
programs may be needed to ensure efficiency and transparency. This is 
especially true of the E-Rate program that has been beset with allegations 
of fraud, as well as the high-cost areas program, in which funding support 
was not found to be correlated with the deployment of advanced services. 
Federal regulators may also need more resources and stronger institutional 
mechanisms to investigate allegations of fraud or misappropriation of funds. 
Currently, a number of agencies—the USAC, the FCC’s Wireline Competition 
Bureau and the Office of the Inspector General (OIG), the Anti-trust Division 
of the Department of Justice, and even the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
(FBI)—investigate allegations of fraud in the E-Rate and other universal ser-
vice programs. This divides responsibility and dilutes expertise resulting in 
ineffective monitoring.

Telephone Penetration

After almost seventy years of steady increases in household telephone penetra-
tion,19 policymakers and analysts have considered universal service in POTS 
to be pretty much accomplished and have moved their attention to advanced 
services. But the most recent data suggest some reason for concern regarding 
basic service. The FCC’s annual Trends in Telephone Service, 2007 reported 
that from a peak of 97.6 percent of household units with telephone service in 
the year 2000, penetration dropped down to 94.8 percent in 2005, the latest 
year for which data is available.20 This decline is not because of substitution to 
mobile, as might be assumed, since respondents were asked to list any type of 
telephone connection, including wireline, wireless, or fixed wireless.
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Gabel and Gideon have investigated a number of hypotheses for this drop 
in penetration: increases in subscription prices due to rate rebalancing as 
companies responded to competition; changes in household income; unpre-
dictable monthly bills due to the proliferation of advanced services, many of 
which are priced on usage; consumer churn between wireline and mobile; and 
so on.21 According to them, prices may not be a big factor, since prior studies 
have found low price elasticity for monthly subscriptions. Neither is income 
likely to be a major factor, since the poverty level did not change much during 
this period. But month-to-month variations in charges have increased due to 
the proliferation of services, the increase in the number of services charging 
by usage (e.g., wireless beyond the free-call limit), and aggressive marketing of 
advanced services by telephone providers. Gabel and Gideon argue that low-
income households may decide to switch to mobile when faced with an unex-
pectedly high wireline bill and then find wireless bills even more difficult to 
control. This may cause a household to lose telephone access altogether. They 
recommend that laws protecting consumers against unpredictable charges 
and aggressive marketing of advanced services may do much to alleviate this 
unintended consequence of wireline-mobile intermodal competition. 

Associated with the problem of falling household penetration might be 
questions about the effectiveness of the Lifeline and Link-Up programs 
intended to benefit low-income households. An examination of data from 
1997 and 2003 shows that only about one-third of eligible households were 
enrolled in the Lifeline and Link-Up programs.22 There were also significant 
state-by-state variations, with state promotional efforts identified as an im-
portant factor explaining participation. For example, states that included 
Lifeline in a larger package of state programs intended for low-income fami-
lies and cross-promoted it had greater success in encouraging participation. 
The federal government can offer states incentives to improve participation by 
requiring better monitoring and channeling more funds to states with better 
results in increasing participation rates.

The above analysis of the implementation of the universal service provi-
sions of the 1996 act helps identify what possible reforms may be needed in 
the future. First, the inability of a growing percentage of households to have 
access to basic telephone service is worrisome, even as the rest of society 
moves toward an information economy. Research from a variety of sources 
has shown that subscription prices per se are not the reason why households 
do not subscribe to service. Indeed, every available study has found that 
telecommunications access demand is inelastic in the face of rising prices. 
Instead, it is unforeseen and exorbitant increases in monthly bills that force 
some low-income subscribers to disconnect. This, in turn, is caused by aggres-
sive marketing of advanced services by telecommunications companies, the 
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movement toward usage-based pricing for an increasing number of services, 
and lack of consumer protections against unlawful and exorbitant charges. 
Better enforcement of existing laws and/or a new telecommunications con-
sumer protection law might enable more low-income families to stay con-
nected to the network. Federal incentives to states to actively promote Lifeline 
and Link-Up programs might also be a positive step. 

While there are solid reasons for advancing the reforms advocated above in 
the short-to-medium term, they are essentially remedial in nature and do not 
articulate a vision of universal service more suitable for the new information 
economy. Below, we attempt to define such a vision based on our prior work.23

Broadband Deployment

In recent years, a number of commentators have argued that universal service 
should be extended to broadband. Their concern is motivated by the low 
and declining ranking of the United States in international comparisons of 
broadband penetration, in some reports as low as sixteenth among major in-
dustrialized nations.24 This lag is occurring at a time when digital technologies 
are mediating increasing shares of economic activity, raising questions about 
America’s competitiveness. Many reasons have been advanced for differences 
in adoption rates across countries. One study found, for example, that inter-
platform competition, local loop unbundling, broadband speed, information 
and communications technology use, and the availability of content were the 
significant predictors of broadband adoption across countries.25 

In recognition of this growing demand, the Federal-State Joint Board on 
Universal Service announced a set of proposals to accommodate broadband in 
the universal service program.26 The board advocated reorganizing the high-cost 
areas program to create three new funds—a broadband fund, a mobility fund, 
and a provider of last resort (POLR) fund. The broadband fund would primar-
ily fund the construction of broadband infrastructure in unserved areas. Some 
funding would also go to enhancing coverage in areas where the existing service 
is substandard, as well as to support operational expenses of service providers in 
low population density areas. The mobility fund would offer support for con-
struction of facilities in areas with no wireless service, including areas used by the 
traveling public, such as state and federal highways. As in the case of the broad-
band fund, the mobility fund would cover the operational expenses of carriers 
in areas where a business case cannot be made for service due to low population 
density. Finally, the POLR fund would continue the funding support for incum-
bent local exchange providers currently offered by the high-cost areas program. 

The proposed reforms, if adopted, would address some of the current prob-
lems with the universal service system. First of all, it would include broadband 
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in the universal service package in accordance with rising public demand—
although the proposed level of funding for the broadband fund leaves much to 
be desired (see further discussion below). Second, the proposals acknowledge 
the financial problems with the USF. Accordingly, they call for an overall cap 
on funding under the high-cost areas program at $4.5 billion per year. In ad-
dition, the board would cap the mobility fund at $1 billion and allocate an ini-
tial corpus of $300 million to the broadband fund. The POLR fund would also 
probably be capped in line with the others. The board also proposes changes 
in the allocation of funds: the identical support rule by which competitive 
LECs are compensated at the same rate as the incumbents would be changed 
in favor of a system that would base each carrier’s support on its actual costs. 
In addition, the board proposes that only one carrier in each area be eligible 
to receive support from a fund—in effect, only one broadband provider, one 
wireless provider, and one wireline provider would then receive funding in 
each area from the three proposed funds. It visualized that these proposed 
changes would be phased in over a period of time, tentatively identified as 
five years, in a way that would avoid radical or abrupt changes. For instance, 
competitive wireless providers would lose support under the POLR fund but 
would gain an equivalent amount of support under the mobility fund. 

One of the more far-reaching changes proposed by the board has to do with 
the role of the states. Although states do have a role in the current universal 
service system, for instance, they identify eligible telecommunications carri-
ers (ETCs) and manage the Lifeline/Link-Up programs—their role is much 
enhanced in the proposed system. The board proposes that states would ef-
fectively administer the broadband and mobility funds, defining the technical 
specifications of broadband, identifying unserved and underserved areas, 
approving construction projects for funding, and determining the eligible 
providers. The board also visualizes that states would provide part of the 
funding for these programs and be able to receive additional federal alloca-
tions, beyond a prescribed minimum, as they increase their own funding.

While these proposals are, on the whole, steps in the right direction, 
policymakers may be able to do better. First, if broadband is indeed considered 
to be a national priority, the proposed funding level of $300 million for univer-
sal broadband is ridiculously low. The board argues that as cost-control mea-
sures, such as the revocation of the identical support rule, are implemented, 
the resulting savings can be reallocated to broadband. However, it is not clear 
that this reallocation alone will solve the problem, given the continuing com-
mitment to POLR funding. Others propose that the high-cost areas program 
should stop funding telephony altogether, except in the “very high cost” areas, 
and that corresponding savings would be transferred to the broadband fund.27 
A more serious issue relates to the role of the states: Under the proposed system, 
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the states are expected to be primarily responsible for the implementation of 
the broadband and mobility funds. However, as the discussion of the Lifeline/
Link-Up program earlier showed, there are variations among states in the level 
of program enrollment partly because of their administrative and regulatory 
capabilities. More efficient states will be able to deploy broadband and wireless 
networks quicker, exacerbating rather than mitigating the digital divide. Let-
ting states set technical, operational, and financial standards for broadband will 
also expose service providers to a patchwork quilt of requirements, unless there 
is a strong federal role in coordination and harmonization. 

Finally, the proposals seem to be more interested in protecting the existing 
subsidy flows to different categories of service providers (broadband providers, 
wireless companies, local exchange providers), than in anticipating emerging 
technological trends. For instance, new technologies such as WiMax are able 
to provide broadband, wireless/mobility, and traditional telephony within the 
same platform, quickly, and in a more cost-effective manner.28 A recent survey 
of industry professionals identified this as the breakthrough technology that 
would enable broadband service in wide swaths of unserved areas.29 Instead 
of creating platform-specific funds, policymakers might want to encourage 
the deployment of cost-efficient multiple services platforms such as WiMax, 
through funding support as well as other means, such as spectrum allocations 
and standard-setting. 

Long Term

So far, this discussion has focused on the short and medium term, which is 
where the current policy paradigm, defined within the prevailing industry 
structures and bounded by legislative/regulatory choices, is expected to 
operate. Our recommendations for universal services were, therefore, in-
cremental and meant to secure the objective of equitable access given the 
constraints of the current system. Over the long term, however, emerging 
technological practices are likely to loosen or eliminate many of these con-
straints while introducing others. In this section, we discuss policy choices 
for the long term. This discussion is by definition speculative, but inter-
national comparisons with the major economic competitors of the United 
States are used as signposts to indicate how universal service policy in this 
country is likely to change.

Historically, universal service in most countries, including the United 
States, has been conceptualized as a homogeneous service—network access—
that needed to be provided uniformly to all citizens at affordable rates. The 
historical emphasis on access was appropriate when local wired telephone 
networks had enormous sunk costs, creating barriers to entry especially in 
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rural areas. But in the new telecommunications environment, emerging wire-
less broadband technologies promise to reduce these barriers to entry and 
effectively eliminate the last mile problem. With WiMax and related technolo-
gies, we may be entering a period of ubiquitous broadband access in the not 
too distant future. Universal service policies need to move beyond access in 
this new environment.

In historical universal service models, affordability was seen as the key to 
penetration. Indeed, it was believed that the price of telephone service had to 
be kept low enough to enable access by the vast majority of the population. 
But in the emerging environment, policymakers are beginning to recognize 
that subscription prices are only part of the equation—consumers will vol-
untarily subscribe to network services, if such services provide a genuine 
value. The emphasis thus shifts from promoting network take-up through 
affordability (“low rates”) to promoting it through increasing the value that 
consumers derive from network services. 

Policymakers are also recognizing that consumer tastes are not homoge-
neous. Different subscribers place different valuations on specific services. 
Hence, the value proposition also needs to incorporate consumer choice and 
flexibility. Instead of providing a common service to all consumers uniformly 
(plain old telephone service—POTS), the new universal service programs 
offer a multiplicity of services, with consumers able to choose the services 
that they value the most. This has close parallels with the “informed choice 
model.”30 Australia’s national broadband strategy is a prime example of the 
new programs: “Different users in the economy have different needs from 
broadband. Some users need very high capacity and high speed, while for oth-
ers, low latency or guaranteed redundancy may be more important. Achiev-
ing [the] full benefits from broadband requires matching specific needs with 
available solutions” (7).31

The new conceptual emphasis on heterogeneity and consumer choice 
necessitates a new tactical orientation as well. In the past, universal service 
programs have directed support at the two termini of the production chain: 
the service providers and the consumers. Subsidies were directed at service 
providers to keep network rollout costs low or to support operational ex-
penditures (the high-cost areas program) or at consumers, to enable access 
(Lifeline/Link-Up, and the E-Rate program, since schools and libraries are 
also consumers of telecommunications services). But if we recognize that the 
subscription decision in the new telecommunications environment will be 
driven by the quality and heterogeneity of services and by the ability of con-
sumers to choose the services most valuable to them, then policymakers may 
also need to pay attention to the middle of the value production chain, i.e., 
the place where new service innovations occur. For instance, Japan’s U-Japan 
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strategy—where the “U” represents “ubiquitous,” “universal,” “user-friendly,” 
and “unique,” according to policy documents—visualizes three simultane-
ous efforts: establishing a ubiquitous network environment, promoting the 
advanced use of ICTs, and upgrading the “enabling” environment for ICTs.32 
Similarly, the European Union’s i2010 initiative has separate programs span-
ning three separate “pillars”: the creation of a single European information 
space, investment and innovation in research, and inclusion, that is, better 
public services and quality of life. Of these, only the third “pillar,” which 
stresses inclusion, may be considered part of the traditional universal access 
discourse. The other issue areas span a broad spectrum, including ICT stan-
dard setting, digital literacy, support for small business informatization, and 
deployment of government services online.33 

While the new telecommunications environment provides definite business 
opportunities and consumer benefits with the proliferation of services, it also 
makes consumer skill a factor in the subscription decision. Unlike POTS, new 
telecommunications services require a degree of knowledge and skill on the 
part of consumers. Since consumers with these skills are likely to benefit from 
new services more and will value these services more, thereby influencing the 
subscription decision, universal service policies in the new environment must 
incorporate efforts to promote digital literacy and training. 

A review of the “national broadband strategy” documents and other policy 
documents from other countries show efforts along four dimensions: sup-
porting network deployment, aiding network take-up by promoting digital 
literacy and consumer training, providing incentives for service/business in-
novation, and creating support infrastructures that enable the deployment of 
new services. Of these, support for network deployment is the only one em-
phasized by traditional universal service policies. Below, we provide examples 
of initiatives in each of these areas drawn from the broadband leaders identi-
fied in OECD data compilations (OECD), among them Japan, the United 
Kingdom, Korea, Sweden, and Canada. 

Supporting Network Deployment

Supporting network deployment continues to be an important element in 
the new universal service. A key difference is that the new universal service 
tends to favor local solutions, rather than systemwide solutions. In Canada, 
pilot programs such as Broadband for Rural and Northern Development 
(BRAND) (initiated in 2002) and the National Satellite Initiative support 
broadband access in remote, northwestern, and Aboriginal communities.34 In 
Korea, the Cyber Korea 21 plan announced in 1999, partly in response to the 
Asian currency crisis, visualized public expenditure to increase connectivity 
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speed from 155 mbps to 64 gbps in several of the country’s regions. The 
Korean Ministry of Communications (MOC) announced its latest venture 
called e-Korea in 2002, with a projected spending of $53 billion on ICTs. In 
some cases, universal service programs in the United States also embraced this 
approach—for example, the high-cost areas program.

Promote Usage Through Digital Literacy

Korea’s efforts at consumer training and digital literacy are perhaps the 
most comprehensive in this area. The National Basic Information System 
initiative laid the groundwork for this as far back as 1987–1996 by promot-
ing the use of computer networks.35 The Closing the Digital Divide Act, 
legislated in 2002, included a strong user-training component. It set up the 
Korea Agency for Digital Opportunity and Promotion (KADO), as well as 
a digital divide committee to administer a five-year master plan. As part of 
this project, half a million low-income students were given extracurricular 
training in computer use. Fifty thousand low-income students with good 
grades were provided with free personal computers and a five-year free 
Internet subscription. Post offices, community centers, and other public 
locations were provided with internet access (ITU). Korea has also in-
vested heavily in educational technology to nurture the next generation of 
tech-savvy consumers. While focusing on these obvious target groups, the 
Korean government did not neglect the less visible segments of the popu-
lation. Realizing that incremental usage could only come from the mar-
ginal consumer, the government devoted considerable attention to digital 
literacy training for groups such as the disabled, stay-at-home mothers, 
military personnel, and even prisoners.36 The program’s inclusion of stay-
at-home mothers is especially significant, because this often-overlooked 
segment of the population controls a significant portion of household 
spending. It is estimated that as many as ten million Koreans (20 percent 
of the population) may fall into the disadvantaged categories targeted by 
the digital literacy programs. 

Governments seem to have realized that programs that call for broad-based 
citizen participation require a strong element of local leadership and control. 
Canada’s BRAND program and the National Satellite Initiative provide re-
sources for local communities with a degree of autonomy. In Korea, govern-
ment funding has been made available to set up neighborhood computer 
clusters called “PC bangs,” around which a youth culture involving game 
playing, instant messaging, and web browsing has evolved. These clusters were 
the path that allowed many who could not have afforded ICT access to learn 
critical network skills.
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Provide Incentives For Service/Business Innovation

Governmental efforts to encourage the deployment of content and services 
over broadband networks have multiple benefits. First, they directly encour-
age economic activity by providing businesses with a conduit to introduce in-
novative products and services and reach their customers. They also enhance 
the value of broadband subscriptions to customers and encourage penetra-
tion growth. This, in turn, creates a cycle in which new products and services 
attract customers, and a broader consumer base of end users, as well as other 
businesses, encourages even more business innovation. Korea has adopted 
this model successfully, with high broadband and mobile penetration act-
ing as a catalyst for a variety of online products and services, such as mobile 
data, streaming video, video on demand, music on demand, in-car naviga-
tion systems, multimedia messaging services, information services for mobile 
platforms such as PDAs, and mobile commerce. Through its “e-Government 
Initiatives,” the Korean government has aggressively invested in e-government 
and information technology (ITU). This has brought about two important 
outcomes: first, local information technology firms have found a ready market 
for their products and services, allowing them to reach critical mass quickly; 
second, the increased deployment of e-government services online has added 
value to broadband subscriptions and encouraged more users to join the net-
work. In addition to providing content and services through e-government, 
Korea has also encouraged private businesses to go online. The government 
operates test beds in which private companies can experiment with new tech-
nologies with minimal financial risk to themselves (ITU).

Create Support Structures That Enable E-Commerce

A number of innovations are widely recognized to facilitate e-commerce 
and ICT use, among them micropayments, digital signatures, copyright clear-
ing houses, and standards. An important role for government in the informa-
tion society is the provision of these services to the information economy. The 
leaders in broadband deployment seem to have recognized this earlier than 
others. In Japan’s U-Japan program, the promotion of an “enabling environ-
ment” is one of the three major policy concentrations. Under this heading, 
the Japanese government legislated a series of measures to prevent spam and 
fraudulent electronic communications, protect privacy and personal informa-
tion, establish a National Information Security Center, and check the trans-
mission of illegal content (Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications). 
While these issues are not traditionally part of the universal service programs, 
governments are beginning to realize that creating an “enabling environment” 
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for ICT use has a major impact on broadband deployment and use. In the 
European Union, the first annual report of the i2010 program specifically 
recommended steps to protect digital copyright protected material through 
digital rights management (DRM) solutions and other means, as well as to 
update consumer and data protection rules. Efforts to create soft infrastruc-
tures have been made by other broadband leaders as well. In December 2002, 
Korea adopted a single standard for wireless Internet access called wireless 
Internet platform for interoperability (WIPI), becoming the first country in 
the world to do so (Korea Profile). In 1999, the Digital Signatures Act, which 
seeks to protect the authenticity and legitimacy of electronic documents, was 
passed.

While implementing these elements of a new broadband strategy, 
policymakers cannot forget the problem of digital exclusion in the new en-
vironment. While the increasing value of broadband subscriptions will drive 
penetration, the most underprivileged segments of society may still need to 
be supported to ensure that the benefits of a ubiquitous broadband network 
are available to all citizens. One option for ensuring access to the most needy 
would be to make broadband connectivity available through community in-
stitutions such as schools, libraries, and local governments. There is a limited 
but important role for programs such as Lifeline and Link-Up too in the new 
broadband environment.

Summary

Universal connectivity to the information infrastructure is one of the funda-
mental necessities of the emerging information economy, without which indi-
viduals, businesses, and communities would be disadvantaged economically, 
socially, and politically. Securing a ubiquitous information network should be 
one of the principal policy priorities for government. Such a network would 
provide multifaceted benefits for society and the economy.
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Roughly 17 percent of the U.S. population lives in what is known as 
rural America. Numbering about fifty million, most of these people live 

near a larger town or even within an hour of a major city, but many also live 
in far more remote regions with limited road access and much less access 
to air transportation. Despite commonly held conceptions about the rural 
economy, only about one percent of Americans actually live on farms, and as 
of 2004, only 6.2 percent of nonmetropolitan jobs were in the agricultural sec-
tor. The rural population, spread over roughly 80 percent of the land area of 
the United States, is employed in diverse occupations, with about 12 percent 
working in manufacturing, and a growing percentage working in retirement-
destination and recreation-related industries. Nevertheless, people in rural 
regions share certain challenges. There are some—such as those who live in 
colonias on the border with Mexico—who have no access to running water 
or sewage treatment facilities. While access to water, sewage, electricity, and 
telecommunications is taken for granted in most cities across the country, in 
rural areas these basic infrastructures and their attendant capabilities were 
established later (or not at all) and may still be inadequate.

The telecommunications topography of the United States has never been 
kind to rural regions.1 While residents of major population centers are more 
often than not served by one of the dominant phone companies, such as 
AT&T or Verizon, in the more rural and remote regions of the country, people 
have long relied on local independent or cooperative phone companies for 
their basic service. The national map of telephone services is a checkerboard 
of different companies interspersed among the broad territorial swaths served 
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by the legacy Bell companies.2 In spite of the rhetoric of universal service, 
the AT&T monopoly of the twentieth century refrained from serving many 
of the most expensive, least populated, and remote regions of the country, 
leaving it to other vendors or the local populations themselves to fill the void. 
By the beginning of the twenty-first century, major carriers—AT&T (the 
product of several merged “Baby Bell” companies including SBC, Ameritech, 
Bell South, and Pacific Tel),3 Qwest (including the former US West), and 
Verizon—provide about twenty-two million access lines in nonmetropolitan 
regions, while the independents and cooperatives provide another twenty-
four million lines. These rural telephone companies are the “carriers of last 
resort” and sometimes represent a household’s only communications link to 
the rest of the world.4 For years, rural telephone companies have been relying 
on programs collected under the universal service label to help them maintain 
and upgrade their telephone networks. After all, universal service promised 
that telephone services in rural regions would be roughly equivalent in cost 
and capability to those available in metropolitan areas.

The 1996 Telecommunication Act opened the door to rethinking univer-
sal service. Section 706 requires the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) to continue to assess broadband capability, and section 254 provides 
programs of support to schools and libraries for Internet connectivity and 
mentions the possibility of embracing broadband connectivity as part of uni-
versal service. The 1996 act’s hints at forward-looking provisions have encour-
aged critics and policymakers alike to speculate about alternative methods 
of achieving a “universal service” for broadband, or at least, about ways to 
enhance broadband connectivity, particularly in rural regions. Indeed, there 
have been numerous bills introduced in Congress to reform universal service, 
as well as a comprehensive report and set of recommendations presented by 
the Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service in November 2007.5 These, 
and in particular the broadband fund recommendation that will be addressed 
later, highlight the fundamental needs of rural regions.6 A critical question 
is whether the goals of basic universal service with regard to telephone ser-
vice have been met, and whether broadband availability needs to be the next 
threshold for basic universal service.

This chapter reviews the history of rural access and summarizes some of the 
economic factors that make improved telecommunications in rural regions 
necessary. Data regarding the contemporary status of broadband services and 
potential benefits in rural areas are addressed. Finally, the chapter concludes that 
reviving rural regions through improved telecommunications services means re-
conceptualizing and reprioritizing communities and their abilities to determine 
their communication environments—in short, it involves reformulating the idea 
of universal service in a way that goes beyond an implicit “social contract.” 
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History of Rural Access

Rural populations historically received telecommunications services later than 
metropolitan areas.7 The history of universal service in telephony, in fact, is one 
of a regulatory tradeoff that almost inadvertently benefited rural populations. 
The term inadvertently is used because at no time was either the government 
or AT&T proactively committed to ensuring that rural areas enjoy the same 
services common in towns and cities. Rather, the policy grew out of intercon-
nection disputes between AT&T and other companies, and became enmeshed 
with practical problems involved in regulation of the rate of return, grants of 
monopoly service, and internal cross subsidies that the company supported 
for decades.8 The upshot of this “universal service” policy (under the Kings-
bury Commitment of 1913) meant that AT&T would interconnect with (or 
acquire) rival phone companies and sustain rates roughly comparable across 
its service locations. The company’s arrangement with the government and 
state regulators kept local and residential phone call costs extremely low, while 
long distance and business calls were more expensive than actual costs would 
have required—an arrangement that continued throughout most of the twen-
tieth century. These cross-subsidies funded the universal service practices that 
enabled many rural telephone customers to enjoy telephone service.

Under the pressures of AT&T’s divestiture in the 1980s, however, universal 
service and these internal cross-subsidies became subject to closer economic 
scrutiny. As marketplace and deregulation rhetoric swept across U.S. govern-
ment agencies, and as the word “subsidy” became synonymous with inef-
ficiency and government-mandated bloat, those universal service programs 
that transferred funds to higher cost networks in rural areas and that sup-
ported lower local calling became the target of reform. The rhetoric of com-
petition, however, was rarely used to address the market dynamics of more 
remote, low population regions. Consequently, neither AT&T’s divestiture in 
the early 1980s nor the competition policies gradually instituted between 1982 
and 1996 adequately addressed the fundamental issue of ensuring telecom-
munications service in rural areas. Section 254 of the 1996 Telecommunica-
tions Act affirms the basic principles of universal service and even states that 
“access to advanced telecommunications and information services should be 
provided in all regions of the Nation.” The definition of “advanced services,” 
however, has become the subject of much controversy ever since.

That said, most U.S. households enjoyed basic telephone services by the 
time the act was passed, and into the early 1990s, national telephone pen-
etration rates stood at about 94 percent (despite poor or nonexistent service 
in tribal regions).9 With the development of the Internet, and the growing 
dependence of households and businesses on wireline infrastructure in order 
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to access it, new infrastructure pressures materialized. First dial-up access and 
later broadband access required a wireline system more robust than the one 
designed to support voice calls; the overall phone network had been opti-
mized for voice calls of short duration, but Internet use required much longer 
connections, and with more bandwidth-intensive actions enabling work with 
music and video files, more network capacity as well. The basic telephone in-
frastructure in many rural areas had older switches and longer loops, translat-
ing into slower connections, when there were suitable connections at all. Some 
studies have shown that many rural areas had no Internet service providers 
in the local calling area so that accessing the Internet required a long distance 
or toll call.10

As noted above, the 1996 act recognized the growing importance of Inter-
net connectivity by authorizing the FCC to ensure that broadband services 
(with broadband defined as merely two hundred kbps)11 develop equitably 
and quickly and by creating universal service programs to improve institu-
tional (schools, libraries, rural medical facilities) Internet access. In the late 
1990s, the National Telecommunications and Information Administration 
began to support modest innovation projects under its telecommunications 
opportunities program (TOPS, the successor to a program called TIIAP, or 
the telecommunications and information infrastructure assistance program, 
dedicated to the same goal), and worked with the Census Bureau to gather 
information on computer and Internet use. At about the same time, several 
states also began initiating programs to investigate, map, or augment tele-
communications infrastructures with a view to improving access for rural 
regions and economically disadvantaged populations. These activities were 
encouraged through national pronouncements—rather than official policy 
or funding—about a national information infrastructure, promoted and es-
poused by then–Vice President Al Gore.12

As Internet connectivity assumed growing importance on the national 
stage, study after study documented a gap between metropolitan and rural 
areas in terms of access to broadband—that is, the availability of broadband 
services. (Actual subscription to broadband is another question that will be 
discussed later.) The FCC’s monitoring of broadband deployment, under the 
requirements of the 1996 act, consistently showed that broadband was being 
deployed at a healthy pace across the nation, but these statistics were never 
independently verified and were (and continue to be) entirely reliant on ven-
dor reporting using FCC Form 477.13 As many critics have noted, the FCC 
broadband data illustrate the existence of subscribers where vendors already 
serve but do not begin to take stock of areas where broadband is not available. 
Moreover, the zip-code unit reporting used for FCC inquiries is meaningless 
in rural regions where zip codes can cover large geographic areas. The way 
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FCC statistics are collected does not allow differentiation between areas being 
served by one provider and areas being served by two or three providers—in 
other words, they do not differentiate between monopolistic and competi-
tive markets. Neither do the data provide insight as to whether there is but a 
single instance of a broadband connection in a given zip code or whether it 
is intensively used in a region. (The FCC addressed some of these shortcom-
ings in March 2008, when it adopted a new system that measures broadband 
availability in terms of the geographically smaller unit of “census tracts” that 
are composed of several census block groups, which in turn are composed of 
several census blocks. It also will begin noting five categories of speed in its 
assessments.)14

The FCC’s March 2008 report High-Speed Services for Internet Access: Status 
as of June 30, 200715 presents information about deployment and subscrib-
ership to broadband, including advanced services from wireline telephone 
companies, cable operators, terrestrial wireless service providers, satellite 
service providers, and any other facilities-based providers.16 Among other 
things, it found that more than 99 percent of the country’s population lives in 
the 99 percent of the zip codes where a provider reported having at least one 
high-speed service subscriber. It also found that high population density is 
positively associated with subscribership to high-speed Internet. By contrast, 
low population density was associated with lower subscribership. 
 While this data would seem to indicate the widespread availability of broad-
band access, anecdotal and other findings suggest otherwise.17 For example, 
the General Accountability Office18 issued a report to Congress critical of the 
FCC’s assessment of broadband deployment in the United States. It recom-
mends improvements, and notes:

For its zipcode level data, the FCC collects data based on where subscribers are 
served, not where providers have deployed broadband infrastructure. Although 
it is clear that the deployment of broadband networks is extensive, the data may 
not provide a highly accurate depiction of local broadband infrastructures for 
residential service, especially in rural areas.19

It is more costly to serve areas with low population density and rugged terrain 
with terrestrial facilities than it is to serve areas that are densely populated and 
have flat terrain. It also may be more costly to serve locations that are a signifi-
cant distance from a major city. As such, these important factors have caused 
deployment to be less extensive in more rural parts of the country.20

Households residing in rural areas were less likely to subscribe to broadband 
service than were households residing in suburban and urban areas. Seventeen 
percent of rural households subscribe to broadband service, while 28 percent of 
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suburban and 29 percent of urban households subscribe to broadband service. 
We also found that rural households were slightly less likely to connect to the 
Internet, compared with their counterparts in suburban areas.21 

In two other studies examining deployment, Grubesic and Murray22 ex-
amined broadband competition in the United States across a year-and-a-half 
period. They concluded that the lack of competition in rural areas contrib-
utes to a clear urban-rural hierarchy in broadband Internet access, and that 
although competition continues to grow at the national level, it does not 
benefit rural and smaller metropolitan areas as much. Prieger23 analyzed 
comprehensive telecommunications services data that covered technologies, 
demographics, language, market size, location, and telecommunication com-
panies. He found that while services were less likely to be available in rural lo-
cations, market size, education, Spanish-language use, commuting distance, 
and a Bell operating company presence increases availability. In contrast to 
other studies, he found little evidence of inequality based on income or on 
black or Hispanic population concentration, and mixed evidence concerning 
availability to Native-American and Asian concentrations.

Naturally, many studies of the digital divide take into consideration 
Internet access along with basic access to computers and computer train-
ing. Focusing on access alone, however, neglects the broader problem of 
computer literacy that plagues rural regions. Indeed, several studies have 
documented the systematic lags that rural regions experience in computer 
ownership and use, Internet use, and broadband availability.24 The issue 
of broadband availability is certainly important, but it is not the only fac-
tor that needs to be considered when analyzing the problems rural areas 
face as they grapple with the dynamics of the information economy in the 
twenty-first century.

State Programs

Over the past several years, many states have initiated their own universal 
service programs, generally in response to the changing competitive environ-
ment in their regions and the prospect of reduced federal support to carriers. 
For the most part, they obtain funds directly from telecommunications cus-
tomers or from telecommunications companies that in turn impose a fee on 
customers. A study by the Government Accountability Office found that state 
universal service programs, generally aimed at telephone service, have favored 
services for the deaf and disabled as well as lower income households, typi-
cally concentrated in central city and rural regions.25 
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As noted earlier, several states have initiated programs or projects to explore 
or expand broadband access, among them Texas’ telecommunications infra-
structure fund26 and Michigan’s well-publicized state technology plan (dating 
back to 1998) as well as the LinkMichigan initiative (launched in 2001). Tele-
communications companies and private sector advocates have spearheaded 
a more recent crop of initiatives, with ConnectKentucky in the vanguard 
of efforts to cooperatively develop telecommunications capabilities through 
coordinated and locally based efforts. California took a somewhat different 
approach when it passed Executive Order S-23-06, Expanding Broadband Ac-
cess and Usage in California,27 in 2006, and, more recently, assembled a com-
prehensive broadband task force report that systematically analyzes existing 
broadband infrastructure throughout the state and identifies policy actions to 
enhance connectivity and Internet use throughout the state.28

Finally, the Federal-State Joint Board report of 2007 urged the federal 
government to work closely with states to direct universal service funding to 
specific unserved or underserved regions that need support. If this recom-
mendation is implemented, it can be expected that much more effort will be 
focused on broadband access in rural areas within states.29 

While the overall picture is encouraging, a great deal of variation exists among 
states in how they approach the issue of access to telecommunications—both 
telephone and broadband—in rural regions. Some profoundly rural states ap-
pear to ignore the problem entirely, while others have taken a more proactive 
approach. A more integrated federal-state approach would probably be quite 
beneficial. 

Federal Universal Service Program

The primary federal response to the problem of broadband access in rural 
regions has taken the form of universal service programs. Most of the $6.5 
billion budget for the federal universal service programs goes to the high-cost 
program (roughly 70 percent of outlays) and the schools and libraries pro-
gram (roughly 25 percent of outlays), according to the Congressional Budget 
Office figures for 2004.30 Rural regions benefit significantly from these two 
programs. Nevertheless, as the universal service fund faces shortfalls (even 
though not all of the program receipts are always allocated) and as new tech-
nologies, such as Voice over IP, promise improved services to rural areas31 
even as they displace some of the services that traditionally contributed to 
the universal service program, a major overhaul of the universal service pro-
gram becomes necessary if rural areas are to keep pace with the rest of the 
country. 
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While the E-Rate program favors less economically well-off areas—which 
generally include rural regions—it does not directly or solely tackle access 
problems of rural residents. Indeed, even though E-Rate programs are highly 
valued, many rural, and especially minority, populations do not feel capable 
of or comfortable using computers and the Internet in public institutions 
such as libraries or schools. Even if that were not the case, the problem would 
still exist, since there is growing evidence that regular use of computers and 
Internet access—the sort of use that implies ready access either at home and/
or at work—contributes to productivity gains. 

The high-cost program has undoubtedly been helpful in maintaining tele-
phony in rural regions that face greater than average expenses because of low 
population density and greater distances. Funding through this program has 
been used to upgrade lines so that Internet access may be feasible. However, 
the relatively new crop of wireless carriers who receive a growing portion of 
the fund (as eligible telecommunications carriers) and add little to the broad-
band capabilities of rural regions has contributed to the ballooning demands 
on the universal service fund. 

The Joint Federal-State Board, which monitors broadband services under 
the 1996 act, came up with trenchant recommendations for reforming uni-
versal service in its report In the Matter of High-Cost Universal Service Support 
Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service,32 adopted by the FCC in Novem-
ber 2007. In particular, it advocated adopting what it called a comprehensive 
policy to address the problems of broadband in rural regions on the grounds 
that the historically piecemeal problem-solving tactics used in the past were 
insufficient to solve contemporary problems of access. 

Whether universal service funds will directly support rural broadband 
deployment remains to be seen. Several bills introduced in 2007 would make 
broadband services an integral part of universal service. The Universal Ser-
vice for Americans Act33 proposes to create a fund specifically for broadband 
in unserved areas and the Universal Service Reform Act of 200734 explicitly 
proposes funding broadband and creating a broadband mandate. The pic-
ture is considerably complicated by the demands of wireless carriers on the 
existing fund, which deflect attention from the broader issue of broadband 
connectivity. 

Access and Use

Just as rural regions lag behind in network infrastructure development, so 
too they have lagged behind in computer ownership and use. The National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration studies of the late 1990s 
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and early 2000s, which analyzed computer ownership and Internet access by 
race, household income, location, education, and other demographic indica-
tors, became a short-lived benchmark for documenting a “digital divide” in the 
United States.35 These studies, however, never went much beyond illustrating 
“lags” across ethnic and racial groups, and age, income, education, and location 
categories. While gaps between men and women in computer and Internet use, 
for example, have declined over time, gaps between urban and rural regions—
though smaller than they once were—have endured.36 More current data from 
the Pew Internet and American Life Project37 are summarized in the following 
tables. What emerges from this data is that rural households have less access to 
broadband at home and at work, and they use the Internet less frequently than 
do urban and suburban households (table 11.1).38

Indeed, Pew data from 2008 shows that broadband subscription rates in 
rural regions are ninteen percentage points lower than in urban and twenty-
two percentage points lower than in suburban regions, even though there is 
an equivalent level of interest in subscribing to broadband in both regions.39 
Some rural telephone companies have reported lower subscription rates for 
broadband than those reported in urban areas, but that may be explained 
by the fact that the price of the service is also higher in rural areas. Finally, 
some studies suggest that differences in Internet use—the geography-based 
digital divide as well as other differences related to age, education, and race/
ethnicity—may be linked to opportunities available for computer training as 
well as to the ability to understand the importance of Internet-based resources 
in daily life.

The lower penetration rate of broadband Internet and the slower speeds 
that typify rural Internet networks may be key factors in understanding the 
differences in Internet use (as opposed to access) between rural and urban 
people. As table 11.2 based on Pew data indicates, among broadband users 
in rural and urban areas, there are only small differences in Internet use. In 
other words, rural and nonrural Americans are nearly equally likely to use the 
Internet when it is available. 

Table 11.1:  
Internet Access and Use by Community Type—All Internet Users

      Urban Suburban Rural

Access to Home Broadband 38% 40% 24%
Access to High-Speed Internet at Home or Work 49% 49% 35%
Frequency of Internet Use 1: “online yesterday” 64% 67% 57%
Frequency of Internet Use 2: “online several times a day” 44% 43% 35%
Number of Online Activities 2.2 2.2 1.9
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There are, however, “lifestyle” differences in rural and nonrural regions that 
may be carried over to online activities, as table 11.3 illustrates.

Some possible explanations for differences in Internet use that are related 
to lifestyle include: 

ü  The greater distance from airports and train stations increases the cost 
of travel for rural Americans, making the Internet more attractive for 
them. 

ü  Less access to online banking combined with greater reliance on tradi-
tional banking services in rural areas makes rural Americans less likely 
to use online banking. 

ü  Online classified services tend to be organized around specific cities, 
which would make rural Americans have less interest in them. 

ü  The absence of large electronics stores that sell computer game software 
in rural areas encourages rural Americans to download such software 
online.

ü  The greater distances from colleges and other educational institutions 
provide an incentive for rural Americans to take classes online. 

Other research on the business uses of broadband has also found key 
differences between rural and nonurban regions. Pociask’s40 “Broadband 
Use by Rural Small Businesses” found that small businesses in rural areas 
subscribe to broadband less frequently and are less likely to benefit from 

Table 11.2:  
Internet Use by Community Type—Home Broadband Users

 Urban Suburban Rural

Frequency of Internet Use 1: “online yesterday”  79% 75% 73%
Frequency of Internet Use 2: “online several times a day” 54% 55% 49%
Number of Online Activities 2.8 2.8 2.7

Table 11.3:  
Online Activities by Community Type—All Internet Users

 Urban/Suburban Rural
Buy or Make a Reservation for Travel Service 65% 51%
Online Banking 43% 34%
Online Classified  37% 30%
Read a Blog 28% 21%
Download Screensavers 22% 28%
Download Computer Games 20% 25%
Class for Credit 11% 15%
Fantasy Sports 7% 9%
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the range of new technologies that broadband facilitates (such as VoIP). 
Oden and Strover41 note major differences in how rural businesses that 
had broadband access performed, compared with rural businesses that did 
not. 

The broader ramifications of increased computer and Internet access are 
not sufficiently explored in much of the existing literature. Assumptions re-
garding the need for certain skills and their implicit benefits abound, but little 
research has been done on the actual life-changing force of such “improve-
ments.” In general, there is a lack of strong empirical data that would provide 
compelling evidence that economic and community development goals could 
be realized through programs that promote computer and Internet access.42 A 
major goal of policymakers over the past ten years has been facilitating access. 
But the more important goal of ensuring meaningful access for communities 
and individuals has gone by the wayside. Put another way, there is scant evi-
dence that telecommunications can transform lives in the absence of change 
in other structural features, such as household income and education levels. 

In this regard, rural communities have frequently found themselves in the 
vanguard, as they actively attempt to improve their communications environ-
ments through locally based efforts like municipal Wi-Fi, public computer 
and Internet access, and cable television services. Universal service programs, 
specifically the E-Rate program that targets schools and libraries, have been 
helpful to public institutions, which in rural areas often lack funding for 
such technology. Still, they cannot entirely compensate for the absence of 
funding required for investments in computers, computer education, and 
subscriptions to broadband services. As of 2004, the average annual income 
of non–farm workers in rural areas was $31,582, compared with $47,162 in 
metropolitan areas.43 Considering that demand for and interest in Internet 
services is similar in both areas, the absence of suitable network infrastructure 
combined with the lack disposable income available to pay for broadband 
services means that rural Americans will remain at a disadvantage in terms of 
their ability to fully exploit the capabilities of contemporary communications 
networks. 

Challenges: Why Rural Regions Need Broadband

If national and state policies have not sufficiently improved the environment 
for affordable and ubiquitous broadband access in rural areas, should this 
be a cause for concern? After all, populations continue to migrate from rural 
areas, and many of the economic activities associated with rural regions, 
such as farming and manufacturing, now require very little human labor 
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because they have been mechanized. Daniel Bell’s vision of an information 
society44 nourished critics who warned that the uneven pattern of develop-
ment associated with the contemporary economic drivers of telecommunica-
tions technology could lead to profound inequities in certain regions and 
for certain populations.45 Others argued that the “trickle-down” effects of 
telecommunications-based capabilities would bring important benefits to 
even the most remote areas.46 Optimistic foresight in the 1970s and 1980s, 
predicting a so-called death of distance were particularly popular (later pub-
licized by Frances Cairncross47); however, they have been replaced by more 
recent, spatially based views of society and the economy that focus on the lag 
in telecommunications capabilities in rural America (and, indeed, in rural 
regions throughout the world).48 

The distribution of telecommunications capabilities tracks that of other 
human resources: Where there is more wealth and more education, resources 
tend to be more plentiful; where there is knowledgeable leadership, capa-
bilities increase; where multifaceted coalitions of groups or organizations join 
together to plan and share assets, they multiply. In other words, the spatial dis-
tribution of telecommunications resources is in part a function of hardware 
and software, but it also is a function of the human resources that are available 
to exploit the infrastructure’s potential.

The economic trend of incorporating information technology into all pro-
ductive activities is evident in rural areas as well as urban areas. While com-
panies such as Google, AOL, Cisco, and Dell may epitomize contemporary 
information companies, virtually all consumption and production centers in 
the United States—from Wal-Mart to the local paper mill, from the grocery 
store to the concert theater—incorporate computer-based information sys-
tems and technologies. The traditionally resource-dependent industries that 
once characterized rural regions are no exception, and some of the newer in-
dustries basing themselves in these areas—recreation and retirement centers, 
for example—will also depend on information infrastructures. Indeed, as 
retirement communities begin to flourish in rural America, the information-
intensive health industry is likely to follow suit. Studies of some of the most 
distressed regions of Appalachia have found that in communities where local 
businesses and services—whether health, education, banking, manufactur-
ing, or services—incorporated telecommunications capabilities, productivity 
improved.49 Telecommunications-intensive industries have a special role in 
bringing more infrastructure and knowledge to a community, and while many 
such industries are not located in rural areas, their impact is particularly strik-
ing when they are. 

Information industries and technologies penetrate virtually all sectors of 
life as they dynamically interact with local strengths to create new capabili-
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ties. This renders pointless any policy-based separation of information and 
telecommunications technologies from activities in the normal domains of 
education, culture, and work. Since technologies create access to opportuni-
ties on all fronts, rural regions must be able to use them and harness their 
power; otherwise, the United States will be heading toward a two-tiered soci-
ety, in which rural areas will become a true backwater. 

The challenges that lie ahead are several: (1) recognizing the significance of 
this infrastructural element to all aspects of life in rural and nonrural regions 
of the country, and incorporating into economic, educational, and social poli-
cies the budgets and practices that will help exploit the potential of telecom-
munications; (2) conceding that marketplace dynamics do not deliver timely 
services to more remote and less populous regions and developing improved 
mechanisms to improve services in those regions; and (3) crafting programs 
that systematically augment the range of services and available training and 
expertise around broadband services in rural regions.

Recommendations

The following are some of the main points discussed in this chapter: 

ü  The demand for “advanced” services seems less certain in rural regions 
than in metropolitan areas, but studies show that when access exists, de-
mand appears to track the usage rates in metropolitan areas.

ü  The FCC’s broadband deployment data are problematic, and connectiv-
ity in rural areas is still questionable, and even inadequate, according to 
various demographic surveys.

ü  While improving connectivity is a necessary first step, in order to exploit 
the powers of new technologies in rural regions, knowledge and expertise 
are required as well as improved network capabilities.

ü  Access and usage data suggest rural populations do not have access to 
broadband at home or at work as the same levels as nonurban popula-
tions. 

ü  Small businesses in rural areas do not incorporate the Internet into their 
operations as widely as small businesses in metropolitan regions.

ü  The E-Rate program has undoubtedly benefited rural areas. It remains 
unclear whether, in the absence of E-Rate funds, rural schools, and 
libraries would be able to maintain their educational technology infra-
structure.

Drawing on economist Amartya Sen’s capabilities approach, an alterna-
tive vision of universal service and its contribution to rural populations 
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must focus on cultivating the ability of people to improve their lives—with 
the specific nature of those improvements to be determined by the people 
themselves.50 This, in turn, requires renewed focus on self-determination in 
the communications/telecommunications environment—a process made 
more viable with the onset of new media, networks, and new types of tele-
communications services. Public policy that acknowledges not just parity 
with urban regions, but self-determination as well could make telecommu-
nications more meaningful to life in rural regions. While reformulating the 
principles of universal service is no small feat, there is no better time for 
this undertaking: The legacy models of regulation, technology definitions 
(information services, telecommunication services), regulatory ability, 
and accountability are splitting apart and becoming unmanageable. A new 
valuation methodology that is technology-neutral but outcomes sensitive 
is what can help telecommunications services cater to the varied needs, 
strengths, and opportunities existing in rural areas—indeed, in all areas of 
the country.

A capabilities approach to universal service would alter the way we ap-
proach this constellation of priorities. It implies at minimum: (1) a process of 
ascertaining needs and localized constructions of priorities; and (2) broaden-
ing the range of activities that could be supported under this program. Some 
of these principles are embedded in the recommendations of the Federal-State 
Joint Board report from 2007. 

Infrastructure availability, content applicability, pricing, and training 
are the four factors that affect rural Internet subscription and use. Viable 
programs that influence these factors can take several forms. Since simple 
deployment alone, however, appears to be an insufficient driver, any pro-
grams that stimulate deployment must be linked to investments in training 
and use. Continuous formative and summative evaluations are essential in 
order to monitor the utilities of these programs for individuals and com-
munities. The following options focus on building community capabilities 
and are premised on the notion that cultivating them will ultimately draw 
additional vendor interest. In other words, a capabilities approach to public 
policy enhances social goods and can work with a market-based approach 
to telecommunications.51 

Recommendation 1

Adopt a national broadband policy that is capable of guaranteeing sus-
tained investment in telecommunications infrastructure. The United States 
requires constantly updated capabilities that are affordable and available 
to all. 
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Recommendation 2

Establish grants for Internet training. These could be block grants and must 
be outcomes-oriented and outcomes-dependent. The target populations 
could be not only individual users but also small businesses. Increasing small 
business use of the Internet could have tremendous economic impact on rural 
regions. Grants within states themselves could go to various entities, including 
nonprofits, towns, counties, and local government units.

Recommendation 3

Universal service funds should be used to enhance projects undertaken by 
communities that are designed to extend their telecommunications capabili-
ties. These funds could be used to match local investment in infrastructure, 
connectivity, public access, and similar access technologies. They could also 
be used to provide broadband infrastructure development and incentives 
to communities that can demonstrate their readiness to develop their own 
facilities/expertise as well as their abilities to use these facilities. Communi-
ties should match federal investment in some manner. They could purchase 
broadband services or develop their own infrastructures. 

Recommendation 4

Invest in community college-based Internet applications capabilities classes 
for individuals and small businesses and create incentives for colleges that 
enroll small business owners, with some outcome-based measure being the 
trigger for an incentive “subsidy” or payment. 

Recommendation 5

 Create “rural leadership academies” that select aspiring or actual rural leaders 
for two to three weeks of leadership training that would include training not 
only in using the Internet but also in running computer education clinics or 
courses, in the “nuts and bolts” of broadband infrastructure, and in resource-
sharing across institutions. These leaders would serve the purpose of catalyzing 
Internet availability and use in their respective communities, which would be 
left to decide what investments and services make most sense for them. 
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Introduction

In this chapter, we will set out by demonstrating that broadband 
Internet services offered by private telecommunications providers and 

services offered by municipalities and public entities serve very different pur-
poses. We will then show that existing state-level policies and the absence of 
federal policy have combined to produce a patchwork of municipal responses, 
most of which are not effective. Finally, we will advocate adopting a strong 
federal level policy, which would encourage municipalities to participate in 
providing broadband Internet services when private telecommunications 
providers are not meeting the needs of their constituents.

Context: Municipal Broadband in the United States

Approximately four hundred municipalities in the United States have entered 
the telecommunications arena with the intent to develop and deploy some 
form of municipal broadband Internet. Local governments have become 
increasingly frustrated by the comparatively slow pace of broadband Internet 
build-out, and a considerable number have recently begun providing the 
new technologies that supply Internet access themselves. Recent initiatives 
demonstrate that many municipalities view wireless broadband as a way to 
strengthen economic development, promote digital inclusion, and improve 
the efficiency of government services. In addition, some municipalities have 
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assumed the role of providing Internet service in order to decrease telecom-
munications expenses by lowering the cost of broadband Internet access for 
government institutions and citizen users.

The central goal of most supporters of municipal entry into the telecom-
munications arena is to deliver high-quality broadband service to all citizens 
and government employees at an affordable price. The gist of this argument 
is that incumbent providers do not offer ubiquitous service, because it is not 
cost effective in some areas. Those who oppose municipal entry argue that 
municipalities possess unfair advantages and incumbents are not able to 
compete on a level playing field with them. They also say that municipalities 
may not possess the organizational competencies to deploy and manage the 
network without jeopardizing taxpayer dollars and assets.

Policy that deals with telecommunications services provided by local munic-
ipalities is in a state of flux at both the state and federal levels. Approximately 
one-third of the fifty states have initiated some form of broadband-related 
policy that regulates the role of municipalities in offering broadband services, 
although these differ widely. In addition, there are several federal bills pending 
that address municipal involvement, yet as of June 2008, none have passed. 

Interestingly, the number of new municipalities that have assumed the role 
of telecommunications providers is dropping, and many more municipal 
projects have been abandoned or failed. This continues a trajectory of the 
past four years. In 2004, municipalities entered the broadband market as a 
technological imperative. They were creative, hopeful, and idealistic. The 
year 2005 saw intense incumbent lobbying, a policy backlash against these 
first municipal entrants, the result of which was a torrent of proposed state 
legislative restrictions. In 2006, a year of compromise and accommodation, 
municipalities developed creative business plans to accommodate the needs of 
incumbents as well as gain higher quality broadband service for more of their 
constituents. Telecommunications incumbents backed off from their intense 
lobbying efforts and many legislative proposals in the states were passed in 
a less stringent form, or failed altogether. This trend continued in 2007 with 
more municipalities forming complex partnerships with local incumbents, 
further reducing the need for lobbying and future legislation.1 

Most importantly, in 2007, the trajectory took a downward turn, with many 
small municipalities abandoning their projects and several large-scale proj-
ects (in Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Chicago) ending their development 
efforts very publicly. In late August 2007, Earthlink was retreating from the 
municipal wireless market,2 Chicago was delaying its network development,3 
and the proposed development of a municipal Wi-Fi network for San Fran-
cisco stalled.4 As of June 2008 the Philadelphia Wireless project suspended its 
network. 
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This chapter argues that the failures of the municipal projects do not stem 
from the municipal actions or the technologies involved. Rather, it is the state-
level policies that have forced municipalities into complex, undesirable business 
plans and partnerships with private providers and undermined the potential 
success of these projects. The disconnect between the goals of the municipalities 
and those of their private partners is responsible for the failed projects.

Broadband Internet Services as a Utility, Not a Luxury

Broadband is not a luxury. Broadband is an essential component of the na-
tional infrastructure of the United States. Citizens who have access to and the 
skills to use the Internet are: (1) more successful economically, with respect 
to education, jobs, and earnings; (2) participate more in the political and 
civic discourse; and (3) receive more government services and other public 
goods than those who do not.5 “Immediate and asynchronous connectivity, 
together with the diversity of information accessible via the computer can, 
furthermore, increase social inclusion and social position.”6 Increased access 
to the Internet also provides greater access to education, income, and other 
resources.7 Computerization and use of the Internet are also associated with 
higher wages.8 Internet users tend to consume more information offline than 
nonusers and to be more active in other ways as well.9 Shah et al. found that 
informational use of the Internet had a significant positive impact on com-
munity participation.10 

Broadband Internet access should be considered essential, just like water, 
gas, and electricity, and the patchwork of private companies now offering 
broadband access are exacerbating problems in rural and urban pockets of 
poverty in the same way other private utilities did in the recent past.11 Treating 
broadband Internet as a public utility may, therefore, help alleviate some of 
the causes and symptoms of poverty and social exclusion.

The United States has recognized the importance of broadband Internet 
services and has adopted a variety of measures to promote broadband. In 
some ways, the federal government is already acting as if broadband Internet 
service is a necessity rather than a luxury, but the policies it has adopted based 
on this assumption have largely failed. 

Most of the actions taken by the federal government have relied on the 
marketplace to address the nation’s need for broadband connectivity. Unfor-
tunately, the microeconomic motivations of the private industry do not take 
into account macroeconomic and social welfare needs.12 The private sector is 
primarily motivated by short-term profits and cannot take into account the 
positive externalities of widely available broadband networks. 
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The real issue is not whether broadband is good and more is better, but whether 
the market alone will provide the proper amount in the desired time frame. 
For most market-oriented conservatives, the correct amount is the amount 
that the market provides. Yet, because of significant positive externalities from 
broadband, the right amount—the amount that maximizes social welfare—is in 
fact greater than the amount the market alone provides. This means that active 
public policies to spur broadband, in addition to policies to remove barriers to 
deployment, are critical to ensure the best possible broadband future for the 
United States.13

Broadband is not just a consumer technology product, but rather a gateway 
to full civic participation in American life. Government intervention is, there-
fore, required to assure equal and fair distribution of it as a national resource. 
In addition, broadband access produces more than simple household access 
to the Internet.14 It has strong positive externalities that will produce power-
ful social, economic, and network effects outside the Internet itself, once the 
majority of Americans are connected and using the Internet.

Historic Public Ownership and Regulation of Telecommunication 
Providers

Historically, the United States has depended on the private sector, to a large 
extent, for its delivery of telecommunications services.15 The government has 
dealt with the problem of monopolies, in some cases, through direct owner-
ship of what were considered “natural monopolies,” such as the postal ser-
vice.16 However, in other cases, regulation rather than ownership was favored 
(for example, in the airline, railroad, and telecommunications industries). 
This was typically undertaken through industry-specific regulatory commis-
sions at the federal and/or state level.17 

The U.S. government has played an active role in the telecommunications 
market, both as a regulator and as a provider of subsidies. It has not, however, 
chosen to compete directly in the marketplace, on the grounds that when pri-
vate companies enter the telecommunications market they contribute to the 
development of competition and ultimately reduce the need for government 
regulation.18 Indeed, this is the vision of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 
and the intent of policies pursued by the Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) under this act.19 

The twelve years that have passed since, however, have made it clear that 
the 1996 act failed to anticipate the development of wireless technologies and 
the role that municipalities might take in the less regulated environment.20 
Existing laws do not apply to broadband services because of their designation 
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as advanced services by the 1996 act. In addition, a growing number of local 
governments have become convinced that they should find ways to participate 
in the marketplace creatively and ways to raise capital through innovative 
techniques. These newly formed government-initiated utilities see the ap-
pearance of competition in telecommunications markets as opportunities for 
growth and expansion. The pace of government entry into telecommunica-
tions and Internet services markets is rapid and increasing.21

The primary reasons for municipal entry into the market for broadband 
service provision is simply that the technology now makes it possible. FCC 
regulation of wireless broadband technology has been extremely limited, as 
the technology has matured. Through the creation of the Wireless Broadband 
Access Task Force, the FCC has proactively worked to remove obstacles to 
widespread deployment. The only substantive regulation on wireless broad-
band devices comes from FCC Rule Part 15, which governs wireless devices 
that operate in the unlicensed spectrums. The FCC has also reserved the 4.9 
GHz band for wireless networks dedicated to public safety at the local level. 
As a result, municipalities are able to leverage both the unlicensed spectrum 
and the spectrum reserved for public safety to support a metro-scale wireless 
network. This low barrier to entry has motivated many urban and rural mu-
nicipalities to explore deploying wireless broadband technology.

State Law and Policy Regarding Municipal Broadband

Telecommunications regulations have been largely initiated at the federal level 
and have restricted state and municipal involvement in telecommunications 
provision. However, in the context of municipal broadband deployments, this 
“top-down” model of policymaking has been flipped on its head, with the 
power shifting away from the FCC to city halls and state legislatures.

In 2004, the Supreme Court sided with the FCC and various incumbent 
local exchange carrier (ILEC) lobbyists in its Nixon v. Missouri Municipal 
League ruling, which allowed states to bar their subdivisions from provid-
ing telecommunications services. This opinion gave states the authority to 
determine when and where municipalities can deploy telecommunications 
services. This meant that all cities within a state were considered subdivi-
sions of the state, not separate entities. This pro–states’ rights decision 
gave states wide latitude to pass legislation pertaining to the provision of 
telecommunications services by municipalities. The outcome of this deci-
sion has been that the states have begun to develop their own policies for 
municipal broadband, leaving the nation with a patchwork of policies that 
lack uniformity. 
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Fueled by strong objections from incumbent telecommunication pro-
viders, state legislatures have been the locus of policy regarding municipal 
broadband. The central argument of those lobbying state legislatures is that 
the public funding and support of municipal broadband networks unfairly 
impacts competition in municipal markets between traditional private tele-
communications providers and new ventures funded in part with public tax 
funds.22 These private providers have expressed concern that cities providing 
wireless broadband service have several advantages. These include an unlim-
ited base from which to raise capital, the ability to regulate local rights of way 
and tower permits, existing public infrastructure that is necessary for network 
deployments (including streetlights), and tax-exempt status. Many companies 
have sought legislative relief at the state level to regulate or restrict a munic-
ipality’s ability to provide wireless broadband services to the public. These 
legislative initiatives have aimed to ensure that a majority of local residents are 
behind the initiative, the broadband project will not negatively affect a city’s 
finances, and the broadband deployment does not compete, or competes on a 
level playing field, with private carriers. 

To ensure that a majority of their constituents supported the initiative, 
several states included a requirement that municipalities hold hearings and/or 
referenda about the broadband deployment. These activities also help address 
the second concern—that the project did not negatively affect finances. In ad-
dition to reporting to the public, some states have also required that plans be 
submitted for approval to a state entity or agency. Tools used to achieve this 
objective included a variety of stipulations ranging from providing the local 
exchange carrier (LEC) the right of first refusal to an outright ban on compet-
ing with LECs. In some cases, municipalities were prohibited from charging 
for services altogether.23 

Effects of State Level Policy: More Partnerships and  
Less Municipal Ownership

Currently, most states have legislation proposed, pending, or passed that pro-
hibits municipalities from providing telecommunications services directly or 
indirectly. In some cases, state legislatures have prevented municipalities from 
expanding existing networks. In other cases, state legislatures have not out- 
rightly prohibited the development and deployment of municipal broadband 
networks but have created organizational and bureaucratic barriers which 
cause these networks to be curtailed, reconfigured, or resized.

This patchwork of policies has had both intended and unintended effects 
on municipal efforts to develop and deploy municipal broadband Internet 
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networks. For example, while some municipalities may speed up network de-
ployment to “beat” the deadline of enacting restrictions, others may either roll 
back their plans or abandon the proposed project altogether. Still others may 
create new business plans in which ownership of the network is transferred to 
private partners, while some may sell off municipal rights-of-way in exchange 
for discounted/wholesale services. According to Tapia and Ortiz,24 munici-
palities have had a variety of responses to the legislation, the most overriding 
response being the development of public-private partnerships between mu-
nicipalities and private service providers. Another striking outcome has been 
a change in business plans designed to ensure that the municipality would not 
be the sole owner of the network. 

There are many reasons why a municipality might choose to build, deploy, 
and manage its network via a third party in the form of some public-private 
partnership. Generally speaking, a public-private partnership offers consider-
able advantages, such as improved service quality, lower project costs, less risk, 
framework, incentives for innovation, more rapid project execution, easier 
budget management, and a potential source of additional revenue. It has been 
argued that a private company brings in a level of specialization that often 
is too expensive for a municipality to develop on its own as well as years of 
experience gained from working with other municipalities with similar and 
unique challenges. 

While on the surface these partnerships seem to offer significant benefits 
to municipalities, they are not without major costs. Tropos Networks, in their 
white paper, Build vs. Rent Build Versus Rent: Why Municipal and Industrial 
Organizations Should Own Their Outdoor Broadband Infrastructure,25 argue 
that municipalities gain in five key areas if they own their network: (1) flex-
ibility, (2) resiliency, (3) capacity, (4) cost, and (5) the capacity for a truly 
multi-use network. The authors note that “[c]ontrol, flexibility and cost sav-
ings associated with ownership versus rental are the overriding considerations 
and more than offset the additional planning and skill required to build, own 
and operate these systems. The increased performance and feature set of 
broadband wireless, coupled with lower cost and reduced complexity is now 
driving the strong case for city and enterprise ownership of these systems.”

It may also be the case that these partnerships are behind the failure of 
many of the very large-scale, prominent initiatives, such as those undertaken 
in Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Chicago. Many of these initiatives ceded 
ownership of the network to a single for-profit entity. When that entity and 
the free-market failed, so did the project. According to Meinrath: “The Phila-
delphia model is a corporate franchise granted to EarthLink—much of the 
problem stems from the fact that the municipality has no control or owner-
ship over the network and EarthLink has demonstrated no accountability to 
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the local community . . . where Earthlink’s wireless networks have been taken 
over by municipalities, they’ve continued to operate, while those that haven’t 
(e.g., Philly and New Orleans) they’re being shut down.”26 In addition, mu-
nicipal networks may have strongly different goals than for-profit entities in 
providing broadband Internet. 

Federal Level Law and Policy Regarding Municipal Broadband

There is no federal-level broadband policy today that addresses the future 
rights of municipalities to participate in the telecommunications market. In 
the last three sessions of Congress, more than a dozen bills related to broad-
band adoption were proposed. All of them are now in the initial stages of the 
legislative process, under committee consideration, and may undergo sig-
nificant changes in markup sessions. Most of them have been referred to the 
Senate Commerce, Science, and Transportation Committee. 

H.R. 2726, “Preservation Innovation in Telecom Act of 2005,”27 was in-
troduced by Representative Peter Sessions (R-TX) and proposes instituting 
state and federal barriers to municipal broadband. In essence, it prohibits 
municipal officials from providing telecommunications, cable or informa-
tion public services except to rectify market failures by ILECs to provide such 
service infrastructures. This legislation is viewed as the most prohibitive of 
the federal bills. 

S. 1294, introduced by Senators Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ) and John Mc-
Cain (R-AZ), is called the “Community Broadband Act of 2005.”28 The bill 
would amend the Telecommunications Act of 1996. It preserves and protects 
the ability of local governments to provide broadband capability and services. 
This bill would prohibit the creation of any state policy or regulation that re-
stricts or prohibits a public provider from providing, to any person or public 
or private entity, advanced telecommunications capability, or any service that 
utilizes such capability. It protects incumbent providers by prohibiting the 
municipality from discriminating against a telephone company project when 
it acts as both a competitor and the franchising authority. 

S. 1504, introduced by Senator John Ensign (R-NV), is titled “The Broad-
band Investment and Consumer Choice Act of 2005.”29 This legislation 
would require cities to inform private providers of plans to build municipal 
broadband networks; would allow bids from private sector companies to 
deploy, own, and operate the infrastructure; and would give preference to 
nongovernmental organizations in the required bid process. It would create 
a market-driven marketplace and eliminate government-driven competi-
tion. 
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HR 5252, introduced by Representatives Joe Barton (R-TX) and Bobby 
Rush (D-IL), is titled the “Communications, Opportunity, Promotion, and 
Enhancement (COPE) Act of 2006.”30 This bill is designed to update U.S. laws 
to address changes in voice, video, and data services. It would allow phone 
companies to enter the broadband market nationally without getting permis-
sion or approval from local sectors. In addition, it would authorize the FCC to 
enforce rules that require broadband Internet providers to provide consumers 
with unfettered Internet access and that allow them to run any Internet-based 
applications. 

S. 2686, introduced by Senator Ted Stevens (R-AK), is titled “Communica-
tions, Consumer’s Choice and Broadband Deployment Act of 2006.”31 This 
bill attempts to address such issues as the war on terrorism, interoperability, 
and universal service. It is an important bill for municipal broadband issues 
because it permits telecommunications companies to charge competitors 
higher rates for service. This effectively prevents municipalities from providing 
advanced telecommunications services. Within this proposed bill, both Title 
V and Title VI address municipal broadband directly and contain provisions 
that would “preempt any State or local law, regulation, rule or practice that is 
inconsistent with the requirements” of the bill. If passed, municipalities would 
have to allow access to “public rights of way” without favoring themselves or 
any other advanced communications carriers they might be affiliated with. 
Municipalities would be required to publish public notices of their intent to 
provide advanced telecommunications services and “provide opportunity for 
commercial enterprises to bid for the rights to provide such capability during 
a thirty-day period following publication of notice.” Section 2.D. stipulates 
that the public provider must also publish information if it intends to serve 
advanced communications capabilities to low-to-moderate income areas or 
other similar areas. Senator Stevens’s bill provides private companies a right-
of-first-refusal and the public provider may only proceed to provide services 
if no private company submits a bid within a thirty-day period. It would also 
exempt any network whose sole objective is to serve public safety and does not 
serve the public in any other way beyond the municipal. 

There are two bills that may affect municipal broadband because they ad-
dress the digital divide and universal access of broadband. The goal of the 
proposed Internet and Universal Service Act of 2006 (S. 2256)32 is “to ensure 
the availability to all Americans of high-quality, advanced telecommunica-
tions and broadband services, technologies, and networks at just, reasonable, 
and affordable rates, and to establish a permanent mechanism to guarantee 
specific, sufficient, and predictable support for the preservation and advance-
ment of universal service, and for other purposes.” The Universal Service 
Reform Act of 2006 (H.R. 5072)33 that Representatives Lee Terry (R-NE) and 
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Rick Boucher (D-VA) introduced in late March 2006 would allow USF funds 
to pay for broadband services from contributions of service providers that use 
telephone numbers, IP addresses, or offer network connections to the public.

Three additional bills would allocate unused spectrum for broadband, 
again impacting municipal broadband, but indirectly. A “white space” bill 
(H.R. 5085)34 introduced by Representatives Marsha Blackburn (R-TN) and 
Jay Inslee (D-WA) would allow use of broadcast television spectrum in the 
band between 54 and 698 MHz (other than 608–618 MHz) by unlicensed 
devices, including broadband services. The Wireless Innovation Act of 2006 
(S. 2327 or the “Winn Act”)35 would facilitate the development of wireless 
broadband Internet access by allocating the so-called white spaces between 
television channels for other uses. Similarly, the American Broadband for 
Communities Act (S. 2332)36 would allocate unused broadcast spectrum for 
unlicensed wireless devices and potentially provide communities with wire-
less broadband and home networking.

Future Law and Policy Related to Municipal Broadband

The United States has taken a deregulatory approach under the assumption 
that the market can build enough capacity to meet the demand. The market 
may do a good job of providing reliable infrastructure with reasonable quality 
of service, but it has no incentive to provide universal, ubiquitous coverage if 
it cannot generate sufficient profits in the process.37 The business pressures 
of providing connectivity do not ensure that networks will be built with the 
standards deemed important by communities. It is essential that alternative 
approaches to infrastructure development remain a priority for municipal 
governments and national policymakers.38

Currently, broadband policy pertaining to local government exists only at the 
state level, the result being a mish-mash of policies. It is essential for the United 
States to consider a federal level national broadband policy that would incor-
porate the regulation of municipal wireless. It is especially important for the 
federal government to take a stronger regulatory stance on broadband, framing 
it as a national utility, and begin plans for a nationwide broadband network.39 
The current patchwork of broadband entry and service provision policies com-
plicates any hope for large-scale, nationwide broadband deployment plans. 

The 2004 Supreme Court Nixon ruling increased the power of the states to 
regulate municipal entry into telecommunications markets and led to a patch-
work of divergent policies. The states may have hoped in this way to increase 
the number of telecommunications providers in a given market and thereby 
increase competition, coverage, quality, and service, while at the same time 
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lowering prices. But this was not what happened, and often, the reverse was 
the case. For this reason, it is essential that the government create streamlined 
rules and regulations that promote broadband deployment.

Indeed, a national broadband policy that promotes social inclusion and 
ubiquitous, high-quality service and allows local governments to be involved 
in providing it is of the essence. The goals of this national policy should be to 
encourage municipalities:

(1)  To own and manage wireless networks or at least take an active role in 
creating them; 

(2)  To design, build, and deploy a wireless service that is as reliable as other 
common utilities like water, power, and the telephone, with clear per-
formance standards established;

(3)  To design, build, and deploy wireless service coverage, which should in-
clude every household, business, organization, public space, and public 
transit corridor located in the municipality;

(4)  To charge for the wireless service prices that are affordable and nondis-
criminatory in order to ensure universal access for all.

In order to achieve the goals of this policy it is essential to begin taking stock 
of what broadband services are available, of what quality, and at what cost. This 
challenge, it should be noted, is already being addressed. The FCC published a 
“Report and Order” that makes significant changes in the way it collects data 
concerning broadband in the United States. At present, Internet service provid-
ers (ISPs) report the number of broadband subscribers based on zip codes; 
under the new system, however, they must report these numbers based on cen-
sus tracks. In addition, ISPs are now required to break down the number of sub-
scribers according to broadband speeds. These changes may improve the ability 
of the FCC to understand the extent of broadband deployment and enable it to 
continue to develop and maintain appropriate broadband policies, and in par-
ticular, to carry out its obligation under section 706 of the Telecommunications 
Act of 1996 to “determine whether advanced telecommunications capability is 
being deployed to all Americans in a reasonable and timely fashion.”40 

In addition, it is essential to identify a common standard for wireless broadband 
deployment, including Wi-Fi meshing. It is also imperative that underutilized 
spectrum be reallocated for unlicensed citizen access. This would encourage an 
“open spectrum” policy that could speed the deployment of ubiquitous and af-
fordable wireless broadband networks. In addition, the USF should be expanded 
to cover broadband service, including USF eligibility, distribution, and availabil-
ity of funds for various types of broadband providers. It is also recommended 
that the federal government offer grants to fund broadband deployment. 
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Conclusion

Municipalities have fundamentally different goals in providing broadband 
Internet access than does private industry. Municipalities are interested in 
promoting civic engagement, social inclusion, and economic development 
across all neighborhoods and communities through the deployment of 
their wireless network. Private industry, on the other hand, must be con-
cerned with the bottom line and, therefore, provides service with a mind 
toward profit rather than social welfare. Traditionally, the United States has 
relied on private industry and competition to achieve greater quality and 
efficiency in the provision of Internet services. This approach, however, 
appears to have failed, since the United States has been falling behind the 
rest of the world in terms of broadband rollout and the average speed and 
quality of the service. To make matters worse, significant portions of inner 
cities and rural areas remain without service, and the price of the service 
continues to rise. 

The United States must take a stronger regulatory approach to broadband, 
beginning with the adoption of a national broadband policy, as state-level 
policy is not working, and the various state-level regulations vary widely. In 
the most extreme cases, municipalities have been prevented from offering any 
form of Internet service. In other cases, restrictions have created uncomfort-
able partnerships between municipalities and private providers, often leading 
to conflicting goals and failed projects.

The goals of a national policy would be to encourage the deployment of 
municipal networks that are inclusive, ubiquitous, and affordable. The path to 
enacting this future national municipal broadband policy would include con-
ducting a broadband census, creating new standards, allocating more spec-
trum, further developing the universal service fund, and promoting grants.

It is essential that municipalities and communities remain engaged in 
providing Internet services. Their voice is the voice of the people. It is pos-
sible that public involvement in the provision of Internet service will di-
minish as the private sector provides higher quality, more reliable services 
than those provided through most municipal projects. With municipalities 
playing the role of entrepreneur, they may spur private sector innovation, 
or at least wider broadband deployment. Citizens may then become con-
vinced that the networks offered by private industry serve their interests. 
Regardless of who provides the service, municipalities should assume the 
role of encouraging private industry to adopt the practices and policies 
needed to ensure that their networks provide broadband connectivity that 
is in the public interest and meets the various needs of the municipality, 
not just access.
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The telecommunications companies wanted more competition and the 
ability to expand. In exchange, we insisted on a strong, continued com-
mitment by the telecommunications companies to “preserve and advance” 
universal service including access to advanced telecommunication services 
for schools, rural health care providers and libraries.

Senator Jay Rockefeller (D-West Virginia)1

The Context: Internet and Broadband Access in the United States

Affordable access to services available over broadband is recognized 
as an important contributor to social and economic development. A 

2001 Brookings study by Robert Crandall and Charles Jackson estimated that 
widespread adoption of basic broadband in the United States could add $500 
billion to the economy and produce 1.2 million new jobs.2 In 2004, Charles 
Ferguson argued that as much as $1 trillion could be lost over the next decade 
because of present constraints on broadband development.3 

Yet despite U.S. global leadership in communications technologies and 
Internet services, according to the OECD, it ranks as low as fifteenth among 
industrialized countries in broadband access per one hundred inhabitants.4 
Broadband costs in the United States also remain high. American consum-
ers pay ten to twenty-five times more per megabit than do users in Japan. To 
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make matters worse, the average speed of broadband in the United States has 
not increased in the past five years; consequently, consumers in France and 
South Korea have residential broadband connections that are ten to twenty 
times faster than in the United States. 

American broadband adoption is also highly dependent on socioeconomic 
status: almost 60 percent of households with annual incomes above $150,000 
have broadband, compared with fewer than 10 percent of households with 
incomes below $25,000.5 The gap between rural and urban areas persists: 
broadband penetration in urban areas is almost double that in rural.6 Rural 
subscribers with dial-up are much more likely than their urban counterparts 
to list lack of availability as the reason they do not have higher speed Internet 
connections.7 

Access is especially limited in the poorest regions of the country. Seven of 
the ten states with the fewest high speed lines per capita are also among the 
ten poorest states in the country: Alabama, Arkansas, Idaho, Kentucky, Mis-
sissippi, Montana, and West Virginia.8 Six of these same states are among the 
ten with the fewest Internet users per one hundred residents.9 

Broadband access is important for schools because it allows multiple users 
to be online, while enabling data-rich applications, such as multimedia web 
access and video-conferencing. An Alaskan analysis of school bandwidth re-
quirements stipulates that “[d]ial-up connectivity does not allow for efficient 
data flow and usually will not allow such services as e-mail for group use. 
Normally, a school with dial-up will only transmit information, not being able 
to rely on downloading or browsing.”10 It notes that “[l]ess than T-1 [1.544 
mbps] connectivity allows Internet use for data transfer, Web searches, e-mail 
and Web posting. Under normal circumstances, information flows at speeds 
allowing for group use, but may be overwhelmed. Video services can be used 
with some loss of picture and sound quality, but usually will require that other 
traffic, such as Internet use, be shut down.” Also, as applications become more 
demanding of bandwidth, many K–12 schools have expressed an interest in an 
Internet 2 connection. A study by the Pennsylvania Department of Education 
found that full use of the applications provided by Internet 2 requires nearly 
ten megabits per second.11 

Expansion of Universal Service

The original programs of the universal service fund (USF) were designed to 
subsidize voice telephony access for low-income residents and to extend rea-
sonably priced telephone services to rural and other underserved areas. The 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 expanded the definition of universal service 
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to include schools, libraries, and rural health care facilities, as well as access to 
“advanced services.” The goal was to provide opportunities for students and 
community residents to take advantage of these “advanced services” even if they 
were not yet available in their homes. In order to help to bridge what became 
known as the “digital divide,” access to the Internet was seen as a high priority:

Elementary and secondary schools and classrooms, health care providers, and 
libraries should have access to advanced telecommunications services. . . . All 
telecommunications carriers serving a geographic area shall . . . provide such 
services to elementary schools, secondary schools, and libraries for educa-
tional purposes at rates less than the amounts charged for similar services to 
other parties.12

The FCC sets the overall policy for the program, which is administered by 
a nonprofit entity, the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC). 
Funds come from telecommunications carriers, which are required to con-
tribute a set portion of their revenues to the universal service fund. Carriers 
generally pass these costs down to customers through itemized charges on 
their telephone bills. USAC makes payments from this central fund to support 
the schools and libraries program, the rural health care program and other 
universal service programs (low-income and high-cost).

The E-Rate (short for “education rate”) was created by Section 254 (h) of 
the 1996 act13 to provide discounts on a wide variety of telecommunications, 
Internet, and internal connection products and services. All public and private 
nonprofit elementary and secondary schools are eligible (except those with an 
endowment of more than $50 million). Libraries are also eligible, as long as 
they meet the definition in the Library Services and Technology Act and have 
a budget completely separate from a K–12 school. 

The Funding Process

Up to $2.25 billion in discounts can be made available each year through 
this program. First priority is given to requests for support for telecommu-
nications services (services to communicate electronically between sites) and 
Internet access, with requests for internal connections (e.g., wiring, routers, 
wireless local area networks to connect classrooms) and maintenance of in-
ternal connections deemed second priority. Priority 1 services are funded first, 
and the remaining funds for priority 2 are allocated first to the most economi-
cally disadvantaged schools and libraries.14 

Schools may apply for all “commercially available telecommunications ser-
vices,” ranging from basic telephone services to T-1 and wireless connections, 
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Internet access including e-mail services, and internal networking equipment. 
Discounts are not available for computers (except network servers), teacher 
training, and most software.15 Approved costs are billed directly to USAC, up to 
the limit of the subsidy. Schools and libraries are responsible for the remainder 
and must demonstrate that they can cover their portion of the costs.

The applicable discount rate is based on a school’s economic needs and 
location, as outlined in table 13.1. The proxy for economic need is the per-
centage of students who are eligible for free or reduced-priced lunches under 
the National School Lunch Program. The library’s discount rate is based on 
the school district or districts in which they are located. Support for telecom-
munications services and Internet access is provided to all eligible applicants 
regardless of their level of need. 

Decisions to seek E-Rate support may be made at the school, library, 
school district, or state level. In some instances, states submit applications 
on behalf of all the districts in their jurisdiction. Schools are required to 
prepare a technology plan, which must be approved by the state before they 
are eligible to apply for E-Rate funds. The purpose of this requirement is to 
ensure that school staffs consider issues such as sources of funding for other 
equipment and maintenance, training for teachers and students, and strate-
gies for integrating use of computers and the Internet into the curriculum. 
The application process is rather complex, with a series of forms that must be 
completed and submitted, according to set guidelines and deadlines concern-
ing eligibility, discount categories, service and equipment requirements, allow-
able equipment and services, and so on. Once the application is approved, the 
school or library’s requirements are posted on USAC’s website (www.usac.org) 
for twenty-eight days, following which it may select from competitive bids or 
negotiate with the carrier serving the area, according to E-Rate procurement 
rules and guidelines.
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TABLE 13.1:  
Discounts Available for Schools

% of Students Who Qualify Discount for Schools Discount for Schools 
for the National School Located in an  Located in a 
Lunch Program Urban Area Rural Area

Less then 1% 20% 25%
1% to 19% 40% 50%
20% to 34% 50% 60%
35% to 49% 60% 70%
50% to 74% 80% 80%
75% to 100% 90% 90%
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E-Rate Allocations: Following the Money

Funds Allocations for Schools and Libraries

About $21.1 billion have been allocated through this program since funds 
were first disbursed in 1998. Of the total funds, more than 86 percent (prob-
ably more than 90 percent, because of additional funding to school/library 
consortia) went to schools. Libraries received 2.9 percent, and consortia of 
schools and libraries received 11.4 percent, as detailed in table 13.2. 

TABLE 13.2:  
Amount Allocated for Schools and Libraries 

Applicant Type $ Amount 1998–2007 % of $ Total

Schools/School Districts 18,146,404,271 85.73%
Libraries 610,140,020 2.88%
School/Library Consortium 2,410,533,002 11.39%
  
Total $21,167,077,293 100.00%

TABLE 13.3:  
Amount Allocated by Discount Bands, 1998–2006

Discount Band Percent of Funds by Percent of Funds by 
 Discount Band 1998–2006 Discount Band 2007
20–29% 0.13% 0.13%
30–39% 0.38% 0.44%
40–49% 5.99% 6.52%
50–59% 6.53% 7.23%
60–69% 9.86% 12.09%
70–79% 14.22% 18.56%
80–89% 28.42% 26.63%
>90% 34.48% 28.40%
   
Total 60% – >90% 86.98% 85.68%
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Allocations by Discount Levels

From 1998 to 2006, 34.5 percent of the funds went to schools and libraries 
eligible for a 90 percent discount, while about 77 percent went to those eli-
gible for discounts of 70 percent or more and 87 percent to those eligible for 
discounts of 70 percent or more,16 as detailed in table 13.3. Thus, it appears 
that funds were disbursed primarily to schools in disadvantaged regions—in 
rural/remote or low-income urban areas. (USAC does not break down most 
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allocations by rural versus urban location, apparently because funds are often 
granted to large jurisdictions, although the jurisdictions must provide that 
data in order to qualify for a discount rate.)

Allocations for Services

From 1998 to 2007, $10.3 billion or 47.8 percent of total funding was allocated 
for internal connections (within schools and libraries). About $8.6 billion or 
39.6 percent was allocated for telecommunications services. About $2.3 billion 
or 10.6 percent was allocated for Internet services, as detailed in table 13.4.

The allocations have changed in recent years, with 49.2 percent funding 
telecommunications services and 12.9 percent funding Internet access in 
2007. The funding for basic maintenance of internal connections has been 
available only since 2005. Most funding for internal connections has gone to 
schools eligible for discounts of 70 percent or more, as detailed in table 13.5. 

TABLE 13.4:  
Allocations by Service, 1998–2007

 $ Total Percentage
Internal Connections $10,329,922,194 47.77%
Internet Access $2,299,930,050 10.63%
Telecom Services $8,598,028,474 39.63%
Basic Maintenance $398,270,253 1.84%
of Internet Connections
  
TOTAL:  $21,626,150,971 100.00%

TABLE 13.5:  
Allocation by Service, 2007

 $ Total Percentage
Internal Connections $726,471,209 31.69%
Internet Access $295,381,178 12.89%
Telecom Services $1,127,614,659 49.20%
Basic Maintenance $142,635,505 6.22%
of Internal Connections
  
Total $2,292,102,551 100.0%
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Allocations by State

Between 1998 and 2006, the amount of funding provided per capita through 
the program varied widely from state to state. Four of the ten poorest states 
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TABLE 13.7:  
Top Ten States: E-Rate Funds/Capita, 2006

State  E-Rate Funds/Capita

Alaska $27.60
District of Columbia $19.21
Louisiana $16.94
New Mexico $15.27
Mississippi $13.15
Oklahoma $10.53
Alabama $10.10
New York $9.85
South Dakota $9.81
Arizona $9.37

Note: Bold indicates states among poorest ten states in GSP/capita.

TABLE 13.6:  
Top Ten States in Funding per Capita, 1998–2006

State  E-Rate Funds/Capita

Alaska $201
District of Columbia $200
New Mexico $176
New York $138
Mississippi $109
Oklahoma $100
South Carolina $95
Louisiana $87
Texas $86
Arizona $76
Kentucky $76
Note: Bold indicates states among poorest ten states in GSP/capita.

(measured in gross state product per capita terms)—Mississippi, Oklahoma, 
South Carolina, and Kentucky—were among the biggest E-Rate recipients per 
capita. The allocations are detailed in table 13.6. 

In 2006, the ten states that received the biggest E-Rate fund commitments in 
funding per capita included only three of the poorest states, measured in gross 
state product per capita. Three states that have significant Native American 
populations and isolated areas (Alaska, New Mexico, South Dakota) were in-
cluded in the list as well, as detailed in table 13.7.

The bottom ten states in terms of funding received only $12 to $32 per 
capita between 1998 and 2006, as detailed in table 13.8. Among them were 
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several states with significant rural areas, such as New Hampshire, Nevada, 
Vermont, Idaho (also one of the poorest states), Hawaii, and Iowa. 

Is it an intentional rejection of federal funding or the availability of signifi-
cant alternative sources of support from the state and local governments that 
explains this phenomenon? New Hampshire, Nevada, Maryland, Washington, 
and Virginia rank among the top fifteen states in high-speed lines per capita, 
according to FCC data. Are organizational problems, such as small school size 
or lack of mentorship, hindering some of these states that could benefit from 
more funding support? Quite possibly so, at least according to field interviews 
conducted in Vermont.17

Benefits of the E-Rate

Following a decade during which the E-Rate allocated more than $21 billion 
in funds, there has been little rigorous evaluation of the utilization or impact 
of this program. Reports that have addressed the issue have generally been 
based on case studies or anecdotal evidence. 

In 1996, about two-thirds of public schools in the United States had 
Internet access. By 2003, virtually every public school could go online. 
Education Week notes: “Perhaps even more striking, high-poverty schools, 
as well as their low-poverty counterparts, could boast near-universal access 
to the Internet by that point.”18 A report sponsored by the Education and 
Library Networks Coalition (EdLiNC) credits the E-Rate with increasing 
the percentage of public classrooms with Internet access from 14 percent in 
1996 to 95 percent in 2005.19 Internet access for libraries has also increased 
dramatically during this period; more than 95 percent of U.S. libraries had 

TABLE 13.8:  
Bottom Ten States in Funding per Capita, 1998–2006

State  E-Rate Funds/Capita

New Hampshire $12
Delaware $13
Nevada $17
Vermont $25
Idaho $26
Hawaii $27
Maryland $29
Iowa $30
Washington $31
Virginia $32

Note: Bold indicates state among poorest ten states in GSP/capita.
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Internet access in 2006, compared with 28 percent in 1996.20 As shown 
above, more than one-third of E-Rate funds went to the poorest schools 
(those eligible for discounts of 90 percent or more), and a total of more 
than $18.4 billion went to schools eligible for a discount of 60 percent or 
more.21 But would most schools and libraries have gained Internet access 
without the E-Rate program through state or local initiatives? Perhaps not, 
although the causality link is missing. 

 An EdLiNC report published in 2003 concluded that: 

ü  The E-Rate is an important tool for economic empowerment in under-
served communities;

ü  The E-Rate is beginning to bring new learning opportunities to special 
education students; 

ü  The E-Rate is transforming education in rural America;
ü  E-Rate-supported technical infrastructure in schools is vital to reaching 

student achievement goals in No Child Left Behind legislation; 
ü  Schools and libraries are devoting significant resources to completing 

E-Rate applications.22

Case studies of Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, and Milwaukee, carried out 
on behalf of the Benton Foundation, identified several benefits, but also new 
challenges resulting from E-Rate support: 

ü  Network infrastructure deployment has been accelerated, and Internet 
access has improved dramatically;

ü  E-Rate funding has enabled school districts to leverage existing financial 
resources;

ü Professional development needs are increasing geometrically;
ü School districts are highly dependent on E-Rate funding;
ü  The E-Rate has led to changes in school district planning practices, re-

quiring new knowledge and new collaboration;
ü  The current E-Rate process taxes relationships with vendors;
ü  The need for building upgrades (in wiring and other hardware, for ex-

ample) can delay deployment of information technology.23

Beyond Access

Effective utilization of the Internet for education requires not only connec-
tivity, but also capability, content and appropriate context. Education Week’s 
“Technology Counts 2008” study uses several criteria to evaluate states on 
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their technology leadership in three core areas of technology policy and prac-
tice: access to technology, use of technology, and capacity to use technology.

Concerning Internet access, a teacher commented in Benton’s 2002 study: 
“It’s a great leash, but there’s no dog.”24 Since 2002, the average level of 
computer access has hardly changed, remaining close to four students per 
instructional computer. In 2007, there were 3.7 students for every high-speed 
Internet-connected computer in U.S. public schools. However, the number 
of students sharing a high-speed Internet-connected computer ranged from 
less than two (1.9 in South Dakota) to five or more (in Mississippi and Cali-
fornia).25

Education Week found that study respondents listed professional develop-
ment and connectivity/networking as their two highest priorities for tech-
nology spending this school year. Nationwide, 15 percent of public schools 
reported that the majority of their teachers were at a “beginner” skill level 
in their use of technology. However, like computer access, teacher skill levels 
vary from state to state. In 2006, at least one-third of schools in Mississippi 
and West Virginia reported a majority of teachers were beginners, compared 
with only 3 percent of schools in South Dakota.26 Yet technology skills alone 
are not sufficient. A budget for technical support and maintenance is needed; 
otherwise, tech-savvy teachers may end up becoming “electronic janitors,” 
who merely keep the equipment running.27

Effective use of the technology also requires applications that can enrich 
curricula and extend learning. Education Week notes: “[S]tates are taking steps 
to help expand the use of educational technology both through standards for 
students and via efforts to push the boundaries of conventional schooling.”28 
Twenty-three states have established a state virtual school, and sixteen states 
have at least one cyber charter school.29 About 19 percent of public schools 
now offer their own distance-learning programs for students. These initiatives 
raise the question: Are state and local initiatives building on the foundation of 
E-Rate support, or substituting for it?

Rural Health Care

In section 254 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, Congress sought to 
provide rural health care providers “an affordable rate for the services nec-
essary for telemedicine and the instruction relating to such services.” Spe-
cifically, Congress directed telecommunications carriers “to provide telecom-
munications services which are necessary to health care provision in a State, 
including instruction relating to such services, to any public or nonprofit 
health care provider that serves persons who reside in rural areas of that State, 
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at rates that are reasonably comparable to rates charged for similar services in 
urban areas of that State.”30

The Rural Health Care Division of USAC administers a program that provides 
up to $400 million annually so that rural health care providers pay no more than 
their urban counterparts do for the same or similar telecommunication services. 
To qualify for universal service support, a health care provider (HCP) must be 
a public or not-for-profit organization located in a rural area. In addition, not-
for-profit HCPs, in both rural and urban areas, may qualify for Internet access 
assistance if they are unable to access the Internet via a toll-free or local call and 
must, therefore, dial into the Internet via a toll (long-distance) call.

The HCP may seek support for eligible services, which include mileage-
related charges, various types of connectivity from leased telephone lines to 
frame relay, integrated services digital network (ISDN) or T1 circuits, mile-
age charges, and one-time installation charges. End-user equipment, such as 
computers, telephones, and fax machines, as well as maintenance charges, 
are not eligible for support.31 All telecommunications common carriers may 
participate, including interexchange carriers (IXCs), wireless carriers, and 
competitive local exchange carriers. 

Each eligible HCP requests bids for telecommunications services to be used 
for providing health care through postings on the USAC website. Requests 
for bids must be posted on the USAC website for twenty-eight days before 
the HCP can enter into an agreement to purchase services from a carrier. The 
HCP must consider all bids received and select the most cost-effective method 
to meets its health care communications needs. 32

By 2003, only 1,194 of 8,300 potential applicants had received support, and 
the fund disbursed only $30.25 million in its first five years out of a potential 
pool of $200 million. The FCC, therefore, implemented several changes to 
eligibility requirements and comparative pricing guidelines designed to make 
the USF discount more widely available and simpler to implement.33 For 
example, eligible health care providers could receive 25 percent discounts on 
the cost of monthly Internet access,34 and rural health care providers in states 
considered to be entirely rural could receive support equal to 50 percent of the 
monthly cost of advanced telecommunications and information services.35 

Despite these modifications, the program continued to be underutilized. 
As the FCC noted: “[I]n each of the past 10 years, the program generally has 
disbursed less than 10 percent of the authorized funds.”36 According to USAC 
data, a total of $168.5 million was disbursed for rural health care from 1998 
to 2005 inclusive.37 Some $97.4 million or 58 percent of the funds during that 
period went to Alaska, primarily to link village clinics to regional hospitals, 
and to link the hospitals to medical centers in Anchorage, under the Alaska 
Federal Health Care Access Network (AFHCAN) initiative.38
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The FCC subsequently introduced a two-year pilot program in September 
2006 that could allocate up to $100 million in RHC funds for construction of 
dedicated broadband networks to connect health providers in a state or region 
and to support the cost of connecting these networks to Internet 2. Another pur-
pose of the pilot program is to provide information that could guide revision of 
the current RHC rules so that the increasing broadband connectivity serves addi-
tional purposes: “If successful, increasing broadband connectivity among health 
care providers at the national, state and local levels would also provide vital links 
for disaster preparedness and emergency response and would likely facilitate the 
President’s goal of implementing electronic medical records nationwide.”39 

In November 2007, the FCC announced allocation of more than $417 mil-
lion for construction of sixty-nine statewide or regional broadband telehealth 
networks in forty-two states and three U.S. territories under the health care 
pilot program.40 This initiative merits careful evaluation to determine whether 
it contributes to both health care and infrastructure access goals.

Key Issues

Universal service policy is now under review by Congress and the FCC. Fol-
lowing a decade of operation, it should be possible to assess the effectiveness 
of the E-Rate and other USF programs. However, policy decisions do not 
usually wait for conclusive research. The recommendations below are based 
on what we do know. 

Should the E-Rate Program be Continued?

Yes. Despite the lack of hard data, there is significant evidence that the funds 
have contributed to providing access to the Internet for school students and 
for community residents through public libraries. However, the program 
needs some revision and greater oversight as detailed below.

Should the E-Rate Program Remain Under the FCC?

Some federal officials have proposed that the E-Rate should be merged with 
other Department of Education technology programs. However, because of its 
direct role as a key component of universal service policy, the E-Rate should 
remain independent of other government departments and under the admin-
istration of the FCC.

But should a community access program be run by an agency comprised 
primarily of lawyers, economists, and engineers? Not without other input. The 
Federal-State Joint Board includes some state commissioners and consumer 
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advocates, but other types of expertise are needed. Oversight should include 
representatives from other federal agencies, including NTIA (National Telecom-
munications and Information Administration) concerning national communi-
cations infrastructure policy, as well as the Department of Education (DOE), and 
Health and Human Services (HHS), which is already involved in the rural health 
care initiatives. Advisors on the research and evaluation of E-Rate applications 
should also include experts and possibly representatives of federal research bod-
ies, such as the National Academy of Sciences and National Science Foundation. 
The latter agencies could be made responsible for guiding evaluation research on 
the utilization and impact of E-Rate funding. 

What Key Elements of the E-Rate Process Should be Retained?

The E-Rate funds allocation process has several unique features that should 
be retained.

Awards to the User

The E-Rate funds are awarded to the user (school or library) rather than 
directly to the carrier or vendor. This approach can empower the schools and 
libraries as customers of the carriers, rather than supplicants. In some cases, 
schools and libraries have become “anchor tenants” for these carriers, encour-
aging them to bring broadband into previously unserved communities.

Competitive Bids

The E-Rate process requires competitive bids for approved services through 
the USAC website. This approach not only creates incentives to minimize 
costs but also encourages new entrants, in addition to incumbents and large 
vendors, to provide equipment and services for schools. 

These approaches differ from the models used in most other countries, 
where subsidies go directly to carriers, and incumbents may be required to 
provide discounted or free service to schools. In these other models, carriers 
have no incentive to provide high quality of service to schools if they see no 
revenue potential. Furthermore, if they receive direct government subsidies to 
provide the service, they may have no incentive to minimize costs. The incen-
tive-based E-Rate model, while not perfect, is far superior.

Should the Funding Formula be Changed?

Graduated discounts are greatest for schools and libraries in rural/remote 
and low-income urban areas. This general formula should be maintained. 
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However, given the limited support for schools and libraries that are not eli-
gible for significant discounts, it can be argued that funding should be avail-
able only to those that are clearly disadvantaged, e.g., eligible for discounts of 
60 percent (or possibly 70 percent) or more. Allocations to other applicants 
could be gradually phased out. Alternatively, the discount percentages could 
be reviewed and possibly lowered. An important consideration is whether dis-
counts of 80 or 90 percent provide sufficient incentives to schools and librar-
ies to find additional sources of funding, and/or to be prudent and efficient in 
their utilization of ICT facilities and services. 

Some of the remaining funds might then be made available for capability 
and content, as well as for research on the E-Rate program (see below). A 
small amount of funds should also be allocated for outreach, to ensure that 
all eligible recipients are aware of the program and to provide training and 
support to help them with the funding process.

Should E-Rate Funds Support Capability and Content?

Some educators advocate expanding E-Rate funding beyond connectivity 
to support training, technical support, and content. In general, given the 
pressures on the funding base and ongoing requirements for connectivity 
subsidies, E-Rate funds should be limited to supporting connectivity, while 
alternative sources should be tapped for these other important needs. 

However, as noted above, if funding formulas were changed, some E-Rate 
support could be allocated for these purposes. For example, a small percentage 
of funds (e.g., up to 10 percent) could be used for competitive grants for train-
ing and content development, for example, the $650 million that was unused 
and carried forward from funding years 2001–2004 could be used for capability 
and content.

Several alternatives have been proposed to fund additional activities involv-
ing technical training and support and content development. One approach 
is to provide support from other government agencies, such as the federal 
Department of Education. The Enhancing Education Through Technology 
(EETT) program, for example, which was authorized as Title II-D of the No 
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), enables schools to address core teaching and 
learning needs through technology, including access to courses online, profes-
sional development programs for teachers, and technology skills and tools for 
students.41

Under the EETT, states distribute funds to school districts, with 50 per-
cent allocated by a poverty-weighted formula and 50 percent by competi-
tion. EETT gives schools broad discretion in using program resources for 
technology-related acquisition, enrichment, professional development, and 
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integration purposes aimed at improving student achievement and student 
technology access.42

Although the EETT was provided with $1 billion per year through the 
NCLB legislation, in actuality, it only received about $690 million for its 
first three fiscal years, 2002–2004, and then only $496 million in fiscal year 
2005 and to $272 million in fiscal year 2006.43 Clearly, additional funds are 
needed to enable this program to achieve educational technology goals and to 
complement the support for connectivity through the E-Rate.

Another source of federal funds could be the proceeds from FCC spectrum 
auctions. Digital Promise proposes establishing a nonprofit nongovernmental 
digital opportunity investment trust (DO IT) “designed to meet the urgent 
need to transform learning in the twenty-first century.” The trust would use 
FCC spectrum auction funds for learning software and tools to make use of 
the Internet and for information and communications technologies for edu-
cation. The proponents draw parallels to the historic use of revenues from the 
sale of public lands “which helped finance public education in every new state 
and created the great system of land-grant colleges voted by Congress and 
signed by President Lincoln during the darkest days of the Civil War.”44 Digital 
Promise was passed by both the House and Senate in July 2008, as part of the 
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, and signed into law by President 
Bush in August 2008. However, its mandated National Center for Research in 
Advanced Information and Digital Technologies remains unfunded.45

How Can the E-Rate Process be Improved?

Better Management

The slow and cumbersome process of allocating funds has continued to 
plague the Universal Services Administrative Company (USAC), the organi-
zation established to manage the distribution of USF funds, formed by the 
amalgamation of two separate entities (for schools/libraries and rural health 
care), which was initially set up to implement the programs. In May 2007, 
USAC projected that $650 million allocated for schools and libraries from 
funding years 2001–2004 had not been spent. The FCC authorized these 
funds to be carried over to the next funding year to increase disbursements for 
schools and libraries.46 This amount represents nearly 29 percent of the funds 
available ($2.25 billion annually) during the four-year period.

The E-Rate program has been accused of insufficient oversight. Some 
school districts have purchased equipment that was unnecessary, too costly 
or beyond their capability to manage. Equipment vendors have been accused 
of fraud and price-rigging.47 In 2003, USAC, with support from the FCC, 
created a task force to recommend steps to strengthen and improve E-Rate 
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compliance procedures and prevent waste, fraud and abuse.48 In December 
2003, the House Committee on Energy and Commerce asked the Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) to prepare a report on the FCC’s management 
and oversight of the E-Rate program. The GAO found evidence of some mis-
management of E-Rate funds, bureaucratic delays in disbursing funds and 
some waste of E-Rate resources. Its report called for the FCC to strengthen 
its management and oversight by determining comprehensively which federal 
accountability requirements apply to the E-Rate, establishing E-Rate perfor-
mance goals and measures, and taking steps to reduce beneficiary appeals.49 In 
March 2005, the House Committee held hearings on the GAO report.50

USAC and the FCC have taken significant steps to rectify these problems. 
They are also being addressed through the FCC in its Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (NPRM) on USF management, administration, and over-
sight.51

A triennial review of FCC and USAC administrative, application, and over-
sight procedures should be required to improve efficiency, effectiveness, and 
transparency of funds disbursement and to examine changing needs for ICT 
access.

At the Federal Level

Although there are strengths in the E-Rate allocation process, the program 
has proved difficult to implement and administer. Some educators and librar-
ians have found that it places a heavy burden on them in terms of time, effort, 
and expertise. The application process is demanding and requires careful 
monitoring and attention to detailed specifications and submissions. The un-
spent $650 million from funding years 2001 to 2004 (representing nearly 29 
percent of available funds) indicates that something is seriously wrong with 
the disbursement process.

The required technology plan was meant to force schools to think about 
how they would address issues such as teacher competency and relevant con-
tent, as well as how they would fund ongoing technical support and mainte-
nance. Some schools, however, have simply outsourced the preparation of the 
technology plan or used a “cookie cutter” model that satisfies the requirement 
but does provided the intended benefit of thinking through the plan.

At the State and Local Level

States and school districts could work to improve the process and the 
funding available to their schools. While most E-Rate funds go to poor and 
disadvantaged states and school districts, there are still eligible schools that 
remain unfunded. Some have secured funding from their state or from local 
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sources. But others that could benefit from the funds have not applied. One 
strategy that the school districts and state coordinators could use more effec-
tively is mentoring. A resource person who is able to provide advice, critique 
draft submissions, and troubleshoot the process can make a major difference. 
Alaska’s significant success in obtaining E-Rate funds has been attributed to 
the appointment of a state librarian to the position of state E-Rate coordina-
tor responsible for helping the schools and libraries prepare applications and 
navigate the E-Rate labyrinth. This coordinator provides advice, explains the 
requirements, and assists in completing the forms and tracking their prog-
ress.52 

Some educators and librarians are already organized to take advantage of 
state technology initiatives, such as the Texas Infrastructure Fund (TIF). State 
officials in Vermont, on the other hand, have noted that their school districts 
are very small and may not have the staff time or expertise necessary to com-
plete the process.53 

Many school districts say that they would have difficulty finding funds to 
pay for connectivity if E-Rate funds and discounts were discontinued. While 
this observation demonstrates the value of the E-Rate subsidy to the schools, 
it also shows that school districts need to examine how they allocate their 
available technology dollars, and whether they can diversify their funding 
sources or include connectivity costs in their annual budgets.

Should the Rural Health Care (RHC) Program be Continued?

Should a program that has disbursed less than 10 percent of its allotted funds 
since 1998 be continued? The answer is not as simple as it would appear. First, 
the sum of $400 million per year, which it received, was based on a very rough 
estimate without much foundation. Second, the program has received very 
limited publicity. Third, its application procedures are very complex, and until 
recently, only a minimal discount was offered for high-speed connectivity in 
many rural areas. 

The FCC has now changed the formulas for calculating the discounts and 
has included discounts for Internet access. It has also announced a two-year 
pilot program to support investment in broadband infrastructure in order to 
link HCPs and provide guidance for the future of the program. 

The evidence for rural health care is limited primarily to Alaska, where 
the funds have proven instrumental in upgrading communications between 
hospitals and village clinics. However, the revised health care initiative should 
be given a chance to deliver. The RHC should be allowed to continue at least 
through the next two years, subject to findings from the pilot program, which 
should include an independent evaluation. 
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Should the USF Fund Infrastructure?

The RHC pilot program includes funding for broadband infrastructure. In 
addition to linking health facilities, these networks, as the FCC points out, 
could also provide vital links for disaster preparedness and emergency re-
sponse and facilitate the goal of implementing electronic medical records 
nationwide. There is some evidence (for example, in rural Alaska) that the 
extension of broadband networks to connect schools and libraries has also 
brought broadband to neighborhoods and rural communities that previously 
lacked access. The FCC should commission studies to determine to what ex-
tent E-Rate funding has contributed to extending infrastructure and should 
build funds for such research into the new RHC pilot program. 

Conclusions and Recommendations

While not flawless, the Universal Service programs for schools, libraries, 
and rural health care have helped many students use the Internet and other 
electronic resources for educational purposes; they have helped community 
residents gain access to the Internet in their libraries, and they have helped 
patients who are dependent on rural health care services. 

Based on the above analysis, the following policies are recommended in 
the future:

1.  The Universal Service Fund programs for schools, libraries, and rural 
health care should become a permanent component of universal ser-
vice.

2.  The FCC should maintain responsibility for the USF programs for 
schools, libraries, and rural health care, but special advisory committees 
should be established, comprised of representatives from NTIA, DOE, 
and HHS, as well as from professional educational, library, and health 
care organizations. These advisory committees should also include ex-
perts on the utilization of ICTs and on the evaluation of ICT programs.

3. The following E-Rate policies should be continued:
a. Funding should be limited to connectivity and related facilities;
b.  Discounts based on income and geographic region should be  

maintained; and
c. A competitive bidding process for vendors should continue.

4.  A triennial review of FCC and USAC administrative, application, and 
oversight procedures should be required to improve the efficiency, ef-
fectiveness, and transparency of the disbursement of funds.

5.  Sources that support the factors critical to effective utilization of ICTs 
need to be identified: capacity-building for teachers and others who use 
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ICTs, development and exchange of effective content for education and 
other development and contextual applications (such as language, cul-
ture, ethnicity, and disabilities).

6.  A small percentage of USF funds should be used for outreach to make 
more educators, librarians, and rural health care providers aware of the 
programs and for evaluation to update and analyze data on program 
utilization and to assess impacts of USF support.
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Introduction

This chapter will present ideas for transitioning the system of public 
broadcasting to a system of digital public media, focusing on television. 

This transition, though clearly needed, is politically difficult. It involves at least 
three components: (1) restructuring the current system so that funds are di-
verted from the operation of broadcast facilities; (2) redefining the entities that 
are entitled to public media funding; and (3) revamping the system of copyright 
exemptions and licenses so that public media entities have access to content on 
reasonable terms, can distribute public media content across all platforms, and 
can make content available for citizen engagement and reuse.1

History and Factual Background

Origins

The U.S. public television broadcasting system was assembled in the 1960s 
from scattered local stations, which provided instructional and other educa-
tional programming.2 In 1965, the independent Carnegie Commission issued 
Public Television, A Program for Action, in which it called for a new system of 
“public television.”3 This system would retain its local character and its con-
nections with local and regional institutions like universities.4 It would also 
develop and distribute distinctive national programming.5 Finally, as E. B. 
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White put it in a letter to Carnegie Commission personnel, public television 
would “address itself to the ideal of excellence” through programs that “arouse 
our dreams [and] satisfy our hunger for beauty,” delivered by a system capable 
of becoming “our Lyceum, our Chautauqua . . . and our Camelot.”6 The Public 
Broadcasting Act of 1967 closely followed the Carnegie Commission’s recom-
mendations.7 

Structure

The public broadcasting system currently consists of three components: 
(1) noncommercial educational television and radio stations licensed by the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC);8 (2) national networks—the 
Public Broadcasting System (PBS) and National Public Radio (NPR)—that 
commission, aggregate, and sometimes themselves produce (as in the case of 
NPR) programming; and (3) the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB), 
a private nonprofit corporation governed by federally appointed board mem-
bers for the purpose of funneling funds from federal appropriations to the 
national networks, producers, and the stations.9 The goal of CPB is to “facili-
tate the development of, and ensure universal access to, noncommercial high-
quality programming and telecommunications services” which it does “in 
conjunction with noncommercial educational telecommunications licensees 
across America.”10 PBS and NPR are funded by their member stations and by 
CPB, but do not receive federal funding directly. 

PBS, unlike the commercial broadcast networks, does not own stations, 
or have affiliation agreements that obligate stations to carry national net-
work programming. Rather, local public television stations purchase PBS 
programming, support the network through membership fees, and have 
representatives on its board. The local stations thus control their own 
schedules and strongly influence PBS’s direction. NPR is similar, although 
NPR, unlike PBS, produces much of its own programming, while PBS 
aggregates and brands programming produced by member stations and 
independent producers. Public broadcasting is funded by a combination 
of an annual federal appropriation, federal grants for programming and/or 
infrastructure, state and local funding, and private funding. In 2005, total 
federal revenue was just under 20 percent (annual appropriation distrib-
uted through CPB of almost $400 million or 16.3 percent and federal 
grants of $66 million or 2.8 percent). State and local government funds 
constituted about 25 percent of the funding, with the rest coming from 
corporate grants and donor funds. 

Another form of subsidy that public broadcasting receives is a spectrum 
reservation. Radio and television frequencies are reserved for noncommercial 
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operation in every local market. There are approximately 360 noncommercial 
television stations and ten times as many noncommercial radio stations (not 
all of these receive federal funds). Local stations often have overlapping cover-
age so that in any given market, a consumer may be able to access a handful 
of public stations, and there are multiple stations licensed to the largest mar-
kets. Not all noncommercial stations carry the national PBS program service, 
but in some markets, more than one station carries the service, resulting in 
duplicative programming in that market. All of these stations are completing 
digital conversions at a cumulative price tag of about $1.8 billion. Digital sta-
tions are able to use their television frequencies to provide multiple streams 
of programming and have begun to roll out multicast channels that focus on 
arts, children’s, foreign language, and news and public affairs programming. 

Public broadcasting institutions are familiar and, according to polls, highly 
valued fixtures of civil society. And yet it is not always clear, even to public 
broadcasting supporters, what purpose these institutions and their products 
serve. At the most general level, public broadcasting is expected to provide al-
ternatives to commercial media products and support democratic aspirations 
for diverse and universally available speech products.11 Where the market 
fails to produce high quality (and noncommercial) children’s programming, 
public broadcasting is expected to fill this void. Where the market fails to 
deliver arts programming, or even live arts in rural areas, public broadcasting 
is expected to step in. And where the market is characterized by consolidated 
media companies that no longer have strong ties to the local communities 
they serve, public broadcasting is expected to sustain these ties. In all cases, 
public broadcasting exists to deliver products and services with an eye to 
meeting the needs of society and its citizens, rather than merely gratifying 
consumers. 

At the same time that public broadcasting is supposed to supplement the 
market, it is also expected to reflect existing audience preferences for particular 
kinds of media products—the very task at which the market excels. If public 
broadcasting invests too heavily in programming that is not widely consumed, 
it risks irrelevancy. This fear makes public broadcasting institutions, although 
not reliant on advertising support, often just as mindful of program ratings as 
are their commercial brethren. And yet, it is difficult to justify public support 
for a service that uses market measurements as a gauge of value and guide to 
development. The attempt to develop large audiences, while at the same time 
targeting underserved niches, presents a contradiction in the mission of pub-
lic broadcasting that has drawn fire from public television’s critics.12 

Nowhere in the Public Broadcasting Act or in the charters of the pub-
lic broadcasting institutions is there a clear mission statement for public 
broadcasting or public media. Mission statements exist. For example, the 
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PBS Members’ Mission Statement of 2004 states that PBS’s mission is to 
“[c]hallenge the American mind; inspire the American spirit; preserve the 
American memory; enhance the American dialogue; promote global un-
derstanding.” But these aspirations say little about the relationship between 
public broadcasting and the market or the role of public broadcasting in a 
tumultuous media environment. 

Controversies

Partly because of uncertainties about the desired role of public broadcasting, 
the system is beset by perennial controversies over funding and content. Every 
year, when it comes time to appropriate funds for CPB, there are calls to “zero 
out” funding for public broadcasting on the one hand, or to move away from 
annual appropriations to a more permanent and sustainable trust fund model 
on the other.13 As part of these funding controversies, and often independent 
of them, there are disputes over public broadcasting content. These disputes 
usually turn on whether public broadcasting entities have satisfied the statu-
tory exhortation (it is not quite a requirement) that they advance “objectiv-
ity and balance.”14 The most frequent accusations are that public broadcast 
programming is too liberal, failing to give voice to conservative perspectives, 
and too mainstream, failing to give voice to minority or marginal perspectives. 
Underlying these controversies are fundamental disagreements about the jus-
tification for public broadcasting and more generally for public media.

Fundamentals

Opposition to continued funding for public broadcasting typically takes two 
forms. At the most general level, there are those who oppose governmental in-
volvement in the production and distribution of media content. They view the 
First Amendment’s command that government shall not abridge freedom of 
speech to mean that government should desist from supporting the creation 
of speech. This negative conception of the First Amendment places speech 
production in the same category as speech censorship. The idea is that the use 
of government resources to encourage speech, just as the use of government 
power to discourage speech, potentially distorts public discourse.15 

A second strain of opposition to public broadcast funding is specific to the 
circumstances of today’s media environment in which there is abundant niche 
and noncommercial content.16 Even among those who do not categorically 
oppose government subsidies for speech, some believe that the time for media 
subsidies has passed. Public television was created for a media environment 
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dominated by three large broadcast networks. Programming was limited and 
generally tailored to mass tastes, with little programming targeted to niche au-
diences. It was the job of public broadcasting to serve these “unserved and un-
derserved” audiences.17 Beginning in the 1980s, cable channels began to pro-
vide niche programming. Discovery and Nickelodeon, among others, sought 
to provide roughly the same genres that public television had pioneered. In 
the face of this new abundance, public broadcasting critics began to argue that 
whatever need once existed for public media subsidies no longer did.

Defenders of public broadcasting counter these critiques with arguments 
that are passionate, if not always precise. On the general question of govern-
ment support for speech, public broadcasting’s friends draw on First Amend-
ment traditions that treat the free speech clause as a command for positive 
governmental action as well as governmental restraint. According to these 
traditions, where the private sector either inhibits or fails to provide for ro-
bust speech opportunities, the government is obligated to step in to enlarge 
the sphere of free speech.18 Thus, government subsidies for media that are 
designed to increase the diversity and reach of speech are friendly to, if not 
required by, First Amendment values. This view of governmental responsibili-
ties with respect to public discourse is part of a larger progressive perspec-
tive on the role of government in shaping civil society and the relationship 
between markets and the public good. It is thus inevitable that the fortunes 
of public broadcasting are tied more generally to the political appeal of gov-
ernmental activism.

With respect to the need for public media to supplement the market, pub-
lic broadcasting’s supporters reject the notion that media markets are now 
capable of providing the kind of diversity and reach that a robust democracy 
requires. The market failure argument in support of public media is no lon-
ger as simple as it once was—namely, that the scarcity of broadcast channels 
yields nothing but programming catering to mass tastes and neglects entire 
programming genres and audiences. Today, it takes on two additional postu-
lates: (1) it is necessary to look beyond genre to assess whether or not distinct 
audience interests are being served; and (2) the media environment, although 
radically different than it was thirty years ago, remains dominated by a hand-
ful of large companies (content providers, television and broadband service 
providers, and search engines) whose profit orientation often prevents them 
from providing media content that is needed and not otherewise provided 
even by the burgeoning noncommercial contributors to cyberspace. 

With respect to genre, opponents of public broadcast funding contend 
that the stalwart productions of public broadcasting are now duplicated to a 
large extent on outlets like the History Channel, Nickelodeon, HBO, and in-
dependent film channels on cable and the Internet. Supporters of continued 
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funding for public broadcasting, on the other hand, assert that it is a mistake 
to equate similarity of genre with similarity of content. Even if commercial 
media provide programming within the same genre as public media, they 
say, the public media offerings are better, as borne out by opinion polls 
showing, for example, that “most Americans believe that public television 
provides high-quality programming that is more trustworthy, in-depth and 
less biased than any major commercial news network.”19 Other measures 
of value include the disproportionate share of awards that public television 
earns for its documentary, children’s and arts programs, and the resources 
that public media are willing to invest in programming in order to maintain 
quality standards. 

The most obvious difference between public media and commercial media 
offerings of the same genre, of course, is that public media programming is 
noncommercial. The extent to which public broadcasting remains noncom-
mercial, notwithstanding its reliance on corporate underwriting support 
and associated promotions, is disputed. It is, however, safe to say that even 
where the sponsorship announcements for noncommercial programming 
look much like commercials, they rarely interrupt the programming and are 
therefore less obtrusive. More importantly, the organizational differences be-
tween commercial and noncommercial media impact the programming they 
produce. One of the most frequently noted constraints on commercial media 
content is the pressure that large publicly traded companies have to satisfy 
the short-term earnings expectations of shareholders. This pressure tends to 
reduce the willingness of companies to experiment with new forms or to sup-
port programming that does not quickly attract an audience.20 Because public 
broadcasting is not subject to these pressures, there may be a greater willing-
ness to experiment with programming that is not immediately “successful” 
and to invest in programming that may never be successful by commercial 
standards, but that nevertheless benefits society.21 

An increasingly common critique of public broadcasting looks not to com-
mercial television but to amateur and other noncommercial online media. It 
should be a source of considerable concern for public broadcasting institu-
tions that many media critics who have been vigorous public broadcasting 
supporters are now more focused on exclusively online activities. In the online 
environment, the public interest concerns tend to be more structural than 
content-related. Public interest advocates are focused on ensuring that digital 
networks remain open to diverse and independent content providers (what 
has become known as “network neutrality” ) and that the law permits the cre-
ative manipulation of intellectual property. Many such advocates believe that 
podcasts, amateur video, collaboratively produced investigative reports, and 
other uniquely web-based content are important supplements to, and perhaps 
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even substitutes for, public television content. Even more than the producers 
of noncommercial television, participants in the online media community 
can freely experiment, speak to niche audiences, create new genres, and pro-
duce for unpopular ones. 

The limitations of noncommercial amateur productions and the continu-
ing role for professionally produced media, either in television or the online 
environment, must be better understood and articulated. At first blush, there 
seem to be two principal limitations on the ability of online amateur media 
to substitute for public media productions.

The first is that the professional norms and regulations that shape public 
television do not control amateur online production. To receive federal funding, 
noncommercial television productions must comply with limitations on com-
mercial sponsorship. Moreover, developed professional norms and regulations 
force disclosure of commercial and other interests that might influence public 
television programming. In the online world, by contrast, it is not clear to what 
extent commercial interests permeate productions that seem to be noncommer-
cial. The owner of any website that displays advertising, for example, may tailor 
content to attract more advertising. Even bloggers and other amateur content 
providers that do not accept advertising may be paid, or otherwise motivated, to 
endorse certain products and services without disclosing such influence.22 

Second, amateur productions will not always be appropriate substitutes 
for professional media content. The popularity of video sharing sites that 
rely heavily on amateur productions, such as YouTube, shows that amateur 
productions may serve tastes and constituencies underserved by main-
stream media. Indeed, notable contributions have been made in the form 
of collaborative amateur productions, such as wikis and citizen journalism 
projects, in which dispersed individuals join forces to produce informa-
tion that no professional team could amass.23 Nevertheless, not all forms 
of production are amenable to such collective efforts. A one-hour public 
television documentary costs between half a million and one million dol-
lars.24 This figure doubles when producers undertake to integrate their films 
with community action and education, as PBS did with Bill Moyers’s 2002 
documentary, On Our Own Terms, about humane dying.25 Other kinds of 
less resource-intensive documentaries are available. Indeed, Frontline itself, 
“public television’s flagship public affairs series,”26 is soliciting and featuring 
such work.27 But these alternatives rarely provide the same kind of sustained, 
serious and accurate reporting as Frontline’s long form documentaries do. 
In general, there is a growing shortage of this kind of resource-intensive in-
vestigative journalism that was once a staple of the large daily newspapers.28 
It is in this area in particular that public media has the potential to serve 
otherwise underserved needs in the digital era. 
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In sum, while it is impossible to predict just how digital media will evolve 
and what gaps will remain, it is probable that neither the market nor non-
commercial amateurs will deliver the full array of socially desirable media 
products and services. Ofcom, the British broadcast regulator, concluded 
in its study of broadcasting in the digital era that public service media will 
continue to be important even as media markets are better able to deliver the 
kinds of products that consumers desire. This is because what people demand 
as consumers will not meet “all of [their] needs as citizens.”29 This distinction 
between media as a mere consumer product and media as an instrument of 
democratic exchange and growth is fundamental to the theory behind public 
media funding. 

Forms of Support

In addition to the controversies over the justifications for public broadcasting 
support, there are controversies surrounding the particular forms that sup-
port should take. In the United States, most governmental support for public 
broadcasting comes in the form of cash appropriations. Another, less widely 
recognized, form of support is relief from ordinary copyright liability.

The producers of public media programs, like all producers, must clear 
copyrights to program content. In many cases, particularly in the case of 
documentary works, the amount of content that public media producers must 
clear is unusually large because favorite public media genres like documen-
taries require archival footage and recordings. As part of the Copyright Act 
rewrite of 1976, Congress provided public broadcasters with several special 
copyright benefits out of concern that they lacked the means to secure rights 
clearances through market negotiations. The two most important rights that 
public broadcasters have are: (1) the right to use sound recordings without 
permission or payment in educational television and radio programs, so long 
as the programming is not “commercially distributed,”30 and (2) a compul-
sory license to use “published non-dramatic musical works and published 
pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works” subject to payment of royalties set by 
a copyright royalty arbitration panel.31 

Technological and business changes have rendered these copyright provi-
sions less and less useful. Although their scope is not entirely clear, they seem 
to provide relief only for broadcast purposes. Since most public television 
content is now transmitted online or through other media, in addition to 
being broadcast, public broadcasters cannot generally rely on the statutory 
provisions. Moreover, even when the provisions do apply, their subject matter 
limitations do not conform to the kinds of content that public broadcasters 
typically use. Public broadcasters complain that they have great difficulty 
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obtaining the appropriate rights bundle for new projects and, more impor-
tantly, that they cannot clear the rights to use preexisting public broadcasting 
content in new ways. A case in point is the award-winning civil rights docu-
mentary Eyes on the Prize, which fell out of circulation because the producer 
could not clear the rights to the music for additional broadcasts and other 
uses. 

The restrictions on their rights to copy, perform, and transmit content also 
clearly limit the ability of public broadcasters to make their content freely 
available to the public once it has been transmitted. The BBC has launched a 
creative archive to provide free digital content to the public. It makes thou-
sands of audio and video clips available to the public for noncommercial 
viewing, sharing, and editing.32 American public television has made similar 
efforts through a project called the Open Media Network, but these efforts on 
both sides of the Atlantic are hampered by rights clearance problems. 

At the same time that public broadcasters would like to see more robust 
access to copyrighted works, copyright owners question why public broad-
casters should receive any special consideration in their exploitation of copy-
rights. Rightsholders argue that the use of copyrighted works, such as music 
or video clips, is a cost of business much like the use of electricity and water.

This controversy over whether public broadcasters should retain special 
copyright privileges and what their contours should be focuses heavily on the 
fundamental question of whether public broadcasting remains a vital part of 
the media landscape. For the reasons suggested above, public media does and 
will continue, in some form, to serve a unique function in our media envi-
ronment. But that function must be better articulated and the public media 
institutions that discharge it must be reconfigured to operate more effectively 
in the digital age. 

Public Media 2.0: Proposals for Reform

Public media remains necessary. Investments in public media help to support 
programming and services that the market will not and that nonmarket partic-
ipants (e.g., amateurs) cannot. But the critics of public broadcasting are right 
to point out that the market failure justification for public media has not been 
specific enough. Exactly what kinds of media products does the market fail to 
deliver and, accordingly, what kinds of corrections ought the government to 
support? Moreover, beyond market failure, what is the role of public media in 
relation to democratic engagement? That is, what kinds of media products and 
services are worthy of public support, not because consumers demand them, 
but because, like art museums and libraries, they serve democratic aspirations? 
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These questions about the role of public media require sustained examination, 
possibly in the form of a new Carnegie Commission that can systematically 
survey the media landscape and identify the kinds of noncommercial services 
and content most needed to support a robust public discourse. 

Whatever content and services public media ultimately provides in the long 
term, the following structural changes need to be made in the short term to 
support public media in the digital era: (1) public media funding needs to be 
separated from the broadcast platform; (2) the sphere of entities eligible for 
public media funding needs to be widened; and (3) copyright laws need to be 
revised to better reflect the realities of content usage today. 

Redefining the Medium

Public broadcasting entities have gone a long way in recent years to diversify 
their offerings. PBS and local stations now have significant presences on the 
web and on other digital distribution platforms, where they stream program-
ming, provide teacher guides and other educational material, post extensive 
historical and other program-related materials, and provide interactive tools 
and experiences, along with many other activities. “Broadcasting” is thus a 
very incomplete description of what entities that receive public broadcast 
funding actually do. As the amount of non-broadcasting activity increases, 
along with the ratio of broadcast to non-broadcast activity, it will be more 
accurate to think of “public broadcasting” as the media content and services 
that are provided by public broadcasting entities, no matter how this content 
is distributed or what form it takes.

With this transition from broadcasting to other delivery platforms and 
media formats, the question naturally arises: Why should public funding go 
to support broadcast infrastructure and stations when much of what these 
entities do is not broadcasting? And even where broadcasting is the central 
activity of these entities, why should public media funding be channeled to 
broadcasting? Although broadcasting remains an important method of dis-
tributing video programming, more than 85 percent of the public receives 
television programming through non-broadcast media. Hence, there is a 
growing mismatch between the structure of public media funding, which 
so strongly supports the broadcasting medium, and the way in which media 
products are actually delivered. 

The current broadcast-centric system ought to be restructured so that a 
smaller percentage of government funding goes to broadcast station opera-
tions and facilities. One way to do this, as discussed below, is to revise the 
Public Broadcasting Act to enlarge the pool of entities eligible to receive funds. 
Unless the total pool of public media funding were to increase, broadcast 
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station funding would have to fall. Whatever the political feasibility of in-
creased funding, which has never been great, the case for strengthening sup-
port of public media must include a systematic study of media market failures 
in the context of democratic goals for an informed and active citizenry. Such 
a study could tell us, for example, whether resources now devoted to arts pro-
gramming would be better spent on science programming or whether new 
funding is required for noncommercial online tools, such as search and social 
networking. 

Even if public media funding were to increase, existing funding patterns 
need to be revised. Under the law as it now stands, multiple noncommer-
cial television stations in any given broadcast market are eligible for federal 
funding, and every market has at least one station. Each must support staff 
and transmission equipment, and many stations also maintain production 
facilities. It is not only the infrastructure, which may be redundant, but also 
the programming. Most noncommercial television stations transmit the PBS-
branded National Program Service, which they supplement to various degrees 
with other programming. To the extent that overlapping stations transmit dis-
tinctive programming, it may now be possible to aggregate that programming 
on a single station. Digital television enables stations to transmit multiple 
program streams in place of the single analog stream. In smaller television 
markets, where the population cannot support the full array of commercial 
networks, some television stations maintain dual affiliations and transmit 
programming streams from two networks. The same kind of sharing should 
be possible for the transmission of noncommercial programming, with one 
station absorbing the programming from formerly independent stations on 
its multiplex channels. 

Reducing the number of stations in the system would free up federal dollars 
for other public media activities. The CPB “community service grants” that go 
to support public television station operations range from about $500,000 for 
a station in Cocoa, Florida, to more than $12 million for each of the largest 
stations in New York City and Los Angeles.33 This does not include other an-
nual CPB grants and special federal outlays for such purposes as station con-
versions to digital television facilities, which in 2006 totaled $32.7 million.34 
In addition, stations receive significant amounts of private funding and may 
receive state funds. 

This is not to say that the public media system should be divorced from 
broadcasting. Broadcasting remains the sole broadband medium that is avail-
able virtually everywhere and for free. Broadcasters have other advantages 
relative to alternative media. Because they are physically located within a 
community and have longstanding ties to the community, broadcasters may 
be especially well-informed and sensitive to local issues and tastes. This local 
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orientation often results in local programming and the development of local 
production talent. The value that broadcasting provides may justify maintain-
ing at least one broadcast station in every television market but not more than 
one. And in some markets, there may be alternative forms of local infrastruc-
ture and commitment, as well as alternative ways to develop human capital, 
so that sustaining a local noncommercial broadcast station is less crucial. In 
many ways, the task of closing noncommercial stations may be like the task 
of closing military bases. Every community would like to keep its base for the 
benefits it provides, but the system as a whole requires painful streamlining. 

Redefining Grantees

The bulk of federal funds for public media are channeled through broadcast 
stations and made directly to independent television producers. While these 
stations and producers typically include an online component in their media 
productions, they are principally focused on the television medium and on the 
delivery of content to passive audiences. In 1967, when broadcasting constituted 
the only form of electronic mass media, this made sense. It makes much less 
sense today when content producers can create for many media platforms and 
the audience can interact, and itself recreate, the content that it consumes. 

There are two kinds of public media functions needed in the digital era 
and two possible models to sustain them. One function is the one that pub-
lic media has always played: the provision of media content that supports 
citizenship in a democracy. Such content need have nothing to do with 
broadcast television, but might include blogs, podcasts, streaming, and 
all other forms of electronic media. Grantees of federal funds should not 
have to tie their works to television projects or otherwise produce in part-
nership with, or distribution on, broadcast television. Public broadcaster 
grantees currently struggle with how to adapt their models of production 
to the “participatory and social media tools” that are now available and that 
“allow the public to submit content and engage with programming.”35 This 
struggle raises questions about how much control public media profes-
sionals should exercise over the content that they sponsor, aggregate, and 
“produce.” The rise of a new class of grantees of public media funding from 
outside the public broadcasting world could ease—and enlighten—this 
struggle by showcasing alternative methods of content production. Grant-
ees who are starting from scratch, without the traditions of public broad-
casting, will navigate the professional-amateur divide in very different ways 
from public broadcasting professionals. 

The second function that public media should serve in the digital era is dif-
ferent from content production and quite new: to provide a noncommercial 
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alternative to commercial search and aggregation. In today’s media world, the 
number of content options has far outgrown the ability of an individual to take 
advantage of even a small fraction of new products and services. In Beyond 
Broadcast: Expanding Public Media in the Digital Age, the Center for Digital 
Democracy provides examples of the thousands of blogs, video-sharing sites, 
and Internet radio sites that take on some of the challenges public broadcast-
ing has long assumed.36 Most of these providers struggle to find an audience 
and are therefore of questionable relevance to the public media goal of forg-
ing shared experiences and citizen engagement. Those who guide individuals 
to content through such tools as search engines, online indexes, and recom-
mendations have as much influence over media consumption today as do the 
producers themselves. These guides are the search engines and other services 
that channel attention based on a user’s affinity group, past preferences, or 
various commercial interests. Given the centrality of the navigation function 
in an impossibly crowded media field, public media could play an important 
role in guiding attention to content that satisfies the needs of citizenship. 

This may be the highest and best purpose of the august institutions of pub-
lic broadcasting, especially PBS, which have built up brand loyalty and trust 
over so many decades. How these two functions—the creation of noncom-
mercial media content and navigation tools—are supported is a question that 
requires new thinking. One possibility is to dismantle the current structure 
of public broadcast funding, overhaul the Public Broadcasting Act, and make 
the funding of public media simply a grant-giving project of the kind that 
the National Endowment for the Humanities undertakes. Under this model, 
broadcast stations would apply for grants, as would video bloggers, citizen 
journalists, and many others. This model has the advantage of removing some 
of the cumbersome and expensive bureaucracy that has accumulated in insti-
tutions like CPB. However, it has several disadvantages, not least of which is 
the political difficulty of scrapping the existing system of public media fund-
ing and starting anew.

Another disadvantage of a simple grant procedure is that it is not conducive 
to the building and maintenance of a nationwide system of public telecom-
munications. As part of a system, rather than just a collection of individual 
efforts, public broadcasting institutions are engaged in a nationwide effort 
to develop expertise, thematic concentrations in programming, a network 
of shared content, and nationwide telecommunications (broadcast) infra-
structure support. A system of public media entails redundancy, as discussed 
above, but it also provides the benefits of coordinated effort.

 Would it be possible to expand PBS membership to include not only public 
broadcast stations but also independent, noncommercial media producers 
active in any medium? Would it be possible to change the function of CPB 
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so that it supports a system of public media that includes a wide variety of 
noncommercial grantees? Alternatively, should these institutions, or ones 
like them, exist alongside a separate mechanism to disburse federal funds 
for noncommercial media production and navigation? The answers to these 
questions will depend on the willingness of the existing public broadcasting 
institutions to change and the political will to change them. 

 Whatever formula is used to move the system toward new kinds of producers 
and media products, there should be one constant: All grantees should have to 
commit themselves to a noncommercial model. They should have to be orga-
nized as nonprofit organizations or individuals, and federal funds should be tied 
to advertising-free products and services. This noncommercial commitment is, 
in the end, the hallmark of public media and should remain at its core. 

Redefining Support

In 2008, NPR launched a new service that allows users to access a wide array of 
NPR content, including audio from most of its programs dating back to 1995, 
as well as text, images, and other content from NPR and its member stations. 
In all, at the time of launch, there were more than 250,000 stories available for 
personal and noncommercial use.37 Providing unrestricted noncommercial 
access to archival content is one of the most important contributions that 
public media can make to the public informational sphere. Especially at a time 
when commercial media providers are using their copyrights to restrict access 
to historically or culturally significant content, public media entities have a 
special role to play in preserving public access to past programs 

Unfortunately, public broadcasters—and public television, in particu-
lar—have been unable to make many important programs available online, 
on DVD, or even on broadcast television due to rights restrictions. The spe-
cial copyright exemptions and licenses discussed above that were supposed 
to facilitate the distribution of programming are too outdated to address the 
kinds of distribution now desired. Moreover, none of these provisions would 
apply to new public media grantees who are unattached to broadcast stations. 
The copyright laws should be revised so that federal grantees of public media 
funding have access to content on reasonable terms and can distribute public 
media content across all platforms. 

There is another problem with the public broadcasting copyright provi-
sions, beyond the fact that they are technologically obsolete: they say nothing 
about the obligations of public broadcasters to permit access to the content 
they create with the benefit of special copyright exemptions and licenses. Any 
entity that receives the benefit of special copyright laws should be required 
to return that benefit to the public in the form of generous permissions for 
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follow-on creativity. That is, an individual should not only be able to access 
archival content from a public media entity but should be free to incorporate 
reasonable portions of that content into new noncommercial productions. In 
this way, there is a reciprocity of copyright. The creative community must ac-
cept reduced copyright protection for works that are incorporated into public 
media content but can expect increased access to and use of that content when 
it is released. In sum, the copyright law should be modified to ensure that 
public media producers have access to video, audio, and graphic inputs on 
reasonable terms and that the public in turn has access to the content thereby 
produced.

E

The mission of public media should remain in the future, as it has been in the 
past, to nurture new talent, support a diversity of voices, provide noncommer-
cial media content and experiences that are important for social flourishing, 
and ensure access to these products and services for all Americans. The public 
media output that is called for, and the entities and individuals that provide 
it, need to change in the digital age. New forms of media production, new ca-
pabilities for media interaction, and market evolution require a new openness 
to models of public media. In addition, it must be made clear that the value of 
public media should be measured not by commercial ratings but by criteria of 
“public value.” In other words, what is new in what public media has provided, 
and how have these productions and tools created value for the public? This 
chapter has provided some ideas for how public media ought to evolve, but 
empirical work is needed to help articulate the mission of public media with 
more specificity and to set appropriate funding priorities. In particular, we 
need to know where there are shortcomings in commercial offerings and what 
form of support is needed for noncommercial media.
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The rapid growth of the Internet and proliferation of digital tech-
nologies are creating a powerful new media culture. Young people are 

in many ways the defining users of this new culture, the quintessential “early 
adopters” of new technology, eagerly embracing a host of digital tools, inte-
grating them into their daily lives, and forging a new set of cultural practices 
that are quickly moving into the mainstream. They are especially avid users 
of Web 2.0 participatory media—MySpace, YouTube, Facebook, and the like. 
Social networking sites are among the fastest-growing platforms, particularly 
among young people. Facebook grew 125 percent in a single year and now 
reports more than fifty-seven million users.1 MySpace recently boasted having 
seventy-two million unique U.S. monthly visitors to its popular site.2 

Digital media are also playing an increasingly important role in the social-
ization of youth. The features of interactive media are especially appealing to 
young people because they tap into such key developmental needs as identity 
exploration, self-expression, peer relationships and independence. A study by 
Forrester Research found that youth incorporate digital media into their lives at 
a faster rate than any other age group. “All generations adopt devices and Inter-
net technologies, but younger consumers are Net natives,” one of the report’s co-
authors explained to the press. They don’t just go online; they “live online.”3 

The public policy debate over children and new media continues to be 
dominated by Internet safety, fueled by persistent fears about pornography 
and predators.4 For more than a decade, policymakers at the federal and local 
levels have launched dozens of efforts aimed at protecting children from 
these Internet harms.5 Recently, the attorneys general of forty-nine states 
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and the District of Columbia have been focusing intense efforts on MySpace, 
Facebook, and other popular social networking platforms, eliciting a series of 
agreements with the companies to add safety features.6 AOL, AT&T, Facebook, 
Google, Microsoft, MySpace, Yahoo, and other media corporations recently 
partnered with Harvard’s Berkman Center for Internet and Society to create a 
new Internet Safety Task Force.7

This ongoing public focus on Internet safety—driven by the media—has 
diverted attention away from a broader understanding of the role of digital 
media in the lives of young people. The transition to the Digital Age provides 
us with a unique opportunity to rethink the position of children in the media 
culture, and in society as a whole. While in the past, the focus was primarily 
on seeing children and youth as passive recipients of media content, the new 
media system enables young people to be much more active participants and 
co-creators of content. Many have eagerly embraced the web as an electronic 
canvas to showcase their writing, music, artwork, and other creations to the 
infinite audiences of cyberspace. Indeed, a growing body of literature docu-
ments how children, teens, and young adults are seizing a host of new digital 
tools—from blogs to mobile phones to social networks—to mobilize young 
voters, launch activist campaigns, and orchestrate congressional letter-writing 
efforts.8 As they come of age in this new digital media environment, the values, 
behaviors, and practices they adopt will carry with them into adulthood, help-
ing to shape the next generation of media and its relationship to the public.

As was the case with earlier media technologies, whether the Internet fulfills 
its potential will be determined not only by technological advances but also by 
political and economic forces. As a public medium, the Internet is really only 
a little more than a decade old. Its dramatic growth during that period paral-
lels the rapid penetration of television a half-century ago. Like television, the 
Internet has brought about enormous societal changes, many of which are just 
being understood. But this new medium is by no means static. The Internet 
as we know it is undergoing a fundamental transformation. A new “dot-com 
boom” is underway, and it is fueling a resurgence of the digital marketplace 
while triggering dramatic consolidation and reconfiguration in the communi-
cations, media, high-technology, and advertising industries. Venture capital-
ists are spending billions of dollars to fund new “Web 2.0,” startups, invest in 
next-generation content and services, and perfect the interactive advertising 
business models that are quickly becoming state-of-the-art.9 More and more 
U.S. households are adopting high-speed Internet connections through cable 
or DSL, and mobile technologies are swiftly taking hold throughout the 
population, moving us further into the multiplatform broadband era and 
creating a digital media system that is increasingly portable, participatory, 
and ubiquitous. 
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Children and adolescents are positioned at the epicenter of this boom-
ing new digital marketplace, considered, as they are, a highly lucrative target 
market of “digital natives” setting trends for the future. Already, U.S. children 
under twelve spend some $18 billion annually, a total that is projected to reach 
$21.4 billion by 2010. Families, moreover, spend more than $115 million on 
consumer goods for children annually.10 

A large youth marketing research infrastructure—composed of leading 
global corporations, advertising agencies, trend-analysis companies, and 
digital strategists—is engaged in ongoing, large-scale efforts to study how 
children and adolescents are interacting with new media, making today’s 
generation of young people the most intensely analyzed demographic group 
in the history of advertising.11 While academic scholars are just beginning to 
explore seriously the relationship between young people and new media, the 
market research industry continues to outpace them, employing an increas-
ingly diverse array of specialists in sociology, psychology, and anthropology 
to explore youth subcultures and conduct motivational research. Marketers 
are keeping very close tabs on how young people interact with new media, 
cultivating relationships with them in order to develop new content and 
services that serve their needs and interests and create more effective vehicles 
for targeting them. Consequently, marketing and advertising have become a 
pervasive presence in youth digital culture. 

The forces of the market are profoundly shaping the next generation of in-
teractive technologies. Decisions made in the next few years—by industry and 
by policymakers—will have a far-reaching impact on how the twenty-first-
century media system socializes young people into two key roles—citizens 
and consumers. 

This chapter will focus on creating a framework of consumer safeguards 
for children and adolescents in the growing digital marketplace. I will first 
describe some of the major trends and practices that are shaping the new in-
teractive market and discuss their implications for children and adolescents. 
I will then briefly review the history of children’s advertising and marketing 
policy in the United States. I will then address two especially urgent issues—
food marketing and privacy policy—in which prompt intervention could 
have the most significant and long-term impact on young people. Finally, I 
offer some suggestions for creating a broader policy agenda on behalf of chil-
dren and youth in the new media. 

The Digital Marketing Ecosystem

The expansion of digital media in children’s lives has created what the indus-
try calls a new “media and marketing ecosystem” that encompasses mobile 
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devices, broadband video, social networks, instant messaging, video games, 
and virtual three-dimensional worlds. The forms of advertising, marketing, 
and selling that are emerging in the new media are distinct from the more 
familiar forms of commercial advertising and promotion on children’s televi-
sion. One of the buzzwords in contemporary digital marketing is the “360 
strategy,” designed to take advantage of young peoples’ constant connectiv-
ity to technology, their multitasking behaviors (e.g., text messaging on tiny 
keyboards while simultaneously watching television), and the fluidity of their 
media experiences. Marketers are not just tapping into these new patterns but 
also actively cultivating and promoting them for their own purposes by cre-
ating synergistic, cross-platform campaigns designed to “drive” engagement 
from one medium to another, fostering ongoing relationships with brands. 
Thus, digital marketing increasingly permeates every aspect of children’s lives, 
reaching and engaging them repeatedly wherever they are—in cyberspace, 
listening to music via a portable player, or watching television.

Behavioral profiling is another core tactic that companies employ to target 
teens, a lynchpin of many digital media campaigns. Marketers can compile 
a detailed profile of each customer, including demographic data, purchasing 
behavior, responses to advertising messages, and even the extent and nature of 
social networks. Employing a variety of new “measurement” tools, marketers 
and their advertising agencies can learn how individual users and very discrete 
groups respond to advertising and marketing. Offline and online databases 
can be joined, permitting almost a continuous focus group presence.12 

Food and Beverage Marketers Target Youth

The food and beverage industry is playing a major leadership role in the new 
global digital marketing frontier, directing a number of major R&D initiatives 
to create the next generation of interactive advertising, much of it tailored 
specifically for young people. A study by the Berkeley Media Studies Group 
and the Center for Digital Democracy, released in May 2007, identified a 
panoply of new practices that major brands are using to target young people 
through digital media.13 The following is only a brief snapshot of recent and 
current marketing efforts by some of the top fast food, soft drink, and snack 
food brands popular with children and teens, offering a glimpse into the 
variety of digital techniques that are quickly becoming state-of-the-art in the 
contemporary media environment. 

Mobile marketing is one of the fastest growing advertising platforms for 
reaching young people, enabling companies to directly target users based 
on previous buying history, location, and other profiling data.14 McDonald’s 
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conducted a mobile marketing campaign that urged young cell phone users to 
text-message to a special phone number to receive an instant electronic cou-
pon for a free McFlurry. Youth were encouraged to “download free cell phone 
wallpaper and ring tones featuring top artists,” and to e-mail the promotional 
website link to their friends.15

KFC (aka Kentucky Fried Chicken) used a high-pitched tone as a pro-
motional “buzz” device for a recent “interactive advertising campaign.” The 
Mosquito Tone was embedded in television commercials to launch KFC’s 
new Boneless Variety Bucket. When inserted into the television commercial, 
the tones—too high-pitched for most adults to hear—were designed to at-
tract the attention of young viewers and “drive” them to a website, where they 
could enter a contest to identify exactly where the tones could be heard in the 
advertisement in order to win $10 “KFC gift checks” redeemable for the new 
chicken meal at any KFC.16

Food and beverage companies have created their own online branded 
entertainment sites, seamlessly weaving a variety of interactive content 
with product pitches and cartoon “spokescharacters.”17 With the growth of 
broadband technology, these digital playgrounds have evolved into highly 
sophisticated “immersive” experiences, including entire programs and “chan-
nels” built around brands.18 MyCoke.com, for example, offers a multitude of 
interactive activities to engage teens, including chat, music downloading and 
mixing, user-generated video, blogs, and its own currency. Coca-Cola worked 
with interactive marketing expert Studiocom (part of the WPP Group) to 
create Coke Studios, a “massive multiplayer online environment” where “teens 
hang out as their alter-identities, or ‘v-egos.’”19

Marketers are also creating “viral videos” to promote their brands through 
peer-to-peer networks and video sharing services like YouTube. In some cases, 
the sponsoring company is identified, while in others, it is disguised. Wendy’s, 
for example, placed several “commercials masquerading as videos” on You-
Tube, specifically designed to attract “young consumers.” While Wendy’s own 
corporate name was not connected to the intentionally humorous videos, 
users who watched them were sent to a special website for “Wendy’s 99-cent 
value menu.”20

In-game advertising, or “game-vertising,” is a highly sophisticated, finely 
tuned strategy that combines product placement, behavioral targeting, and 
viral marketing to forge ongoing relationships between brands and indi-
vidual gamers. Marketing through interactive games works particularly well 
for snack, beverage, and other “impulse” food products. Coca-Cola, Pepsi, 
Mountain Dew, Gatorade, McDonald’s, Burger King, and KFC, for example, 
were the “most recalled brands” in an October 2006 survey of video game 
players.21 Not only can marketers incorporate their brands into the storylines 
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of popular games, they can also use software that enables them to respond to a 
player’s actions in real time, changing, adding, or updating advertisements to 
tailor their message to that particular individual.22 Sony partnered with Pizza 
Hut to build into its “Everquest II” video game the ability to order pizza. “All 
the player has to do is type in the command ‘pizza,’ and voila—Pizza Hut’s 
online order page pops up,” explained a trade article.23

History of Children’s Advertising Regulation

The explosion in interactive marketing over the last decade comes amid mini-
mal government and industry oversight. The safeguards that are currently in 
place offer very few protections for children against unfair and manipulative 
practices by digital marketers and virtually no protection at all for adolescents. 
In many other countries, children’s advertising has been strictly regulated, 
especially in television, where government-run broadcasting systems have 
established restrictions and, in some cases, complete bans on television ad-
vertising aimed at this vulnerable group of consumers.24 In the United States, 
however, advertisers have enjoyed considerable freedom to target children, 
with little interference from the government. In the 1970s, child advocacy and 
public health groups grew increasingly concerned that the growing number of 
television commercials promoting sugared cereals, snacks, and candies were 
harmful to children’s dental health. Social science research documented the 
special vulnerabilities of young children to the powerful appeals of market-
ers.25 Armed with this evidence, advocates petitioned both the Federal Trade 
Commission (FTC) and the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)—
the two agencies that shared jurisdiction over broadcast advertising—to de-
velop regulations for controlling television commercials. 

The impact of these campaigns was mixed. Despite forceful industry op-
position, the FCC passed a set of guidelines in 1974 to govern television 
advertising practices targeted at children twelve and under. The Children’s 
Policy Statement limits commercial time in children’s television programming 
and addresses a handful of particularly egregious commercial practices, such 
as host selling. Passage of the Children’s Television Act in 1990 codified these 
time limits (twelve minutes per hour during weekday children’s programming 
and ten and a half minutes on weekends), and extended them to cable televi-
sion.26 But advocates did not succeed in convincing regulators to restrict the 
growth of “program-length commercials,” in which toy companies established 
economic tie-ins with children’s programmers, their efforts to sway the FCC 
completely thwarted. When the agency launched a rulemaking procedure in 
1978 to consider a ban on children’s television advertising, the broadcast, 
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advertising and food industries went directly to Congress and were successful 
in getting policymakers not only to stop the proceeding but also to weaken the 
powers of the regulatory agency.27 

In response to the public controversy and pressure over children’s adver-
tising, the advertising industry established a self-regulatory body to deflect 
criticism, preempt any further regulatory attempts, and monitor industry 
compliance with the guidelines governing television commercials. The mis-
sion of the Children’s Advertising Review Unit (CARU) is to ensure “truthful, 
non-deceptive advertising to children under the age of 12.” The agency has 
tended to conduct its business narrowly, responding to public complaints 
about errant TV advertisers, but only within the limited framework of existing 
weak government rules.28

Consumer, health, and child advocacy groups have been able to institute 
some digital marketing safeguards for children. The Children’s Online Privacy 
Protection Act (COPPA), enacted in 1998, was the first federal law to regulate 
children’s privacy on the Internet, the result of an intense advocacy campaign 
launched by the Center for Media Education and other consumer and privacy 
groups.29 That law gave the FTC the authority to develop and implement rules 
restricting commercial website operators’ ability to collect “personally iden-
tifiable information” (e.g., e-mail, name, address, etc.) from children under 
the age of thirteen.30 Under the law’s safe harbor provision, self-regulatory 
organizations, including CARU, TRUSTe, and others, were allowed to develop 
their own guidelines and processes for enforcing the COPPA rules, as long as 
the FTC approved them in advance.31 

With the transition to digital broadcasting, the FCC conducted a series 
of hearings and rulemaking procedures to consider how existing public 
interest obligations should be extended into the digital era. In 2003, the 
Children’s Media Policy coalition—which included Children Now, the 
American Psychological Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, 
and the National PTA—called on the commission to establish rules for gov-
erning interactive advertising on digital television.32 As was the case with 
the earlier “kidvid” policy debates in the 1970s and 1980s, the debates lead-
ing up to the creation of the children’s television digital rules were highly 
contentious. The television industry filed suit against the FCC’s first set of 
rules, arguing that they were too strict; children’s groups countered with 
their own suit, labeling the regulations too weak. Ultimately, after a series of 
negotiations between advocacy and industry representatives, a compromise 
settlement was hammered out and submitted to the FCC for approval. The 
outcome was a set of limited provisions on the amount and type of com-
mercial content allowed on web pages whose links are displayed in children’s 
commercials.33
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As the digital marketing system continues to intrude further into young 
peoples’ lives, U.S. regulations are ill-equipped to deal with its impact on 
children’s health and well-being. While the rules for digital television adver-
tising offer some modest protections for younger children against exploitive 
commercialization in interactive television, their scope remains limited by 
the weak and narrow regulations that have governed advertising on children’s 
television. Furthermore, they apply only to television programs and their af-
filiated websites, not to the web itself. Though COPPA has forced many online 
marketers to curtail some of their data collection practices targeted at young 
children, it established no such protections for adolescents.34 

Public Health and Personal Privacy

The next few years provide an important opportunity to develop commer-
cial safeguards for children and teens, particularly in two key areas—public 
health and personal privacy. In both areas, policy debates and policymaking 
processes are already underway. But there is a strong need to ensure that any 
policies enacted will address the contemporary nature of digital marketing, as 
well as the segments of the child and adolescent populations in most need of 
protection.

The Impact of Digital Marketing on Children’s Health

Childhood obesity has become a major epidemic in the United States. Experts 
have become increasingly alarmed by the dramatic rise in weight levels and 
associated illnesses among youth over the last thirty years.35 According to 
research by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the most 
overweight children in recent surveys are “markedly heavier” than those in 
previous studies. Obesity also disproportionately affects certain minority 
youth populations.36 The health costs of these trends are staggering, both to 
individual children and to society at large.37 If current trends continue, health 
experts warn, this generation of children may be the first in modern history 
that will not live as long as its parents.38

While experts have identified a host of economic, social, and environmental 
changes that have taken place during the last three decades that have combined 
to create the current health epidemic, there is a growing body of evidence that 
food and beverage advertising—particularly for “high-calorie, low-nutrient” 
products—has played a significant role in the disturbing shift in the overall 
nutritional intake of children and adolescents. Young people now consume high 
levels of saturated fat, sugars, and salt, and low levels of fruit and vegetables.39 
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The government is spearheading a number of initiatives aimed at address-
ing the role of food marketing in children’s health. Under a direct mandate 
from Congress in 2004, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention com-
missioned the Institute of Medicine to conduct a comprehensive study of 
the role of marketing in food consumption among children. A year later, the 
Institute released its report, Food Marketing to Children and Youth: Threat or 
Opportunity?, which found a direct connection between food and beverage 
marketing and children’s dietary patterns.40 The study’s recommendations 
included issuing a strong warning to the food industry to change its advertis-
ing practices, mainly on television. No such recommendation was made about 
digital marketing practices.41 The FTC and the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services have held a series of workshops with industry and consumer 
groups over the last several years, urging food and beverage companies to 
engage in more responsible production, packaging, and marketing practices.42 
Under congressional mandate, the FTC has issued subpoenas to a number of 
food and beverage and quick-service restaurant companies to provide data 
about their marketing practices, which it will be reporting back to Congress.43 
(Advocates have urged the FTC to include digital marketing within the scope 
of its investigation.) The FCC established a Task Force on Media and Child-
hood Obesity, composed of food and ad industry representatives, consumer 
groups, and health experts.44 The emphasis at both of these regulatory agen-
cies is to encourage better self-policing by the industry, rather than to propose 
new government rules to guide food marketing.

Amid this mounting public pressure, food manufacturers and media com-
panies have launched a flurry of high-profile initiatives, including campaigns 
to promote health and fitness among children and changes in some of these 
industries’ marketing practices.45 Many of these efforts have garnered support 
and approval from public health professionals and federal regulators.46 But 
while they are steps in the right direction, they are not enough. For example, 
the revised Children’s Advertising Review Unit guidelines do include some 
provisions related to interactive marketing, but they are very limited and will 
most likely result in only minor alterations of online children’s advertising. It 
is doubtful whether they will affect most of the new marketing strategies that 
have become state-of-the-art.47

One of the biggest weaknesses of the industry’s self-regulation programs 
is that they apply only to advertising that is targeted exclusively at children 
twelve and under. The nutritional health problems facing America’s young 
people, however, cannot be addressed by narrowly focusing attention only on 
the youngest segment of the youth population. The Institute of Medicine’s 
comprehensive study was concerned with food consumption by all children, 
eighteen and under.48 Adolescents may be even more at risk of consuming a 
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high-calorie, low-nutrient diet than younger children. Teens spend more of 
their own money on food, make more of their food choices independently of 
their parents, and do more of their food consumption outside of the home. 
Food marketers can now target teens through a variety of new digital venues, 
completely bypassing any parental oversight. 

The health crisis facing America’s children and adolescents is not simply 
a matter of bad nutritional choices by individuals or families. It is part of a 
broad pattern of consumption that is affecting large segments of the youth 
population, and that will likely follow this generation into their lives as adults. 
We cannot afford to wait another decade to see if the rates of obesity and dis-
ease have risen further. Without meaningful systemic changes now, the risk to 
future generations may even be greater.

Protecting the Privacy of Youth Online

Contemporary digital marketing practices also seriously threaten young 
people’s privacy. While COPPA offers some protective mechanisms for chil-
dren below the age of thirteen, adolescents are completely left out of govern-
ment policies and corporate self-regulatory programs. Consequently, they are 
now routinely subjected to some of the most extensive data collection and 
behavioral targeting in the current media environment.49 For example, 360 
Youth (part of Alloy Media + Marketing) promises marketers a “powerful and 
efficient one-stop-shopping resource” and access to more than thirty-one mil-
lion teens, tweens, and college students. Its arsenal of advertising and market-
ing weapons includes “e-mail marketing strategy and implementation,” viral 
applications, interactive and multiplayer games, and quizzes and polls. The 
company operates a stable of websites that serve as online data collection and 
youth marketing research tools, with clients that include Coca-Cola, Domi-
no’s Pizza, Frito-Lay, General Mills, Hershey, Kellogg’s, Kraft, MTV, Nabisco, 
Paramount Pictures, Verizon Wireless, and Procter & Gamble.50 

With more and more teens living their lives on MySpace, Facebook, and 
other social networking platforms, “social media marketing” has become 
one of the most important new venues for behavioral profiling. The ability 
to capture detailed data about youth behavior online explains why Rupert 
Murdoch’s News Corp. (Fox TV) paid nearly $600 million to acquire MySpace 
in 2006. One trade publication, reporting on the high-profile deal, noted 
that “the digital gold inside of MySpace wasn’t the number of users, but the 
information they’re providing,” including “demographic and psychographic 
data that Fox Interactive can use” to identify “the brand preferences of young 
people on the Web.”51 In addition to basic demographics, marketers can glean 
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a wealth of “enormously rich” data—including personal relationships, ethnic-
ity, religion, political leanings, sexual orientation, and smoking and drinking 
habits. MySpace offers marketers a sophisticated system of “hypertargeting” 
that monitors what members are saying on their profiles and combines that 
information with data on groups they belong to, age, gender, and friends, 
to offer advertisers more precise targeting opportunities.52 Facebook, which 
began as a platform exclusively for college students, has recently opened it-
self up to everyone, attracting a large number of teenagers. Not surprisingly, 
outside advertising companies have zeroed in on Facebook’s user base, taking 
advantage of arrangements in which Facebook gives third-party developers 
access to the profile data of users.53 

These trends have sparked increasing concern from consumer and child 
advocacy groups, which have called upon regulators to investigate the growth 
of behavioral targeting and to develop effective safeguards, not only for youth, 
but for all consumers. In 2006, the nonprofit Center for Digital Democracy 
(CDD) and U.S. Public Interest Research Group (USPIRG) filed a complaint 
with the FTC, calling for “an immediate, formal investigation of online adver-
tising practices,” urging it specifically to investigate a set of new advertising 
initiatives at Microsoft.54 The following year, CDD and USPIRG provided 
documentation of the growth of data collection and profiling practices aimed 
at adolescents on social networks, asking the FTC to address specifically the 
impact of new digital advertising practices on youth. In a separate filing in 
2007, CDD, USPIRG, and the Electronic Privacy Information Center (EPIC) 
petitioned the FTC to block the merger of Google and DoubleClick unless it 
obtained meaningful privacy policies from the companies as part of a consent 
decree. Though the FTC ultimately approved the merger, it conducted several 
workshops on behavioral targeting, which helped raise interest in the issue 
among the press and in the policy arena.55 

In December 2007, as a direct outcome of the consumer group petitions, 
FTC staff issued a set of proposed self-regulatory “Online Behavioral Ad-
vertising Privacy Principles,” calling for public comments on a number of 
concerns raised in the public proceedings. Among the issues identified in the 
proposed principles were how to classify “sensitive” data and what measures 
companies should be required to take in handling such data. The FTC staff 
suggested that “[c]ompanies should only collect sensitive data for behavioral 
advertising if they obtain affirmative express consent from the consumer to 
receive such advertising.” In addition to medical information, sensitive data 
could include “children’s activities.”56 

In response to renewed government attention to privacy concerns, a few 
individual companies, as well as industry-wide organizations, have developed 
new self-regulatory guidelines. Both Facebook and MySpace, for example, have 
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made some alterations in their privacy policies.57 The Network Advertising Ini-
tiative (NAI) has proposed revisions to its self-regulatory guidelines that would 
prohibit behavioral targeting of children under the age of thirteen.58 

While these are steps in the right direction, neither the industry nor the 
FTC has addressed the special privacy issues concerning adolescents raised by 
these new behavioral targeting practices. Many teens go online to seek help 
for their personal problems, to explore their sexual identity, to find support 
groups for handling emotional crises in their lives, and, sometimes, to talk 
about things they do not feel comfortable or safe discussing with their parents. 
Yet this increased reliance on the Internet subjects them to wholesale data 
collection and profiling. The unprecedented ability of digital technologies 
to track and profile individuals across the media landscape, and to engage in 
“micro” or “nano” targeting, puts these young people at special risk of having 
their privacy compromised.

As a coalition of prominent child advocacy and health groups explained 
in an April 2008 filing with the FTC: “Although adolescents are more sophis-
ticated consumers than young children are, they face their own age-related 
vulnerabilities regarding privacy.”59 The prevailing formula embraced by 
industry and endorsed by regulators is rooted in the concept of “notice and 
choice.” It is based on the expectation that consumers will read the privacy 
policies that online companies post on their websites, and if they do not like 
the terms, they will “opt out.” But most privacy policies offer no real choice; 
instead, they are presented as “take-it-or-leave-it” propositions. Surveys 
have shown that most adults don’t read, nor can they readily understand, 
the often confusing, technical legalese that characterizes these policies.60 For 
underaged youth, these challenges are further complicated. As the children’s 
coalition filing points out, “teenagers, who have less education and are less 
likely to make the effort to read privacy policies,” are “less willing to forgo 
learning about or protecting against behavioral advertising practices . . . in 
order to move quickly and freely access Web sites and socially interact.” Social 
networks have created privacy settings that create a false sense of security 
for teens. While young people may believe they are protecting their privacy, 
they remain totally unaware of the nature and extent of data collection, on-
line profiling, and behavioral advertising that are becoming routine in these 
online communities. Finally, as the children’s coalition filing pointed out, 
“[m]any areas of the law recognize that minors are at a disadvantage when 
it comes to reading, understanding, and consenting to legal documents. For 
instance, a common law doctrine in contract law makes agreements that 
minors enter into ‘voidable’—that is, because minors cannot consent to 
contracts as meaningfully as adults can, they may cancel any contracts they 
enter into.”61
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Clearly, government has a role to play in protecting adolescents’ privacy. 
The proposals presented by the coalition of children and health groups, all 
of which would be within the agency’s current statutory authority, would be 
an appropriate and necessary initial step for the FTC to take. These would 
include adopting, as part of the industry’s voluntary guidelines, a definition 
of “sensitive data” to include “the online activities of all persons under the 
age of eighteen,” and prohibiting “the collection of sensitive information for 
behavioral advertising purposes.” The groups have also called on the FTC to 
monitor “whether the industry is following these voluntary guidelines, and, 
if they are not, initiate a rulemaking proceeding to prohibit the collection of 
data concerning the activities of persons under the age of eighteen for behav-
ioral advertising purposes.”62 

Even younger children may not be fully protected against the privacy threats 
posed by the latest generation of behavioral targeting practices. Although the 
FTC children’s privacy rule, which went into effect in 2000, predated the 
emergence and growth of today’s data collection and profiling techniques, it 
was designed to adapt itself to changing industry practices. “Using persistent 
identifiers (such as customer numbers held in cookies) to collect information 
to send individual children highly targeted ads,” explains the children’s coali-
tion filing, “clearly fits within part (F) of the statutory definition of ‘personal 
information,’ even absent combination with a child’s name, e-mail address, 
etc.”63 Thus, the coalition is urging the commission to revisit and clarify its 
COPPA rule to ensure that it addresses the most recent changes in industry 
practices and will continue to protect children under the age of thirteen in the 
expanding digital media marketplace. 

Promoting the Healthy Development of Children and Youth

We have a relatively brief period in which to create policies and marketing 
standards that could help guide the development and growth of the digital 
media culture for the twenty-first century. The dramatic changes in media 
distribution and advertising technologies require a comprehensive and 
systematic approach. An overall goal should be to create a media system 
that promotes the healthy development of children and youth. Regard-
less of their recent public commitments, the food, advertising, and media 
industries cannot be expected to develop adequate consumer protections 
on their own. Self-regulation is always reactive. Adjustments are made to 
certain controversial practices in order to placate critics, deflect pressure, 
and preempt government regulation. But when pressures have subsided, 
and the public spotlight has been diverted elsewhere, the concern is that 
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industry policing may be relaxed. When the potential for profit-making 
is great, as it is in the children and teen market, these industries are likely 
to return to business as usual mode or devise new practices to circumvent 
public scrutiny. Industry self-regulation will only work if it is developed and 
implemented in the context of strong governmental and public oversight. 
The responsibility will, therefore, fall on government, educators, health 
professionals, child advocates, and consumer groups to monitor closely the 
emerging practices in contemporary marketing and to develop interven-
tions that can effectively minimize the harm that any of these practices may 
have on America’s children.

Several steps should be taken in the short term to enable the United 
States to move toward a fair and equitable media and marketing system for 
children and youth. The appropriate congressional committees should hold 
hearings on contemporary digital marketing practices targeted at children 
and adolescents. The FTC, the FCC, and Congress should work together, 
along with the industry and the public health and child advocacy communi-
ties, to develop a new set of rules governing digital marketing to children. 
New regulations must take into account the full spectrum of advertising and 
marketing practices across all media, and apply to all children, including 
adolescents. Particular attention needs to be paid to how food and beverage 
products are promoted. Among the areas of special focus should be the fol-
lowing: requirements for full disclosure of data collection practices, includ-
ing so-called nonpersonally identifiable information, targeted at children 
and adolescents; restrictions on personal profiling and behavioral targeting 
aimed at individuals under the age of eighteen; and restrictions on certain 
practices that may be deceptive, such as “viral videos” and other forms of 
stealth marketing that do not disclose, at the outset, the companies behind 
the campaigns. 

The Internet and other new digital technologies hold great promise for 
youth, particularly for education, community-building, political involve-
ment, and civic engagement. Therefore, marketing policies should only be 
a small part of a much broader media research and policy agenda. Among 
the issues that must be addressed are universal access to broadband, E-Rate 
policies, funding for noncommercial platforms, and support for education 
and training. If our goal is to have a generation that can help the country 
tackle it most pressing problems, then we need to provide it with a media 
environment that will help its members become effective contributors to 
our society and our democracy.
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Introduction

For the past eighteen years, communications experts have been 
saying that we are heading toward a multichannel, broadband-centric 

world that will cure all that ails the media. We all can be part of this process, 
they say, and affect real change by participating in the public discourse. 
On many levels, the media landscape is changing: Internet, computer, and 
broadband technology access is on the rise, as is the number of bloggers, 
YouTube videos, and social networking sites like Facebook. Many people of 
color are taking advantage of this new technology, with many websites that 
target their interests and tastes. Still, many people of color are still not digi-
tally connected, and these new technological platforms cannot take the place 
of diverse ownership and content in the traditional broadcast media. This 
chapter examines and analyzes the media market for people of color and 
concludes that there is a separate media market for people of color, which, 
in the short term, requires policymakers to think about ways to increase 
minority ownership in traditional media as well as other programs that 
would help minority-owned broadcasters overcome existing capital market 
constraints. This chapter also proposes amending the Communications Act 
to ban racist and stereotypical hate speech. In the long term, policies are 
also needed that increase minority access to broadband technologies as well 
as policies that continue to guarantee minority-owned businesses access to 
capital.
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There is Not One Ubiquitous Media Market

Although Internet penetration has reached 73 percent among American 
adults,1 significant segments of the population still have no access to this tech-
nology. Only 40 percent of Americans with less than a high school education 
use the Internet, and 53 percent of Americans living in households with less 
than $30,000 a year in income go online.2 It is believed that the digital divide 
will remain difficult to bridge,3 and some Americans may choose to never par-
ticipate in the broadband era.4 Recent studies show that only 55 percent of the 
population has broadband access at home,5 and among African Americans, 
home broadband access growth has slowed, with only 43 percent having it 
available.6 In fact, around 60 percent of all American dial-up users say that 
they are not even interested in broadband.7 According to the study Broadband 
Internet Access Among Latinos: Status, Issues and Opportunities, conducted by 
the Tomás Rivera Policy Institute at the University of Southern California, 
the lower broadband penetration rates of Latinos/as and African Americans 
may cost suppliers of the technology between $58 million and $74 million in 
foregone monthly revenues.8 English-speaking Latinos/as use cell phones to 
access the Internet and to text message more often than African Americans 
and whites.9 In fact, on a typical day, African Americans and Latinos/as are 
more likely to use mobile data and communications activities than whites.10 
Still, the percentage that do is well below 50 percent and they are more likely 
to use mobile services as a substitute for the telephone as the most prevalent 
use is text messaging—42 percent among Latinos/as and 34 percent among 
African Americans, as compared with 28 percent among whites.11 

However, on a typical day, less than 5 percent of all racial groups are likely to 
watch a video on their mobile data and communications devices.12 Similarly, 
only a small percentage of them are likely to use their mobile and communica-
tions devices to access the Internet for news, weather, sports, or other informa-
tion.13 The usage data suggest that users of these mobile data and communica-
tions devices do not use these devices as substitutes for television. 

Traditional Broadcast Technologies Remain a Viable Market for Minorities

Despite the proliferation of new technologies in the media market, traditional 
broadcast television and radio are likely to remain viable product segments 
in the coming years. There has been a tendency to eulogize traditional media 
when major technological advancements in the field were made. Most of these 
eulogies turned out to be premature, since what generally happened was that 
the older technology remained and morphed into niche uses. AM radio still 
exists and has morphed into mostly talk radio despite the development of FM 
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radio. Despite the development of television, AM and FM radio still exist and 
have found a niche audience in commuters, who listen to the radio in the car. 
Radio and television still exist despite the development of cable and satellite 
radio and television. And broadcast radio and television, as well as cable and 
satellite television, are likely to continue to exist despite the development of 
broadband technologies. 

It is important to bear in mind that each media segment is a separate product 
market. The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has lost sight of tra-
ditional economic and antitrust analysis when evaluating these different media 
product markets. Instead, in its ownership proceedings, it has relied on the 
media content offered by the Internet and cable technologies to offset broadcast 
concentration resulting from deregulation. As such, it has come to treat the 
submarkets—broadcasting, Internet, cable, and DBS—as one broad market in 
which media consumers can readily substitute one media technology for an-
other.14 This analysis has been detrimental to media consumers of color.

Brown Shoe v. the United States

In Brown Shoe v. the United States,15 the U.S. Supreme Court, invoking anti-
trust theory,16 “found that product markets are to be determined by “the rea-
sonable interchangeability of use or the cross-elasticity of demand between 
the product itself and substitutes for it. However, within this broad market, 
well-defined submarkets may exist, which, in themselves, constitute product 
markets for antitrust purposes.”17 The submarkets are determined “by exam-
ining practical indicia or public recognition of the submarket as a separate 
economic entity, the product’s peculiar characteristics and uses, unique 
production facilities, distinct customers, distinct prices, sensitivity to price 
changes and specialized vendors.”18 

Media and Content Geared for Minorities Constitutes Separate  
Media Markets

Since African Americans and Latinos/as do not have the same access to the 
Internet and broadband that they do to broadcasting, many of them are 
unable to substitute these two media product lines. Even among those who 
are able to substitute Internet and broadband technologies for broadcast-
ing, studies show that they use this technology differently than whites.19 For 
non-English-speaking Latinos/as, the biggest challenge is the lack of Spanish-
language content and the fact that English is the lingua franca in cyberspace. It 
is estimated that as many as 86 percent of Spanish-speaking households with a 
home computer do not use the Internet.20 If prior patterns are any indication, 
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media consumers of color are likely to remain a separate market in their use 
of broadband technology.

Another key factor in determining whether separate markets exist from the 
consumer standpoint is the interchangeability of general programming. The 
broadcast market for the minority audience is a separate submarket of the 
mainstream media. The media industry has long acknowledged and encour-
aged the growth of this separate market for consumers of color.21 The media 
industry views minority-owned and formatted stations as a separate market. 
In surveying the popularity of radio stations formats, Airplay Monitor, a divi-
sion of Billboard Magazine, includes a format called “R&B/Urban,”22 which is 
geared to minority listening tastes. 

The existence of this separate market also becomes clear when examining 
the different television viewing habits of African Americans and Latinos/as.23 
About ten years ago, African Americans and whites had two completely differ-
ent lists of the top ten most watched television shows, with little or no overlap 
between them.24 By contrast, in the 2006–2007 television season, seven of the 
top ten prime-time programs were the same for both African-American and 
white viewers.25 The drop in the number of African-American themed shows 
over the past ten years could explain this change. Moreover, African Americans 
and Latinos/as watch more hours of television than others. African Americans 
watch 15.59 hours per week26 and Latinos/as watch 17.17 hours of prime-time 
viewing per week.27 By contrast, non-African-American households watch 
television 14.36 hours28 and non-Latino/a households spend 13.21 hours per 
week in front of the small screen.29 African Americans and Latinos/as also 
spend more hours watching television in the daytime and late at night and 
more hours listening to radio programs than others.30

Minority-owned and formatted stations perform differently and take into 
account different minority tastes and values. In 1987, the Congressional 
Research Service Study found that minority-owned radio stations provided 
programming more suitable to the needs of minority audience members.31 
The FCC’s authorized studies have found that minority-owned and format-
ted radio stations provide distinct and significant programming that appeals 
more to minority audiences and focuses more on the minority community 
than majority-owned radio stations.32 The former FCC chairman, Michael 
Powell, recognized that

minority broadcast station owners, when compared with non-minority owners, 
provide more public affairs programming on events or issues concerning ethnic 
or racial minority audiences, are more likely to broadcast in languages other than 
English, are more likely to staff their stations with minority employees and are 
more likely to participate in minority-related events in their communities.33
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These minority-owned and formatted stations have historically provided 
community and civic functions. African-American and Latino/a media have 
traditionally connected members of the minority community to one another 
by bridging economic and geographic barriers. For example, black radio has 
connected rural black communities to black communities in larger American 
cities.34 In the 1940s, Washington DC’s African-American DJ, Hal Jackson, used 
his shows “to organize charity drives and benefit concerts, and to lead protests 
and pickets that integrated whites-only restaurants” and shops.35 After the assas-
sination of Martin Luther King Jr., African-American DJ Petey Greene was able 
to use the radio to calm listeners down during the ensuing riots in Washington, 
DC.36 African-American NFL Hall of Famer Willie Davis, president of All Pro 
Broadcasting, Inc., uses his radio stations to address social issues such as teen 
pregnancy, drugs, and education.37 More recently, a number of Latino-owned 
and formatted stations have used their stations as platforms to organize im-
migration protests and rallies. Black radio was expected to play a major role in 
increasing voter turnout among African Americans in the recent election.38 

The FCC has historically employed a variety of different policies and pro-
grams to encourage the development of this market, among them advocating 
the licensing of minority broadcast owners. Such policies suggest that the FCC 
considered minority broadcasting to be a separate market.39 

At this time and in the near future, the Internet and broadband technolo-
gies are not and will not serve as substitutes for broadcast among minorities. 
Since minorities have less access to the Internet and broadband technologies, 
broadcast television, and radio, which reach 99 percent of the population and 
are consumed more frequently than Internet services by African Americans 
and Latinos/as still represent for them a valid separate market. But despite 
being accessible to all, the broadcast market still underserves minority audi-
ences when it comes to content and ownership of media properties. Unfor-
tunately, the FCC has not succeeded in correcting this situation. FCC policies 
have been woefully unsuccessful in developing and encouraging the growth of 
this separate market because the communications industry, capital markets, 
and advertisers have discriminated against minority broadcasters.40 

People of Color are Underserved in the Traditional Broadcast Media

Majority Broadcast Entertainment Programming Fails to Provide Media 
Consumers of Color with Sufficient Diverse Content or Opportunities 

Minority media consumers may look to majority broadcasters for diverse 
content, but, generally, to no avail. The commercial news and entertainment 
media have historically misrepresented or failed to cover members of minority 
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groups.41 People of color have also been woefully unrepresented both behind 
and in front of the camera. In the 1960s, the Kerner Commission and the Civil 
Rights Commission called the media to task for such failures. These failures 
and misrepresentations become more worrisome when considering that the 
share of African American and Latinos/as in the United States is expected to 
reach 50 percent of the population by the year 2042. 

The media coverage of Hurricane Katrina and radio talk-show host Don 
Imus’s use of racially defamatory language are two recent examples of the 
media’s lack of sensitivity to audiences of color. In 2005, Americans were 
shocked by the tragic scenes of Hurricane Katrina they were viewing on televi-
sion. This was the first time (or at least the first time in a long time) that many 
Americans had been exposed to the plight of poor people in their country, 
a disproportionate number being African Americans. But media coverage 
of the event was full of distortions. Two photographs that initially appeared 
on Yahoo’s website stood out in particular. One had a caption that described 
black survivors as “looting” while another, which had white survivors caught 
in a similar situation, described them as “finding” provisions.42 The media 
initially described the Superdome, where mostly black hurricane survivors 
huddled until they were rescued, as unsafe and a place where murder, rapes, 
and robberies were rampant. This biased coverage may have affected policy 
and hampered relief efforts. There seems to be little question that it was di-
rectly responsible for the National Guard being ordered to “shoot to kill” those 
whom they perceived as breaking the law in the aftermath of the hurricane. 
Later, when the New Orleans Times Picayune investigated what in fact took 
place at the Superdome, it discovered that many of the reports about criminal 
activities had been highly exaggerated.43

On 4 April 2007, during a discussion about the NCAA Women’s Basketball 
Championship, radio talk-show host Don Imus described the Rutgers University 
women’s basketball team players as “rough girls.” After his executive producer 
Bernard McGuirk called them “hardcore hos,” Imus used the terms “nappy-
headed hos,” to which McGuirk responded that the Rutgers women athletes and 
their opponents looked like the “jigaboos versus the wannabes” memorialized in 
the Spike Lee film, School Daze. After much protest and debate, Imus’s contract 
was terminated, and he was taken off the air, although he has since returned.

These two events are representative. With Hurricane Katrina, the media 
failed to cover stories that affected real people until it was too late. When they 
finally did report the story, the people harmed were often blamed for the tragic 
events that ensued. Instead, the media should have used the opportunity to 
spark a serious discussion about poverty and lack of opportunity, resources, 
and preparedness for many people in this country. If this had happened, it may 
have been possible to avoid this disaster. The Don Imus incident exemplifies 
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how African Americans, who are more likely to be covered in the sports realm, 
are often described in stereotypical and harmful ways. 

News is not the only area in which the media have been remiss. The en-
tertainment media have historically employed few minority actors, writers, 
and directors and provided little minority-focused content. The television 
schedule announced in fall 1999 included twenty-six then-new shows, none 
of which starred an African American or any other minority member in a 
leading role. Only few featured minorities in secondary roles. Civil rights and 
advocacy organizations, such as the NAACP and the National Council of La 
Raza protested this lack of diversity and ultimately prompted the major net-
works to establish mechanisms for addressing diversity issues. They seem to 
have been effective, since in 2005, the television schedule included consider-
ably more diversity among new scripted shows. In fact, out of forty-three new 
shows introduced that year, thirty-two regularly featured Latino/a, African-
American, or Asian-American actors.44 Still, the 2007–2008 season saw only 
five performers of color in starring roles. To make matters worse, the merger 
of the WB and UPN networks into the combined CW network has led to the 
elimination of almost all of the minority-centric programming that charac-
terized the original networks. In fact, the increase in the number of minority 
actors in recent years has mostly been in supporting roles.45 All this raises 
further questions about the complex role of minority characters and about 
whether television narratives are focused enough on minorities. 

There are Very Few Minorities Behind the Camera

A study by the Ralph Bunche Center for African American Studies at the 
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) suggests that much more ef-
fort needs to be made behind the television camera. The study found that 
less than 10 percent of all television writers are members of racially diverse 
groups. There is also an earnings gap: white writers earn on average $118,367 
a years, while minority writers earn only $83,334 a year.46 Writers from racially 
diverse backgrounds often work exclusively on minority-themed sitcoms. As 
a consequence, when these shows are canceled, employment opportunities 
for minority writers disappear. The lack of diversity among writers of non-
minority-centered television shows may preclude cultural themes from being 
woven into the fabric of these shows. 

Very Few Minority Owned Broadcast Media Exist to Provide Diverse 
Sufficient Diverse Content

Only 3.15 percent of television broadcast stations are minority owned47 and 
only 5.87 percent are women-owned.48 African Americans own only 0.6 percent 
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and Latino/as own only 1.25 percent of all television stations.49 Minority radio 
station owners constitute only 7.7 percent of all full-power commercial broad-
cast radio station owners, while women make up only 6 percent.50 A study con-
ducted by Free Press, the Washington, DC–based advocacy group, shows that 
minority-owned stations thrive in competitive and unconcentrated markets 
but face considerable challenges in consolidated markets. Easing up on concen-
tration and cross ownership rules is likely to make the broadcast media more 
concentrated and, therefore, jeopardize the future of small minority-owned 
broadcasters. Consolidation is likely to make it more difficult for small entrepre-
neurs of color to obtain FCC licenses and enter the broadcast market51 because 
the cost of buying a station has skyrocketed in the wake of media mergers. 

All broadcast television networks are majority owned.52 No minority-
owned broadcast television networks exist today.53 In fact, minority-owned 
television stations comprise only “5 of the 845 ‘big four’ network-affiliated 
stations, or 0.6 percent of the total.”54 This represents a 62 percent decline 
since 2006, when minorities owned thirteen “big four”–affiliated stations.55 
A recent FCC-sanctioned study points to a 27 percent decline in the number 
of minority-owned broadcast stations across all markets.56 In markets where 
rules have been relaxed and greater media concentration has resulted, there 
has been a 39 percent decrease in minority ownership. There are very few 
minority-owned cable companies. Viacom owns Black Entertainment Televi-
sion (BET), and Comcast holds a substantial stake in TV One,57 a new cable/
satellite television network, programming primarily to African-American 
adults. The Spanish-language cable network Univision may be the only one 
that is “minority-owned.”58

Minority-Owned Stations Face Discrimination

In 1995, the U.S. Supreme Court decided in Adarand v. Pena to raise the stan-
dard of review for race-based affirmative action programs. After this decision, 
the FCC abandoned its affirmative action programs59 and converted almost 
all of its previous race-based programs into race-neutral ones. For example, 
in the auction process, instead of giving bidding credits to minority-owned 
businesses, the FCC decided to give them to small and/or new businesses. 
About this time, it also commissioned several market barrier entry studies to 
determine whether minority broadcasters faced discrimination. These studies 
found that in gaining (and operating) their licenses, many of these minority-
owned licensees faced discrimination in the capital markets, as well as from 
advertisers and other members of the communications industry.60 

In Discrimination in Capital Markets, Broadcast/Wireless Spectrum Ser-
vice Providers and Auction Outcomes, William D. Bradford shows that loan 
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applications submitted by minority-owned broadcast firms were less likely 
to be approved than those submitted by non-minority firms.61 These same 
minority borrowers also “paid higher interest rates on their loans” than non-
minority firms.62 Bradford concludes that “[w]hen there is capital market 
discrimination, minorities will be capital constrained and less likely to qualify 
for any auction and less likely to win auctions.”63

An FCC-commissioned study undertaken by KPMG, the accounting firm, 
found that the hearing selection process allowed many majority broadcasters 
to discriminate against minority broadcasters. In awarding licenses, the FCC 
favored “minority fronts” over real minority ownership.64 As a consequence, 
despite the FCC’s minority affirmative action program, minority ownership 
remained stagnant, and a minority owner had less of a chance of winning a li-
cense than did a non-minority owner.65 Initial applications for a license com-
prised of a high proportion of minorities were more likely to be challenged 
and less likely to remain a singleton applicant.66 In fact, the FCC awarded 
licenses to 74 percent of non-minority initial applicants who never competed 
in a comparative hearing, while only 35 percent of minority initial applicants 
“had the same non-competitive outcome.”67 

Another FCC-commissioned study, this one on advertising, underscores 
the discriminatory practices of broadcast advertisers.68 It found, for example, 
that advertisers refused to advertise on minority-owned stations or on sta-
tions with substantial minority audiences—a practice known as “no urban/
Spanish dictates.”69 In the event that they did advertise on these stations, the 
study found that they would require substantial rate discounts. This practice 
was known as “minority discounts.”70 The study found that about 90 percent 
of minority broadcasters had encountered the “no urban/Spanish dictates.”71 

In addition, the study found that minority-formatted radio stations earned 
“less revenue per listener” than stations broadcasting general market program-
ming.72 Minority-owned stations also earned “less revenue per listener” than 
majority broadcasters owning a comparable number of stations nationwide. 
The minority broadcasters estimated that the “no urban/Spanish dictates,” 
along with the “minority discounts,” reduced revenues for these stations by 
63 percent.73 Given that minority-formatted and -owned stations in certain 
urban markets have larger audiences than other stations, these findings show 
that minority-formatted and -owned stations earn less advertising revenue 
per listener than do other radio stations. This is particularly devastating in an 
industry where profit maximization depends on the quantity and the price of 
commercials sold.74 Indeed, advertising revenue is the primary asset of any 
broadcast company.

After these studies were released, the FCC conducted several hearings and 
appointed a diversity committee to investigate the matter. It finally took action 
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on December 18, 2007, when it circulated several race-neutral proposals. This 
chapter will analyze and critique the effectiveness of these proposals, as well as 
recommend a proposal that would improve minority content.

Increase Minority Ownership, Access, and Representation

Proposed Solutions

On December 18, 2007, the FCC released the Report and Order and Third 
Further Notice of Rulemaking, which adopted nondiscrimination rules for 
market transactions and advertising. At the same time, it acknowledged 
discrimination in the industry. While the rules barring discrimination are 
forward looking, policies that remedy the harm minorities have suffered from 
discrimination in the past are needed as well. The best way to fix underrepre-
sentation is with race-conscious programs, which would invoke strict scrutiny, 
requiring the government to show that there is a compelling governmental in-
terest and that they are narrowly tailored. Indeed, race-neutral means should 
be used first in order to address underrepresentation, unless they are unsat-
isfactory. After thirteen years of studying minority underrepresentation, the 
FCC has gathered enough data that demonstrate how race-neutral allocation 
mechanisms of the past, which have focused exclusively on small businesses, 
have failed. 

The FCC Report and Order and Third Further Notice of Rulemaking, 
which instituted several race-neutral remedies designed to increase minor-
ity ownership is therefore insufficient. Some of the proposals are regulations 
that the FCC previously employed in a race-conscious way, among them the 
distress sale policy and its “grandfather” provisions that allowed the transfer 
of grandfathered stations that violated new local media ownership rules. In 
this Report and Order, the FCC defined an “eligible entity” as a small business 
that fits the definition provided by the Small Business Administration (SBA). 
According to this definition, a small business is a television broadcasting sta-
tion that has no more than $13 million in annual revenues and a radio broad-
casting entity that has no more than $6.5 million in annual revenues.75 The 
SBA considers the revenues of the parent corporation and any affiliates of the 
eligible entity in making an assessment of whether it meets this definition. In 
addition, the eligible entity must satisfy the following “control test”:

The eligible entity must hold (1) 30 percent or more of the stock/partnership 
shares and more than 50 percent voting power of the corporation or partnership 
that will hold the broadcast license; or (2) 15 percent or more of the stock/part-
nership shares and more than 50 percent voting power of the corporation or 
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partnership that will hold the broadcast licenses, provided that no other person 
or entity owns or controls more than 25 percent of the outstanding stock or 
partnership interests; or (3) more than 50 percent of the voting power of the 
corporation if the corporation that holds the broadcast licenses is a publicly 
traded company.76 

The FCC’s decision to adopt race neutral rules was meant to avoid what it 
sees as “constitutional difficulties.” Regarding the question whether it should 
adopt a race-conscious definition of “eligible entity” it sent out for further 
comment. 

It is my view that the FCC should include “socially and economically dis-
advantaged” businesses in its definition of eligible entities. The SBA defines 
“socially and economically disadvantaged businesses” as small businesses that 
are at least 51 percent owned and controlled by a socially and economically 
disadvantaged individual or individuals. Members of racially diverse minority 
groups are presumed to qualify. Other individuals need to provide evidence 
that they are disadvantaged to qualify.

Indeed, thirteen years of FCC studies should have already served as substan-
tial evidence that the time has come to reintroduce race-sensitive policies. 

Secondary Market Solutions to Increase Minority Ownership

Complicating the remedies available is the limited spectrum available for the 
FCC to auction. As a result, much of the effort to diversify media ownership 
has to focus on the sale of broadcast licenses in secondary markets, and it is, 
therefore, important to encourage majority-owned owners to sell to small, 
minority, and women owners. 

Bring Back and Expand the Minority Tax Certificate Program

My first proposal is to revive the FCC’s Minority Tax Certificate Pro-
gram—a program repealed in 1995 by Congress in an anti-affirmative action 
backlash. During the fifteen years that it was in effect, members of minority 
groups acquired 288 radio stations, 43 television stations, and 31 cable sys-
tems.77 “According to a study by the National Association of Black Owned 
Broadcasters, the vast majority of major-market minority broadcasters used 
tax certificates to attract initial investors, to purchase a broadcast station or 
to sell a broadcast property to another minority.”78 It is estimated that the 
minority tax certificate broadcast stations made up about two-thirds of all 
minority-owned stations.79

Through the tax certificate program, sellers were allowed to defer tax pay-
ments, thereby encouraging the sale or investment in minority-owned and 
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controlled broadcast and cable companies. The minority companies would 
then be able to use the expected tax savings of the seller to negotiate a reduc-
tion in the purchase price.80

Besides the anti–affirmative action backlash of the 1990s, there is an oral 
history claiming that the primary reason for the repeal of the program was 
Congressional outrage at Viacom’s plan to sell its cable systems to a minority-
led group for $2.3 billion and to use the tax certificate program to defer $400 
million in federal taxes and as much as $200 million in state taxes.81 Some 
members of Congress charged that the program provided unjustified tax 
breaks to millionaires.82

Congressmen Bobby Rush (D-IL) and Charles Rangel (D-NY) have in-
troduced two separate bills to reinstitute the program. Rush’s bill (H.R. 600) 
defines an eligible purchaser as “any economically and socially disadvantaged 
business as designated by the Secretary of the Treasury using specified crite-
ria.” Rangel’s bill (H.R. 3003) defines the eligible purchaser as a small business 
with net assets not exceeding $30 million and average taxable income for the 
preceding two taxable years not exceeding $10 million. 

Both bills attempt to deal with the Viacom problem by limiting the amount 
of taxes that can be deferred. Rangel’s bill (H.R. 3003) would permit a tax-
payer to defer up to “$50 million of the gain from the sale of the assets or stock 
of a telecommunications business to certain small businesses that own 10 or 
fewer broadcast stations.” The bill also “limits to three the number of such 
purchases by any qualifying small business and requires the recapture of such 
deferred gain for any telecommunications business resold within five years.” 
Rush’s bill (H.R. 600) permits the “exclusion from gross income of 50 percent 
of the gain from the sale or exchange of stock, held for more than five years, 
in an eligible purchaser engaged in a telecommunications business.”83 

Both bills broaden the tax certificate program to include other telecom-
munications businesses (besides broadcast). Rush’s approach, which targets 
socially and economically disadvantaged businesses (not just minority-owned 
businesses), would be more effective in remedying difficulties experienced 
by minority owners in raising capital. This tailoring would guarantee that 
those businesses most affected by capital market discrimination are offered a 
targeted remedy that would allow the majority seller to provide the minority 
buyer with access to capital through the tax certificate program. A minority 
tax certificate program would be constitutional for several reasons. First, as 
mentioned above, several FCC-commissioned studies have shown that mi-
nority-owned broadcasters are discriminated against in the capital markets. 
This finding is supported by many other studies of other industries, which 
have found that minority-owned businesses tend to face this particular form 
of discrimination. Second, it would be the U. S. Congress, through legislation, 
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that would reenact the tax certificate program. Section 5 of the Fourteenth 
Amendment stipulates that “[t]he Congress shall have power to enforce, 
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article,”84 thereby giving 
Congress the power to combat discrimination. This congressional power 
to establish race-conscious programs has been diminished by the Supreme 
Court’s Adarand decision to those circumstances when the Congress has 
demonstrated a compelling governmental interest and has a narrowly tailored 
remedy.

In short, a reenacted tax certificate program for socially disadvantaged 
businesses would pass muster because there is substantial evidence that 
minority-owned broadcast businesses face capital market discrimination, 
and this program directly addresses this problem since experience shows that 
race-neutral programs have not worked, reinstituting race-sensitive programs 
would appear to be the better alternative.

Bring Back the Distress Sale Policy

The FCC should also reinstitute the distress sale policy and apply it to 
socially and economically disadvantaged businesses. The distress sale policy 
permitted “a licensee whose license has been designated for revocation hear-
ing, or whose renewal application has been designated for hearing on basic 
qualifications issues, to assign its license prior to commencement of the 
hearing to a minority controlled entity” at a price that is substantially below 
its fair market value. In its December 18, 2007 Report and Order, the FCC 
established a distress sale market for licensees who were in danger of losing 
their licenses.

The distress sale policy was created only for potential minority owners, but 
after Adarand v. Pena, the FCC failed to implement this policy fearing it was 
unconstitutional. The FCC has since advocated reintroducing the policy and 
applying it to small businesses. Since studies commissioned by the FCC have 
shown that minority-owned broadcasters were victims of discrimination, it 
should not be opposed to extending this policy to socially and economically 
disadvantaged businesses. Like the Congress’s power to reenact the tax cer-
tificate program, the FCC’s power to establish race-based programs has been 
restricted by the Supreme Court’s Adarand decision to those circumstances 
when the FCC has demonstrated a compelling governmental interest and 
has a narrowly tailored remedy. A distress sale policy specifically designed for 
socially disadvantaged businesses would pass muster because there is substan-
tial evidence that minority-owned broadcast businesses face capital market 
discrimination. The distress sale policy addresses this problem by creating a 
market for minority-owned broadcasters exclusively for those stations that are 
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on the verge of losing their licenses, a narrowly tailored policy.
The position of the courts has been that programs designed to remedy past 

discrimination cannot continue indefinitely. As such the FCC would need to 
monitor both these programs closely to see what effect they are having on dis-
crimination. In this way, it could also ensure that these programs and policies 
pass constitutional muster.

Have the SBA Guarantee Loans to Small Telecommunications Businesses

The FCC Market Barrier Entry studies show that minority-owned tele-
communications businesses often are turned down for loans or obtain them 
on less favorable terms than white-owned telecommunications businesses. 
Several minority and women owners who took part in the FCC Market Entry 
Barrier anecdotal study, Whose Spectrum is it Anyway?, explained that regional 
and local banks had no experience providing loans to broadcast businesses 
and were, therefore, reluctant to provide them. 

The Rangel bill (H.R. 3003) addresses this problem by giving the adminis-
trator of the SBA the power “to guarantee any loan made to a qualified busi-
ness for the purchase of assets or stock described in section 1071(c) of the In-
ternal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to qualified telecommunications sale).” 
The Rangel bill also deals with the repercussions of the Nextwave bankruptcy 
that left FCC licenses held up in limbo during a bankruptcy by providing that 
the SBA administrator “not guarantee any loan under subsection (a) unless 
such loan provides that any license issued by the Federal Communications 
Commission to the borrower shall be returned and forfeited by the borrower 
immediately upon a finding by the Administrator that such borrower is in 
default under such loan.” This proposal should also broaden the opportunities 
for minority-owned businesses to acquire FCC licenses.

Retention of Minority-Owned Stations

Once the number of minority-owned broadcasters grows, it is imperative that 
they remain viable. To this end, both the Rush and Rangel bills require minor-
ity-owned businesses to retain the media property for five years or else forfeit 
the deferred capital gains tax. This provision should ensure that “real” minority 
owners buy the property and not “fronts.” The problems that confront minority-
owned media companies revolve around access to capital, advertising discrimi-
nation and media consolidation, which makes the markets more monopolistic. 
The Rangel bill (H.R. 3003), which allows the SBA to guarantee loans to small 
telecommunications businesses, should ensure a more steady flow of capital 
to all small telecommunications businesses, including those that are minority-
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owned. In its recent order, the FCC acknowledged the existence of advertising 
discrimination against minority-owned broadcasters and required broadcasters, 
when renewing their licenses, to certify that “their advertising sales and contracts 
contain nondiscrimination clauses that prohibit all forms of discrimination.”85  
Still, the FCC refused to include specific language in the contracts that would 
prohibit “no urban/no Spanish dictates”86 on First Amendment grounds. 

This advertising nondiscrimination provision may be ineffective, as it lacks 
monitoring and enforcement mechanisms. Hence, when implementing this 
provision, the FCC must be vigilant about monitoring the advertising dollars 
that flow into minority-owned and majority-owned stations, and measures 
should be taken against advertisers who discriminate against minority-owned 
broadcasters and minority-formatted stations. The FCC should partner (and 
coordinate) with the U.S. Department of Justice in this effort, and it should 
strip broadcasters of their licenses when they are found to aid and abet this 
form of discrimination. Given that advertising is the lifeblood of these sta-
tions, the FCC should coordinate with the other branches of government to 
encourage their advertising on minority-owned stations. 

The FCC should also be looking for ways to promote small broadcast own-
ers. For example, it should refrain from policies that cause media consolida-
tion. Media consolidation generally puts small broadcasters in a difficult 
spot, because they are not able to sell advertising across a variety of media 
platforms and markets. The FCC needs to come back to its historic position 
of encouraging diversity of voices through disparate and far-ranging owner-
ship. These small broadcaster-friendly policies will also help minority-owned 
broadcasters who tend to be small owners. 

Make Nonstereotypical Portrayals and Diversity of Media Content Core 
American Value

What emerged from the Don Imus incident is that, unlike cases of indecency 
involving sexually explicit images or excretory functions, there is currently no 
legal or regulatory recourse against racially indecent speech on the broadcast 
airwaves. In fact, FCC Chairman Kevin Martin insisted that the Imus incident 
was not covered by the indecency rules,87 despite claims to the contrary. 

Section 1464 of the Communications Act states that: “Whoever utters any ob-
scene, indecent, or profane language by means of radio communication shall be 
fined under this title or imprisoned not more than two years, or both.”88

The FCC notice provides: 

Indecency findings involve at least two fundamental determinations. First, the 
material alleged to be indecent must fall within the subject matter scope of our 
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indecency definition—that is, the material must describe or depict sexual or 
excretory organs or activities. Second, the broadcast must be patently offensive 
as measured by contemporary community standards for the broadcast medium. 
In applying the “community standards for the broadcast medium” criterion, the 
Commission has ruled that the standard is not a local one, but rather is that of 
an average broadcast viewer or listener and not the sensibilities of any individual 
complainant. In determining whether material is patently offensive, the full con-
text in which the material appeared is critically important. It is not sufficient, for 
example, to know that explicit sexual terms or descriptions were used, just as it is 
not sufficient to know only that no such terms or descriptions were used.89

No other Communications Act provision specifically addresses hate speech 
over the airwaves, and the provisions that deal with nondiscrimination and 
diversity are not as robust as they could be.

In 1996, Congress amended section 151 of the Communications Act to in-
clude a provision barring “discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, 
national origin, or sex.” Section 151 now reads:

For the purposes of regulating interstate and foreign commerce in commu-
nication by wire and radio so as to make available, so far as possible, to all 
people of the United States, without discrimination on the basis of race, color, 
religion, national origin, or sex, a rapid, efficient, Nation-wide, and world-
wide wire and radio communication service with adequate facilities at reason-
able charges for the purpose of national defense, for the purpose of promoting 
safety and life and property through the use of wire and radio communication, 
and for the purpose of securing a more effective execution of this policy by 
centralizing authority heretofore granted by law to several agencies and by 
granting additional authority with respect to interstate and foreign commerce 
in wire and radio as the “Federal Communications Commission,” which shall 
be constituted as hereinafter provided, and which shall execute and enforce the 
provisions of this Act. 90

Section 254(b) of the Communications Act provides the following: 

(b) NATIONAL POLICY.—In carrying out subsection (a), the Commission 
shall seek to promote the policies and purposes of this Act favoring diversity of 
media voices, vigorous economic competition, technological advancement, and 
promotion of the public interest, convenience, and necessity.

 But it relates only to the requirement for periodic market entry barrier 
studies “identifying and eliminating, by regulations pursuant to its authority 
under this Act (other than this section), market entry barriers for entrepre-
neurs and other small businesses in the provision and ownership of telecom-
munications services and information services.” 
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The Communications Act’s indecency provisions need to be amended. In 
most of the developed world, racist hate speech is outlawed.91 The United 
States should join the rest of the world and “take affirmative responsibility for 
protecting the atmosphere of mutual respect against certain forms of vicious 
attacks.”92 The proposed statute would make diversity of media voices a core 
value and require that every action that the FCC takes is evaluated in the con-
text of its effect on diversity of media ownership and media voices.

The proposed amendment to the Communications Act should state that as 
the United States is a multicultural nation, which has in the past discriminated 
against underrepresented and insular groups, it now affirms diversity as a core 
value that should be promoted through:

(1)  Diversity of media ownership and media voices. The FCC should have the 
authority to take diversity into account in its decision making regarding 
media ownership in the hope of promoting a variety of different voices;

(2)  Broadcasters must work to safeguard, enrich, and strengthen the diversity of 
the United States and its territories;

(3)  No broadcaster should air any abusive comment or abusive pictorial represen-
tation that, when taken in context, tends or is likely to expose an individual 
or a group or class of individuals to hatred or contempt on the basis of race, 
national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age, or mental 
or physical disability;

(4)  Broadcasters should ensure that the on-screen portrayal of all minority groups 
is accurate, fair, and nonstereotypical.

These changes would encourage media to promote the individual human 
dignity of all people, and prevent coverage that makes reference to religion, 
race, color, ethnic origin, or gender in an insensitive manner. This provision 
is more reactive than affirmative. 

For First Amendment purposes, the Supreme Court has historically treated 
broadcast media differently than the print media.93 The government owns 
the frequencies and distributes this valuable government resource to private 
individuals to use.94 As part of this grant, licensees have certain obligations in 
their use of this government resource.95 Because of the nature of the license, 
the grant, and the dearth of frequencies, the Supreme Court has held that a 
broadcast licensee does not have a constitutional right to hold a license or 
to monopolize a radio frequency to the exclusion of fellow citizens. As a fi-
duciary holding the license is in public trust, and a licensee may be required 
to share its frequency with others. The Supreme Court has stated that both 
broadcasters and the public have First Amendment rights that must be bal-
anced when the government seeks to regulate access to the radio spectrum.96 
In fact, the Supreme Court has held that “it is the right of the viewers and 
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listeners, not the right of the broadcasters, which is paramount. It is the right 
of the public to receive suitable access to social, political, esthetic, moral and 
other ideas and experiences which is crucial here.”97 An essential goal of the 
First Amendment is to achieve “the widest possible dissemination of infor-
mation from diverse and antagonistic sources.”98 In Pacifica Foundation, the 
Supreme Court found that the FCC did not violate the First Amendment in 
issuing a warning to a radio station that had broadcast indecent materials.99 
The Supreme Court stated that “patently offensive, indecent material pre-
sented over the airwaves confronts the citizen, not only in public, but also in 
the privacy of the home, where the individual’s rights to be left alone plainly 
outweigh the First Amendment rights of the intruder.”100 In essence, the court 
found that the words were protected but were broadcast at the wrong time 
of day.101 All-white television images and negative minority stereotypes are 
equally disturbing. Viewers are exposed to them before they may realize what 
they are seeing. These stereotypes are as intrusive as indecent materials.

The Longer Term Future: Ubiquitous Broadband

For people of color to have more access and content in the new world of 
ubiquitous broadband, two types of policies need to be implemented. The 
first type would bolster demand. This would include setting a goal of achiev-
ing ubiquitous broadband in the next ten years, and it needs to include more 
robust measures for increasing access among low-income consumers in the 
home, school, libraries, work, and in remote places. The FCC should extend 
its Link-Up and Lifeline policies, which currently cover telephone service, 
to broadband. These policies could then provide low-income consumers 
with discounts when purchasing computers and broadband service. Mak-
ing broadband technologies universal would provide African Americans 
and Latino/as with greater access and create a bigger demand for minority-
focused content. Among other measures that need to be taken in this context 
are training people in computer literacy skills.

The second type of policy would bolster supply. Smaller content providers 
will have to access and reach audiences through broadband. Underserved audi-
ences will be more easily able to reach their minority producer’s content with-
out going through a mediator. To ensure that minority broadband entrepre-
neurs who have designed minority content will be able to reach their intended 
audiences (and their audiences will be able to reach them), network neutrality 
should maintained and “Internet users should be able to access any Web con-
tent they choose and use any applications they choose, without restrictions or 
limitations imposed by their Internet service provider.”102 This neutrality will 
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allow minority broadband content providers to provide full access to minority 
consumers without any interference from the broadband operators. 

There will still be media owners and producers who have access to bigger 
audiences. Many of them may be the same big media owners of today who will 
have extended their reach to other communications platforms, like broadcast, 
cable, satellite, and the Internet. It is important that there be diversity among 
them, and for that reason, we need to enforce the minority tax certificate 
program, the distress sales policies, anti-discrimination policies, and SBA 
guarantees of loans. Both the Rangel and Rush bills extend the minority tax 
certificate program to non-broadcast companies, so that they can provide 
tax breaks to majority media companies that sell to minorities. This should 
help increase the number of minority media properties. The tax certificate 
program for digital content should work the same way it has been proposed 
in the context of broadcasting by compensating minority businesses’ that are 
experiencing capital constraints. 

Conclusion

The images presented in the mainstream news and the entertainment 
media affect how people of color are viewed. It is, therefore, imperative that 
we have real solutions to ameliorate negative representation of minorities 
by increasing minority representation and changing longstanding eco-
nomic conditions barring minorities from acquiring a representative share 
of media outlets. In terms of minority media ownership, the next admin-
istration should bring back the tax certificate and the distress sale policy 
and extend them to socially and economically disadvantaged businesses. 
The SBA should have the power to guarantee loans for small telecommu-
nications businesses. The Communications Act needs to be amended to 
make diversity a core value, and FCC regulations should prohibit racist and 
stereotypical speech on the airwaves. In addition, measures must be taken 
to increase minority access to broadband technology, maintain network 
neutrality and provide capital to these new minority entrepreneurs devel-
oping an online presence. 
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